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ABSTRACT

Research on the Gospel of Thomas in the last quarter of a
century has made it clear that the origins of this apocryphal gospel
cannot be satisfactorilly explained from a single point of view.

The

author thus suggests that Thomas be understood as a growing collection
of sayings which originated in various places and languages, with some
logia being added to the collection after its inception.

While this

suggestion is by no means new, there have been few extensive attempts
to study Thomas from such a presupposition.
Due to the need for a control group, only the logia which have
rather close parallels to the Synoptic gospels are investigated.

Ver

bal and textual affinities are noted between these logia and the ear
liest texts of the Gospels (the Coptic versions, the Diatessaron, the
Old Syriac version, and other early versions and Christian writings).
Various degrees of probable contact between each logion and these
texts are assigned.
The results of this study give some idea as to the place of
origin, the original language, and the approximate date at which cer
tain logia were added to the collection.

Those sayings which show a

closer affinity to the Diatessaron, the Old Syriac version, or other
Syrian writings may be considered as having been added to the sayings
collection as it circulated in its earliest form, possibly in a Sem
itic language.

Other logia which show no signs of awareness of a

Syrian reading, but which are similar to variants found in the Coptic
versions or other Egyptian texts, may well have originated in Egypt

and been added to the collection at a later stage.

These results,

however, must await verification by those who might approach Thomas
from related, but different, perspectives.
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PREFACE

A quick perusal of Davi d Scholer's Nag Harrmadi Bibliography,

1948-1969 (published as volume l of the Nag Hanmadi Stu:lies series),
which is now updated annually in Nov1,,111 Testamentwn under the title
"Bibliographia Gnostica," will make one quickly--and, for the novice
stllient, perhaps painfull y--aware of the deluge of stu:lies precipi
tated by the Nag Hammadi discovery in general, but especially, by
the Gospel of Thanas.

Indeed, so much has been written re:Jarding

Thanas that one may wonder if anything else of benefi t can be said.
But the canplexity of the problems invol ved and the plethora of ques
tions unanswered demand that the evidence at hand be re-examined,
from a different perspective if necessary, in an attempt to discover
further the proper "interpretation" of these "secret words."
We know least, perhaps, about the origin s of this sayings
collection.

The focus of this thesis will be primaril y in this area.

By trying to di scover what, if any, connections Themas has with the
various early Gospel texts, clues may be furnished as to the geo
graphic area in which the various logia ori ginated.
The m aterial in this stuiy will best be understood when read
in conjunction with a Coptic copy of the Gospel of Thomas (e.g. , the
Brill edition), a synopsis of the Gospels, and, if possible, a copy
of the particular Gospel text under di scussion.

Also ver y helpful

will be a copy of a list of variants which Thomas possibly has in
comnon with the earliest Q)spel texts such as those compiled by G.
Qui spel (see his Gnostic Studies, II, pp. 58-69, or his Tatian and
the Gospet of Thorms, pp. 174-90) or T. Baarda (in the sixth chapter
vii

of Schippers' canmentary on Thomas, pp. 135-55).

Some of the vari

ants in this thesis have not been discussed before, but the majority
of them have been gleaned from these lists or fro m Schrage' s nono
graph and Menard's commentary.

A thorough reassessment of the evi

dence, as we shall see, suggests that Thomas be considered from a
somewhat dif ferent viewpoint.
One way God keeps us humble is by reminding us how little
we can accomplish without the assistance and co-operation of o thers.
And so it is, in a work such as this, that a debt of thanks is owed
to many.
To the Currentvi ew, Missouri church of Christ, to the
Missour i Street church of Christ in vest Memphis, Arkansas, and to
the Hillsboro church of Christ in Nashville, Tennessee, I give my
thanks for helping to make this stu:ly possible.
To Prof essor R. McL. Wilson, my supervi sor, I owe my grati
tu:le and off er my respect.

Al.thoUJh his many responsibilities make

great demands upon his time, all of this is uomentarily pushed aside
when one of his stu:lents is in need of his counsel.
To the librarian and staf f at the University of St. Andrews
I am particularly gr ateful for maintaining such a fine academic
f acility and for being of such great assistance.

To the follo wing

I would also extend my thanks for their gracious hospitality and
assistance: the Cambridge University Library, Cambridge; the Harding
Graduate School of Religion Library, Memphis, Tennessee; and the
Columbus, Kansas Public Library.
To the many other individuals who gave their assistance and
encouragement in so many ways, may I say: thoug h you are too numerous
to mention by name, you are not forgotten.
Finally, to my wife, Barbara--who made untold sacrifi ces
viii

that I might complete this stuiy, and whose love and patience seen
alnost bomdless--to her I offer my deepest heartfelt thanks and
renew my pledge of undy:ing love.

Kenneth V. Neller
Columbus, Kansas, U.S.A.
Candlema s, 1983
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. The Miscellaneous Nature
of the Gospel of Thomas
Though one of the apocryphal writings discovered at Nag Ham
madi in

1945/ 1946

1

closes with the words TIEYArrEAION TIKATA

80MAC, "The Gospel according to Thanas," it is apparent to all who
read it that this book is no ordinary gospel. Whereas the canonical
Gospels we know are cogent accounts of selected events in Jesus' life,
containing his words and deeds placed in a specific context through
the use of narrative material, the Gospel of Thomas, at first glance,
2
seems to be nothing more than a collection of 114 logia, or sayings,
¾-or details of the discovery, see James M. Robinson, "Intro
duction," in NHLE, pp. 2lff.

2This is the number set in the official translations by the
committee including A. Guillawnont, H.-ch. Puech, G. Quispe!, w. Till,
and Yassa 'Abd al Masih: in English, The GospeZ acco'l'di ng to Thomas:
Coptic Te:x:t Established and Tttanslated (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1959).
Previous to this publication, two other translations of Thomas ap
peared. In 1958, Johannes Leipoldt published a German translation,
"Ein neues Evangelium? Das koptische Thomas-evangelium ubersetzt und
besprochen," 'l'hLZ 83 (1958):481-96. The next year, a French transla
tiqn was given qy Jean Doresse, Les livz-es BeCl'ets des gnostiques
d'Egypt, II: L'EvangiZe de Thomas ou les paitoles sear�tes de Jesus
(Paris: Librairie Plon, 1959). (The two volumes of this work were
later translated by Philip Mairet into one English volume and pub
lished in London: Hollis & Carter, 1960.) Both Leipoldt and ooresse
numbered the sayings differently from the official edition. Conse
quently, there was some confusion in this early period as to which
numbering system a particular writer was following. For a helpful
canparative table of numbering systems (pp. 157-58) and a further
list of translations (pp. 154-55), see R. McL. Wilson, Studies in the
Gospel of Thomas (London: A. R. Mowbray & co., Limited, 1960). A
photographic edition of the Gospel of Thomas may be found in The
Facsimile Edition of the Nag Harrmadi Codices. Codex II, published
under the auspices of the Department of Antiquities of the Arab Re
public of Egypt (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1974), plates II,32-II,51.

1

2

introduced and connected by a minimum of narration--most frequently,
the brief formula "Jesus said."
A closer examination of the Gospel of Thomas, however, re
veals several other interesting literary characteristics.

For in

stance, it is composed of apparently different types of material
which can easily be placed into one of four categories.

Some say-

ings are almost identical to those found in our Gospels 1 (e.g.,
log. 34/Mt. 15:14b); others have only a loose resemblance to canon
ical material (e.g., log. 75).

A few of the sayings have an auth

entic "ring" to them, but cannot be found in the Gospels or sometimes
2
in any other previously known writing (e.g., log. 82).

Finally,

there are sayings which are obviously foreign to Jesus' teaching
(e.g., log. 56) and which were most probably put on his lips by the
author(s) of Thomas.

These types of material are mixed throughout

Thomas, sometimes occurring in the same logion.3

Just where the

author(s) obtained this material, particularly that which falls into
the first three categories, is a matter of dispute.

Whatever the

1

Every effort has been made in this study to distinguish
clearly between the canonical Gospels (Matthew, Mark, Luke, and
John) and those which are considered non-canonical. Unless otherwise
stated, the fonner will be referred to as "Gospels" (capitalized) and
the latter as "gospels." The designation "gospel tradition" is a
general term intended to include all gospel-type writings.

2
Joachim Jeremias, Unk:no'I.JJn Sayings of Jesus, 2nd ed., trans.
R. H. Fuller (London: S.P.C.K., 1964), identifies only log. 8, 36,
and 82 as possibly being authentic sayings of Jesus. Ray Summers,
The Secret Sayings of Je8U8 (Waco, Texas: Word Books, 1968), pp.
7lff., nominates log. 102, 47a, 97, 43, and 82.
3

All four types of material--close Gospel parallels, loose
Gospel parallels, unique and authentic-sounding sayings, and foreign
sounding sayings--may perhaps be detected in log. 6 and log. 21.

3

literary quarry, it is not likely that these sayings come from a
single source.
Another characteristic of Thomas is the diverse order of its
material as compared with the parallel sayings as found in the canon
ical Gospels.

Often Thomas does not give the sayings of Jesus in the

same order as they are recorded in the Gospels.

For instance, log.

92, 93, and 94 have parallels in Mt. 7:7, 6, and 8, respectively.
This is sometimes true eve n when the sayings occur in the same logi
on, in log. 47b, Thomas has the parable of the wine and wineskins
followed by the patch and garment, but in Mt. 9:16-17/par. this order
is reversed.

One of the most striking divergences in order concerns

the se ven parables of the kingdom recorded by Matthew in chapter

thirteen of his Gospel. 1 Thomas contains each of these parables, but

they occur respectively in log. 9, 5 7, 20, 96, 109, 76, and 8--not
only in a different order, but in different contexts. This diverg
ence in order would suggest either a collection of sayings made inde
pendently of the Gospels, or a thorough reworking of the canonical
tradition, perhaps over a period of time. 2
There is also the matter of doublets: some sayings are re
corded in Thomas in two different places. This is somewhat unusual,
considering the brevity of Thomas and the vast number of sayings
available to the author(s), and has thus led some scholars to believe
1

cf. Gerard Garitte and Lucien Ce rfaux, "Les paraboles du
roya\Jll\e dans l''Evangile de Thomas' ," Museon 70 (1957):307-27.

2
The first explanation would appear the more likely at first,
but the latter view is admirably defended by B. Dehandschutte r,
"L'Evangile selon Thomas: temoin d'une tradition prelucanienne?" in
L'EvangiZe de Luc. "Pl-oblemes litteraires et theologiques. Memorial
Lucien Cerfaux, ed. F. Neirynck (Gembloux: J. Duc�lot, s. A., 1973),
pp. 293-94, with the help of Garitte, "Le nouvel Evangile copte de
Thomas," Ac. Roy. Belge BuZZ. Cl. LettP., 5 e ser., 50 (1964):33-54,
esp. 44-45.

4
that the duplicate sayings offer proof that at least some logia were
added by a later redactor, and that Thomas was thus a growing collection.

1

But that the Coptic Gospel of Thomas is a complete literary
work, designed to stand as a whole, there can be no doubt.

It is

unified by its claim to a single author, it is unified by its rela
tively consistent form, it is unified in its content.

Yet the obser

vations briefly made above--that these sayings seem so loosely tied
together, 2 that they apparently come from diverse sources, and that
1

See, for example, R. Schippers, Het Evangelie van Thoma.s
(Kampen: J. H. Kok, 1960), p. 1331 and G. C. Stead, "Some Reflections
on the Gospel of Thomas," in StEv, pp. 400-40 1. There are those,
however, who prefer to see the doublets, and Thomas as a whole, as a
result of a single editor using multiple written sources. Cf. G.
Quispel, "Some Remarks on the Gospel of Thomas," NTS 5 (1959):288-90;
Robert M. Grant and David Noel Freedman, The Secret Sayings of Jesus
(London: Collins, 1960), pp. 97ff.1 Harvey K. McArthur, "The Gospel
according to Thanas," in Ne� Testament Sidelights: Essays in Honor of
ALe:mnder ConvePse 'Puztdy, ed. H. K. McArthur (Hartford: Hartford
Seminary Foundation Press, 1960), pp. 48-50; and Hugh Montefiore, "A
Canparison of the Parables of the Gospel According to Thomas and of
the Synoptic Gospels," NTS 1 (1961):221-22. This view is possible,
but it does not adequately explain the diverse nature of Thomas and
is understandably dismissed by Stead, above. Cf. also the discussion
of doublets in Philip Vielhauer, Gesohichte deP ux-chPistlichen Liter
atur: Einleitung in a.as Neue Testament, die Apokzoyphen, und die
Apostolischen v"atel' (Berlin: waiter de Gruyter, 1975), pp. 624-25.
2

The only discernible connection among the sayings in Thomas
which is recognized by a majority of scholars is the catchword ar
rangement. Cf. the discussions by Bertil Gartner, The Theology of
the Gospel of Thomas, trans. Eric J. Sharpe (London: Collins, 1961),
pp. 28-29; R. Kasser, L'Evangile selon Thonr:ls (Neuchitel: Delachaux
et Niestle, 1961), pp. 155-57; and Turner, in H. E. W. Turner and Hugh
Montefiore, Thorrrzs and the Evangelists (London: SCM Press, Ltd.,
1962), pp. 80-81. An overview of the discussion is given by Ernst
Haenchen, "Literatur zum ThomasevangeliWII," ThR 27 (1961):306ff. Ac
cording to Vielhauer, Geschiohte, p. 623, this catchword arrangement
proves that some of these sayings circulated together in oral form
before they were recorded by the author of Thomas. But because some
of these catchwords occur only in the Coptio form of Thomas (see p. 7
n. 4 below), this theory is inadequate to explain all the catchword
associations.
Recently, two very credible attempts have been made to define
the structure of Thanas: cf. David H. Tripp, "The Aim of the 'Gospel
of Thomas, 1" EzpT 92 (1980): 41-44; and Bruce Chilton, "The Kingdom in
Thomas: A Study of Theme, Transmission Stream, and Structure," an

5

they were perhaps collected together at different times and by dif
ferent people--raise the question of whether the Gospel of Thomas
was originally written in the form in which we know it today.

The sayings of Jesus found in the OXyrhynchus Papyri 1 and

their relationship to the Gospel of Thomas have a direct bearing on
this question. As Puech first discovered in 1952, the sayings in
the papyri are almost identical with their corresponding sayings in
the Coptic Thomas.

2

Thus, what Grenfell and Hunt discovered at the

turn of this century could well be fragments of three separate copies
of the Gospel of Thomas in Greek which are 150-209 years older than

the copy of the Coptic Thomas found at Nag Hammadi.3

unpublished paper, the first half of which was read in the seminar on
textual criticism at the S.N.T.S. conference held August 26-28, 1980,
in Toronto.

1
These particular sayings are found in POXy 1, 654, and 655.
See Bernard P. Grenfell and Arthurs. Hunt, eds., The O:x:yzohynchue
Papyri (London: Egypt Exploration Fund, Part I: 1897, Part IV: 1904),
l:lff. and 4:lff. This material was published together in a separate
volume entitled NetJJ Sa.yings of Jesus and Fmgment of a Lost Goepel
from O:x:yzohynchus (London: Henry Frowe for the Egypt Exploration
Fund, 1904). cf. also Hugh G. Evelyn White, The Sayings of Jesus
from O:x:yzohynchus (Cambridge: University Press, 1920). These frag
ments have been dated variously by their editors, by G. Garitte ("Les
'logoi' d'OXyrhynque et l'apocryphe copte dit 'Evangile de Thomas,'"
Museon 73 (1960):151), and by Kasser (Thomas, p. 17): POXy 1: II or
III century (Grenfell/Hunt), not after the beginning of IV (Garitte),
beginning of III(?) (Kasser)1 POxy 654: middle or end of III (Gren
fell/Hunt), III or IV (Garitte), ca. 250 (Kasser); POxy 655: not
later than 250 (Grenfell/Hunt), III (Garitte), end of III (Kasser).

2The first published account of this discovery appears to be
Puech, "Un logion de Jesus sur bandelette funeraire," Bulletin de la
Sooiete Em.est Renan, n.s. 3 (1954):6-9, reprinted in RHR 147 (1955):
126-29. Gerard Garitte, "Le premier volume de
' !'edition photographique des manuscrits gnostiques coptes et l''Evangile de Thomas,"'
Museon 10 (1957):59-73, evidently made the same discovery indepen
dently. Cf. Wilhelm Schneemelcher, in NTApo, 1:61 (ET 1:98), who
agrees with Puech's identification, but with a little more caution.
3

Johannes Munck, "Bemerkungen zum koptischen Thomasevangelium," StTh 14 (1960):133-34, admits this identification is a possi
bility, but he suggests an alternate solution: the papyri could repre
sent various collections of sayings later incorporated into the Gospel
of Thomas. But in light of the incipit of POxy 654, the fact that

6
There are, however, some significant differences between
them.

The eight sayings in POxy 1, for instance, are the same as

those found in log. 26-33 of Thanas, with one exception: part of the
fifth saying of POxy l is recorded in log. 77 of Thomas, far removed
from log. 3 0 where one would expect to find it.

Similarly, POxy 655

contains sayings parallel to log. 36-39 of Thomas, but it apparently

1
also preserves a saying similar to log. 24 of the Coptic collection,

again manifesting a difference in order between the Greek and Coptic
collection.

Moreover, it appears that several of the sayings have

been considerably revised.

For example, the last clause of the fifth

saying of l>Oxy 654, "and nothing buried which will not be raised up,11
is lacking in log. 5 of Thomas.

Also, the end of the sixth saying of

POxy 654 reads quite differently from the end of log. 6 of the Coptic
collection.

In addition, log. 36 of Thomas is much shorter than the

first saying of POxy 655.
These and other differences between the Greek papyri and the
Coptic Thomas have led Puech to suggest that there were two recen
sions of the Gospel according to Thomas: one read by orthodox Chris
tians as late as the fifth or sixth century (represented by the Greek
POxy 1 is the eleventh page of a book (cf. Grenfell and Hunt, PO:r:y,
4:10), the very close similarities between the Greek fragments and
the Coptic Thomas, and the fact that the three fragments were discov
ered in the same vicinity and belong essentially to the same period,
this is perhaps less likely.
1rt seems that Rodolphe Kasser, "Les manuscrits de Nag'
Hammadi: Faits documents, problbes," RThPh 9 (1959):357-70, was the
first to identify this particular fact.
2

This is according to the restoration of Joseph A. Fitzmyer,
"The Oxyrhychus Logoi of Jesus and the Coptic Gospel according to
Thomas," TS 20 (1959):505-60. This article has been reprinted in a
slightly revised form in his Essays on the Semitia Baakground of the
Net,J Testament (London: Geoffrey Chapman , 1971), pp. 355-433. cf.
the restoration of Otfried Hofius, "Das koptische Thomasevangelium
und die Oxyrhynchus-Papyri Nr. 1, 654, und 655," EvangeZische Theo
togie 20 (1960):21-42, 182-92.

2
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fragments), and one which circulated among the Gnostics and Manicheans (and served as the basis for the Coptic translation).

The "het

erodox" (Coptic) version is thus a Gnostic revision of the "orthodox"
or "more orthodox" version.

1

It is significant that most scholars

have accepted this understanding, at least in its general outline.

2

A second observation also helps to explain the differences
between the Greek and Coptic collections. Since both are likely to
be different recensions of the same work, both would have a history
3
of transmission all their own.

vised,4 and copied differently.

Thus they would have been used, re-

1Henri-Charles Puech, "Une collection de paroles de Jesus re,
, L'Evangile
cemment retrouvee:
selon Thomas," CRAI (1957):163-64. cf.
Puech, in NTApo, 1:221-22 (ET 1:305-306). But it should be remembered
that even the "more orthodox" Greek version contains the esoteric pro
logue: "These are the Liecre!:J words • • • ", cf. R. McL. Wilson, "II.
Apokryphen des Neuen Testaments," in TRE, 3:325.
2

cf. Fitzmyer, Essays, pp. 415-161 Antoine Guillaumont, "Les
logia d'Oxyrhynchos sont-ils traduits de copte?" Mus'°n 73 (1960):
333 1 Grant and Freedman, Secret Sayings, pp. 67ff., and many others.
M. Marcovich, "Textual Criticism on the Gospel of Thomas," JThS 20
(1969):53-74, has taken this theory one step further. He suggests
three recensions--the Coptic, the Greek, and the Thomas used by the
Naassenes. For the opposing view, see Wolfgang Schrage, Da.s Verhalt
nis des Thomas-EvangeZiums aur synoptischen Tradition und au den kop
tischen "EVangelienubersetaungen: ZugZeich ein Beitrag zur gnostisahen
Synoptikerdeutung, BZNW 29 (Berlin: Alfred Topelmann, 1964), p. 15;
and idem, "Evangelienzitate in den OXyrhynchus-Logien und im kop
tischen Thomas-Evangelium," in Apopho11eta: Festsch.I'ift fur Ernst
Haenchen, eds. w. Eltester and F. H. Kettler, BZNW 30 (Berlin: Alfred
Topelmann, 1964), pp. 255ff., esp. p. 267. Schrage feels that there
is no greater Gnosticizing tendency in the Coptic Thomas than there
is in POxy. In fact, the Coptic version of Thomas is sometimes clos
er to the canonical text of the Gospels than the Greek version, and
therefore mo11e "orthodox." Also cf. Wilson, in TRE, 3:325.
3

cf. Schneemelcher, in NTApo, l:6lff. (ET l:97ff.)1 K. H.
Kuhn, "Some Observations on the COptic Gospel according to Thanas,"
Museon 73 (1960):317ff.; and R. McL. Wilson, "The Gospel of Thomas,"
in StEv, p. 449.

4The work of the Coptic redactor(s) appears to be quite ex
tensive. For instance, the first half of POxy 1. 5 is found in log.
30, but the second half is appended to log. 77 and connected to it by
the Coptic word nw?, which is thus used in two different ways.
This Coptic word-play would suggest the conscious repositioning of

8

The Oxyrhynchus sayings, then, give further evidence that the
Coptic Gospel of Thomas did not always exist in its present form, but
that it is a piece of literature behind which there lies a history of

1
transmission.

The history of this work, as far as we can determine,

would include at least two recensions which underwent sometimes extensive revision and which were possibly read by groups with differ
ent theological backgrounds.
There is also wide disagreement among scholars as to the ori
gin of Thomas, which tends to decrease one's confidence in the theo
ries which hold that the entire collection originated in one place.
For instance, a variety of suggestions have been made concerning the
language in which the collection was first compiled.

Quispe! insists

that the original language was the Aramaic of the Jewish-Christians

2
who wrote i·t.

. origina
. . 1.
Nage1 al s o argues for an Aramaic

3

Similarly,

the saying found in POxy 1. Sb to its present place in log. 77. cf.
Kuhn, Museon 73 (1960):317-18. In addition, the word-play on the word
MAUe meaning both "ear" and "measure" in log. 33 indicates possible
Coptic redactional activity. Cf. Richard Laurence Arthur, "The Gos
pel of Thomas and the Coptic New Testament" (Th.D. dies., Graduate
Theological Union, 1976), pp. 41-42. cf. also Schrage, VerhaZtnis,
p. 177, for the word COOYN used in two different ways in log. 91.
1

This is somewhat contrary to the views of Haenchen, ThR 27
(1961):314. He admits that some slight revision of Thomas may have
occurred during its history, but, because the Greek and Coptic forms
of Thomas are essentially the same, he concludes that Thomas experi
enced no significant growth after about A.O. 200. The converse of
this--that Thomas underwent at least some further growth after its
inception--is a possibility which this thesis argues should be left
open. Cf. Tai Akagi, "The Literary Development of the Coptic Gospel
of Thomas" (Ph.D. diss., western Reserve University, 1965), pp. 328,
36lff., who, although he is prone to see very little change in Thomas
from its origin to the present Coptic text, admits that some minor
alterations have occurred, including the addition of five new logia.
2

NTS 5 (1959):277ff.

3Peter Nagel, "Erwagungen zum Thomas-Evangelium," in Die Arab
er in der aZten Welt, s. Band, 2. Teil, ed. Franz Altheim and Ruth
Stiehl (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter & Co., 1969), pp. 379ff.

9

Guillaumont,

3
1 Schippers,2
and Menard opt for a Syriac original,

though, as CUllmann points out,

4

it would be extremely difficult to

distinguish between the two languages if one of them lies behind our
Greek and Coptic texts.

5

On the other hand, Grant,

6

Haenchen,

7

9
Schrage,8 Kasser, Ehlers,10 and others argue for a Greek original.

And, one must not forget the word-plays found only in the Coptic
Thomas,

11

which Tilly imply that some logia were originally composed

in Coptic.
Nor is there a consensus among scholars as to the place of
Thomas' origin.

12

Respected writers such as Doresse, Guillaumont,

van Unnik, CUllmann, Schippers, Baarda, Quispe!, Haenchen, Koester,
1Antoine Guillaumont, "Semitismes dans les
logia de Jesus re
trouves a Nag-Ham�di," JA 246 (1958):117.
2

Thomas, pp. 19, 133. Schippers (p. 1 33) believes that the
collection was not made all at once, but grew gradually.
Evidently,
however, he considers this growth to have occurred in the same gener
al area (Syria).

3.Jacques-E. Menard, "Le milieu syriaque de l'Evangile selon
Thomas et de l'Evangile selon Philippe," RSR 42 (1968) :261. Cf. idem,
L'Evangile selon ThoTlllB, NHS 5 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1975), pp. 3ff.
4

oscar CUllmann, "Das Thomasevangelium und die Frage nach dem
Alter der in ihln enthaltenen Tradition," ThLZ 85 (1960):333.

5For a more complete discussion of the possible Semitic background of Thomas, see pp. 126ff. below.
6

Robert M. Grant, "Notes on the Gospel of Thomas," VigChr 13
(1959):170. Cf. Grant and Freedman, Secret Sayings, p. 65.
7
ThR 27 (1961) :157, ,161.

Cf. Kuhn, Muoeon 13 (1960) : 317ff.

8
1n Apopho�eta, pp. 252-53.

9

Thomas, pp. 10-11, 18.

10aarbara Ehlers, "Kann das Thomasevangelium aus Edessa
stammen?" NovTest 12 (1970):303-304.
11See pp. 6-7

below.

above,

esp. p. 7 n. 4.

12For
a more thorough discussion of provenance, see pp. 123ff.

10
Schrage, Menard, Klijn, and many others, believe the collection origi
nated in Syria.

Fewer scholars, though equally as eminent, nominate

Egypt as the place of origin.

These include Cerfaux, Piper, Wilson,

Turner, Grobe!, and Dehandschutter.

And the difference of opinion

There is also the question of whether these log

does not stop here.

ia have a rural or urban background.

Menard, for example, on the ba

sis of log. 14b, thinks that at least in some places Thomas reflects
a rural background.

1

On the other hand, Grant and Freedman see in

log. 64 an urban character.

2

By inference, they would be supported

by those who consider the sayings collection to have originated in
the city of Edessa.

3

Again, an inconsistent interpretation of Thomas

may indicate a diverse background as the best explanation for all of
its characteristics.
The diverse background of Thomas is further hinted at when
one considers the purpose of Thomas.

The author's intention has been

an enigma to scholars since the discovery at Nag Hammadi.

The first

clue as to purpose, the author's identity, leads nowhere, for no one
knows who wrote the Gospel of Thomas.

What does seem clear is that

it was not the apostle Thomas as the reader would be led to believe.

Nevertheless, theories as to the author and his purpose have been
posited from the second clue, the intended audience of Thomas.

It

has long been assumed, largely because the Coptic Thomas forms part
1

Thomas, p. 100. Cf. w. H. C. Frend, "The Gospel of Thomas:
Is Rehabilitation Possible?" JThS 18 (1967):13ff.
2

Secret Sa.yings, p. 161. Cf. Wilson, Studies, pp. 100-101;
and Montefiore, NTS 7 (1961):229-30.
3

Seep.

NTApo,

22 n. 3 and p. 12 3 n. 1 below.

4
For an extended discussion of authorship. see Puech, in
1:205-206 (ET 1:285-87).

4
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of the Gnostic library unearthed at Nag Hanunadi, that it is in its
1
present form a Gnostic work, intended for Gnostic readers.

Indeed,

it must be admitted that several sayings in Thomas are easily under
stood when compared with Gnostic teaching, and a Gnostic interpreta
tion is legitimate in light of the esoteric prologue.

Consequently,

the majority of scholars interpret the new gospel in terms of Gnos

2
ticism, some making brilliant suggestions in an attempt to make
sense of its miscellaneous nature,

3

while others extend this Gnostic

4
understanding of Thomas even to the writing in its original form.

There are, however, at least two objections to such a homo
geneous understanding.

First, not all the sayings in Thomas are

1

This is probably the simplest explanation of Thomas in its
present form, but one immediately runs into a problem when trying to
identify the specific Gnostic sect, as the commentators of Thomas
have found. But this may not be too surprising in light of the ob
servations of Torgny Save-Soderbergh, "Gnostic and Canonical Gospel
Traditions (with Special Reference to the Gospel of Thomas)," in Le
Origini detto Gnostioismo: CoZZoquio di Messina 13-18 Aprite 1966,
ed. Ugo Bianchi, SHR 12 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1967), pp. 552-53, when
he states that the Nag Hammadi library represents a variety of Gnos
tic viewpoints and "cannot reflect the dogmas of one sect, however
broadminded and syncretistic."
2

These scholars would include Cerfaux, Leipoldt, Grant, Freed
man, Schoedel, Hunzinger, Cullmann, Montefiore, Gartner, Kasser, Schip
pers, Haenchen, McArthur, Turner, Janssens, Menard, Summers, Dehand
schutter, and Kaestli.

..
3Cf. especially Grant and Freedman, Secre tSay�ngs;
'
Gartner,

!l'heoZogy, Ernst Haenchen, I>ie Botschaft des Thomas-Evange'Liuma, Theo
logische Bibliothek Topelmann 6 (Berlin: Alfred Topelmann, 1961); De
handschutter, in L'b'vangi1,e de Luc, pp. 287ff.; and Menard, Thoms.

4
Just a few of those who view Thomas as not only Gnostic in
its present form but as origina7,1,y Gnostic include Garitte and Cer
faux, Museon 1 0 (1957):307ff., esp. p. 322; Leipoldt, ThLZ 83 (1958):
4931 Robert M. Grant, "Two Gnostic Gospels," JBL 19 (1960):4; Kasser,
Thoms , p. 14; Haenchen, Botsohaft, pp. 10-12; Montefiore, NTS 7
(1961):222; and Gartner, Theology, p. 26.

easily explainable by Gnosticism,
rather broadly.

2

1

12
even if Gnosticism is defined

Then, too, some of the sayings explainable by Gnos-

ticism can also be understood in the light of other contexts.3

several scholars have suggested alternative intended audiences.

Thus
Quis

pel, for example, believes that the author was an Encratite writing
to those of a similar persuasion,

4

other students of the Gospel of

1

cf. Vielhauer, Geschichte, p. 635. Others have also ob
served that elements besides those of Gnosticism are present. Cf.
Puech, in NTApo, 1:221 (ET l:JOS)J Jean Doresse, The Secret Books of
the Egyptian Gnostic�, pp. 348ff.1 Wilso9, Studies, pp. 43, 131-321
and Hans Quecke, "L'Evangile de Thomas. Etat des recherches," in La
Venue du Messie: Messianisme et Escha.tologie, by E. Massaux et al.
(Bruges: Desclee de Brouwer, 1962), pp. 225ff. Cf. also A. J. B.
Higgins, "Non-Gnostic Sayings in the Gospel of Thomas," NovTest 4
(1960):292-306.

2
cf. R. Schippers, Thorrri.s, p. 54, who defines Naassene thought
(which he believes influenced Thomas) in such a way so as to include
the sometimes conflicting ideologies of rabbinicism, Jewish-Chris
tianity, anti-Jewish Marcionitism, and asceticism.

3
For instance, while Grant and Freedman (Searet Sayi ngs, pp.
129f.) and Menard (Thom:is, pp. 103f., 15lf., and 175) would understand log. 16, 49, and 75 as Gnostic, G. Quispe!, "L'Evangile selon
Thomas et les origines de l'ascese chretienne," in Aspects du Judeo
Christianisme: Colloque de Strasbowag> 2J-25 Avril 1964 (Paris:
Presses Universitaires de France, 1965), pp. 37ff., maintains that
they are not Gnostic sayings, but of Jewish-Christian ascetic �En
cratitic) origin. Cf. Henri-Charles Puech, "Explication de l'Evan
gile selon Thomas et recherches sur les Paroles de J,sus qui y sont
reunies," AnnuaiPe de College de Fronce 57 - 61 (1957-1961)1 and
"Doctrines esote riques et themes gnostiques dans l''Evangile selon
Thomas,'" op. ait. 61 -72 (1961-1972)1 both articles are reprinted
in Puech's En quete de la Gnose > II: Sur' l'E:r,angile selon Thorrr:is
(Gallimard, 1978), pp. 65-284. On pp. 77ff. and 93ff., Puech notes
the Jewish-Christian background of the sayings which is sometimes
still visible, but he basically interprets the sayings as Gnostic
(pp. 96ff.).

4G. Quispe!, "'The Gospel of Thanas' and the 'Gospel of the
Hebrews,'" NTS 12 (1966):381. In this he has modified his views some
what, for he earlier advocated that the "syncretistic" sayings were
from a Jewish-Christian source (the Gospel of the Hebrews) and the
other sayings were from the Gospel of the Egyptians, which betrays
contact with early Gnostic thought: cf. his article in NTS 5 (1959):
276-90. Cf. also H. J. w. Drijvers, "Edessa und das judische Chris
tentum," VigCh.P 24 (1970):17, 23. Interestingly enough, Richardson
concludes that Thomas is both Gnostic (though not fully Gnostic) and
Encratite: Cyril c. Richardson, "The Gospel of Thomas: Gnostic or En
cratite?" in The Heritage of the Ea.rly Chwaah: Essays in Honor of G.
V. Florovsky, eds. D. Neiman and M Schatkin, Orientalia Christiana
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Thanas feel that the logia were originally written by and addressed
to ordinary Jewish-Christians. 1

Stead, on the other hand, observes

the diversity of thought in Thomas and reminds us that the Christian
(possibly Syrian) canmunity in which Thomas was probably written was
very heterogeneous in its beliefs and a work composed by and intended
for such an audience would easily explain the different elements in

Thomas.

2

This observation emphasizes an important point: there is a

possibility that Thomas was intended for an audience of widely vary
ing beliefs and cannot be interpreted from a single philosophical

viewpoint.
The second, and more important objection to identifying the
Gospel of Thomas simply as a Gnostic work has to do with its literary
history mentioned above.

Since Thomas most likely underwent a series

Analecta 195 (Rane: Pont. Institutum Studiorum Orientalium, 1973),
pp. 65-76.
1

cf. Puech (note 3 of the preceding page); Otto Piper, "The
Gospel of Thomas," PSB 53 (1959):22- 23; Akagi, "Literary Develop
ment," pp. vii, 121, 199ff.; and Tripp, E:r:pT 92 {1980):44. Akagi
even interprets most of the logia in the Coptic Thomas in terms of
Jewish-Christianity. There are many, however, who do not think this
is possible: cf. Haenchen, Botschaft, pp. 50, 66-67; Gartner, Theo
Zogy, pp. 54ff. {specifically taking exception to Quispel's earlier
view); and Archie Lee Nations, "A Critical Study of the Coptic Gospel
according to Thomas" (Ph.D. diss., Vanderbilt Univer sity, 1960), pp.
106-107, 143. Some scholars, in fact, view some logia as possibly
anti-Jewish: cf. Grant/Freedman, Sec�et Sayings, pp. 74ff.; Wilson,
Studies, pp. 131-32; Munck, St'l'h 14 (1960):139; and Schippers, Thom
as, pp. 54, 133.
2

stead, in StEv, pp. 399-400. Cf. Helmut Koester, "GNOMAI
DIAPHOROI: The Origin and Nature of Diver sification in the History of
Early Christianity," in Tra,jeatories through Early Christianity, by
J. M. Robinson and H. Koester (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1971),
pp. 119ff. This article was published earlier in HThR 58 {1965):279318. This idea is taken a step further by Bruce Lincoln, "'l'homas
Gospel and Thomas-community: A New Approach to a Familiar Text,"
NovTest 19 (1977):65ff. He views Thomas as a document addressed to
a community whose members are on one of four levels of spiritual ma
turity and interprets each logion as being addressed to one of these
groups. It is a brilliant theory, but one which unfortunately relies
upon criteria too subjective to be really convincing.

14

of revisions and since it is probable that Thomas was a continually
growing tradition, it is also possible that Thomas was not origina.lZy
a Gnostic work, even if it can be identified as Gnostic in its present form.

1

This would easily explain why no single explanation of

Thomas' purpose is applicable to every logion.

During its history

of transmission, a logion which meant one thing to a certain redactor
may have been revised, or perhaps just reinterpreted, to mean some
thing different by another. This reworking may not have been entire
ly thorough so that vestiges of a former purpose or interpretation
2
might still be discerned.

or, the core of Thomas may have been so

theologically neutral that it could have been used by several groups
and adapted for various purposes.

In any case, we may be dealing

here with a collection of sayings which has had multiple purposes
during the course of its history.
This may be demonstrated by the apparently inconsistent
terminology used in the collection. For instance, reference to the
"kingdom" is made in a variety of ways:

3

simply "the kingdom" (log.

3, 22, 27, 46, 49, 82, 107, 109, 113); "the kingdom of heaven" (log.
20, 54, 114); and "the kingdom of the Father" (log. 57, 76, 96,
97(?), 98, 99, 113).
1

The latter tennis extremely rare in the New

cf. Puech, in

NTApo, 1:221-22 (ET 1:305-306); Wilson, Stud

ies, pp. 14ff.; George W. MacRae, "The Gospel of Thomas--Logia
Iesou?" CBQ 22 (1960):66ff.; and Kendrick Grobel, "How Gnostic is the
Gospel of Thomas?" NTS a (1962): 367ff. According to Grobe! (p. 367),
s�ren Giversen, Thoma.a Evangeliet. IndZedning, oversaettelse og kom
mentarer (Copenhagen: Gads Forlag, 1959), also stresses that the Nag
Hammadi readers may not have been the same theological group for
which Thomas was originally intended.

2rndeed, some sayings may have become
so corrupt through this
continual revision that it is difficult to make sense of them. Cf.
log. 74 where the speaker, addressee, and meaning of the saying are
unclear. Of course, this vagueness could also be due to scribal
error or the reader's misunderstanding of the writer's purpose.

3
on the use of "kingdom" in Thomas, cf. Garitte and cerfaux,
Museon 70 (1957):307-271 Gartner, Theology, pp. 2llff.; and Dieter
Mueller, "Kingdom of Heaven or Kingdom of God?" VigChr 27 (1973):266-76.
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Testament,1 while the New Testament term "kingdom of God" is not
found in Thomas. The inconsistency of usage in Thomas is in marked
contrast to the Synoptic writers' preference for one term: Matthew
for "kingdom of heaven" and Mark and Luke for "kingdom of God."
Other examples of the lack of uniform usage include the
title "son of man," which is assiduously avoided in Thomas (cf. log.
44), except, strangely enough, in log. 86. Moreover, in the beati
tudes which are unique to the collection, as well as in those with
Gospel parallels, Thomas habitually uses the third person ("blessed
is he"/"blessed are those"), similar to Matthean style.
68, we find "blessed are you."

But in log.

Further, the word "blessed" is almost

invariably transliterated from Greek into Coptic with the word
MaKapIOC (log. 7, 18, 19, 49, 54, 58, 68, 69a, 69b, 103), but in log.
79 "blessed" is represented by the Coptic word N�E Ia.T- three
times.
Similarly, we may note the seemingly inconsistent positions
taken in Thanas. One possible example concerns fasting: it is con
demned in log. 6, 14, and 104, but it is used in a favourable way in
log. 27 (though this may be a figurative usage).

2

Finally, we might briefly consider a problem which will be
discussed more fully in the next section of this chapter--the sources
used in the Gospel of Thomas and Thomas' relationship to the canoni
cal Gospels. The very fact that some logia so closely parallel the
Synoptics, while others, though parallel, have a definite independent
appearance, my testify to various redactors adding new logia to the
111Kingdom of their/my Father" occurs only in Mt. 13:43 and
26:29; cf. p. 188 n.2 below.

2cf. Antoine G uillaumont, " Nna-re:ue: t. v -rbv x6oµov (POxy 1,
verso, 1.5-6), " BulZetin de l'Institut F'1'a'Yl{!ais d'APaheoZogie OPien
tate 61 (1962):15-23.
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collection at various times, although other explanations are cer
tainly possible.

Also relevant are the multiplicity of other sources

suggested, including the Gospel of the Hebrews, the Gospel of the
Egyptians, the Gospel of the Nazarenes, the Clementine material, and
various oral traditions.

An illustration of the uncertainty and

complexity of the problem is precipitated by the study of K. P. Don
fried on the

Epistle of 2 Clement.

He suggests that 2 Clement

(written in Corinth ca. A.O. 100) used a source which was later par
tially incorporated into Thomas (written in Syria or Egypt ca. A.D.
140-190)!

1

All of this may indicate the diversity of Thomas' back

ground.
In view of the above evidence, then, it would not be remiss
to suggest as a working hypothesis that the Gospel of Thomas should
be understood and studied as a work which has a tremendously varied
background.

That it is a coZZeation of material from various sources

seems obvious.

As a collection, it would be subject to more revision

and adaptation than would a work which has a specific plot which
would be damaged by extensive tampering.

And, the differences be

tween the Oxyrhynchus Papyri and the Coptic Gospel of Thomas are con

vincing witnesses that a good measure of revision in Thomas did in
fact occur.

The difficulty that canmentators have in interpreting

Thomas from any one specific point of view points to the strong pos
sibility that this collection of sayings was revised and used for a
number of purposes.

If this is true, then it would be most difficult

to explain Thomas in its present form as originating in any one area,
in any one language, and at any one time.

It might be possible to

l
Karl Paul Donfried, The Setting of Second Clement in Ea:t>ly
Christianity, NovTest Suppl. 38 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1974), esp. pp.
76, 77.
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speak of the "original" Thanas in such a way, but what sayings con
stitute the "original" Thomas?

This question may be unanswerable

with our present resources; it will certainly not be solved by apply
ing sweeping generalizations or subjective criteria to the entire
collection.

Each logion must be investigated individually and ob-

.
. 1 y.
Jective

Only in this way can we ever hope to understand these

1

"secret words" properly.
B.

The Relationship of the Gospel of Thomas
to the Synoptic Gospels

But in order to determine, if possible, the origins of these
logia, it is necessary to have a control group, something with which
to compare them.

To a great extent, this is why the parallels be

tween Thomas and our Gospels have evoked such great interest.2

The

logia in Thomas which have no known parallels could have been written
at a number of times and places or borrowed from sources as yet un
known to us, but the Gospels, especially the Synoptic gospels, offer
parallels so close to a large number of Thomas' sayings (usually cal
culated at about one-half of them) that one cannot help but see a
possible connection between the two.
connection?

The question is, is it a direct

That is, did Thomas get this particular material from

Matthew, Mark, and Luke?

Particularly if the latter is true, but

1

See the prudent approach to Thomas taken by Munck, StTh 14
(1960):13 0-47. Cf. also Wilson, in StEv, pp. 456-59.

2This is especially true of the parallels to the Synoptic
gospels where the similarities are quite obvious. It has been noted,
however, that Thomas also contains several Johannine terms and ideas.
Cf. Raymond E. Brown, "The Gospel of Thomas and St. John's Gospel,"
NTS 9 (1962-63):155-57; and Marcovich, JThS 20 (1969):72f. Unfor
tunately, this Johannine-type material is too obscure to be of any
use for this thesis, despite the contention of Jesse Sell, "Johannine
Traditions in Logion 61 of the Gospel of Thomas," Perspeatives in Re
ligious Studies 7 (1980):24-37, that Thomas betrays a "direct know
ledge of large parts of the Fourth Gospel" (p. 25).
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even if it is not, it is also possible that Thomas has drawn some say
ings from traditions unknown to or unused by the Gospel writers.

In

this case, Thomas could well preserve some authentic sayings of Jesus
not preserved anywhere else.
It is no wonder, then, that the relationship between Thomas
and the Gospels has been a topic of intense discussion ever since the
Nag Hammadi discovery. Some of the earliest writers on this topic,
not the least of whom is Quispe!, have been adamant that Thomas is
totally independent of our Gospels in its origin.
this conclusion in a rather indirect manner.

2

1

Quispe! reaches

The sayings of a non-

Synoptic type he quickly dismisses as possibly being dependent on the
3
.
Gospe 1 of the Egyptians.

Some of the Synoptic-type sayings, how-

ever, are clearly similar to those in the Gospel of the Hebrews, a
Jewish-Christian gospel.

There are also similarities between Thomas

and the Pseudo-Clementine writings, which Quispel believes to be of
Jewish-Christian origin and based on a Jewish-Christian gospel.

He

1

For a good overview of the basic arguments for and against
dependence upon the Gospels, see Jean-Daniel Kaestli, "L'Evangile de
Thomas. Son importance pour l'etude des paroles de Jesus et du gnos
ticisme chretien," E'l'hR 54 (1979):38lff.; and John Horman, "The Source
of the Version of the Parable of the Sower in the Gospel of Thomas,"
NovTest 21 (1979):326ff.

2
cf. G. Quispe!, "The Gospel of Thomas and the New Testament,"
VigChl:t 11 (1957):189-207. His views are elaborated in his later ar
ticles, many of which have been published in his volume of collected
essays, Gnostic Studies, II (Leiden: Nederlands Historisch-Archaeolo
gisch Instituut, 1975).
3

This thesis may be partly justified in v iew of Clement of
Alexandria's quotation in Strom. 3. 13. 92. 2f. (GCS ed.) of a say
ing found in log. 22--a saying which he assigns to the Gospel of the
Egyptians (a similar saying is also found in 2 Clem. 12. 1-2). The
possibility of the dependence of Thomas upon the Gospel of the Egyp
tians has also been suggested by Leipoldt, ThLZ 83 (1958):495; Puech,
in NTApo, 1:215 (ET 1:297-98); Grant, Vigehr 13 (1959):171; and
others. But its likelihood is doubted by R. McL. Wilson, "Thomas and
the Synoptic Gospels," E:x:pT 12 (1960):38; Cullmann, ThLZ 85 (1960):
328; and Haenchen, Botsahaft, p. 9.
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thus concludes that the Gospel of Thomas, as well as the Pseudo
C lementines, are largely based on this Jewish-Christian apocryphal

1
Thomas, therefore, was written
gospel, the Gospel of the Hebrews.

independently of our Gospels.

means.

2

Leipoldt reaches a similar conclusion, but by very different
He begins by noting the differences between Thomas and our

Gospels, and then justifiably seeks a reason for these differences.
He assumes that if Thanas used the Gospels, we would be able to de
tect a definite purpose in each of the variations. But
possible.

this is not

Therefore, it is mre plausible to believe that these devi

ations are due to the fact that Thanas contains a tradition similar
to, but independent of, our Go spels.

3

1

He further states that the Gospel of the Hebrews is the basis
for some of the readings found in the Diatessaron and Western text
(see pp. 15lff. and Chapter V below}.
The idea that Thomas is at least in part dependent upon the
Gospel of the Hebrews is supported by such writers as Puech, Lei
poldt, van Unnik, Till, Grant, Doresse, Bartsch, MacRae, Montefiore,
and Turner. Such a hypothesis is rife with problems, however, not
the least of which is the extremely fragmentary evidence which we have
for the Gospel of the Hebrews: cf. P . Vielhauer, in NTApo, l:104ff.
(ET l:158ff.). Thus, while dependence upon the Gospel of the Hebrews
is possible, there is not enough evidence to make any definite asser
tions: cf. Wilson, E:x:pT 72 (1960):38, Cullmann, ThLZ 85 (1960):3281
and Haenchen, ThR 27 (1961):162-69. This is also the position of
A. F. J. Klijn, Edessa# die Stadt des AposteZs Thomas: Da.s alteste
Chl'istentum in Syrien, trans. M. Hornschuh (Neukirchener-Vluyn:
Neukirchener Verlag, 1965), p. 69, although earlier, in "A Survey of
the Researches into the Western Text of the Gospels and Acts (19491959), Part II," NovTest 3 (1949):166, he advocated the possible de
pendence on the Gospel of the Hebrews.
Another problem with Quispel's thesis is that Clement of
Alexandria in Strom. 2. 9. 45. 5 (GCS ed.) quotes, as from the Gos
pel of the Hebrews, a saying resembling log. 2 (cf. also St�om.
S. 14. 96. 3). Log. 2, however, has no close Synoptic parallel. How
then can it be claimed that Thomas' non-Synoptic material has come
from the Gospel of the Egyptians and his Synoptic material has come
from the Gospel of the Hebrews? Cf. Kaestli, EThR 54 (1979):382-83;
and, further, pp. 153ff. below.
2

Leipoldt, ThLZ 83 (1958} :494.

3
cf. Montefiore, NTS 7 (1961}:220ff.
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Furthermore, those who have investigated Thomas from a form
critical standpoint have often concluded that this new "gospel" con
tains very early traditions, perhaps just as old or older than those
found in our Gospels.

1

This fact, in conjunction with the arguments

above, is enough to convince writers like Hunzinger and Bauer that
2
Thomas is indeed independent.

At least one other argument for the independence of Thomas
has been offered by MacRae.

3

He observes that the sayings in Thomas

which have Gospel parallels very frequently follow one Gospel, then
another, often changing back and forth even within a single saying,
without any apparent reason.

MacRae thus suggests that the lack of

preference for any one Gospel is a good indication that Thomas is
independent.

In other

words, as Wilson states, "Independent access

to a cycle of tradition similar to that of the Synoptics is surely a
simpler and more probable explanation than random selection of sayings
from all three."

4

Nevertheless, these problems are not viewed as insurmountable
by many writers and thus there are those who have also maintained
that, from the very beginning, Thanas was dependent, at least in part,
1There are also cases where a saying in Thomas could origin
ally be earlier than the Gospels, but in its present form it is prob
ably in a later stage of development, e.g., log. 65: cf. Wilson, Stud
ies, pp. 101-102, 14 7.

2claus-Hunno Hunzinger, "Aussersynoptisches Traditionsgut im
Thomas-Evangelium," Th.LZ 85 (1960):843- 46; idem, "Unbekannte Gleich
nisse Jesu aus dem Thomas-Evangelium," in Judentwn, Urah:t'istentwn,
Kirche, ed. Walter Eltester (Berlin: Alfred Topelmann, 1960), pp.
209-20; and J. B. Bauer, "Zum koptischen Thornasevangelium," BZ 6
(1962):283-88; idem, "The Synoptic Tradition in the Gospel of Thomas,"
in StEv, pp. 314-17. Cf. Koester, "GNOMAI DIAPHOROI," pp. 129ff.
3

Ma�Rae, CBQ 22 (1960):59-60, 63.

4
R. McL. Wilson, "'Thomas' and the Growth of the Gospels,"
HThR 53 (1960):240.
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upon the Gospels. First of all, there is the fact that the Gospels
are the only other place where much of Thomas' material is preserved;
they are thus a strong contender for being one of Thomas' sources.

Of course, the differences between the two must be readily admitted, 1
but these are discounted by writers such as Grant who see the deviations as tendentious alterations made by Gnostic redactors working

2
on Gospel material.

Indeed, Dehandschutter strongly objects that

the author(s) of Thomas has not been given his due as a redactor.3

The writers of the canonical gospels, working with their sources,
were surely more than cut-and-paste men; should not the author(s)
1
The differences between Thomas and the Gospels have fre
quently been used to prove Thomas' independence. One may wonder,
however, what would happen if the differences among the Gospels were
pressed to such an extent. For example, John M. Rist, On the Inde
pendence of Mattheu, and Ma:Itk (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1978), pp. 2-3, notes that eleven-twelfths of Mark's subject-matter
appears in Matthew. Yet, there are some striking verbal differences-
only 511 of Mark's words appear in Matthew; there is some divergence
of order as well. Rist, therefore, concludes that Mt. is independent
of Mk. Nonetheless, the vast majority of scholars maintain that Mt.
did in fact use Mk. as a source, despite the differences. Similarly,
there are frequent agreements of subject between Thomas and the Gos
pels, but the verbal parallels are fewer, and the order is often dif
ferent. If one is to be consistent, however, these differences of
words and order should not be used in and of themselves to preclude
Thomas' dependence upon the Gospels.
2

Grant, Vigeh.P 13 (1959): l74ff., and JBL 19 (1960): 3. Among
others, cf. Schippers, Thomas, pp. 47ff.; Gartner, TheoZogy, pp. llff.;
Kasser, Thomas, pp. 19, 21-22, 27ff.; Haenchen, Botsaha.ft, pp. 34ff.;
Turner, in Turner and Montefiore, Thoms, pp. 32ff.; Yvonne Janssens,
"L'Evangile selon Thomas et son charactere gnostique," ,Museon 75
.
(1962):30lff., Jacques-E. Menard, "Les problemes de l'Evangile selon
Thomas," in StPatr, pp. 220ff. (Menard's article is an expansion of
an article of the same title which appeared in Essays on the Nag
Hammadi Te:r:ts in Honour of AZe:r:ander BohZig, NHS 3, ed. M. Krause,
"Les paraLeiden: E. J.
, Brill, 1972, pp. 59-73); B. Dehandschutter,
,
,
boles de l'Evangile selon Thomas. Le parabole du tresor cache (log.
109)," EThL 41 (1971):199-219; and W. R. Schoedel, "Parables in the
Gospel of Thanas: Oral Tradition or Gnostic Exegesis?" CThM 43 (1972):
548-60.

.

3

rn L'!:vangite de Lua,

.

p. 297.
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of Thomas be allowed the same literary liberties?
The argument is also made that the methods for proving that
Thomas is independent are those which have been applied to the Gos
pel material and are thus not applicable to Thomas, since it is of a
different genre and milieu.

It is upon these grounds that Klijn

1
criticizes Montefiore's conclusions, though Klijn himself does not

necessarily advocate Thomas' dependence.
Moreover, it is inconceivable to some that Thomas could have
been written in the mid-second century without the author having had
any contact with the canonical tradition whatsoever.

2

Consequently,

the view that Thomas is dependent upon the Gospels is seen as being
more consistent chronologically.

3

1
A. F. J. Klijn, "Das Thamasevangelium und das altsyrische
Christentum," Vigehr 15 (1961):152.
2

cf. McArthur, in NT Sidelights, pp. 67-68. An abbreviated
form of this article was published under the title of "The Depend
ence of the Gospel of Thomas on the Synoptics," in E:r:pT 71 (1960):
286-87. McArthur's assumptions have been criticized by Wilson, E:r:pT
72 (1960):36ff.
3

The weakness of this argument has been that the Gospels as
we know them were not necessarily well-known and held as authorita
tive at the time Thomas was written, which is given by most as about
A.O. 140. This is particularly true if Thomas was written at Edessa
(but cf. B. W. Bacon's suggestion that Matthew could have been written in Edessa!: Studies in Matthew £London: Constable & Company,
1939], pp. 498-99). Moreover, the Edessene origin of Thomas has not
yet been proven--cf. the discussion between Ehlers, NovTest 12 (1970):
284-317; and A. F. J. Klijn, "Christianity in Edessa and the Gospel of
Thomas," NovTest 14 (1972):70-77. It is also significant that, espe
cially in more recent writings, some scholars have demonstrated a re
luctance to date Thomas quite so early. For instance, R. Schippers,
Thomas, and "Het Evangelie van Thomas een onafhankelijke traditie?
Antwoord aan professor Quispel," GThT 61 (1961):46-54, proposes a date
of A.O. 190; Montefiore, NTS 7 (1961):223, and Johannes Leipoldt,
Das 'EVangeliwn naah Thomas: Koptisah und Deutsah, TU 101 (Berlin:
Akademie-Verlag, 1967), p. 17, think Thomas was written in the second
half of the second century, and Menard, Thorrns, p. 3, prefers "la fin
du rre si�cle." Koester, on the other hand, in Helmut Koester and
Thomas o. Lambdin, "The Gospel of Thomas (II, 2)," in NHLE, p. 117,
says the collection was composed "in the period before about 200
C.E., possibly as early as the second half of the first century"! Cf.
Koester, "Gnostic Writings as Witnesses for the Development of the
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Finally, it has been observed by Kuhn, Schrage, Schippers,
Menard, and others that Thomas has certain affinities to the early
versions.1

This could suggest: (a) that at least portions of Thomas

are based upon the Gospels as found in these versions; (b) that certain logia in Thomas have been corrected to agree with a particular
version of the Gospels; or (c) that Thomas has experienced influ
ences very similar to those which exerted themselves upon some of
these early versions.
These, then, are some of the main arguments for both sides
of the question of dependence.

The scarcity of evidence and lack of

sound reasoning have (ostered misunderstandings and prevented either
side from being totally convincing.

There is thus still room for

further investigations which might bring new insights to the problem.
But if the discussion thus far has failed to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion, there are at least two things upon which both
sides generally agree.

The first, unfortunately, seems to be an un

warranted assumption, namely that Thomas is to be understood and in
terpreted as a whole.

In its present form, this is true enough, but

when one begins investigating its baakground--ti.me of origin, place of
origin, original language, and sources--the assumption that Thomas
must be understood as a whole is not necessarily sound.

To be sure,

most writers readily agree that Thomas has been composed from various
sources of material, which accounts for the material of the Synoptic
Sayings Tradition," in The Redisaovery of Gnostiaism, vol. 1: The
Sahool,, of Val,,entinus, ed. Bentley Layton, SHR 41 (Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1980), pp. 238-61.
1

1-!!7,,
• , pp.
tn�s
Kuhn, Mu�on 13 (1960):317ff.; and Schrage, VePr""
llff., have observed close connections between Thomas and the Coptic
versions; Schippers, Thomas, pp. 19-20, 133-34; and M�nard, in StPatr,
pp. 209ff., and Thomas, pp. 10££., have noticed similarities to the
Syriac versions.
_,1
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and non-Synoptic type; some even go so far as to postulate that Thomas

1
was a growing, developing collection of sayings.
is among those who have studied Thomas

d

Nevertheless, there

tendency to view the entire

work as having one time of origin, one place of origin, and being
initially written in one language.

2

It is not unusual, then, to hear

the opinion expressed that all the Synoptic-type material of Thomas
has one source.

Thus, on the one hand we have Quispel who says that

"all the Sayings of the synoptic type" in Thomas "might come from the
same source" and who trhen goes on to identify this source as the Gospel of the Hebrews,

3

and on the other hand we have Grant and Freed-

man who identify this source of Synoptic-type material as the canonical Gospels themselves.

4

Again, the question of the "core" of Thomas comes into play.
We might be able to speak in a singular way concerning the "core" of
Thomas, but who has yet identified the core? 5

But if we say that

1

cf. Puech, in NTApo, 1:221-22 (ET 1:306)1 Doresse, Searet
Books, pp. 343-44; Grant and Freedman, Searet Sayings, pp. 68, 111;
and Kasser, Thomas, p. 18. Regrettably, no one has been able to be
more specific: see the critique by Akagi, "Literary Development,"
pp. 104ff.

2
cf., for example, the studies and statements made by Gartner,
The0Zogy1 Grant and Freedman, SecPet Sayings; and Schoedel, Vigehro 14
(1960) :233.

3Vigc:hr 11 (1957): 19lff.1 NTS 12 (1966):373ff.

4Searet Sayings, pp. 97ff. Hans-Werner Bartsch, "Das Thomas

Evangelium und die synoptischen Evangelien," NTS 6 (1960):249-61, is
a rare exception to this rule. His study demonstrates that he is
willing to allow the possibility that some of the Synoptic-type mate
rial is independent of the Gospels, while some is also dependent. A
similar attitude is sanetimes ·displayed by Menard, Thomas: cf. pp.
166-67, 176, 180.

1n 1959, Kasser, RThPh 9 (19 5 9):36 5 -67, tentatively suggest
ed as a working hypothesis that the core of Thomas is a Gnostic hymn,
but this theory has never really been developed, his promise in his
commentary (Thomas, p. 19) notwithstanding. Akagi, "Literary oevel
opnent," pp. 328ff., believes that all but five of the 114 logia were
present in the original Thomas.
5
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Thomas represents a growing tradition which was repeatedly revised
1
and at least once translated (from Greek to Coptic), must we not

also admit that it is possible, even probable, that the 114 logia of
Thomas have different times, places, and languages of origin?

This

view of Thomas is entirely consistent with the picture Wilson paints
of its early development.

According to his understanding,

• • • it [j.!7 evident that the materials of which the gospel
is composed are by no means uniform in character. In the
most general terms, we may perhaps speak of an element of
genuine early tradition, possibly embodying a few authentic
sayings, of an element parallel to but perhaps independent
of our Gospels, but apparently from a later stage in the de
velopment of the tradition, of the influence of the canonical
Gospels on the form and wording of these two types of saying,
and of an element derived from the Synoptics, and finally of
Gnostic redaction of the material as a whole, and Gnostic
construction of further sayings.2

A similar view of Thomas has also been independently proposed by
Koester

4
and looked upon with favour by Rudolph and Vielhauer.

3

1

Garitte, Museon 73 (1960):155ff., and "Les 'logoi' d'Oxy
rhynque sont traduits du copte," Museon 73 (1960):335-49, seeks to
show that the Greek papyri of Thomas were translated from Coptic, but
he has not gained much of a following in this opinion (although he
does receive a word of support from Kuhn, Museon 73 (1960):319-20; and
Kasser, Thomas, pp. 16-17). His views are refuted by Guillaumont,
"Les logia d'Oxyrhynchos sont-ils traduits du copte?" Museon 73
(1960): 326-33 . Also, August Strobel, "Textgeschichtliches zum Thomas
logion 86 (Mt 8,20/Lk 9,58)," VigChr 17 (1963):223, suggests that the
Coptic translator of this saying was working from a Syriaa Vorlage.
Nagel, in Die Arober, 5:2:382, believes the Vorlage of the Coptic
translator to be Aramaic.

2
wilson, Studies, pp. 147-48. Cf. idem, review of Verhaltnis,
by Schrage, VigCh:t- 20 (1966):118-2 3. Arthur, "Thomas," p. 106, puts
an interesting twist on this picture: he believes that Thomas was
originally a Gnostic treatise to which Synoptic-type sayings were
l.ater added.
3

Koester, "GNOMAI DIAPHOROI," pp. 126-4 3, and "One Jesus and
Four Primitive Gospels," in Trajeatories, pp. 166-87.

4Kurt Rudolph, "Gnosis und Gnostizismus, ein Forschungs
bericht," ThR 34 (1969):189, 192-9 3 , and Vielhauer, Geschichte, pp.
627-29. Cf. Akagi, "Literary Development," esp. pp. 384ff. He traces
the development of Thomas through at least three stages and thereby
emphasizes that Thomas represents a growing tradition.
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Unfortunately, no one has been able to propose a theory which would
satisfactorily account for the details of the composition of Thomas,
but this understanding of Thomas certainly takes into full account
the diversity of the material contained in Thomas and again points
to the necessity of interpreting each logion individually.
The second piece of common ground occupied by both sides of
the question of dependence is an admission which can be accepted
without much hesitation: that at least at some point in its history,
the Gospel of Thomas has had contact with and been influenced by the
canonical Gospels.

1

The question is, when?

The answer for those

who see Thomas as dependent is obvious, but even those who view Thom
as as independent concede that some of the similarities between the
two point to probable contact at a later period.
With these things in view, this study seeks to investigate
the several logia in Thomas which have rather close Synoptic paral
lels.

Each saying will be examined individually from a verbal and

textual standpoint.

That is, Thomas will not only be compared with

the Greek text of our Gospels, but with early versional and patris
tic material as well, since it is thought by some that these may con
tain the source{s) of some Synoptic-type material found in Thomas.
Hopefully, this will lead to a better understanding of the background
of each logion and of Thomas as a whole.
c.

The Limitations of This Investigation

But before such an investigation can begin, it is important

for us to recognize several possible problems. 2

The first thing we

1cf. G. Quispe!, "L'Evangile selon Thomas
et les Clementines,"
VigChr 12 (1958):193-94, and Wilson, Studies, p. 145.
21n addition to the following discussion, it is interesting
to note that the questions and problems which D. Moody Smith raises
in connection with the study of John's gospel in relation to the
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must remember is that the Gospel of Thomas is unlike any other piece
of literature known to us.
canonical type.

It is certainly not a "gospel" of the

Perhaps the most that can be said is that it repre

sents the same genre, or Gattung, of material as the postulated "Q"

1
document--a collection of sayings.

Nevertheless, as soon as we say

this we stand in need of modification or correction, for there are
disagreements as to just what discourse material Q contains, and many
scholars maintain that Q also includes a good measure of narrative
. 1,
materia

2

and Thomas, of course, d oes not.

3

Thus there are similar-

ities, but Thomas and Q should not be considered identical in form or
content.
It is also very interesting to note that the Synoptic material
in Thomas bears a striking resemblance to the Gospel material quoted
by the early church fathers.

This, however, should not be too sur

prising since both Thomas and many of these writings date from the
second century after Christ.

As a close study of this literature re

veals, the early Christian writers seldom quote a scripture verbatim,
especially when it is short enough to be quoted, at least in its general outline, from memory.

4

Consequently, there is a tendency to

Synoptics are surprisingly similar to those which apply to the study
of Thomas and the Synoptics. Cf. "John and the Synoptics: Some Di
mensions of the Problem," NTS 26 (1980):425-44.
1 Cf. Bartsch, NTS 6 (1960):2587 Koester, "GNOMAI DIAPHOROI,"
p. 1351 James M. Robinson, "LOOOI SOPHON: On the Gattung of Q," in
Trajectories, pp. 7lff.; and Kaestli, EThR 54 (1979):388-89.
2

See, for instance, B. H. Streeter, "The Original Extent of
Q," in Studies in the Synoptia 'Problem by Members of the University of
O�ford, ed. W. Sanday (oxford: Clarendon Press, 1911), pp. 185-208.

3For discussions on the differences between the two, cf. Cull
mann, TbLZ 85 (1960) :3301 Robert North, "Chenoboskion and Q," CBQ 24
(1962):154-70; and Nagel, in Die A.raber, 5:2:377-78, 385.
4

w.

An E:xxun
t
ination of the Critical PCU' of a Work Entitled 'Supema.tUI'al Relig
ion' (London: Macmillan and Co., 1876), esp. pp. 2lff.7 Ll. J. M. Bebb,
cf.

Sanday, 'l'he Gospels in the Second. CentUl'y.
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harmonize Gospel material, combine different passages, change the
order of the verses of a Gospel, change the order of elements in a
single verse, and alter the passages to the purpose and meaning of

1
.
the writer.

It is not the purpose of this thesis to discuss this

point at length, but perhaps a few examples will be sufficient to
illustrate it.
In the Didache 1. 3, we find:
Bless those who curse you and pray for your enemies; fast
for those who persecute you. For what good is it if you
love those who love you? Do not even the Gentiles do the
same? But you love those who hate you and you will not have
an enemy.2
At first glance, this might appear to be a direct quotation from the
Gospels, but a closer look reveals that the writer combines elements
from Mt. 5:45-47 with those of Lk. 6:27-28, 32-33 and mixes their
order.

The wording of Didache 1. 4 likewise follows a similar

"The Evidence of the Early Versions and Patristic Quo tations on the
Text of the Books of the New Testameht," in Studia Bibliaa et Eaale
siastica (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1890), 2:214ff.1 Leon E. Wright,

Altemtions of the Words of Jesus as Quoted in the LiteratuPe of the
Second Century (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press,

1952), pp. 5ff.; M. J. Suggs, "The Use of Patristic Evidence in the
Search for a Primitive New Testament Text," NTS 4 (1958): 139-47; and
Bruce M. Metzger, "Patristic Evidence and the Textual Criticism of
the New Testament," NTS 18 (1972):379-400.
1

wright, Alterations, groups the changes of Gospel material
into eight categories according to the perceived motivation of the
early fathers and scribes, and devotes a chapter to each: prudential
motivation, contextual adaptation, harmonistic motivation, stylistic
motivation, explanatory motivation, ethical and practical motivation,
dogmatic motivation, and heretical adaptation.

2Translated from the Greek as found in the volume written by
a Committee of the Oxford Society of Historical Theology, The Nel.,)
Testament in the Apostolic Fathers (Oxford: ci.arendon Press, 1905),
p. 34. Cf. also Helmut Koester, Synoptische Uberlieferung bei den
apostotischen VatePn, TU 65 (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1957). Both
works give the patristic citation and the possible biblical sources
in Greek in parallel coll.nlllls.

pattern. 1
tions.
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Justin also reverses the word order in some of his quota-

In ApoZ. 1. 63. 11 we read:
"No one knows the father except the son, nor the son, ex
cept the father and those to whom the son will reveal it."

Here, he has switched the first two clauses of Mt. ll:27b/Lk. 10:22b.

2

There are also times when he slightly alters the wording of a passage.
In ApoZ. 1. 15. 1 he does this to Mt. 5:28:
Now about continence he said this: "Whoever looks at a woman
to lust after her has already committed adultery in his heart
before God. "
This is the same thing Clement of Alexandria does when he writes:
"Blessed are they," according to the scripture, "who hunger
and thirst for truth, for they will be filled with everlast
ing food. 11 3
He seems to be referring to Mt. 5:6, but he alters the wording in
places.
1t>id. 1. 3, 4 is part of a section deemed to be a collection
of sayings incorporated into the larger work. It is interesting, how
ever, to note that the form critics have judged these verses to be
ultimately dependent upon our Gospels, even though they are not exact
quotations (and, in fact, exhibit many characteristics of the sayings
in Thomas). This is already the opinion of the Oxford Society, New
Testament, pp. 33-36. Cf. also Koester, Synoptische Uberlieferung,
pp. 217-30, 2601 and "GNOMAI DIAPHOROI, 11 p. 135. It is somewhat sur
prising to see this position being taken by Koester, since he else
where assigns most biblical allusions in the apostolic fathers to oral
tradition. His view concerning Thomas is similar (cf. "GNOMAI DIA
PHOROI," pp. 129ff.). But if these sayings from the Didache can be
dependent upon the Gospels, why cannot some of the sayings in Thomas?
This would not mean, of course, that all the sayings in Thomas are de
pendent, merely that the problem is more complex than has sometimes
been realized.
2

For a detailed study of this passage and its development,
see Paul Winter, "Matthew XI 27 and Luke X 22 from the First to the
Fifth century, 11 NovTest 1 (1956): 112-48.
3

Strom. 5. 11. 70. 1 (GCS ed. ). See also Strom. 2. 19. 100. 4:
"Be, says the Lord, merciful and compassionate, as..your heavenly father
is compassionate" (cf. Lk. 6:36). Michael Mees, "Uberlegungen zum
Thomasevangelium," Vstera Christianorum 2 (1965}:151-63, esp. p. 158,
also notes the similarities between the way Clement uses text and the
way the writer of Thomas uses text.
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Significantly, the use of Gospel material by the second
century fathers is very similar to what we find when we study the
1
Synoptic-type passages in Thomas.

Now, there are those who claim

that this diversity in quotations by the fathers is due in part to
the wide circulation of oral tradition and the absence of canonical

Gospel authority at this early period.2

This is entirely possible.

There are, however, very few, if any, patristic scholars who would be
willing to ascribe this entire phenomenon to such a cause.

Indeed,

the fact that a single writer quotes the same scripture in several
3

different forms, including the canonical form, makes the exclusive
influence of oral tradition difficult to maintain.

In other words,

it may be easier to envision an apostolic father quoting a familiar

text from memory and adapting it to his purpose,4 rather than quoting

1
Compare Thomas, for example, with the statement about Justin
made by c. R. Gregory, Canon and Text of the New Testament (Edinburgh:
T. & T. Clark, 190 7), p. 96: "Justin quotes from memory. He sometimes
quotes much at random. He adds to one book words from another. He
combines two or three passages into one unwittingly. But in all he
shows that the gospel history for him is precisely the history that
we have in our four Gospels."

2

cf. R. McL. Wilson, review of Synoptische lfberlieferrung, by
Koester, in NTS 5 (1959):144-46.
3

Clement, for example, cites Mt. 5:8 exactly in Strom.
2. 11. 50. 2, but gives an altered form of the saying in Strom.
5. 1. 7. 7. Cf. Mt. 19:11, 12 with Strom. 3. 6. 5 0. 1-3 (an almost
exact quotation) and Strom. 3. 1. 1. 1-3 (cited in altered form).
Cf. Brooke Foss Westcott and Fenton John Anthony Hort, The New Testa
ment in the Original Greek (Cambridge: Macmillan and co., 1881), 2:
113-141 and Metzger, NTS 18 (1972):380. An illustration of Frederic
Kenyon, OuP Bible and the Ancient ManuscPipts, 4th ed. (London: Eyre
& Spottiswoode, 1939), p. 27, is relevant here. In speaking of the
use of the scriptures by the early fathers, he makes the following
statement: "In the first place, it is evident that they quoted from
memory • • • • A curious proof of the liability to error in quotations
from memory is furnished by a modern divine. It is said that Jeremy
Taylor quotes the well-known text, 'Except a man be born again he can
not see the kingdom of God,' no less that nine times, yet only twice
in the same form, and in no single instance correctly."
4
cf. Bruce M. Metzger, The Text of the New Testament: Its
Tran81Tlission, CoITUption, and Restoration (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1964), pp. 87-88.
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multiple oral traditions.
This, of course, does not prove that Thomas makes use of our
Gospels in a similar way; nor does it disprove the possibility that
the author uses oral, perhaps even independent, traditions.

What it

does demonstrate is that the Christian literature of the second century {and this can be said for the third and fourth centuries as
wel1)

1

seldan contains exact quotations of scripture.

us to understand the similar phenomenon in Thomas.

This may help

To be sure, Thomas

is of a different literary genre than the writings of the fathers.
Nevertheless, it is a product of the same period and would quite nat
urally bear similar characteristics.
We should thus be on our guard against concluding that a par
ticular saying in Thomas is independent of the Synoptics merely be· is
· d 10 fferent. 2
cause it

Similarly, we should beware lest any paral-

lels between Thanas and our Gospels and Q spawn unwarranted assump
3
tions which might bias our investigation of each logion.

For, though

we may note similarities between Thanas and other types of literature,
this sayings collection as a whole seems to represent a unique liter
ary Gattung and must be treated as such.
We have thus seen some of the limitations of and requirements
for using verbal comparison and literary criticism on Thomas.

But if

the preceding analysis is correct, traditional form-critical methods
1

cf. Metzger, NTS

18

(1972):379ff.

2cf. Wright, AZtel'Cltions, pp. 75ff., who makes an analogous
statement concerning the biblical allusions found in patristic lit
erature. See also p. 2 1 n. 1 above.
3

unfortunately, this is what has happened to Hunzinger, ThLZ
85 ( 1 960):843. He considers Thomas to be of the same literary Gattung
as Q. Since Q is assumed to lie behind our Gospels, and consequently
contains traditions older than our Gospels, he erroneously claims that
the traditions in Thomas are also older than the Gospels.
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must also be applied to the sayings in Thomas only with the utmost
care.

As we have seen,

1

these methods have been used to study the

Synoptic-type sayings in Thomas with the conclusion that some of them
are older than, and thus independent of, our Gospels.

But, as

Schoedel suggests, consideration should be given to the fact that
what appears to be more primitive in form may merely be due to Gnos

2
tic exegesis.

Moreover, we should remember that these form-critical

methods were developed while studying the canonical Gospels and the

3
same criteria used for the Gospels cannot always be applied to Thomas.
The difficulties become more evident when the basic principles
of form criticism are considered.

Bultmann may wish to apply form

critical methods "to the whole range of synoptic material," but he is
careful to add that "naturally such a task cannot put aside literary
nor yet historical criticism.11 4

The obscure background of Thomas

would thus militate against the wholesale formgeschichtliche inter
pretation of this new sayings collection.

This is further apparent

as Bultmann continues:
The proper understanding of form-criticism rests upon the
judgment that the literature in which the life of a given
community, even the primitive Christian community, has taken
shape, springs out of quite definite conditions and wants of
life from which grows up a quite definite style and quite
specific farms and categories.5
It is the task of the form critic, then, to identify the "conditions
�age 20 above.
3

2

Schoedel, CThM
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(1972):5 4 8-60.

Klijn, VigChr 15 (1961):152, reminds us that the Synoptics
and Thomas are from two completely different milieux and thus criti
cizes Montefiore, NTS 7 (1961):220ff., for ta.king laws which apply to
the Synoptics and applying them to Thomas. Klijn's views are, of
course, contrary to those of Koester, "GNOMAI DIAPHOROI," p. 132.
4
Rudolf Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, 2nd
ed., trans. John Marsh (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1968), p. 3.
5
1bid., p. 4.
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and wants of life" of the community from which a specific piece of
literature sprang in order to identify and understand properly the
individual literary forms which it produced.

But as we have seen,

the community in which Thomas originated is far from certain; not
only is the place of origin disputed, but the specific beliefs of
this canmunity are also in question.

It is probable, in fact, that

Thanas has various places of origin and doctrinal backgrounds.

con

sequently, the main premise upon which form criticism operates has,
in the case of Thomas, been severely complicated.

This is not to say

that a form-critical investigation of Thomas will be fruitless.

On

the contrary, it is quite obvious that Thomas and the Synoptics are
similar, and one would hope and even expect that a method of investi
gation used on a particular phenomenon could be used with profit on a
phenomenon possessing like characteristics.

Thus, form criticism is

a logical approach to Thomas and one of the few methods of investiga

1
tion available to us.

Nevertheless, it would be careless and method

ologically unsound to use the form-critical procedure without first
acknowledging its limitations and dangers in the particular case of
Thomas.
This would apply to redaction criticism as well: many of the
assumptions applied to the Gospels may not necessarily be valid for
Thomas.

In fact, much of the primary material for redaction criticism-

narrative material to place a saying· in a specific context and intro
ductory formulae to certain sayings which give them a particular sig
nificance--is absent in Thomas.

It is for this reason that Schrage

1c Quispe!, NTS 5 (1959):282, where he recognizes the
f.
dangers. of the abuse of form criticism, but still tries to apply it
responsibly to Thomas. Cf. also Kaestli, EThR 54 (1979) :386-87.
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reluctantly relegates this method to a minor role in the search for
Thomas' sources.

1

Another approach to the investigation of Thomas, and one which
must go hand in hand with those mentioned above, is textual criticism.
But again, because of the unique nature of Thomas, this method too
has its limitations.

According to classical textual criticism as de

scribed by Hort, there are very few corruptions in the biblical text
which can be traced to a cause other than transcriptional mistakes

2
or the attempt to correct apparent errors.

He thus maintains that

"even among the numerous unquestionably spurious readings of the New
Testament there are no signs of deliberate falsification of the text
for dogmatic purposes."

3

There are those, however, who disagree with

him, especially where patristic literature is concerned.4

In this respect the Gospel of Thomas may come under a great
deal of suspicion, for it is quite evident that some of its sayings

1ver1uiZtnis, pp. 5-6. Cf. J. H. Sieber, who, in his disser

tation, "A Redactional Analysis of the Synoptic Gospels with Regard
to the Question of Sources of the Gospel of Thomas" (Ph.D. diss.,
Claremont Graduate School and University Center, 1966), concludes
that Thomas is independent of the Gospels. He supports his thesis
by noting that Thomas betrays very little, if any use of the redac
tional forms of the Synoptic evangelists. This, however, may not be
considered too surprising, given the literary nature of Thanas; the
narrowness of Sieber's investigation, then, could thus render his
conclusions somewhat premature.
2
Westcott and Hort, New Testament, 2:282-84.

3
I bid., 2:282. It is unclear whether Hort has in mind New
Testament manuscripts only, or intends to include patristic writings
in this statement as well, but the latter is probably the case (cf.
2:110-12). Wright, Alterations, pp. Sff., at least interprets Hort
this way, and consequently disagrees with him.

4
see note above. Hort's statement was questioned at least as
early as J. Rendel Harris, Codtn: Besae. A Study of the So-CaZZed West
ern Te:ct of the New Testament, Texts and Studies, 2,1 {Cambridge: Uni
versity Press, 1891), p. 228. In addition, cf. C. s. c. Williams,
Alterations to the Te:ct of the Synoptia Gospels and Acts (Oxford: Basil
Blackwell, 1951), pp. Sff., 2Sff.
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have been constructed in a tendentious manner, one might well ask if
this is the case in some of its Synoptic-type sayings.

Thus the pri

mary problem one encounters when viewing Thomas from a text-critical
standpoint is the question of whether Thomas is dependent upon the

Gospels or not. 1

If it is dependent, then it can be used much like

the witness of the fathers, realizing that the text may not be as pre
cise as a biblical manuscript, but Thomas could nonet heless be useful
in supplementing testimony for or against a certain reading, as well
as in giving an indication of the date and location in which a spe
cific text was known (if indeed that can be determined for the paral
lel s aying in Thomas itself!).

On the other hand, if Thomas is in

dependent of the Gospels it is of no value in the detennination of the
original New Testament text.

On the contrary, it provides a valuable

witness as to how a particular saying developed outun.th the canonical
situation and may give us insight as to how the Gospel writers used
the traditions available to them.

In addition, it may give us a clue

as to the external forces which influenced the New Testament text at
an early period.

The question of dependence is thus crucial to how

one views and uses the material in Thomas, but there can be no dou bt
that a great potential is there.
This thesis is primarily a verbal and textual investigation.
Each logion considered will be studied as objectively as possible,
keeping the preceding observations and limitations in mind.

Any

verbal and textual connections between the Synoptic material of Thomas
and other texts and versions of the New Testament will be noted and
the relevant implications, particularly those which pertain to the
1

c£. Wilson, in St'EV, p. 456.
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questions of source and ori gin, will be drawn.

Although literary-,

form-, and redaction-critical views will not be emphasized, the re
sults of thes e methods will occasionally be compared with the textual
results, and questions for further study may thus be identified.

II.

THE GOSPEL OF THOMAS AND
THE COPTIC GOSPELS

The copy of the Gospel of Thomas discovered at Nag Hamrnadi
is written in the Coptic language.

To be more specific, it is writ

ten primarily in the sahidic dialect of Coptic, with the marked influence of the Achmimic and Subachmimic dialects appearing in places.

1

As we have noted, about half of the logia in Thomas contain easily
recognizable verbal parallels to the Synoptic gospels, this verbal
similarity becomes all the more apparent when Thomas is compared
with the Gospels in a Coptic version of the New Testament.

It is

therefore not too surprising that the question of a relationship be.

tween the two has been raised,

2

and it is this question that this

l

Cf. Doresse, Secret Books, p. 1371 Schrage, Verhaltnis, p. l;
and Leipoldt, Thomas, p. 22. For example, sometimes the preposition
"to" is represented by the Sahidic �- , sometimes by the Achmimic a.-.
Or, where the Sahidic would normally use the relative prefix t:."'1" 0�-,
E:To.C-, E:T3'(-, often the indeclinable Achmimic E.T�?- is used.
Robert Haardt lists several places where the Future I prefix��- oc
curs without the "N", which he says is due to Achmimic or Subachmimic
influence: "Zur subachmimischen Einfluss im Thomasevangelium," Wienel'
Zeitsoh:t>ift fur' die Kunde des Mo?tgentandes 57 (1961):98-99. For a de
tailed discussion of the Achmimicisms in Thomas, see Arthur, "Thomas,"
pp. 95ff. Also to be considered is the stud� of Bentley Layton on
the Hypostasis of the Archons (HThR 67 /J.97Y: 351-425), a work which,
like Thomas, is found in Nag Hammadi Codex II. Layton (pp. 374-83)
avows that the Subachmimic influence upon the Hypostasis of the Archons
is 110re pervasive than previously thought. In fact, the work is ba
sically Subachmimic in grammar, while being Sahidic in vocalization.
Cf. the dialectal characteristics given in Paul E. Kahle, Jr., ed.,
BaZa'iaah: Coptio Tezts from Deil' EZ-BaZa'iaah in Upper Egypt (London:
Oxford University Press, 1954), pp. 197ff., and the detailed study of
Peter Nagel, "Grammatische Untersuchungen zu Nag Hammadi Codex II," in
Die Amber, 5:2:393-469.
2s

uch a potentially valuable investigation was urged by
Garitte, Museon 10 (1957):65. Schrage's study (VeI"haltnis) is the
most thorough to date.
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chapter addresses.

There is, however, at least one prerequisite to

a responsible discussion of this question: an acquaintance with the
historical backgrounds of the Coptic versions and of Thomas.
A. Preliminary Matters Concerning
the Coptic Versions and Thomas
The first difficulty one encounters when studying the Coptic
versions 1 is the problem of dialects.

The orthographic, phonetic,

and syntactic differences found among the Coptic manuscripts make it
obvious that dialects did in fact exist, but the problems connected
with their identification, dates and places of origin, and inter
relationships have caused wide disagreements among scholars.

Never

theless, it is generally accepted that there are six major Coptic
dialects: Sahidic, Achmimic, Subachmimic, Fayyumic, Middle-Egyptian,
and Bohairic.

At least a portion of the New Testament has been trans

2
lated into each of these dialects.
1

The use of the plural is correct, as the following discussion
will deroonstrate.

2
only the Bohairic and Sahidic New Testaments exist in enough
fragments to be published in their complete form. This has been done
by George Horner, The Coptic Version of the New Testament in the
No:rthem. Dialeat,, otherwise Called Merrrphitia and Bohairia, 4 vols.
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1898-1905); and idem, The Coptia Version

of the New Testament in the Southern Dialeat, otherwise Called Sahidia

and Thebaia, 1 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 19 1 1-24). Even so,
however, both are somewhat patchwork and have been made obsolete by
100re recent manuscript discoveries. Since Horner's time, a list of
published biblical manuscripts for all Coptic dialects has been com
piled by A. Vas.chalde, "Ce qui a ete publie des versions coptes de la
Bible. Premier groupe: textes sahidiques," RB 28 (1919):220-43, 51331; 29 (1920):9 1- 1 06, 24 1 -58; 30 ( 1 921):237-46; 31 (1922):81-88,
234-58; "Deuxieme groupe: textes bohairiques," Museon 43 ( 1 930):409-31;
45 (1932):117-56; "Troisiame groupe: textes en moyen egyptien et
quatrieme groupe: textes akhmimiques," Museon 46 (1933):299-31 3.
Vaschalde's lists have been supplemented by Walter c. Till, "Coptic
Biblical Texts Published after Vaschalde's Lists," BJRL 42 (1959):22040. (The Fayyumic texts used in this thesis are those mentioned by
Vaschalde and Till.} Since then, several more major manuscripts of
the Coptic New Testament have been published: for the Synoptic gospels,
see Rodolphe Kasser, Papyrus IJodmer XIX. Evangite de Ma.tthieu XIV, 28 -
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There are those, however, who might question the existence
of all six of these dialects;

2
to lengthen the list.

1

on the other hand, others would like

This disagreement stems primarily from one

phenomenon: relatively few Coptic manuscripts, biblical or nonbiblical, contain a "pure" dialect, particularly in the earliest
.
Coptic
per1'od • 3

In other words, a basically Sahidic document may

XXVIII, 20; Epttre auz Romains I, 1 - II, 3 en aahidique (Cologny
Bibliotheque Bodrner, 19621; Hans Quecke, Da.s Marokuaevan
geliwn saidisah. Text der Handsahrift PPalau Rib. Inv.-Nr. 182 mit
den Val'ianten dezi Hand.sch.rift M 569 (Barcelona: Papyrologica Castroc
taviana, 1972); and idem, Das LucasevangeZiwn saidisch. Text der
Handschrift PPalau Rib. Inv.-Nr, 181 mit den Varoianten der Handschrift
M 569 (Barcelona, 1977). Also of major importance for the present
study is Bybliotheaae Pierpont Morgan codices aoptiai photographiae
e:r:pressi (Rome, 1 922), especially Tomus 4: Codex M569, Evangelia
quattuor sahidice. For additional information, see Bruce M. Metzger,
The Eal'ly Versions of the New Testament: Their Origin, Transmission,
and Limitations (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1977), pp. 108ff.
Geneve:

1

The only major dialect which has been seriously disputed in
recent years is Middle-Egyptian. It was identified by Kahle,
IJala'iaah, pp. 196, 220ff. and confirmed by Rodolphe Kasser, "Les dia
lects coptes et les versions coptes bibliques," Bib 46 (1965) :289ff.
But Peter Weigandt, "Zur Geschichte der koptischen Bibeli.ibersetzungen,"
Bib 50 (1 969):81, questions whether there is adequate evidence for
such an identification. Kasser responds in "Reflexions sur quelques
methodes d'etude des versions coptes neotestamentaires," Bib 55
(1974):235.
2
Kasser, for instance, seems to be discovering more dialects
all the time. In Bib 46 (1965):289ff., he identifies nine dialects.
In "Y a-t-il une genealogie des dialectes coptes?" in Melanges d'his
toire des religions offerts a Henri-Charles Puech (Paris: Presses
Universitaires de France, 1974), pp, 431-36, he mentions thirteen
different dialects. He has gone as high as fifteen: cf. M. Krause,
"Die Disziplin Koptologie," in The Future of Coptia Studies, ed.
R. McL. Wilson, Coptic Studies 1 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1978), p. 5.
Kasser attempts to logically explain their relationships in "Pro
legomenes a un essai de classification systematique des dialectes
et subdialectes coptes selon les criteres de la phonetique," Museon
93 (1980):53-112.
3

cf. the study of Kahle, Bala'izah, esp. pp. 193-268. In this
respect, it is interesting to observe the quandary of Quecke as he com
pares the MS of Luke and the MS of Mark in PPalau Rib. (Lucasevangel
iwn, pp. 9, 75ff., 87-90). Even though both MSS are of the same date
and from the same scriptoriwn, there are slight dialectal and textual
differences between them, making it difficult, if not impossible, to
tell whether they were copied by one hand or two.
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have some traits of the Achmimic or Subachmimic dialects (as does
Thanas), or a Middle-Egyptian docwuent may also have Fayyumic char

1
acteristics.

To a large extent, this is probably due to some mix

ture taking place among the dialects;

2

also to be considered is the

partial reworking of a manuscript of one dialect to conform more
closely with another dialect when the manuscript is carried from one
region to another.

Similarly, the (vernacular) dialect of a scribe

may have been different from the (literary) dialect of the manu
script he was copying, which in turn may have led to the accidental
.
.
.
· · 1. 3
1 a1teration
or intentiona
of the origina
the s uggestion of Husselrnan

Finally, there remains

that "until the sixth century at least

there were no standardized literary dialects other than Sahidic. 11

4

Whatever the explanation, the fact that mixture among the dialects
exists must be recognized and conclusions concerning the Coptic versions of the New Testament must be tempered accordingly.
Another problem one encounters when working with the Coptic
versions is the task of dating.

For instance, no one knows for

1
cf. Kahle, Bala'iaah, pp. 2 2 4ff.

2
cf. ibid., pp. 19 3ff.; William H. WOrrell, Coptic Sounds
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1934), pp. 63ff.; and Walter
c. Till, Koptische Gramnatik (saidischer DiaZekt) (Leipzig: Otto
Harassowitz, 1955), 88.
3

See Nagel, in Die Araber, 5:2:468-69.

4
E. M. Husselman, The Gospel of John in Faywnic Coptic (Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1962), p. 11. Since she makes
this statement in light of Kahle's studies, it is interesting to note
that William F. Edgerton, review of BaZa'isah, by Kahle, JNES 15
(1956):61, comes to a similar conclusion. The observations of Doresse
and Puech as they first worked with the Nag Hammadi materials would
also tend to confirm such a view. Cf. Jean Doresse and Togo Mina,
"Nouveaux textes gnostiques coptes d4coverts en Haute-Egypte. La
biblioth&que de Chenoboskion," VigCh:r 3 (1949) :131-32; and IJ.-Ch.
Puech, "Les nouveaux �crits gnostiques decouverts en Haute-Egypte
(premier inventaire et essai d' identification) , " in Coptic Studies in
Honor of Walter aring Crum (Boston: Byzantine Institute, Inc., 1950) ,
pp. 96 -97.
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certain into which Coptic dialect the New Testament was first translated.

Long ago, Hyvernat suggestea Boh airic,
. .

l

wh 1'le Leipoldt main-

tains th at "the oldest (or let us say more cautiously: the most an

tique) translations are the fayyumic and the achmimic. 11

2

The over

whelming majority of scholars, however, view the Sahidic version as
the earliest Coptic New Testament; most date it beginning in the
3
second or third centuries, some as late as the fourth.
of the Bohairic version is somewhat later.
early as the second century

4

It

has

The origin

been dated as

5
and as late as the eighth, but in light

6
of roore recent evidence, most prefer a third- or fourth-century date.
1
H. Hyvernat, "Etude sur les versions coptes de la Bible,"
RB 6 (1897):70.
2

Johannes Leipoldt, "The Sahidic New Testament," CQR 92
(1921):50.

3
For the second century view, cf. Horner, Sahidio NT, 3:398991 Frederic G. Kenyon, Handbook to the TextuaZ Critioism of the New
Testament, 2nd ed. (London: Macmillan and co., Limited, 1912), pp.
178-791 and P. L. Hedley, "The Egyptian Texts of the Gospels and
Acts," CQR 118 .(1934 ):29; third century: Georg Steindorff, "Bemerk
ungen uber die Anfange der koptischen Sprache und Literatur," in
Coptio Studies in Honor of Crwn, p. 2051 Kahle, BaZa'izah, pp. 260,
265 1 and Arthur Voobus, 'Ea.rly Versions of the New Testament (Stock
holm, 1954), pp. 222-23; fourth century: Ignazio Guidi, "Le traduzioni
dal copto," NGWG (6 February 1889):50; and Johannes Leipoldt, "The
New Testament in Coptic," CQR 62 (1906):303-304.
4
Cf. Westcott and Hort, New Testament, 2:85; and Hyvernat,
RB 6 (1897):67-70.
5

cf. Guidi, NGWG (6 Feb. 1889): 4 9-52, who dates the Bohairic
version between the sixth and eighth centuries. His study greatly
influenced Leipoldt, CQR 62 (1906):309ff. (ca. A�D• 700) 1 Christof
Eberhard Nestle, "Egyptian Coptic Versions," in NSHE, 2:133 (in the
time of the Arabs), Hatch, in James Hardy Ropes and William P. Hatch,
"The Vulgate, Peshitto, Sahidic, and Bohairic versions of Acts and the
Greek Manu scripts," HTh.R 21 (1928):88 (seventh century), and several
others.
6

cf. Kenyon, Handbook, p. 185, and Our BibZe, p. 1671 Paul E.
Kahle, Jr., "A Biblical Fragment of the rvth - vth century in Semi
Bohairic," Museon 63 (19501:149-52, and Bala'izah, p. 2501 and Stein
dorf£, in Studies foP Crwn, pp. 205-206.
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The dates of origin for the other versions are even IOC>re difficult to
ascertain because of the paucity of representative manuscripts, but
the Achmimic, Subachmimic, Fayyumic, and Middle-Egyptian versions
have generally been given fourth- to fifth-century dates.

1

In the

case of the Achmimic and Subachmimic Gospels, however, there may be
evidence for an earlier date of origin.

2

As to provenance, again there are no clear answers.

If it is

assumed that the versions originated and were used in the areas of
their respective dialects, then the Bohairic version probably originated in the north of Egypt and spread southward.
sion may have followed a similar pattern,
in the south.

4

3

The Sahidic ver-

but it flourished primarily

The names of the other dialects reflect their generally

accepted place of origin and use, though of course there is some disagreement.

5

It should be obvious, then, from the above brief survey that
one cannot speak of "the Coptic version," for there are several
1

cf. Leipoldt, CQR 62 (1906):303ff.; Kenyon, Handbook, p. 193;
and Kasser, Bib 46 (1965):295ff.
2

At least this is what is implied of the Achmimic Gospels by
L. Th. Lefort, "Fragments bibliques en dialecte Akhimique," Museon 66
(1953):16-17. For a similar view concerning the Subachmimic ver sion,
cf. Herbert Thompson, ed., The GospeZ of St. John Aacording to the
Earliest Coptic Manuscript (London: British School of Archaeology in
Egypt, 1924), pp. xxi, xxix.
3

295.

cf. Worrell, Coptic Sounds, p. 67; and Kasser, Bib 46 (1965):

4cf. Kahle, Bala'izah, pp. 242, 247, 251-52, 256-57; and
Kasser, Bib 46 (1965}:291, but the contrary opinions cited in their
discussions demonstrate that their opinion is not altogether followed.

5
Again, for the various views see the very helpful discussions
of Kahle, Bala'izah, pp. l98ff., and Kasser, Bib 46 (1965}:293-95. The
historical reconstructions of both men receive some criticism from
Gerd Mink, "Die koptischen Versionen des Neuen Testaments: Die sprach
lichen Probleme bei ihrer Bewertung fur die griechische Textgeschichte,"
in Die alten Ubersetaungen des Neuen Testaments, die Kirahenvater
aitate und Lektionare, ed. K. Aland (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1972),
pp. 179-87.
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versions of the Coptic New Testament, all of which have a different
background.

Nevertheless, because all the versions are representa

tives of dialects of the same language, and since many scholars be
lieve the dialects are closely interrelated, some type of connection
among the versions cannot be ruled out.

l

But again, there are those

who maintain that each version is based on a separate Greek text and
is an independent witness to the New Testarnent.

2

Simply put, the background of the Coptic versions of the New
Testament is obscure, fragmented, and disputed.

3

This should suggest

a great deal of caution to one who is attempting to compare them with
a document of like background, the Gospel of Thomas.

But a profitable

comparison is still possible if the background of Thomas is kept in
mind, with the facts carefully separated and distinguished from the
unknowns.
1
usually, the closest connection is seen between the Sahidic
and Achmimic versions: cf. Nestle, "Coptic Versions," pp. 132-33;
Lefort, Museon 66 (1953):19; and Kasser, Bib 46 (1965):293-94. Some
scholars also see a relationship between the Sahidic version and Sub
achmimic, Fayyumic, and Middle-Egyptian versions: cf. Thompson, John,
p. xxi; and Kasser, Bib 46 (1965):259ff., and 55 (1974) :238. Normally,
the Bohairic version is seen as having very little influence on the
other Coptic versions: in addition to the above writers, see Worrell,
Coptia Sounds, p. 67. This, however, is disputed by Kahle, Bala'izah,
pp. 193ff., who, in his study of the dialects, considers Achmimic,
Subachmimic, Middle-Egyptian, and Fayyumic to be precursors of Bo
hairic, while concluding that Sahidic is a relatively independent and
neutral dialect. Consequently, Kahle sees a rather close connection
between the Fayyumic and Bohairic versions of the Bible (pp. 228, 250,
279ff.). Although this observation has been somewhat corroborated in
Acts by Anton Jaussen, Die koptisahen VEWsionen der Apostelgesahiahte
(Kz>itik und Wertung) (Bonn: Peter Hanstein, 1969), p. 128, Kahle's
views as a whole have received little support in this area.
2

cf. Kenyon, Handbook, p. 193; Weigandt, Bib 50 (1969) :951
and Mink, "Koptischen Versionen," pp. 284-89.
3

cf. Tito Orlandi, "The Future of Studies in Coptic Biblical
and Ecclesiastical Literature," in The Future of Coptic Studies, ed.
R. McL. Wilson, pp. 143-63.
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We must remember, above all, that with the Gospel of Thomas
we are probably dealing with a document having varied backgrounds.

It was probably first written and canpiled in the latter half of the
second century, perhaps in Palestine or Egypt, possibly in Syria.
There is no certainty as to its original language, but the possibili
ties include Aramaic, Syriac, and Greek.

Whatever the case, we know

that it was probably circulating in a Greek edition around Oxyrhynchus
in the early part of the third century.

1

From this edition, we learn

that it contained not only material parallel to the Gospels, but for
eign, seemingly tendentious material.

We cannot know when it was

translated into Coptic, but it was probably after this time and, of
course, before the latter half of the fourth/early fifth century,
since we have a Coptic copy of this date.

Between these two periods,

Thomas underwent sane revision, in places it was fairly extensive.
This and internal evidence would suggest that it served various pur
poses for different groups which made use of it.

Consequently, it

was probably a living, growing tradition which was used, perhaps, for
catechetical purposes.
we are now in a better position to ask:
relationship
1
Its
Egypt, since
lived around
which refers
2

2

Can there be any

between this work and the Coptic versions of our
circulation can be deduced to be much wider than just
it appears to be known by Origen and Hippolytus, who
this period. For a collection of patristic evidence
to Thomas, see Puech, in NTApo, l:199ff. (ET l:278ff.).

rt should be kept in mind that the word "relationship" is a
generic term which, when applied to literary works, excludes independ
ence by implication, but includes various kinds of "relationships":
direct dependence, connection, direct influence, indirect influence,
etc. One of the shortcomings of many of the studies of Thomas is
that they conclude that there is a "relationship" between Thomas and
sanething else, but they do not preoisely identify that relationship.
It is true that specificity in an area where factual information is
scarce is not always possible, but this thesis attempts to be as
specific regarding "relationship" as the facts will allow.
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Gospels?

Most students of Thomas outrightly reject the question as

nonsensical:

How can any work written in the second century in Greek,

Aramaic, or Syriac be related to a Coptic translation of the Gospels
made around the third century or later?

1

This question is made all

the ioore absurd if one views the entire sayings collection as independent of the Gospels to begin with.

And yet, if Thomas was a grow

ing collection, could it be that some sayings or parts of sayings
have

been added to Thomas during the third century or even later?

If so, could these have been originally influence d by the Coptic versions?

An affirmative answer appears possible in both cases, but, to

be sure, it must be admitted that the initial dependence of Thomas
upon the Coptic gospels is less than likely.

Is any other relation

ship besides an initial dependence possible?

Obviously, there are

some writers who think so.

In fact, four different relationships

appear possible:
1)
2)
3)
4)

a direct dependence of
an indirect dependence
a direct dependence of
an indirect dependence

Thomas upon the Coptic gospels,
of Thomas upon the Coptic gospels,
the Coptic gospels upon Thomas, and
of the Coptic gospels upon Thomas.

The first, if considered from the aspect of initial dependence
of Thomas upon the Coptic gospels, must be considered rather unlikely,
primarily for the chronological reasons mentioned above.
dependence, however, may be possible.

Subsequent

Thomas contains much Synoptic-

type material which could have been corrected to the Coptic gospels
when Thomas was trans.lated from Greek to Coptic.

Direct dependence,

of course, implies literary dependence, and there is no one who would
expressly advocate this position, though, as we shall see, Schrage
leans toward such a view.
1

see the apprehensiveness of A. F. J. Klijn, review of Ver

haltnis, by Schrage, NovTest 1 (1965) :330.
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The second possibility may be reworded as "the influence of
the Coptic gospels upon Thomas."

This view may be preferred by those

such as R. L. Arthur who see some type of dependence of Thomas upon
the Coptic gospels as likely, but who do not think the evidence will
support the theory of direct literary dependence.
The third possibility is unlikely because many, if not all
of the Coptic gospel translations were probably made before Thomas
itself was translated into Coptic.

In addition, the self-understood

basis for the Coptic versions is the New Testament, and there is
little evidence to suggest that these versions were translated from
any other source.
Finally, it may be considered whether the fourth possibility-
that the Coptic gospels have been influenced by Thomas--is likely.

In

a very indirect sense, this seems to be one implication of Quispel's
theory that Thomas contains parts of an independent tradition which
has influenced the Western text.

One might say that, since the Coptic

gospels contain several Western readings, both they and Thomas share
a partial dependence upon this unknown independent tradition, the
former perhaps through the mediation of Thomas.
extremely tenuous position.

This, however, is an

In order to substantiate it, one would

almost have to demonstrate that one or more of the tendentious, or
theologically biased, readings of Thomas have influenced the Coptic
gospels, and this cannot be done.

Consequently, only the first two

of our possibilities have any significant import for the present dis
cussion.
Moreover, it should be noted that if parts of Thomas can be
demonstrated to be directly dependent upon the Coptic versions, then
one could safely asstnne that these particular sayings are dependent
upon the Gospels.

Yet, if only the indirect influence of the Coptic
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versions upon Thomas can be shown, then this says nothing for or
against Thomas' initial dependence-an independent saying could have
been corrected consciously or subconsciously to one or more Coptic
versions, giving it the appearance of dependence.

In the case of

indirect Coptic-versional influence, then, the question of initial
dependence upon the Synoptics would have to remain open to be proven
or disproven on other grounds.
B.

Previous Investigations of Thomas' Relationship
to the Coptic Versions

The first scholar to suggest and investigate seriously the
possible relationship between Thomas and the Coptic gospels was
K. H. Kuhn.

l

As a result of his very cursory study (he uses only

Horner's Sahidic version and examines only a few logia), he conclu::les
that there is indeed a possibility that a Coptic redactor corrected
the Synoptic-type passages in Thomas to a Coptic version familiar to
him.

If this is true, Kuhn thinks it more likely that the redactor

drew from his knowledge of the Coptic text, rather than having a writ
ten copy of the Coptic gospels before him (pp. 320-21).

He leaves

open the possibility that successive copyists assimilated the Coptic
text of Thomas to different Coptic ver sions (p. 321).

He also does

not exclude the possibility of fortuitous textual agreements, the
Coptic translator of the Gospels and the Coptic translator of Thomas
could have arrived at identical or very similar translations of the
Greek independently (p. 320).

Kuhn's article, then, is a valuable

first step to the investigation into the possibility of a relation
ship between Thomas and the Coptic gospels, but because of its brevity,
1

Muadon 73 (l960} :317-23. On p. 321, he lists log. 26, 31,
33a, 33b, 34, 39b, 41, 45a, 73, 79a, 86, and 94 as possibly having
some connection with the Sahidic ver sion.
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his thesis has had to await further verification.1
The next major step 2 taken in the investigation was Schrage's

Das Verluiltnis des 'l'homas-Evangeliums z-za, synoptisahen Tradition und
zu den koptischen Evangelienubersetzungen: Zugleiah ein Beitrag zUP
gnostisahen Synoptikerdeutung.

Of the studies which have been made

of the relationship between Thomas and the Coptic ver sions, this one
has aroused the most interest.3

Schrage expresses his thoughts on

the history and interpretation of Thomas in his introductory chapter.
Although he allows for the possibility that the writer of Thomas used
an independent tradition (pp.

2,

8), he views the Synoptic parallels

in Thomas as evidence that Thomas is dependent upon the canonical
Gospels (pp. 3ff.).
Schrage goes about trying to prove this dependence in a vari
ety of ways.

First, he makes use of the results of literary criti

cism (pp. 4-5).

For instance, if there are cases where Thomas ex

hibits special material parallel to that of Matthew or Luke where
they have specifically adapted Mark, then Thomas is dependent upon

Mt. or Lk. 4

The same principle applies to the unique u sage that

1
rt is important to note that even if the dependence of Thomas
upon the Coptic gospels were true, Kuhn makes no claims as to Thomas'
initial dependence upon the Gospels.

"
2 H. Quecke, in
. a review of the books on
Thomas by Gartner,
Kasser, Schippers, and Wilson, Museon 74 (1961):49 2-93, lists several
places where Thomas and the Coptic versions agree, but gives no further
comment as to the significance ofthis phenomenon.
3

cf. the reviews of M. W. Schoenberg, CBQ 27 (1965) : 2 92-93;
H. Quecke, Museon 78 (1965): 2 34-39; A. F. J. Klijn, NovTest 7 (1965):
329-30; and R. McL. Wilson, VigC11I' 2 0 (1966):118-23.

4
This is identical to the argument made by McArthur, ExpT 71
(1960):286-87, an argument also incorporated into his article in NT
Sidelights, pp. 57ff. The observation made is a good one, but the
presupposition that "if Thanas contains any special Matthean or Lucan
versions of Marean material, then Thomas must have used Mt. or Lk."
biases the investigation; with this presupposition, dependence is the
only possible conclusion. See Wilson, E:t:pT 7 2 (1960):36-39.
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Mt. or Lk. make of Q.

If Thomas contains some of this material, as

is often the case according to Schrage, then Thomas is dependent
upon that particular Gospel.
In close connection with this, Schrage also seeks to use redaktionsgeschichtliche

methods to prove Thomas' dependence upon the

Synoptics (pp. 5-6): if a logion includes remnants of unique Synoptic
formulae or constructions, even when they have been slightly altered
by Gnostic usage, then Thomas is dependent upon the Gospels.

1

While

this would indeed be convincing evidence, Schrage is forced to admit
the difficulty in finding any such redactional formulae in the logia
of Thomas.
A third approach to Thomas is the form-critical method, a
method which, according to Schrage, has been abused by various au
thors in its application to these new sayings (pp. 6-9).

For ex-

ample, there are those form critics (including Montefiore) who say
that certain logia in Thomas are shorter than their parallels in the
Synoptics, and ThOlllas' logia, therefore, are earlier.

But, Schrage

says, these are only isolated instances; in some cases, due to Gnostic
redactors, Thomas actually expands a Synoptic saying.
shortening is probably due to the Gnostics as well.

2

Therefore, the
Furthermore,

form criticism proves ThOlllas secondary as often as it proves it prior
to the Synoptics; its results, consequently, cannot

be

used to prove

¾-or a critique of Schrage's use of redaction criticism, see
Sieber, "Redactional Analysis," pp. 17-18.
2

Here Schrage overlooks, as he often does, the probability
that each logion has a somewhat different history; he assumes instead
that every saying has undergone Gnostic redaction. This is entirely
possible, but Schrage needs to demonstrate it, and then prove that the
Gnostics not only expanded some sayings, but condensed others as well.
As he himself admits, this is not always easily done (cf. pp. 20-21).

so
that Thanas is independent of the Gospels.

1

Nevertheless, form-

critical methods can be helpful in stu:iying Thomas, and Schrage
often uses them when they serve his purpose (cf. log. 26, p. 73;
log. 45a, p. 102).
If the above methods cannot ascertain whether Thomas used
the Synoptics or not, then Schrage suggests that a verbal comparison
between the two might (pp. 11-12).

The results from such a compari

son could be combined with a fifth approach: a comparison of the text
of Thomas with the text of the Synoptics (pp. 17-18).

Schrage feels

that if certain variants which Thomas shares with other witnesses (manu
scripts) can only be explained by the influence of or the addition of
elements to the Synoptic context, then this proves Thanas' dependence
upon the Gospels.

2

This, he believes, is especially true of the par-

allel influences of one Gospel upon another; this could happen only in
the Synoptic tradition.

3

If Thomas contains such material, surely it

l

"Es ist ubrigens merkwurdig wie wenig formgeschichtliche
Ergebnisse dann Anklang oder Erwahnung finden, wenn sie der These
von der angeblich unabhangigen alten Tradition des Th nicht gerade
gunstig sind" (p. 8). Schrage thus points out another reason why
form criticism must be used on Thomas only with great care (cf. pp.
31-33 of this thesis). More importantly, though this is not his in
tention, Schrage's objections to form criticism here point to the dis
tinct possibility that in places Thomas is earlier than and indepen
dent of the Synoptics, while in other places it is later and depen
dent. Or, as Sieber, "Redactional Analysis," p. 18, advises: just
because the forms of sane of Thomas' sayings are secondary, it does
not perforce prove that Thomas is based upon the Synoptics; some say
ings could thus be both later and independent (cf. log. 65, for ex
ample}.
2

This is not necessarily true, as Quispel and others would
testify. It is possible that an independent tradition could have in
fluenced sane (canonical) textual witnesses as well as Thomas. If
this were true, Thomas would not have had to have any contact with
the Synoptic tradition, but might still have a similar reading to the
several influenced {canonical} witnesses.

3
This seems to be the most likely explanation, but it is not
the only possibility, a tradition circulating independently might
well have the appearance of parallel influence.
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is dependent. These two lines of approach--verbal comparison and
textual comparison--Schrage views as his most convincing means of
proving that Thomas utilized our Gospels.

Used in conjunction with

one another, he believes he can prove that "Th nicht nur die synop
tische Tradition benutzt, sondern sogar mit einer koptischen Bibel
ubersetzung vertraut ist" (p. 11).
Finally, Schrage appeals to the Gnostic use of Synoptic mate
rial as a means for proving Thomas dependent (pp. 19ff.).

He, of

course, understands Thomas, at the very least in its present form,
to be Gnostic (p. 19).

By demonstrating that the Synoptic-type mate

rial found in Thomas is handled in a similar way by other Gnostic
works, Schrage attempts to prove that Thomas is indeed making use of
the Synoptics and not just some independent tradition.

Despite

Schrage's efforts, however, this cannot be considered as positive
proof in and of itself; there is no way of knowing whether the Gnostic
works to which he refers are using the Synoptics or independent tradi
tion.

Moreover, there are inherent problems with assuming that Thomas

1
is a Gnostic work.

Indeed, Schrage is himself forced to admit that

often the Gnostic meaning and motivations in Thomas are difficult to
discern (pp. 20-21).
These, then, are the methods by which Schrage attempts to
prove the dependence of Thomas on our Gospels.
type of dependence does he advocate?

But precisely what

Unfortunately, he is not very

2
explicit in this regard. To begin with, he admits the possibility

that the present similarities between Thomas and the Gospels could
merely be due to a later redactor correcting Thomas to conform with

l See pp. lOff. above.
2s

ee the critique of Wilson, Vigehzo 20 (1966):120.
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the Gospels; Thanas could thus initially be independent (cf. pp. 2,
8).

It is clear, however, from his discussion of such a possibility

(pp. 2-4) and from his subsequent case for Thomas' dependence (pp. 4f.,
esp. p. 15), that he does not regard such a possibility as likely.

He

adopts a similar attitude toward the possibility of Thomas' dependence
1
upon "oral tradition" (p. 9).

He admits, as Koester found, that in

the middle of the second century the borders between oral and written
tradition were still fluid.

Consequently, when an Apostolic Father

or Thomas makes reference to a canonical tradition, the influence of
this oral tradition or the use of free memory-citation cannot be ex
cluded.

The latter, he says, must be reckoned with especially "wenn

Motive fur eine Anderung der Tradition nicht zu erkennen sind.11 2

By

implication, it would appear that Schrage basically rejects the influ
ence of any type of oral tradition or citation from the canonical Gos
pels by memory, and instead prefers to think of Thomas as originally
dependent upon the 1.Jl'itten Gospels. This suspicion is strengthened as
one reads his book (see esp. p. 139).

To be sure, he summarily rejects

pure memory-citation because it does not adequately explain all the
characteristics of Thomas (pp. 9-10).

But the fact that he feels it

occasionally necessary to make specific allowance for free citation
(cf. p. 173) points again to his apparent preference for literary
is not exactly clear what Schrage means by "rnundliche
Uberlieferung," but he seems to be equating (or equivocating) oral
tradition with the memory-citation of the written canonical Gospels.
This would not appear to be Koester's understanding of "oral tradi
tion."
1 It

2schoenberg, CBQ 27 0965):292, understands Schrage to believe
that Thomas is dependent "not so much on the gospels in their present
form a s on an underlying oral tradition." This would seem to imply
dependence upon the BOUl'CeB of the Gospels, not the Gospels themselves.
This, however, is not the view Schrage is advocating, he is presumably
suggesting that Thomas could conceivably be dependent upon the canoni
cal Gospels as they circulated orolly (i.e., as they were cited from
memory}.
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dependence.

Schrage, however, seems well aware that literary depend

ence cannot be proven, but such a preference appears to have influ-

enced his study throughout.
At what stage Thomas is dependent upon the Synoptics is another matter.

Schrage first asserts that the Coptic Thomas is "famil-

iar with" the Coptic versions of the Gospels (pp. 11-12).

He neglects,

however, to delineate precisely this "familiarity" and one is never
quite sure throughout the book just what type of relationship between
Thomas and the Coptic gospels he is advocating.

1

It is not difficult,

though, to receive the impression that he is advocating literary dependence, at least in some places.

2

Only in another writing does he

clearly express himself: he believes the Coptic translator of Thomas
corrected Thomas, "where he could," to conform more closely with the
written Coptic gospels as he knew them, probably from memory.

3

But

Thomas' dependence upon the Gospels, he insists, lies deeper than this.
He is of the opinion that the sayings in the Oxyrhynchus Papyri demonstrate a dependence upon the Greek Gospels (p. 15).

4

He thus

traces Thomas' dependence back to an earlier stage in its transmission
and presumably, by implication, suggests a literary dependence upon
the Gospels when it was originally written (though Schrage makes no
1

Horman, NovTest 21 (1979):328, complains about Schrage's
lack of clarity on this point.
2

consequently, Arthur, "Thanas," p. 92, believes that Schrage
is supporting the theory of written dependence upon the Coptic gos
pels, something which Schrage never actually states. Cf. also pp. 32ff.
of Arthur's thesis.
3

schrage, in Apophoreta, pp. 267-68: "Ob diese Vertrautheit
des Ubersetzers mit einer koptischen Evangelien-version auf eine
bereits schriftlich fixierte Form einer solchen zuruckgeht, ist schwer
zu sagen; wegen der KUrze der Zitate ist es wahrscheinlicher, dass der
Ubersetzer selbst diese koptische Ubersetzung irn Ohr bzw. im Gedicht
nis statt in seinen Hllnden hatte."
4

cf. ibid., pp. 251-68.
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attempt to prove or even to state this opinion either in his book or
in his article in the Haenchen Pestschrift).
There can be no doubt that Schrage has spent a lot of time
and effort

in trying to prove his theory.

This becomes all the more

evident as he discusses in detail each logion which he sees to have a
Synoptic parallel.

But besides the fact that he does not define his

thesis clearly, there are several criticisms which might be levelled
against his methodology.

First of all, although he understands that Thomas underwent
a series of redactions (p. 10), he nevertheless treats the entire
work as a single unit.

In other words, what he feels he has demon

strated as true for one logion, he assumes to be true for the others.

Thus, while conceding that the dependence of log. 62b upon Mt. cannot
be proven, he proceeds on the basis that it is dependent, since other
logia in Thomas are also dependent (p. 130; cf. pp. 10-11).

The same

rule, he asserts, is true for Thanas' dependence upon the Coptic gos
pels; since Thomas demonstrates obvious dependence in some logia,
then in those logia where dependence upon the Coptic gospels is possible but cannot be proven, dependence is probable (pp. 11-12). 1

Schrage might feel justified in such a homogeneous interpretation of

Thomas because he sees no significant changes in Thomas taking place
�he application of this rule for the dependence of the Coptic
Thanas upon the Coptic gospels may be more defensible than its appli
cation for the initial dependence of Thomas upon the Gospels. From
ca. A.O. 200 to 400, much change in Thomas could have taken place,
increasing the possibility that both dependent and independent say
ings of the Synoptic-type were incorporated into it. But if the
translation of Thomas into Coptic occurred late in its history, then
it may well have occurred when Thomas had a form very close to the
Nag Hammadi document, with little subsequent change taking place. If
at this point the translator corrected Thomas to agree with the Coptic
gospels, then it is difficult to see why he would correct some logia
and not others. Nevertheless, this is an area rife with "if's" and
"might's" and an assumption based upon suppositions can hardly be
viewed as proof.
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from the time of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri until the time of the Nag
1
Hanmadi text.

But in this view, he makes light of the fact that

some sweeping redaction has taken place--one saying has been placed
in a completely different context, and others have been severely al

tered.2

Since there is no way of knowing just how much editing and

reworking took place on Thomas, the possibility that some of the logia
have different histories from others cannot be excluded.

3

In light

of this, Schrage's assumptions are question-begging and constitute
no real proof at all.
Second, Schrage does not adequately deal with the differences
between Thomas and the Coptic gospels. At times, he does point out
differences and dismisses them as due to Gnostic redaction (cf. log.
8, p. 37).

There are, however, many differences, some of them signif

icant, which he makes no attempt to explain.

In fact, the arrange-

ment of his printed Coptic texts sometimes tends to gloss over these
differences (cf. log. 46, p. 107; log. 107, pp. 193-94; and log. 24b,
which has a loose Synoptic parallel, but is not mentioned by Schrage).
An obvious and legitimate way for proving Thomas' dependence
upon the Synoptics is to point out the verbal and literary similari
ties between the two.
1

2
3

Schrage, in

Schrage's use of this method, however, has two

Apophoreta, pp. 255-67.

see pp. 5-7 above.

cf. Wilson, Vigeh:r 20 (1966) :120. A;; Kurt Rudolph, ThR 34
(l969}:l87, states: "Es ist m.E. methodisch vollig verfehlt, aus der
hypothetisch erschlossen Vorgeschichte des einzelnen Spruchs irgend
welche Schlussfolgerungen fur den Gesamtzusammenhang des Werks zu
ziehen oder etwa den einstigen Sinn und Ursprung eines Logions im
jetzigen Rahmen fur massgebend anzusehen."
4

cf. Wilson, VigehP 20 (1966):121. In all fairness, however,
Schrage does mention some logia where the differences with the Coptic
versions are too great to allow a comparison (cf. log. 40, p. 95}.
Yet this admission in and of itself severely damages his case for
dependence upon the Coptic versions.

4
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f allacies.

First, he casts his net too widely.

In other words, he

places significance upon a hodgepodge of verbal similarities, some

times drawn from all three Synoptics, in passages not necessarily
parallel, and sometimes drawn from passages outwith the Synoptics.
Second, he gives no adequate explanation for how these miscellaneous
verbal similarities came about, other than to assert that the similar

ities point to a "connection." Consequently, in log. 32 (p. 78)
Schrage notes the obvious material that Thomas has in canmon with
Mt. 5:14, but he also calls attention to some parallel wording in
Mt. 7:24f. and Isa. 28:4.
it prove?

1

This is surely interesting, but what does

Similarly, in log. 99 (pp. 186-88) Schrage demonstrates

how at times Thomas is closer to Lk., and at others closer to Mk. or
Mt.

While essentially ignoring the differences between Thomas and

the Synoptics, he asserts that Thanas is thus dependent, but is this
the only explanation?
Closely akin to this is the approach Schrage takes when he
compares Thomas to the early versions of the Gospels 1 he has a ten
dency to note similarities to a wide range of witnesses, but it is

unclear just what significance he attaches to these similarities.2
For instance, although he normally

sees

the closest relationship be-

tween Thomas and the Sahidic or Bohairic gospels, in log. 20 (p. 64)
and log. 57 (p. 125), he says at points Thomas is closest to a Fayyumic
translation.

Is he thus implying that the Coptic translator of Thomas

also knew the Fayyumic gospels?

Schrage also points out places where

Thomas follows even just one of the Coptic manuscripts: in log. 99
(pp. 187-88), he thinks it is noteworthy that with the Sahidic MS 114
1
Menard, Thomas, p. 129, also takes note of this fact.

2
cf. Wilson, VigC'ft.rt 20 (1966):122.
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of Luke, Thomas shares the reading Etpt. instead of €Te. 1pt and
1
He omits to point out, however, that
"brethren" before "mother."
MS 114 is only one of eight Sahidic MSS for Lk. 8:21 (not to mention
the possibility of parallels in Mt. and Mk.) and that it is a
thirteenth-century MS at that.
such a parallel is unclear.

2

What he hopes to demonstrate from

Nor is it discernible what he means to

show when he notes textual similarities between Thomas and the other
ver sions and the Diatessaron, sometimes even when there are no Coptic
parallels.

3

All of these observations point to a major defic ienc y in
Schrage's stu:ly: he draws no

c lear

conc lusions from the evidence he

It is his practice to make assertions or suggestions before-

presents.

hand (he does this in his introduc tory

c hapter

and at the beginning of

most of his disc ussions of individual logia), but statements of summa
tion are lac king, both at the end of eac h logion-discussion and at the
end of his book.
Finally, Sc hrage's theory about the influence of the Coptic
gospels on Thomas is not adequate to explain Thomas as a whole.

It

does not ac count for the many differences between Thomas and the Coptic
gospels1 if some words and phrases in Thomas have been

c orrected

to

1
This last reading, he suggests, may be the original, since it

is the Zeatio diffiaiZior!

2Ac tually, there is another witness for this verse in
the
Sahidic , PPalau Rib. 181, which was published after Schrage's stu::ly.
Interestingly enough, this fifth-century MS also has t. t pt for t TE, pt:,
but this is probably nothing more than a variant spelling (see Quecke,
LuaasevangeZium, pp. 53f.}.
3

ct. log. 96, pp. 184-85.

c

a a 2 * b c ff 2 i 1
Sy in Mt. 13:33 and
v
q in Lk. 13:21 omit odi:a i;pla with Thomas and Eph Ta , as Schrage
mentions. But this suggests, if anything, that perhaps here the Old
Syriac version, the Old Latin version, or the Diatessaron had an influ
ence upon log. 96 where the Coptic versions did not, thus putting into
question Sc hrage's theory. Of course, the influence of an independent
tradition is also possible.
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agree with the Coptic gospels, why not others?

More importantly, why

do some logia bear rather clear marks of being influenced by the Coptic versions, while others bear scarcely any or none? 1

The influence

of the Coptic versions upon Thomas cannot be ruled out, but is it as
prevalent as Schrage suggests?
And yet despite these deficiencies, Schrage's stu:ly is not
without value.

His reckoning with the possibility of development in

Thomas, his attempt to bring a variety of disciplines to bear upon
his investigation, and the thoroughness with which he goes about his
task have been noted above and are to be commended.

Also noteworthy

are the cautions he suggests about too readily concluding on linguistic
grounds that Thomas has a Semitic background1 some of the "Semitisms"
are just good Coptic idiom and can be found in the Coptic versions
(pp. 13-14, 18-19). 2

Finally, he rightly urges restraint from reading

Gnosticism into every line of Thomas, he freely admits that not every
divergence from the Synoptic context can be understood in a Gnostic
sense (pp. 19-21).
But the comparison of Thomas and the Coptic versions should
not, and fortunately does not, cease with Schrage.

R. L. Arthur, in

his dissertation entitled "The Gospel of Thomas and the Coptic New
Testament," has pointed out some of the shortcomings of Schrage's
study, and proposes a theory which he thinks proves the influence of
the Coptic versions upon Thomas, and yet eliminates some of the diffi
cult questions about such a theory.

Basically, he suggests that the

1
cf. log. 96, p. 184, where Schrage despairs of finding any
evidence of Coptic influence.

2 is point was earlier made by Kuhn, Muaeon 73 (1960):320-23.
Th
Cf. Quecke, Mus�on 78 (19651;238-39. For a more detailed discussion,
see pp. 126 ff. below.
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Coptic translation of Thomas has been corrected to a Coptic version of
the Gospels where both share parallel material. Unlike Schrage, how
ever, Arthur believes that Thomas was originally independent of the
Synoptics and is only dependent in its Coptic form (pp. 2, 42ff., 105106).1

But the dependence he is advocating does not seem to be as

pervasive as Schrage would have it; consequently, Arthur argues for
dependence upon the Coptic gospels for fewer logia.

2

He further be

lieves that this dependence of Thomas is not upon a written document
of the Coptic gospels, but rather upon the translator's memory of
them (pp. 66-70).

In this he believes he differs from Schrage (p. 92),

but as we have seen, they are probably in agreement here.

3

Fortunately, Arthur states his thesis not once, but several
times, and he thus makes it clear that though his basic theory is not
new, the specific ways in which he establishes and develops it are
markedly different from anything which has been suggested heretofore.
His argument is formulated in three different stages:

First, Arthur

asserts that when Thomas was originally translated from Greek into
Coptic (pp. 37ff.), it was translated into "a type of Achmimic dialect"
(p. 94).

4

Later, Thomas was translated from Achmimic into Sahidic,

which is what we have in the Nag Hammadi text (p. 28).

This explains

the Achmimicisms of Thomas (and all of Codex II, for that matter); they
1rn fact, Arthur takes the unusual position that Thomas was
originally a Gnostic treatise to which canonical-type sayings were
later added (p. 106). Cf. Wilson's statement, quoted on p. 25 above.

2
He specifically mentions log. 20, 39b, 65, 72, 73, 89b, and
107 (pp. 54-70}.
3

4

See pp. Slff. above, esp. p. 53 n. 3.

one ambiguity in his thesis is the apparent lack of distinction he makes between Achmimic and its closely related dialects; he
seems to use "Achmimic," "Subachmimic," and "semi-Achmimic" almost
interchangeably when referring both to the original Coptic dialect of
Thomas and to the New Testament translations.
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are archaic vestiges of the

Coptic dialect into which Thomas had been

translated before it was translated into Sahidic (pp. 9_2ff., 104-105}.
Second, Arthur believes that the Sahidic New Testament did
not always exist in its present form.

He feels that it was translated

from a pre-Sahidic version written in the Subachmimic dialect (pp. 4344, 108-10).

1

The third stage of his thesis relates these two theories.
The Greek original of Thanas, Arthur opines, was independent of the
Synoptic gospels.

When it was first translated into Coptic, the

Synoptic-type material was corrected to a pre-Sahidic (Achmimic)
translation of the New Testament (p. 94).

Thomas was later translated

into Sahidic, but without reference to the Sahidic gospels.

Therefore,

Thomas avoids some of the translational mistakes of the Sahidic version and thus in places preserves the original reading of the earliest
2
Coptic version (p. 94).

Thomas also preserves some of the "Western"

1

Whether Arthur believes this to have been proven by others,
or believes this is proven from his own research on Thanas and the
Sahidic New Testament, is not quite clear.
2

one example given is log. 39b/Mt. 10:16 (pp. 80, 94). Thomas
has, with the Greek, N�o� (ot Ocpe:1.t) and .:i°6f)ol'l'.1t'<:. (at ne:p1.o
't'£PaO.
Horner's printed Sahidic text has, on the other hand, NE:1�0"\
("these serpents") and N-:1GpooM'1fE. ("these doves"). Arthur insists
this is due to the mistranslating of N\·, the definite article in the
pre-Sahidic version, to N�\• of the present version. Thomas, then,
preserves the correct translation of this pre-Sahidic version. But
Arthur neglects to mention that three out of six of Horner's MSS have the
definite article (as opposed to the demonstrative article) before "ser
pents" and two out of six before "doves.• The correct definite article
is also found in PRainer 2:97 and a fra4iDlent published by R. Engelbach,
Annalee du service des antiquitds de Z'Egypte 21 (1921):118-22. Curi
ou■ly, MS69 has the definite article tJ- before "serpents" and the dem
onstrative article Nil- before "doves• (cf. MS 25). Thanas undoubtedly
uses the correct definite article, which could also be the earlier,
perhaps original, reading of the Coptic version. But s.ince the def
inite article also occurs in several extant MSS of the "standardized"
Sahidic, often in the "NI-" form (a dialectal spelling variation?}, it
can hardly be claimed as proven that Thomas here preserves the reading
of a "pre-sahidic" translation of Matthew.
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textual variants which were originally in the pre-Sahidic gospels, but
later were weeded out of the present Sahidic New Testament.

Moreover,

Thomas avoids some of the textual corrections which have been made on
the present Sahidic version (pp. 28, 70ff., 106).

In either case, we

can expect to find in Thomas places where it preserves a Coptic reading earlier, and perhaps better, than that found in our present Coptic
manuscripts (pp. 77ff., 107).

1

It is not difficult to see the wide-ranging implications of
Arthur's theory.

For one thing, if he is correct, Thomas would be

one of the earliest textual witnesses to the Western text which we
possess, second only to the Western readings found in the papyri.

But

this is a text-critical matter to be reserved for a later time. Of
more importance here is the profound effect which such a theory could
have on our present understanding of the history of the Coptic ver
sions.

Unfortunately, the significance of Arthur's theory is largely

diminished by the inherent weaknesses of his thesis.
The primary weaknesses of Arthur's work are his basic assump
tions.

One such Achilles' heel is the idea that at this early period

(third/fourth century} there were distinct Coptic dialects with clearly
1
on pp. 78-79, Arthur offers log. 30 as his first example of
a place where Thomas has a better text (closer to the Greek MSS} than
the Sahidic NT. Part of this saying in Thomas is parallel to Mt. 18:20:
tv µfact> a.O"twv
e: t µ L
Mt.-gr.
tKe: t:
Mt.-sa.
t�oolT NMI\AV �,., Tt.\'M\.\1'E.
d.NC\<. t�oo"ff t•U�II\�"\
Thomas
Arthur views the reading of Mt.-sa., "I am with them in their midst,"
as either (ll a conflate reading or (2) a confusion of MH'\AV (= l:xe: C}
with N�'"'a y ("with them"} • Here he may be correct. But when he in
sists that Thomas' reading is closer to the Greek, he is stretching the
facts. Thomas reads N�t-\l'i, "with him," which not only makes the same
"mistake" of the Sahidic in misreading �lt.'(, but it is singula.rr and
finds no MS support whatsoever. In addition, Thomas omits tv uta�
a.0,:wv which is found both in the Greek and Sahidic of Mt. How in this
case he can view Thomas as closer than the Sahidic to the Greek is a
mystery--although, for other logia, he may be correct.
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1
erences.
defi nab le d'ff

·
As we have seen,l th'is is
. far f rorn certain,
and

a theory built upon such a questionable foundation begins building
upon shaky ground from the start.
Perhaps the worst error in Arthur's theory is the basic belief
that the Achmimic dialect is older than the Sahidic (pp. 112ff.). 2

He

admits that he is forced to agree on some points with Kahle's statement
that "again and again the fully standardised Achmimic dialect can be
demonstrated to be a rather late development from a mixture of early
Sahidic and certain local dialects,11

3

but Arthur nevertheless maintains

that Kahle and others4 are basically wrong in dating Sahidic earlier
than Achmimic.

In the process, he defensively states that

chronological accuracy is hardly possible here. All that can
truly be said is that both Achmimic and Subachmirnic documents
come from the earliest Coptic period1 the establishment of an
exact chronological sequence is not possible without some more
reliable criteria than presently exist. 5
This is quite an admission from one who builds his whole case upon
chronology!

6

But Arthur, in fact, sees the Achmimicisms in Thomas as

archaic features which are remnants of an older dialect, demonstrating
that Thomas was previously in an Achmimic translation and corrected to
1pages 38-40 of this thesis. Cf. esp. Kahle's discussion of
the various dialects in Bata'izah, pp. 19 3 ff.

. .
..
Arthur's views are somewhat sJ.rnilar
to those of F. Rosch,
VorbemePkungen au einer GztamrrrJ.tik der achmimische Mun.dart (Strassburg:
Schlesier & Schweikhardt, 1909), pp. lff., as cited and discussed by
Kahle, Bata'izah, pp. 193-94 , 201-202. In light of more recent manu
script discoveries, however, Kahle and many others have demonstrated
Rosch's view to be quite outdated.
2

3Bata'izah, p. 201.

249-57.

4
cf. w. Till, "Die Stellung des Achmimischen," Aeg B (1927);
S"Thomas," p. 114.

6rt is also noteworthy that Arthur mentions that Achrnimic and
Subachmimic docwnents are from the earliest Coptic period, but this does
not prove that Achmimic and Subachmimic are otder diaZects than Sahidic!
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1
an Achmimic version of the Gospels before it was translated into Sahidic.
He does recognize the possibility that these Achmimicisms could be addi

tions to the Sahidic to give the text an archaic appearance, but he
generally rejects it (cf. pp. 93-94, 110-11 ).

2

The author also dis-

misses the possibility that Achmimicisms are due to scribes reared in

Achmimic-speaking areas, but not thoroughly acquainted with the Sahidic
with which they were working (pp. 117-18);

3

he never considers that

1

There is no problem with identifying Achmimicisms, Arthur's
problem is that he assumes that all "Achmimicisrns" are exclusively
"Achmimic" and therefore early. For example, he notes that Achmimic
has a tendency to use Fut. I or II where standardized Sahidic (as found
in the NT) normally uses Fut. III (pp. 96-9 7). This is fair enough.
Arthur, however, has a tendency to view every reading of a saying which
has Fut. I or II as earlier than its parallel which uses Fut. III, as
suming that the latter is a correction to conform more closely with
"standardized" Sahidic. This procedure is followed for log. 65 and 73
(pp. 85-86, 87-88), where Arthur concludes that Thomas preserves the
earlier reading of the pre-Sahidic NT. But Arthur's assumptions seem
to be at variance with the canprehensive study of Marvin R. Wilson,
Coptia Future Tenses: SyntactiaaZ Studies in Sahidia (Paris: Mouton,
1970), p. 107, who observes that Fut. I is quite common in the Sahidic
NT, occurring more often than any other future tense. We should not,
therefore, view it as an archaic tense which was in the process of be
ing weeded out of Sahidic. Moreoever, in his discussion of the inter
changeability of Fut. I and III (pp. 85-87), and indeed in his entire
study, Wilson makes no mention of Fut. I being older than Fut. III.
Along these lines, also cf. L.-Th. Lefort, "l�l(oC. dans le NT Sahidique, 11
Museon 61 (1948):68-69.
2

on pp. 110-11, speaking of early Sahidic documents, he says,
"Although sane biblical allusions were undoubtedly secondarily archa
icized by the employment of Achmimic features, there is also a good
possibility that many of them hearken back /_sii} to Achmimic or Sub
achmimic texts of scripture which are no longer available to us." The
criteria for distinguishing between these two possibilities are not
given.
3

This possibility has been suggested for other Sahidic docu
ments by Georg Steindorf£, Die ApokaZypse des Elias, TU 17 (Leipzig:
J. c. Hinrichs, 1899), p. 11, and Walter Till, Die Gnostisahen Schx-iften
des koptiaahen Papy'I'Ua Berotinensis 8502, TU 60 (Berlin: Akademie -Verlag,
19 5 51, p. 21. It is suggested for Nag Hammadi Codex II by Nagel, in
Die A.Jtaber, 5:2:468-69. Cf. also Layton, HThR 67 (19741:374-83, who
makes statements (see pp. 378-79) along these lines regarding the Hypo
Btaaia of the Ai-chona in Codex II.
Layton, however, differs from his
predecessors by advocating that the basic grammar of his text is Sub
achmimic, not Sahidic. In this he is not unlike Arthur, but he does not
make the claims for the SUbachmimic dialect which Arthur makes, nor does
Layton advocate a two-stage translation from Greek to Subachmimic to
Sahidic.
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1
"Achmimicisms" could be inherent in the early Sahidic dialect, but

this latter explanation could well be the case.2

One thing, however,

remains·fairly certain: the Achmimic dialect is not older than the
Sahidic dialect.

The only thing which may be said with any assurance

in light of the known facts is that perhaps Sahidic documents which
have

Achmimic or Subachmimic features can be considered to be an older

form of Sahidic, dating prior to its standardization around the fifth
3
or sixth century.

Any theory which presumes to go significantly be-

yond this may be regarded as highly questionable.
Arthur holds a similar view about the Coptic versions: that
is, he views the Subachmimic version as earlier than the Sahidic version (pp. 43-44, 94-95, 104ff.).

4

He thus concludes that there was a

1
As proposed by Kahle, Bala'isah, p. 247, who, after his study
of early Sahidic text, concludes: "On the basis of this evidence there
would seem to be considerable justification in assuming that the major
ity of the specific Achmimic and Subachmimic features in Sahidic were
either a later intrusion into the original Sahidic dialect, as presum
ably in the case of final€. for I, or were proper to the original Sahid
ic dialect and influenced the Achmimic or Subachmimic dialects, as in
the case of final accented £ for � in e.g. "T·TI"£ and perhaps double
vowels." cf. Till, Aeg 8 (1927):249-57, esp. p. 256.
2

cf. Kahle, Bala'iaah, pp. 262-63. Martin Krause, "Die
Sprache der Hypostase der Archonten," in The Hypostasis of the Arahons,
by Roger Aubrey Bullard (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter & Co., 1970), p. 17,
suggests that the language of Codex II could actually be the language
the scribe spoke, perhaps he lived on the border between an Achmimic
speaking area and a Sahidic-speaking area and thus spoke a "mixed" dia
lect.
3

cf. pp. 40-42 of this thesis.

Cf. also Worrell, Coptia

Sounds, pp. Slff.; and Nagel, in Die Araber, 5:2:469.

4
Not surprisingly, this opinion sometimes gets him into trouble.
For inatance, on pp. 95-9.6 he notes the difference between Thomas, which
usually uses M� 6oM and the Conjunctive tense, and the Sahidic NT, which
often uses M� {"ia)L'f)oM and the infinitive introduced by (- (cf. log. 32,
35, 47a, and their Synoptic parallels}. He uses this as an example of
how the syntax of Thomas represents an earlier version than that of the
present Sahidic NT. But he reluctantly admits that in all the given
parallels, the Bohairic has the same syntax as Thomas! One might well
ask: How can a version which is almost unanimously dated later than the
Sahidic version be a witness to a syntax which Arthur claims is indica
tive of a version earlier than the Sahidic?
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straight-line development from a late Subachmimic ver sion to a proto
Sahidic version to a later, revised Sahidic version to which our ex-

tant manuscripts testify (pp. 109-110). As compared with the views
discussed earlier in this chapter,

1

this historical picture is highly

irregular, and the author certainly does not educe enough evidence
to support such a theory; indeed, he seems to make it an a priori
assumption.
Another instance in which Arthur perhaps assumes too much is
the idea that Thomas underwent at least two, maybe more, translations-
from Greek to Achmimic and Achmimic to Sahidic.

That Thomas has a

history of transmission in the Coptic language is a possibility which
has already been suggested

2

and which certainly must be left open.

But it is in the area of chronology that Arthur's thesis runs into
potential difficulties.

It seems likely that Thomas was translated

into Coptic perhaps as early as A.D. 200-225 and no later than 375-400,
a period which conceivably saw the origin of the Coptic language itself,
but certainly the birth of several Coptic dialects.

It was also during

this period that several, if not all of the Coptic versions of the New
Testament were made.

Chronologically, Arthur's theory, with Thomas'

two-fold translation and the development of the Sahidic New Testament,
fits well into this picture, the danger comes if Thomas is subsequently
found to have been translated into Coptic later than 225.

Arthur is

proposing not a little literary activity, and the shorter the "Coptic
period" of Thomas, the less likely it becanes that this apocryphal gos
pel was a recipient of so much attention.
½>ages 39ff. above.

2

3

Arthur's unfortunate

Cf. pp. Sff. above.

3
For instance, Akagi, "Literary Development," pp. 384ff.,
feels that Thomas was not translated into Coptic until around A.D. 400,
a view which can hardly be reconciled with Arthur's. But, if the Nag
Hammadi texts are dated around 350, Akagi's view is refuted.
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assumptions certainly depreciate, perhaps even nullify, his conclu
sions, but it will be very interesting to see if any of his views
are substantiated by the research of others.
Methodologically, Arthur's work seems to be on more solid
ground.

He could perhaps be criticized for making too much of rela

tively minor evidence, but a great deal of verbal and textual similarity is not necessarily needed to show that in "some" cases the Coptic translator of Thomas has corrected his work to the Coptic gospels
as he "remembered" them.

The author, however, has a tendency to view

Thomas as corrected to only one Gospel at a time,

1

this would seem to

be indicative more of Ziterary dependence than oroZ dependence!

In

addition, his use (or abuse) of text-critical methods is likely to raise
not a few eyebrows.

He is, for example, not

averse to claiming that

Thomas preserves an original reading, even though there is very little

or no manuscript evidence to support his conclusion. 2

1
This can be seen in his treatment of log. 20 (pp. 8 1 -83).
Schrage, Verha.Ztnis, p. 63, concludes that because of co�� tra.p�,
Thomas is dependent upon the Sahidic version of Mk. But, Arthur avers,
apart from this Thomas is closer to Mt. He concedes that �OT�N A£ is
in both Mt. and Mk., but he thinks that it is not original to Mk. In
stead of concluding that Thomas knew both Mt. and Mk. in Sahidic,
Arthur argues that the earlier reading in Mt. must have been c.ot3;,,
lT�p�, not E \'�O"' TE e- ; Thomas, therefore, preserves the earlier
reading of Mt.-sa. This is quite a postulation, since there is not
one Sahidic MS of Mt. to corroborate this theory! Arthur takes a
similar position on log. 65 (pp. 60-61, 85-86). He says Thomas knew
Lk.-sa. In Lk. 20:13, however, four out of six of Horner' s MSS, PPalau
Rib. 181, M569, and PRainer 3:144 read the Fut. III E.ycU,ltTE., while
Thomas, Mt., Mk., and two MSS of Lk. have the Fut. I C:.E.No.U., \'tr£.
Arthur rejects the possibility that Thomas knew Lk. and Mt. or Mk.,
insisting instead that Thomas and MSS 53 and 90 preserve the earlier
reading of Lk. (C.(Nc\.UjltTE), despite the likelihood that assimilation
has taken place and without considering that £yt�l"ff'€ in Lk. is the
Zeotio diffioiZior (and therefore probably the correct reading).
2
In log. 65 (mentioned in the note directly above and on
p. 63), Arthur's assumption that an Achmimic, pre-Sahidic version
preceded the present Sahidic version has apparently clouded his ob
jectivity. Since he observes that Achlni.mic is more likely to use the
Fut. I or II instead of Fut. III, he wrongly concludes that the Fut. I
CI.Nd.\.L\llt(. must be original to Lk. 20113, despite the MS evidence.
Similarly, in log. 32 (pp. 72-73), Thanas reads OCKoooµnµtvn/£.1\C.\lJT
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Nevertheless, Arthur' s the sis is one of the most thorough
studies to be done on Thoma s , and this in itself says something for
Perhaps its most significant contribution is the identi

its value.

fication and highlighting of the grammatical problem s in Thomas , along
with the detailed comparison of various grammatical phenomena with the
Sahidic ver sion.

Throughout the investigation, Arthur demonstrates

an enviable acquaintance with Coptic grammar.

The index of all the

vocabulary in Codex II, which appears at the end of his work, is also
very useful.

Whatever its weaknesses, Arthur' s thesis is most

stimu-

lating, and any work which stu:iie s the relationship of Thomas to the
Coptic versions

s hould

c.

take his work into account.
A Brief Comparison of Thomas
and the Coptic Versions

Having examined the major works which deal with Thomas and
the Coptic gospels, the time has now come to investigate the problem
anew and thereby test the above theses.

This investigation is part

of a chapter, of cour se, and can in no way be as thorough as that of
Schrage or Arthur, but it is hoped that the major points of the mo st
significant logia which have Synoptic parallels can be covered in or
der to see whether there is evidence to indicate that Thoma s knew the
Coptic go spels.
Before we begin, however, it seems wise to lay out a few
criteria:

Fir st, the only way to demonstrate convincingly that the

Coptic Thomas is dependent upon the Coptic gospels is (a) if Thanas
contains the

s ame

wording or grammar as the Coptic versions which

cannot be explained (or is not likely to be explained) by dependence
("built") as opposed to the xe:L1,.1.tvn/£�wTt ("set") of Mt. 5:14.
Arthur believe s that here Thomas preserves the original reading of the
Sahidic ver sion, even though no Sahidic MS, indeed, no Greek MS, reads
"built" in Mt. 5:14 (which is attested only in sys cp Hil Geo).
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upon any other source, or (b) if Thomas witnesses to a textual vari
ant which cannot be attributed to dependence upon any other source
except the Coptic versions.

In all cases, as Kuhn suggests, the con

tingency of coincidence must be examined.

The possibility that both

Thomas and the Coptic versions have been influenced by the same inde
pendent tradition must likewise be left open.

Second, if Thomas has

similarities with another source, in addition to similarities with
the Coptic versions, the possible influence of that other source upon
Thomas cannot be excluded.

Also, in order to prove literary dependence,

either large blocks of material must be very similar, with all or most
of the differences being reasonably explainable, or the word order or
sentence structure should be parallel in such a way as to preclude any
other explanation.

Otherwise, it must be assumed that if there is

dependence, Thomas is more likely to have been dependent upon the
Coptic gospels as a Coptic translator/redactor remembered them.

More

over, if Thomas has been corrected in one logion to agree with the
Coptic gospels, this does not perforce apply to the other logia in
Thomas.

Finally, even if the Coptic Thomas can be proven to be in

directly dependent in places upon the Coptic gospels, this does not
prove that Thomas was originally dependent upon the Synoptics; if this
is to be proven, criteria similar to these must be used for the paral
lels between the Greek gospels and Thomas.
Logion 4b: "Because many who are first will become last, and
they will become a single one. 11

1

This saying is parallel to Mt. 19:30/

1The translations of Thomas are given independently, but
have been compared with the translations of others. The English may
appear awkward at times, but this has usually been done to highlight
a difference between Thomas and a Synoptic text. It should also be
noted that a full translation in this thesis is given only in the
place where the saying is first discussed in detail.
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Mk.

1 0:31/Lk.

13:30, and could well be dependent upon the Synoptics,

especially Mt./Mk.

Alternatively, the writer of Thomas could have

known this maxim independently.

But in view of the close verbal sim

ilarities between Thomas and the Sahidic version,Schrage thinks the
latter "scarcely probable.11

1

He notes (i)

2

that the Sahidic version

usually translates foov-rat. with the Fut. I C.f.Na-, the Fut. II t.�Ni'.\·,
or the Conjunctive along with '!jW'tN.
oyM • . •

"�P- . 3

Here, however, Mt. and Mk. read

Significantly, this is the reading of the Coptic

Thomas, even though other translations are possible.

4

(ii)

Even

irore significant is the phrase "and they will become a single one,"
which a redactor

has probably added to Thomas.

Here, the expected

Conjunctive form, ilc.E.4lvJ'l1'£, is used, but it has evidently not influ
enced the verb of the preceding clause.

In this case, then, there is

good reason to believe that a Coptic redactor of Thomas has been in
fluenced by the Sahidic (?) version of this well-known phrase from
the Gospels, though the question of Thomas' initial dependence upon
the Synoptics must remain open.

Logia 5b and

60: "For there is nothing hidden which will not

be revealed"; "For there is nothing hidden which will not be revealed
and nothing covered which will remain without being uncovered."

These

logia from the Coptic Thomas are significantly expanded in the Oxy. 5
rhynchus P apyri.

Their parallels in the Synoptics may be found in

1 Vern"�
1..!!'7tn�s,
•
p. 32.

2
As each saying is discussed, the different variants will be
numbered for the sake of clarity: e.g., {i), (ii), (iii), etc. No
attempt will be made, however, to maintain the same number for the same
variant as it is discussed in relation to the various versional evi
dence in the following chapters.

3ver1uiltnis, p. 33.

4
Lk.-sa. 13: 3<?_ has £lN�p �c\E. {except PPalau Rib. 181, which
and Mk.-bo. 10:3 1 has €.iE.E.p�u.E..
has simply �Te.- •••

ria.�)

5
Fitzmyer, Essays, p. 38 1 , restores the POxy parallel to
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Mt. 10:26/Mk. 4:22/Lk. 12:2, but the nearest parallel is in Lk. 8:17.
(i)

The closeness of the similarity between Thomas and Lk. 8:17 may

be surprising, given the number of words used by the Synoptics for
"hidden" C xpun-r6v, 6.n6xpucpov, xe:xa.11.uµµtvov, cruyxe:Ma./\.uµµftvov /
�o�c, f2,-rn) and for "revealed" ( 6.n01<aA.ucp3ncrE-raL, cpav£pcu3f,),
cpave:p6v /6o�TI E.�o�, O�WM2 E.60>-), along with the possible combinations of these words; yet, the Sahidic of the sentence "For there is
nothing hidden which will not be revealed" is identical in both Thom
as and the Sahidic Synoptics.

1

Likewise, the Greek of the POxy say

ings in this sentence, though lacunose, appears to be closely parallel to Lk. 8:17 in Greek.

This may be indicative of

Thomas' de

pendence upon the Synoptics both in Greek and in Coptic, as far as
these sayings are concerned.

(ii)

In the case of Coptic dependence,

the argument is further strengthened by noting that even though the
Coptic of log. 6c does not appear to translate the totally different
wording of POxy 654. 6, it nevertheless follows the next four' words

of Lk.-sa. 8:17 verbatim, 2 after which it takes a different tack. It
log. Sb as: "For there is nothing hidden which will not be
fest and nothing buried which will not be raised up." His
to log. 6c is: "For there is nothing hidden which will not
known. Happy is he who does not do these things. For all
manifest before the Father who is in heaven" (p. 385).

made mani
parallel
be made
will be

1

The difference between Thomas' £.1,\Ni}.OlWM( and Luke's
E��M�oiw�� is not significant, the omission of the negative particle
"N·" being only a matter of style, or, as Arthur, "Thomas," p. 92, in
sists, a matter of dialect. In either case, the meaning and tense of
both words is exactly the same (cf. Till, Grarmzatik, 6U403ff.). As
Arthur, pp. 100-102, has noted, Thomas has a tendency to omit the N··
from the fuller form of negation, N- . . . �N, which is found in the
standard Sahidic of Luke 8:17.
2

��W M� ��� £.'-\ 'l_orfc. --"and there is no_!hi�g covered."
Thomas does have flt\� and the Sahidic version has MM.N, but these are
sometimes used interchangeably (cf. Till, Gl'aTmlatik, §287), and their
use in Horner's Mk. 4:22 and the Sahidic of PPalau Rib. 182 and M569
and the Fayyumic, as well as the variants in Lk.-sa. 8:17, attests to
this.
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could be objected that the Greek sayings are largely different in con
tent from their Synoptic counterparts--despite the similarities in
this one sentence--and therefore they represent independent tradi
tions.

This is possible.

It is interesting to note, however, that

form critics such as Bultmann and Jeremias consider these Oxyrhynchus

1
sayings to be secondary expansions of canonical material.
ferences between POxy 654 and the Synoptics

The dif

do not perforce indicate

the independence of the former from the latter.

Moreover, it may be

argued that the agreements of log. 5b/6c with Lk. 8:17, especially
as they occur in Sahidic, could be entirely fortuitous and due to a
Coptic redactor translating Thomas free from Synoptic influence.
this is true, one well might ask: translating from what?

If

Certainly

not from a Greek form of Thomas as it occurs in POxy 654. 61

Either

the Coptic translator or someone who followed him did sane extensive
revision on log. 5 and 6, or his Greek Vorlage was more closely paral
lel to the Synoptics than POXy 654.
influenced by the Synoptics.

This Vorlage could thus have been

With the evidence at hand, therefore,

the probability appears good that log. 5b/6c is dependent perhaps in
its Greek form, and, with a little more likelihood, in its Coptic
form.

In the case of the latter, we might even suggest literaxiy de

pendence (since Thomas includes even
no way provable.

r�p

2
and &1W ), but this is in

Schrage's contention that Thomas is dependent upon

the Coptic ver sion

3

thus seems justified (for these logia, at least).

1aultmann, History, p. 911 and Jeremias, Unknoum Sayings of Je
sus, (1957), p. 16.(Jeremias does not discuss this saying in his 1964 edi
tion, but his general evaluation does not appear to have changed).
Cf. also Puech, RHR 147 (1955):129.
2on t\ W, cf. Schrage, Verha.ltnis, p.
'('

3rbid., pp. 34-37.

3 S.
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Logion 9: "Jesus said: Behold, the sower went out, he filled
his hand, he cast. Some fell upon the road.
gathered them.

The birds came; they

Others fell upon the rock and did not send any root

into the ground and did not send up any ear unto heaven.

And others

fell upon the thorns; they choked the seed, and the worm ate them.
And others fell upon the good ground, and it brought forth good fruit
unto heaven.

It bore sixty per measure and one hundred twenty per

It is difficult to tell whether this version of the Para-

measure."

ble of the Sower is dependent upon the Synoptics (Mt. 13:3ff./Mk. 4:
1
3ff./Lk. 8:Sff.) or not.

(i)

One point which suggests that Thomas

could have had contact with the Gospels at some point is the inversion
of the normal Coptic word order of subject-verb. This is_done through
the use of the particle !-161-, something basically foreign to the
Coptic idian, but used widely in the Coptic versions to accommodate
Greek

2
word order.

Thus, when Thomas reads ��€,

("went out the sower") and

�r�\

E

�c)- 'ti611\ � 1' C. \, \i::

�6\i& e�>.61(. ("came the birds"), it

could be due to Synoptic influence, though at what stage is not clear,
nor is this the only explanation of this phenomenon.

Schrage claims

that log. 9 is clearly dependent upon the Sahidic version.3

His

1

Quispel, Vigc:J,a, 11 (1957):201; ibid. 12 (1958):183, 193;
and idem, NTS 5 (1959):277f., argues strongly for its independence,
but his arguments are not all sound: cf. Bartsch, NTS 6 (1960) :250f.;
Haenchen, Botsahaft, p. 45; Schrage, Verha.Ztnis, pp. 44-45; Menard,
Thomas, p. 92; and Horman, NovTest 21 (1979):335-36, who gives a de
tailed discussion of this logion (pp. 332ff.). Nevertheless, Horman,
like Quispe!, concludes that Thomas and the Synoptics are dependent
here upon the same source, for Quispel this source is Aramaic, while
Horman considers it Greek.

2cf. Gerd Mink, "Die koptischen Versionen des Neuen Testa
ments. Die sprachlichen Probleme bei ihrer Bewertung fur die griech
ische Textgeschichte," in Die aZten Ubersetzungen des Neuen Testaments�
die Kirahenvateraitate und Lektionare, ed. K. Aland (Berlin: Walter de
Gruyter, 1972), pp. 252-55; and J. Martin Plumley, "Limitations of
Coptic (Sahidic) in Representing Greek," in Metzger, EariZy Versions,
p. 144.
3 verhaZtnis, pp. 45-47.
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primary evidence is verbal

similarity.

(ii)

For insta nce, he stresses

the fact that both Thomas and Mk. 4:6 use �it'O(A� No,,-Je. ("they did
He insists that it is very unusual for �o,

not send forth root").

which usually translates 130.AAELV, to translate fXELV, and it is
thus

sign ificant

that Thomas employs this phras e. But o n the contrary,

the use of io here is
c o ntext,
sc

sy

Ta

n

1

n ot

that unu sual in Coptic, especially in this

an d Schrage himself notes examples of similar readings in
Clem as well as Job 5:3 of the Septuagint. Moreover, he

neglects to men tion that the phrase in Thomas and Mark occurs in two
entirely different places. Therefore, since the remainder of Schrage's
verbal similarities are primarily isolated agreements of various

singu

lar or plural forms in the various Gospels, the case for Thomas' de
pendence upon the Sahidic version is very weak.

If log. 9 has been

influenced by the Synoptics, that influe nce mu st be searched for elsewhere.

Logion 10: "Jesus said: I have cast a fire upon the world
and behold, I am guarding

it until it is ablaze."

parallel to Lk. 12:49 and is linked verbally and
log. 8 and 9 by the word l"or��, "to
demonstrated from which

source

cast."

2

This saying is

c ontextually

to

No one has co nvin cingly

Thomas obtained its material, but if

it was from an independent tradition, it is surprising that this tra
dition has not affec ted the text of Luke at all, especially since
this verse is "difficult."

Whatever the case, Schrage insists that

Thomas i s familiar with the Sahidic of Luke for three reasons:
(i)

both have "wiT ("fire") after the verb,

untranslated, and
1
cf. Crum,

(iii)

(ii) both leave f\on

6.V�<i>8n is translated not with Mot 2, bu t

Dictionary, pp. 227b-228a, 753b.

2cf. Menard, Thom:za, p. 94. If the catchword NC{-'.._ was a
device of a Coptic redactor, it would explain why log. 9 differs at
this place from the Synoptics.
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with _¼4: po, which S chrage thinks is unu sual.
ever, are hardly

convinc ing

since

(i)

1

These reasons, how

it is the nor-maZ Coptic word

order to have the object (�w£T) after the verb;

(ii)

it could be

argued that i)6T) is incorporated in the verbal prefixes � 6N i<:- and
e.-rpE.-; and
6.vncp3n,

2

(iii)

it is not at all unusual for �Epv to translate

not to mention that Schrage's argument here begs the case

for dependence by assuming that 6.vncp3n is the word behind Thomas'
'i.E.po.

It is not likely, then, that log. 10 is influenced by the

Coptic versions.

Logion 14b: "And if you go into any land and travel in (its)
regions, if they receive you, what they will
those who are sick among them, heal them."

set

(i)

before you, eat;
As Schrage argues

for the dependence of this saying upon the Coptic of Lk. 10:8-9,

3

perhaps the strongest point he makes is that Thomas, the Sahidic, and
the Bohairic all have a future relative

clause

TT(or N )tTo'(N ,l. \(..(\..il\

("what they will set") in place of the present Ta napaT 1.atue:va.
It should be mentioned, however, that the form Thomas uses is singu
lar, while the Lucan form is plural. Thus, while thi s similarity be
tween Thomas and the Coptic ver sions is interesting, one may ask if
this future rendering is not a natural Coptic tendency.

4

(ii)

Perhaps

lr,
i.�7
•
verrLU�tn�B,
p. 49.
2

Cf. Jas. 3:5; and esp. log. 33b and parallels. Since the
Syriac word ::J- can mean either "to be kindled" or "to burn fiercly,"
the testimony of syscp and even the Diatessaron is of no use here.
3

4

T-�7
•
Verri.u.�tn�s,
p. 53.

cf., for instance, Mt. 15:11/Mk. 7:15/log. 14c . Mk.-sa.
renders the first Present Participle with a Future construction, the
second with a Present; Mt.-bo. and Mk.-bo. read similarly. The same
use of tenses occ urs in log. 14c. Interestingly, Kasser, Thomas,
p. so, restores the VorZage of log. 14b with TO. napaT1.fltuEva.
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more significant for Schrage' s case is the tl �\-\io'(, "among them,"
which the Sahidic and Thomas share as opposed to the f v a( rrij, "in
it (the city)," of Luke.

This is a minor variant, but worthy of

(iii)

Schrage also notes how both Thomas and the Bohairic

t,,IE.,.�W�E.

("those who are sick") before the verb, claiming that

conment.
have

l

they have been influenced by Mt. 10:8.

2

But since the word order in

the preceding clause of Thomas is also reversed without any apparent
biblical influence, this parallel does not seem significant.
minor agreement between log. 14b and the

One

Coptic versions (number

ii), when viewed alongside the several differences,

3

thus makes a

very weak case for Coptic-versional influence.

Logion 14c: "For that which will go into your mouth, it will
not defile you, but that which comes out of your mouth, that is what
will defile you."

(i)

Schrage is convinced that Thomas is at least

familiar with this saying from Mt. 15:11, since both mention "mouth"
which is lacking in Mk. 7:15, and it is unlikely that Thomas and Mt.

4
independently changed the earlier tradition in the same way.

Never

theless, Schrage also finds similarities between Thomas and Mk. (par
ticularly the Sahidic version)--ioore so, in fact, than between Thomas
and Mt.-sa.
(ii)

5

Unfortunately, all of them are relatively minor.

Thus, Thomas, with Mk.-sa., uses 1w �M for "to defile" instead

1
But PPalau Rib. 181 has .:&ql-4·1"'- ("in it"), which agrees with
the G reek.
2

3

1.�1't n-z,s,
. p. 53.
VePnu"

For instance, whereas Thomas uses the Greek words napa
ofxoµaL and 3e:pane:uw, the Coptic versions use Coptic equivalents.
Also, Thomas and Luke agree against the addition of �p oo't ("receive
you to them") of the Sahidic and Bohairic.

1.�1'tn.'Z-8 1 p. 55.
4 Verru.iL-

.

This is debatable, however, because the
addition of "mouth" seems to be a natural inference from the context
and could thus have been done independently.
5

rbid., pp. 55-56.
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of Mt.-sa.

C.W'1-i�,

translation.

but either is an acceptable and equally common

(iii) Thomas and Mk.-sa. introduce the Fut. I �N�

into the first clause where the Greek of the Synoptics is Present,
but the sense of the saying could be naturally interpreted as future,
and thus be a fortuitous similarity: besides, Thomas continues the
future into the second clause, but Mk.-sa. does not.

(iv)

Schrage

also points out that Sahidic MS 114 in Mk. 7:15 and MS 78 in Mk. 7:18
(a parallel passage) omit ouva"taL

(as do a few other witnesses) 1

this is irrelevant, however, since Thomas could have omitted it because of Matthean influence or because its independent tradition did
not have it.

(v) Finally, Schrage notes Thomas' interesting use of

the emphatic t,no'1 ("that"), but cannot determine whether it is due
to the influence of Mk.-sa. (.&Too� --"those") or to the Greek of
Mt. ( "C00TO).

(vi)

Another point which might be made is that Thom-

as uses the T�lTro ("mouth") of Mt.-sa., when po would have done
just as well.

Nonetheless, though the similarities between Thomas

and the Sahidic version are interesting, they are not significant
enough to prove the influence of the Sahidic version upon this logion.
This theory, then, must remain just one of several possibilities.

Logion 20: "The disciples said to Jesus: Tell us what the
kingdom of heaven is like.

He said to them: It is like a grain of

mustard, smaller than all seeds, but when it falls upon the ground
which is tilled, it produces a great branch which becanes shelter
for birds of the sky."

This Parable of the Mustard Seed is one of

the sayings regarding which both Schrage and Arthur argue strongly
for Coptic-versional influence.

(i)

The primary piece of evidence

is the phrase c.o�K n�p� which is found in Thomas and the Sahidic
of Mk. 4:31.
1

Schrage notes

1

that this is the only time that Tr�p�is

ver1ui.Unis, p. 631 cf. Arthur, "Thomas," pp. 65-66.
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used comparatively in the Sahidic gospels (the only other places in
the NT being 2 Cor. 11:S; 12:11).

1

Moreover, though �LKP6G is used

about 43 times in the NT, only once does �o�� translate it, and that
is also here in Mk. 4:31.

Schrage and Arthur think it highly sig-

nificant, and rightly so, that this double rarity occurs in log. 20.
They therefore conclude that Thomas has been influenced by this read
ing from the Sahidic version.

(ii)

Schrage tries to strengthen his

case by noting that both Thomas and Mk.-sa. 4: 31 omit -rC>v tnt
YfiG, but this could merely be due to the influence of Mt.

"tfi�

(iii)

He

also notes that Mk.-sa. translates xat <'hav (Mk. 4: 32) with 2or ,Hl
AE. €. t'Md..t-l, which is similar to a phrase in Thomas, but these two
phrases occur in different places and are not necessarily parallel.
Yet the influence of the Synoptics upon log. 20 goes deeper than
this, according to Schrage and Arthur; Schrage, for example, feels
that Thomas uses all three Gospels and is especially close to Mt.

2

As we have seen, Arthur takes this a precarious step further to sug
gest that c.o\3K -rr�p� is the original reading of Mt.-sa. , even though
no extant MS contains it, thus apparently concluding that Thomas has
been influenced by Mt.-sa. only. 3 This is probably going too far.

Nevertheless, the point about c,o�;,

Wb.�a,

is a good one, though it

must be tempered by the facts that the phrase in log. 20 does occur
in a different place than in Mk., and the writer of Thomas is ap
parently familiar enough with the comparative
dent use of it in log. 107.

n�p� to make indepen

When viewed, moreover, in the context

of the other relatively minor agreements between this saying and the
1
3

cf. also log. 107.

2rrYePh"'l
. pp. 65-66.
a tn�s,

11Thomas," pp. 81-83. This seems like a contradiction of
his statements about c.o�� �¥c). mentioned above, but cf. p. 66 of
this thesis.
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Sahidic versions,

1

as well as the vast differences,

2

the influence

of the Coptic versions can only remain a possibility.

Logion 26: "Jesus said: The rote which is in the eye of your
brother you see, but the beam which is in your eye you do not see.
When you cast the beam from your eye, then you will see to cast the
mote from the eye of your brother."

The saying about the mote and

the beam here in Thomas, as paralleled in Mt. 7:3-5/Lk. 6:41-42,
provides an interesting example of how the results of form criticism
can be contradictory when applied to Thomas.

For instance, one canon

of form criticism suggests that as a tradition gets older, it has a

tendency to beoome longer. 3

Another canon states that the interroga-

tive form of a saying is usually earlier than the declarative form.

4

Hence, because Thanas' saying is shorter than the Synoptics', it is
earlier, but because it is a declaration instead of a question, it
is later.

The picture is further complicated if we consider the

possibility that a Coptic redactor of Thomas has shortened the say

5
ing from POxy 1. 1, which is presumably earlier than Thomas, and if

we consider that Thomas could conceivably be translated as a ques

6
tion.

It is no wonder that scholarship is divided on the question
1cf. Schrage, VerhaZtnis, pp. 63-64.

2

For instance, mustard seed (� �C>, �(. ) is feminine in Coptic,
as the Sahidic and Bohairic versions clearly show. In Thomas, how
ever, the verbs of which "seed" j.s the antecedent begin in the fem
inine ("it falls"-- �c.��HE.), but end up in the masculine (" it pro
duces"--'M3.."\TE:.yo 1 "it becomes"--Nl.\�Wl'fE.). Schrage, Verhattnis,
p. 65, says that in Thomas the antecedent of ��"\TE. vo refers to the
masculine Kl� --"it (the ground) produces." But, does the ground
"become" a shelter (tree)?
3

Though Bultmann, Tradition, p. 84, does admit that there
are exceptions to this rule.
4
Ibid., p. 93.

5

cf. Wilson, Studies, p. 147.

6It is not so translated in any major publication, but a
question does appear grammatically possible1 see Till, Grarrrnatik,
11430-31.
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of Thomas' initial dependence here. Nonetheless, Schrage gives six

reasons why he thinks Thomas at least knew the Coptic versions:1
(i)

Of the fourteen times Ka"ta:voe:Cv occurs in the NT, it is

translated with six different Coptic words in the Sahidic version,
but Thomas, Mt., and Mk. all have t-l�'ti (ii)
ic MISS leave the Kal

Thomas and most Sahid

before "t6i;e: untranslated1

(iii)

with Mt.-sa.,

Thomas uses the Future I \,c.��N��, which Schrage says is unusual;
(iv)

also noteworthy is the reading M\lC.OE.I ("the beam") of Thomas,

which is the form of the direct object as it is attached indirectly
to the verb in its Absolute state (due to Mt.-sa.), though it could
be attached directly to the verb in its Construct state (as it is in
Lk.-sa.);

(v)

the Sahidic MS 55 of Mt. and the Bohairic version

have N�'( ("to see") with Thomas instead of Horner's printed OW\YT
("to look, see"); and

(vi) despite the different word order of the

Greek in Mt.--"cast first from your eye the beam"--Thomas and Mt.-sa.
both have "cast (first) the beam from your eye," though this word
order is not necessary for Coptic.

These observations are interest

ing, but are mitigated by other facts: As to

(i), of the fourteen

times Ka"tavoe:tv occurs, it is translated by Mo( five times (cf.
also Rom. 4:19; Jas. 1:23, 24), a fairly high percentage, and especially when it has the obvious connotation of "to see"; moreover,
that log. 26 uses

No.y should not be too surprising, since it occurs

in the context of other logia concerned with "eye" and "seeing."
to

As

(ii), it is true that both of Horner's MSS for Mt. 7:5 leave Kal

untranslated, but three others, M569, PRainer 3:132, and one published
by Delaporte,2 do translate it1 Lk.-sa. is not actually relevant since
1

,_�.,
.
VePc"'�tn�s,
p. 72.

2t Delaporte, "Matthieu VII, 4-27, d'apres un papyrus de la
.
Bibliotheque nationale," RB 13 (1916) :560-64.
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xaC n6"t'e: i s subsumed by the verb T�pE..\<.Na.\'•

Next, it is not at

all unusual for Fut. I to translate a Greek Future, and coincidence

in this case is not impossible, besides, Arthur notes that Thomas
has a tendency to use Fut. I,

1

so

(iii)

is not a strong argument

for Thomas' acquaintance with the Coptic versions. Neither is

(iv),

for two reasons: first, it is not incorrect to attach the direct ob
ject indirectly to the verb with "N-" when using Ep�a.N-, as Thomas
does;

second, since Nor�E. is used in its Absolute state, an "in-

direct" direct object must be used.

3

Thus, the translator of Thomas

is not necessarily following the syntax of Mt.-sa., but quite pos
sibly uses these forms for his own (and different) reasons.

4

The

fifth reason Schrage notices is not all that conclusive, since MS 55
is only one of three of Horner's MSS, and Thomas could have used

tJ 6.'t quite independently, for it is a common translation of (3AETte: L v
(occurring 61 times in the Sahidic NT). Finally,

(vi)

is quite

weak because, as Schrage admits, both Thomas and Mt. merely have the

normal Coptic order.

We must conclude, then, that there is not suf-

ficient evidence to prove the influence of the Coptic version upon
log. 26.

Logion 31: "Jesus said: No prophet is acceptable in his vil
lage; a physician does not heal those who know him."

(i and ii)

Schrage sees as noteworthy the fact that Thanas and the Sahidic
111Thomas,

11

pp. 96-97.

3rbid., §258.

2cf. Till, G!'aTrTfTlatik, §§259ff.

4
He may have wished to keep this clause grammatically paral
lel with the later �No{� M'ff'.l"' �'30�, again with the object 1TAH
("the mote") following the Absolute form of the verb �NO�'l&..E. ("to
cast") with the indirect prefix N· (or iii.- ) • It is noteworthy that
the Sahidic of Mt. 7:5 and Lk. 6:42b is E.Nt.� 1T�� Cl?ie>-.--the Con
struct form of the verb followed directly by the object, which is
the opposite of what Thomas does here.

Bl
gospels (esp. Lk. 4:24) both lack the indefinite article before

Tt'po��n·\C. and the Conjunctive prefix before the Qualitative � HTI°, 1
but it should be pointed out that neither is mandatory in Coptic. 2
(iii)

It should not be considered too significant either that the

Sahidic gospels and Thomas all translate na."tplc with tME. 3--na.-rpl�
is used only eight times in the NT, and the Sahidic translates it
with tM€. six times, thus making it the usual translation (though
it is interesting that the Bohairic and Fayyumic translate it with
�a.,\C.l

or lfo.)..1 c..).

(iv)

Schrage and Arthur believe that log. 31

preserves an earlier reading of the Sahidic Synoptics, since it has
apparently avoided the subsequent assimilation to the M.MI� ��OI.\
4
(t6LQ.) of Jn. 4:44.

This is to assume, however, that the Coptic

translator of Thomas knew the Sahidic gospels, which neither has con
vincingly proven (though the possibility should remain open); it could
be that he was just faithfully translating his Greek Vorlage which in
turn was independent of the Gospels.
Logion 34: "Jesus said: If a blind man lead a blind man, they
fall both into a pit."
Lk. 6:39.

This saying is also found in Mt. 15:14b/

Schrage thinks Thanas has here been influenced by Mt.-sa. 5

1 verhaltnia, p. 76.

2 For the former case, cf. Till, Grarrmatik, iil03ff.; for the
latter, especially if understood in the present tense, cf. ibid.,
8257.
3

4

Schrage, VerhaZtnis, p. 76.

rbid.: and "Thomas," p. 79. It is intriguing that Mk. 6:4
in PPalau Rib. 182, which Quecke dates as being from the first half
of the fifth century, does not have Ml"\\tJ M.MO"\• It is also the only
extant Sahidic MS of this saying to translate na.-rpC� with "tTc)..,t.. in
stead of i"M�. This could thus represent an earlier, unassimilated
reading of the Sahidic, or the i-to>.H. could be due to the influence
of Mk. 6:1, which all Sahidic MSS of Mk. translate with -no>-,'-·
5

1..�'7
•
Verriu.vtn�B,
pp. 86-87.
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(i)

For example,

he says

that normally the verb would follow M'lH:C.ijAg'

("both"), but in the Coptic of Thomas and Mt., it precedes the verb.
This may be true, but one can make two objections: first, in the
Sahidic and Bohairic of both Mt. and Lk., Mlf�(.Nuy not only follows
the verb "fall," but also follows "ditch," whereas in Thomas it does
not; second, "to fall" in the Sahidic of Mt. is in the Fut. I (L�Ncl�"-),
but Thomas has the Habitude I (�o't�E.),

as

does Mt.-bo.

(ii)

Schrage

also observes that three of eight of Horner's Sahidic MSS of Mt. omit
6,, as does Thomas.

This minor detail, however, says very little in

support of Thomas' dependence upon Mt.-sa., since a translator of
Thanas could have omitted A( through his independent redactory work,
or, if log. 34 is influenced by Mt.-sa., A� is still present in the
majority of Horner's MSS, in addition to M569 and the fourth-/fifth
century PBodmer XIX.

(iii) The only significant argument for the

influence of Mt.-sa. is the fact that it and Thomas have the subject
before the verb in the protasis (01��),."- '-"\�c\.r-J•), though, as Schrage
1
states,
normally precedes the subject.
This is not conclu

�P�°"-

sive, however, since Thomas' reading could independently be trying
to reflect the unusual Greek word order that is found in the Gospels.
(iv)

One must also consider the different words used for "to lead"1

the Coptic versions use �I ,i\O'-,r, but Thomas uses c.��--a verb for
which Crum gives no example where it translates the bcSrne:tv of the
Gospels,

2

though the meanings of both words are synonymous.

Thus,

Thomas could well be an independent translation from the Greek, but
Coptic-versional influence must remain an alternative explanation.
1ct. Till, Grammatik, 1447, but also cf. Quecke, Museon
78
(1965):236-37.
2 •

•

D�at�onary, p. 32 7a.
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Logion 35: "Jesus said: It is not possible for one to enter
the house of a strong man and take it by force, unless he bind his
(i)

hands, then he will plunder his house."

This logion is verbally

closer to Mt.-sa. 12:29 than to Mk.-sa. 3:27, even though Matthew's
saying is in the form of a question.

Schrage, for instance, asserts

that of the twenty Synoptic occurrences of tav µti, in only two other
cases does the Sahidic translate it with (.\MKil.
since

E..\M11Tl

He

thus concludes,

occurs both in Thanas and Mt.-sa., that Mt.-sa. has

influenced log. 35. 1

This impressive observation loses some of its

weight under closer scrutiny, however.

µn

Strictly speaking, tav

occurs as a unified conjunction only fourteen times in the Synoptics,
eight of these being in Mt. Three of these times, it is translated
by the Sahidic £1M�TI (in Mt. 12:291 18:3; 26:42).

It is therefore

not all that rare, but it is intriguing that all three Synoptic cases
of

E'. \MI-\T\

for ltav 1-LTl come from Mt.

Thomas and Mt.-sa. leave the xa.C

(ii)

Schrage also notes that

before ,:6,:e: untranslated,

2

but

this is irrelevant, since the xa.l in Mt. is probably translated by
the Conjunctive t-C�Twpw- ( "and he robs").

(iii)

Similarly, nothing

can be proven by the fact that the Sahidic MS 111 of Mt. omits
("first") with Thomas.3

(iv)

N�opi

Against Schrage's thesis, it should

be noted that the word for "plunder" in the Sahidic of Mt. and Mk. is
T"->P'lf, while Thomas uses �Wwr-lE. t�c�, not only is this a different
word, but Crum gives no example for it translating OLa.pmiCe: L\I
though the meanings of both words are compatible.

,

4

Thus, there is very

little evidence to suggest that Thanas is dependent upon the Gospels
at all.
1
verhaltnis, p. 89.
3
cf. ibid.

4Di" ct.�onary, p. 265a.
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Logion 36: "Jesus said: Do not be anxious from morning to
evening and from evening to morning about what you will put on."
Schrage seems to imply that the drastic shortening of this say

(i)

ing from its Greek form as found in POxy 655. 1 to conform more closely with its Synoptic parallels in Mt. 6:25a/Lk. 12:22 is proof of the

1
Coptic translator's familiarity with the Coptic versions.

This,

however, is to make an assumption about the Coptic translator's motive which may not be warranted.

2

(ii) Nevertheless, the fact that

Thomas, as the Sahidic gospels, has �I f0OI(� for µ£pLµv5.v and

1 �\-

for fv6uoaa8a.L , when several other possible translations

exist is interesting, taken in conjunction with Schrage's observation,
it does not provide enough evidence to prove dependence upon the
Sahidic gospels, but it certainly is enough to keep the question
open.

Logion 39b: "But you be wise as serpents and innocent as
doves."

Schrage discusses this saying briefly, but does not attempt

to argue for dependence upon the Coptic versions of Mt. 10: 16b. 3

On

the other hand, Arthur does argue for such a dependence and thinks
that Thanas here preserves a text earlier than the present text of
Mt. in Sahidic.

4

The chances are, however, that the Coptic of log.

39b is an independent translation from Greek, especially since
(i)

for " wise" Thomas has �po,-H Moc. , while the Coptic versions

have C.c\�E, and since

(ii) Thomas seems to emphasize the Imperative

with NTWTN ("you") and the Coptic versions do not.
1 Ver,iu�tn�s,
1-�'1
•
pp. 90-91.

2F or a d'1scuss1on
of the redactor's motive here, c.
.
f Marcovich, JThS 20 (1969):70.
3 Ver,iu�tn�s,
t.�'1
•
p. 94.

4

11Thomas," pp. 54, 80, 94.

Cf. p. 60 n. 2 above.
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Logion 41: "Jesus said: Whoever has in his hand, it will be
given to him, and whoever does not have, even the little he has will
be taken from him."

This saying is especially close to Mk. 4:25 in

Greek and Sahidic.

Schrage seems to think the dependence is on both

levels, but the similarities between Thomas and the Sahidic version
are "clearer." 1

(i)

This is his conclusion despite the omission of

yap in Thomas,

(ii)

the addition of "in his hand" (which Schrage

finds reminiscent of similar phrases in log. 9 and 88), and

(iii)

the addition of �HM ("little"), which he s�ggests might be due to
the influence of Lk. 12:48, but more probably is a "volksturnliche
Konkretisierung."

The opinion that here Thomas is dependent upon

the Synoptics is probably justified, but it cannot be determined at
which stage this Synoptic influence took place.

Logion 45a: "Jesus said: They do not gather grapes from
thorns, neither do they gather figs from camel-thistles; they do not
give fruit."

(i)

While cataloguing the similarities between this

saying and the Coptic of Mt. 7:16/Lk. 6:44, Schrage lists what he
calls the rare occurrence of

OUAA.ty EL V =�\iJWA'-, and thinks its

appearance in Thanas is significant.
the facts, however.

2

This is to make too much of

The "gathering of grapes" does not occur in the

NT often, but where it does, it is not unusual to find �ww.,\.c in the
Sahidic (cf. Rev. 14:19).

Besides, who is to say that Thomas could

not be translating -rpuya:v , for which �ww)\.� is the usual equivalent?

(ii)

Moreover, even though the word order of Thomas and the

Sahidic version is the same, contrary to the word order of the Greek
gospels,

3

not too much can be said, since Thomas is following normal

word order, and not necessarily that of the Sahidic version.
1 Ver,ic..v
7..�'ftn�s,
• pp. 96-97.
3

cf. ibid., p.

103.

2

Ibid., p. 102.
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(iii)

Add to this the fact that c.p6Mo1� ("camel-thistle") appears

nowhere in the Sahidic NT, and the dependence of log. 45a upon the
Coptic versions becomes rather difficult to maintain.

Logion 45b: "A good man brings forth a good thing from his
treasure; an evil man brings forth evil things from his evil treas
ure which is in his heart, and he says evil things.
abundance of the heart he brings forth evil things."

For from the
(i)

This say

ing is rather close to that saying found in Lk. 6:451 it is worthy of
comment that the elements of log. 45 are in the same order as Lk. 6:
(ii)

45-46.

In some cases, however, log. 45b is verbally closer to

Mt. 12:34-35, especially in the Sahidic version.

In fact, the only

major argument Schrage gives for the influence of the Coptic version
upon this saying is the 1f'-'-'e. £0
Mt.-sa., and Mt.-bo. share.

1

("his treasure") which Thomas,

The Greek of Mt. and Lk. lacks the

possessive pronoun, and though its addition is a common tendency in
Coptic, Schrage says it is not necessary (as its omission in Lk.-sa.
proves)

2

and therefore a significant similarity.

Such a relatively

minor agreement could just as well be fortuitous, however, and hardly
makes a sound case for Coptic-versional influence, Schrage's other
minor similarities notwithstanding.

Logion 47a: "Jesus said: It is not possible for a man to
ride two horses and draw two bows, and it is not possible for a ser
vant to serve two masters, or he will honour the one and he will in
sult the other."

(i)

One indication that this saying is an expan

sion, perhaps on the Coptic level, of Mt. 6:24/Lk. 16:13 is the
1
Ibid., pp. 103-104.

2s.ut Lk.-sa. omits the possessive pronoun with "treasure"
only because it adds it to "heart", i.e., "the treasure of his
heart" (note that this possessive pronoun is also absent in the
Greek).
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repetition of M.i

�OM

("it is not possible") before the third and

canonical phrase "for a servant to serve •••• "

Such a repetition

could have been avoided by the use of the Conjunctive as it is in
the second clause--°Nl.\�u>)\K ="and (it is not possible) to draw."

The

fact that M;. 6oM. is found in the third clause, just as it occurs
in the Gospels, might suggest that the first two clauses are expan
sions of the canonical saying made by a redactor.

(ii) The other

major difference between log. 47a and the Synoptics--that Thomas
has only one clause beginning with "H" (either/or)--rnay possibly
be explained by the interesting suggestion of Schrage of scribal

parabZepsis. 1 Schrage, however, prudently makes no overt attempt to
argue the dependence of this saying upon the Coptic versions, but
Arthur does make a suggestion along this line.

2

(iii)

He thinks

that the o� QM �o.A '!If"\�€. ("a servant to serve11) of Thomas is depen
dent upon a reading similar to Luke's o l KE-rn� • • • 6ou11.e:ue: 1. v.
Lk.-sa., however, has ��A.t\o.�
MSS 91 and M569 which have

€p2Meo.)\

("anyone to serve"), except

N Q'A 26� ("servant

11).

3

Arthur concludes,

therefore, that Thomas is a witness to the earlier, pre-Sahidic
(serni-Achrnimic) reading of Lk. 16:13 which was subsequently assimi
lated to agree with Mt.-sa. That Thomas here preserves an early
Coptic reading of Lk. is an engaging possibility, but it should be
kept in mind that Horner's other two witnesses, MSS 9 and 15, which

are several centuries older than MS 91, omit any translation of
1

VerhaZtnis, p. 111.
Kasser, Thomas, p. 75.
2

11Thomas," pp. 83-84.

�r-

Cf. Bartsch, NTS 6 (1960):25lf.; and

3
According to Horner's apparatus, it appears that MS 91 has
N�c\AY °H'l_M�M
�M ?�>,., which is also found in M569. This looks
not like the ear ier reading of Lk.-sa., but like a poor attempt to
correct an existing text to agree more closely with the Greek, re
sulting in a conflate reading.
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o(Kt"tn� , as do PRainer 3: 142 and PPalau Rib. 181.

For more than

one reason, Arthur's hypothesis should be viewed with caution.

Logion 54: "Jesus said: Blessed are the poor, for yours is
the kingdom of heaven."

Schrage seems to be advocating for this

logion a similar position to the one held by Arthur above, i.e.
..
that "Th hier der einzige sah zeuge fur den lk Urtext ist."l He
says this because, except for "kingdom of heaven," Thomas is ex
actly like Lk. 6:20b.

2

(i)

This is significant, since Lk.-sa. has

iWot ("theirs"), contrary to the

T\tJT.N

("yours") of Lk. in Greek.

The fact that Thanas avoids this "mistake" precipitates Schrage's
remark.

Such a view, however, assumes that at one point the Sahidic

of Lk. 6:20b did have "yours" instead of "theirs," which cannot be
proven.

There is always the possibility that Thomas is an indepen

dent translation of the Greek of Luke (especially since

(ii)

Thomas

transliterates µa.xa.p1.01. instead of translating it as the Coptic
versions do), or that Thomas is altogether independent of the Syn
optics.

Logion 55: "Jesus said: He who does not hate his father and
his mother will not be able to be my disciple, and (he who does not)
hate his brothers and his sisters and take up his cross like me will
not be worthy of me" (cf. log. 101).

This saying is primarily a com

bination of elements like those found in Mt. 10:37-38/Lk. 14:26-27.

3

Schrage notices several things which, he thinks, demonstrate that
1 Ver,'"�
.,_�.,tn�s,
• p. 119.

2
rnterestingly enough, "kingdom of heaven" is the reading of
Lk.-sa., despite the "kingdom of God" in the Greek. Nevertheless,
log. 54 is closer to the latter than to the former.

3
J. B. Bauer, "Variantes de traduction sur l'Hebreu?" Muaeon
74 (1961):436, believes that not only did the compiler of this say
ing use Mt. and Lk., but also log. 101.
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Thomas is familiar with the Coptic versions,

1

(i)

the first of

which is the repetition of th� possessive article with 11"4='\"'wT
("his father"), etc. As Schrage has shown, this repetition is not

2
admissible as proof for an Aramaic origin of Thomas, as Quispe!
contends. 3

Nor, aontra Schrage, is it evidence that a redactor of

Thomas was following Lk.-sa., since the addition of the possessive

article is a natural tendency for Coptic,4 and the similarity here
could thus be nothing more than coincidence, besides, as Schrage ad

mits, this phenomenon also occurs at this place in the Syriac ver
sions.

(ii)

Schrage also observes that both Thomas and Lk.-sa.

translate the first e:[va1.

r-

with

and the second with �\L)ltt:, but

in the latter case Thomas has "to be worthy" and Lk. "to be my
disciple," and thus the parallel is not complete.

(iii) The obser

vation that clinches the argument for Schrage, however, is the paral
lel use of the dative N�I in Thomas and Lk.-sa.
{)M�0HTHC. N�l

5

The use of

("to be a disciple to me") is unusual enough (though
6

he admits the Syriac is similar),

but the use of N.).�\OC. N�'-\

("worthy to me") in log. 55 is so unusual that it can only be ex
plained by the influence of Lk.-sa. To this, it must be said in
reply that the use of

�s\o�

is rare in the Sahidic NT (occurring

only two times in Acts), and it is never used in this exact way.

'-�z .

i VePnu. tn�s, p. 121.

2

3
Quispel, NTS 5 (1959):287.

Ibid., p. 13.

4

Cf. Bartsch, NTS 6 (1960) :256-57.

cf. Kuhn, Museon 73 (1960):322; and Quecke, Museon 78 (1965):
238. Both warn against making too much of the possessive article in
Coptic.
5

Quispel, NTS 5 (1959):287, thinks that this is also evidence
for an Aramaic original, but Schrage, VePhi:i.Ztnis, p. 13, disagrees.
6
rt also occurs in Lk. 14:33.
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M1T��

Even if the instances where

("to be worthy") is used in the NT

were considered, the testimony is still too meagre to substantiate
conclusively Schrage's contentions for what is "usual" and "un
usual. 11

1

Then, too, the alternative explanations of Syriac influence

or the slavish attempt of a redactor to maintain the parallelism
between pMA8H,"H� t,lc.\€,1 and ��!\o<. N.\�\ cannot be overlooked.
any event, the evidence to prove the dependence of this

the Sahidic gospels is very weak. 2

Logion 61a: "Jesus said:
will die, the one will live."

Two

In

saying upon

will rest on a bed, the one

Schrage considers this saying to be

closer to the Urtext of Lk. 17:34 than to the Sahidic version for
two reasons:

3

(i)

Thanas has the definite article TI" before

("one") each time; and
order than the Sahidic.

4

(ii)

oy �

Thomas is closer to the Greek word

These similarities with the Greek of Luke

would make one suspect that log. 61a has been independently trans
lated from Greek.

Nevertheless, Schrage thinks that the Sahidic of

L k. has exercised an influence here.

(iii)

He notices that both

leave KaL untranslated (which is untrue for Lk.-sa.--it is contained

in the Conjunctive N-), and
not terribly significant).

(iv)
(v)

both use the Fut. I (which is

But the main reason he sees Sahidic

versional influence is that both Thomas and Lk.-sa. translate b E!c;
•

•

• b fT£POC: ("the one, the other") with (lf)otJ. • • . (TT)Oy6.

("the one, the one").

In light of Lk. 18:10; 23:39f. and log. 47

where both use TtoyG •••

'"(tt<,.(.C\'o.

("the one, the other"), Schrage

1cf. Quecke, Museon 78 (1965):237-38.
2cf. ibid.
4

3Vtuthaltnis, pp. 126-27.

This should not be surprising, since Lk.-sa. follows the
normal procedure for translating the passive of the Greek, i.e.,
C�N��\ 0"(¢. ("they will take one" • "one will be taken"). What
should be pointed out is the difference between Thomas and Luke-
Thomas is active while Lk.-sa. correctly preserves the passive.
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feels that both works are departing from their nonn here and this is
due to more than coincidence.

Nonetheless, since in Mt. 6:24/Lk.

16:13; Lk. 7:41; and Lk. 17:35,
translated (tr)oy.\.

is

• • • (TT)o'(A , this rendering cannot be said to

be unusual for Coptic, and thus the similarity here could be fortu
itous.

Moreover, as Schrage mentions in passing, similar readings

· sy
can b e found in

sc

p
c d 1 Ta , and thus another in
. fluence upon

log. 6 1a besides that of the Coptic versions cannot be excluded.

Logion 64.

This Parable of the Great Supper seem s to be a

later development of the parable as it is found in Lk. 14:15-24, 1
but there are also some similarities with Mt. 22:1-14.

2

Although

the probability is high that this saying is independent of the Gospels,

3

Schrage's feelings are to the contrary; he seems to be at a

loss, however, to prove any dependence upon the Coptic versions.

4

Nevertheless, there are cases where Thomas uses a word found in the
Sahidic version when other Coptic words would have sufficed.
(i)

For example, for "dinner," Thomas uses Alll-,.�oN with Lk.-sa. when

it could have used �OlT ;

(ii)

for "to invite," Thomas and Lk.-sa

read TwQ;.;. when MO'(f't: would have done nicely; and

(iii)

Thomas

could have used MoE: 1T or qoo\'rN for "road," but instead reads
�10or�, one of the words used by Lk.-sa.

This evidence is by no

means conclusive, but it could suggest a slight possibility that the
Coptic gospels may have influenced this saying in the latter stages
1
cf. Wilson, Studies, pp. 100-101. J, D. Mccaughey, "Two
Synoptic Parables in the Gospel of Thomas," ABR a (1960) :27f.; and
Kaestli, EThR 54 (1979):387, on the other hand, think it more an
cient than either Mt. or Lk.
2

3
4

cf. Schrage, Verbiiltnis, pp. 133-34.

cf. the works mentioned in n. l above.
verhaltnis, pp. 134-36.
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of Thanas' development.

(iv) On the other hand, there is at least

one point where, if log. 64 has undergone Coptic-versional influence, one would expect closer agreement, but this agreement is absent.

Thus, according to the information given by Plumley, l it is intriguing

to note that Thomas has the words 4"\4-\ N�I 1t qM 1.U-. A"\1oo<. (lit.,
"he came, i.e. the servant, he said"), which is precisely how one

would expect the Coptic to translate the Greek of Lk. 14:2la: na.pa.
Y£v6µe;voc 6 6oQAOC 6.mhye; LA£'V.

2

Yet, the Sahidic uses an alter

native, but equally acceptable, formulation: 0..
{"the servant came, he said").

'TtiM 't�>--

(\ �\.\X.w

This would indicate that the influ

ence of the Sahidic version is unlikely and that the influence of
Luke is possible.

Notwithstanding, the independence of log. 64 re

mains more probable.
Logion 65.

This saying, known as the Parable of the Wicked

Husbandmen (cf. Mt. 21:33ff./Mk. 12:lff./Lk. 20:9ff.), offers some
of the most convincing verbal evidence that Thomas here is depen
dent upon the Gospels, though perhaps only in their Coptic form.
Schrage presents the case for Thomas' dependence,

3

As

he claims that not

only is log. 65 close to Mk., but it betrays an awareness of the re
dactional activity of Lk. and Mt.

{i)

The most striking similarity

may be between Thomas and Lk., where the latter uses
which is a NT hapa:c Zegomenon.

4

(ii)

In

Limitations," in Metzger, EarZy Vel'sions, p. 151.

2For the Coptic use of N6,-, see ibid., p. 1441
"Koptischen Versionen," pp. 252-55. For a more detailed
Siegfried Morenz, "Die N6 \ -Konstruktion als sprachliche
istische Erscheinung des Koptischen," AnnaZes du sel'Vioe
tiquit�s de i 'Egypt 52 (1952) :1-15.
3

in 20:13

Significantly, it appears in its

Coptic form MQ'Yo\C..not once, but twice in log. 65.
111

Caw,

and Mink,
stwy, see
und stil
des an

verhaZtnia, pp. 13Bff.

4

cf. Arthur, "Thomas," pp. 60-611 and p. 66 nn. 1, 2 above.
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addition, both Thomas and Lk. 20:10 have the same purpose clause

{tva

OOOOUOLV a6,:{i>).

(iii) With Mt., Thomas mentions the kill

ing of a servant in the first sending, and omits the third sending
of servants.

This may not be conclusive proof for Thomas' depend

ence (as Schrage admits), but the inclusion of Luke's Cow� is dif
ficult to explain otherwise. Add to this the fact that log. 66
(parallel to Ps. 118:22) follows this parable, just as it does in
the Synoptics,
'
l and one is
' further inclined to admit Thomas' de-

2
pendence, at least at some stage.

(iv)

As to the influence of

3
the Coptic gospels, Schrage notes that with Mk.-sa. 12:3, Thomas

translates

Aa6£Cv

through ���T�.

Since this occurs only twice

in the Sahidic NT, it would indicate the influence of Mk.-sa. upon
But against this, it might be pointed out that

Thomas.

(a)

we

f

cannot be sure that Thomas is translating Aa6£Cv, and (b) �� n,.
also translates tm.Aa6fo{)a.1.

15

times in the Sahidic NT where it

has the meaning of "to seize, catch, arrest"; AM��,-.._ translating
a form of Aa6£LV is, therefore, not too unusual. Moreover, why
does Thomas use the verb 6w1'T.f., which is not used by any Gospel
parallel, in the place where Mk, uses G\Mu �1"� in 12: 8?

An

(v)

other similarity mentioned by Schrage is the Tt'��ot� which Thomas
4
and Lk.-sa. 20:11 share in the place of K6.K£LVOC •
Usually,
x6.K£ Cvo� is translated in the Sahidic NT by

a.yw ('tl")(:-1"�M� r

I

and

it would seem, to Schrage, that Thomas is here influenced by Lk.-sa.,
1

cf. Schrage, Verhliltnis, p. 143.

2
But cf. Wilson, Studies, p. 102, who suggests that the as
sociation of this parable and OT quotation could be pre-Marean, and
thus no proof that Thomas is dependent here.
3

1..�"1
•
Ver,"'vtn�s,
pp. 141-43.
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even though he concedes that MS 73 of Mk. 12:4 has ""«"�E:.oyb. �,M�c\\'
1
instead of the printed � )W �" \ \'--E:::-T •
Unfortunately, Schrage' s
argument is not as conclusive as he thinks, since a Sahidic transla
tion of

kUXELVOb

similar to that found in Thomas/Lk.-sa. 20:11

(TrK,ecOto.l can be found in Mt. 23:23/Lk. 11:42 (where
Kat dAAOC, as it is in the present parable).

KUKELVO�_,

Also, the influence

of Mk.-sa. cannot be ruled out so easily1 neither can the possibili
ty of independent translation be excluded, perhaps with the influ
ence of K.eoi�

in log. 64.

Nonetheless, Schrage lists further con-

nections with the Coptic gospels, especially with Mk.-sa.:
(vi)

2

e.g., both Thomas and Mk.-sa. have the singular \(.21-pttoc.., de

spite the Greek plural in Mk. 12:21 and
despite its presence in Mk. 12:4.

(vii)

both omit 1T��'�,

In each case, however, Thomas could

have been influenced by Lk.-sa., or, again, be an independent translation.

Schrage's arguments, then, are not particularly persuasive,

but they do raise some noteworthy points.

So also do the verbal a

greements between Thomas and the Sahidic version when other words
are possible:

(viii)

for "vineyard" both have Mo. N��oo.>-�, when

Thomas instead could have used �N"°' or 6\JJM

1

(ix)

both have

�OO(

throughout for "to send," though Thomas had the alternatives of
i"NNoo¥, T6.(o)y o

(cf. Mt.-bo. 21:36),

Qw{3, )...""�

(cf. PPalau

Rib. 181 and PRainer 3:144,for Lk. 20:10), and .¥.o from which to
choose.

Therefore, as the evidence is totalled, an increasingly

strong case for the influence of the Sahidic version upon log. 65
1TIK"O cl.. E'T�t4'\� is also the reading of PPalau Rib. 182.
(
�
2
rt is interesting to note that Schrage seems to favour the
influence of Mk.-sa., and Arthur, "Thomas," pp. 85-86 (cf. p. 66
above), seems to favour the influence of Lk.-sa.
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begins to form, but the case is not strong enough to eliminate the
1
possibility of an independent translation from the Greek.

Logion 66: "Jesus said: Teach me concerning this stone which
the builders have rejected; it is the corner-stone."

(i)

Schrage

does not specifically state that his saying has been influenced by
the Coptic versions, but he seems to imply this when he notes that
Thomas, MSS 111 and PMorgan (M569) in Mt. 21:42, and the Bohairic
follow the Greek word order more closely than the printed Sahidic
of Mt. 21:42/Mk. 12:10/Lk. 20:17 when they read NT�l''-TOl,\ t.�c>..
r,.l,T V..WT ("which they have rejected, the builders").

2

;:io,

But on the

other hand, if Thomas did not know this variant of Mt.-sa., it could
be an independent translation.

3

(ii)

This alternative is enhanced

1

Whether the Greek Vorlage represents a tradition dependent
upon or independent of the Go spels remains an open question. Ac
cording to C. H. Dodd, The Parables of the Kingdom, rev. ed. (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1961), p. 100, the original form of
this parable probably only had two sendings of servants before the
sending of the son, thus giving "a climactic series of three." Sig
nificantly, this is what we find in log. 65, which may indicate that
it represents an older tradition than that found in the Synoptics.
cf. Mccaughey, ABR a (1960):24ff.; Wilson, Studies, p. 101; Monte
fiore, NTS 7 (1961):236-37; and J. D. Crossan, "The Parable of the
Wicked Husbandmen," JBL 90 (1971):451-65. On the other hand, Joachim
Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus, trans. s. H. Hooker, 2nd rev. ed.
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1955), pp. 71-72, though agree
ing that the Synoptic writers have expanded this saying, seems con
tent to accept the three-fold sending of the servants as original.
In this case, Grant and Freedman, Searet Sayings, p. 162, may be
correct when they say that log. 65 is a condensed ver sion of the Syn
optic account. Cf. also Schoedel, CThM 43 (1972):557-60; and K. R.
Snodgrass, "The Parable of the Wicked Husbandmen: Is the Gospel of
Thomas Version the Original?" NTS 20 (1974-75):142-44.
2

Verhaltnis, p. 146. This reading i s also found in Mt. 21:42
in PBodmer XIX and probably MS m (printed in Kahle, BaZa'izah, p.
338).
3

ct. the discussion of the �6\- formulation (which Thomas
seems to prefer) for the end of log. 64 on p. 92 above.
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when one

sees

that Thoma s tran slates "corner-stone" differently than
Therefore, the

the Coptic ver sions.

possibility

influence upon thi s saying seem s remote.

of Coptic-versional

Nevertheless, the chances

are good that this logion has been influenced by the Synoptics at
some

point,

despite the addition of "Teach me,"

l

especially since

what may otherwise be an independent saying has been attached to the
Parable of the Wicked Husbandmen just as in the canonical Gospels.

2

If log. 65 has been influenced by the Sahidic version and log. 66
has not, this could indicate that the two sayings were combined sometime after their initial tran s lation into Coptic.
Logion 69b: "Blessed are those who hunger, for ('-':! 1 N \\) the
belly of him who desire s will be filled."
paralleled

This saying, which is

in Mt. 5:6/Lk. 6:2la, may be clo ser to the Gospels than

it fir s t appear s .

(i)

As Schrage points out,

3

in Lk. 15:16 the

variant ye:µCoat. i;l}v MOt.Alav a:(rc-oO , "to fill his belly" (Koine
A 8 pm lat

sy

sp

bo), stands again s t xopi;cio�nva.1., "to be filled,
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B ND L �al e f

sati s fied" (p

sy

c?

s a).

What this means is that

in Coptic, as in other languages, the two phras es are basically syn
onymou s.

The apparent

s trangeness

of Thomas' wording, then, could,

but does not perforce, indicate an independent tradition.

(ii)

What

doe s , however, decreas e the probability of Thomas' being influenced
1
schrage, Verhaltnis, p. 146, s uggests that this word
M�TC��O�\ could be due to the influence of Lk.-sa. 20:24, par
ticularly because it i s the only place that this form occurs in the
Sahidic NT. This is possible, but hi s conjecture is open toques
tion since he has to admit that the reading is merely a variant and
he can only li st three relatively late MSS (90 91 114) which read
fV\6.TC..��o,, a s oppo sed to five (9 (15 ) 41 5 3 PRainer 3: 144) which
have M�TO\'O� I, " show to me." But his ca s e is strengthened some
what by the evidence of PPalau Rib. 181 and M5 69 which both have
r,'\�,c..��01.
2

But, again, cf. Wilson, Studies, p. 102.

3

verhaZtnis,

p.

150.
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by the Coptic versions, is that the lat-ter unanimously utilize C.tl
(xop,:cio8nvat./" to be filled") in Mt. 5:6/Lk. 6:2la, while Thomas
uses the Causative TC.lo ("to make satisfied, sate").

(iii)

In

addition, where log. 69b has M�K3..p1 oc..., the Coptic versions trans
late the Greek with N �·, L\. T::: ;
tic versions have��.

(iv)

where Thomas has � \ l'I �, the Cop

Consequently, it is not surprising that

Schrage does not explicitly argue for Thomas' dependence upon the
Coptic ver sions here, since there is very little evidence for it.

Logion ?2:

11

/j.

man saiij to him: Speak to my brothers that

they may divide my father's possessions with me.
Oman, who made me a divider?

He said to him:

He turned to his disciples, he said

to them: I am not a divider, am I?"

(i)

Both Schrage and Arthur

argue for the dependence of this saying upon the Sahidic of Lk. 12:
13-14, primarily on the basis that each has "divider" (l.1.e:pt.OTflC)

only.

1

Schrage attributes the addition of "judge and" to be a later

development in the textual tradition, and "Allerdings ist ein Teil
••

.

••

von sa nachtraglich aufgefullt worden."2

But to say that only "a

part" of the Sahidic includes the fuller rendition is grossly to
understate the facts: six of seven Sahidic MSS have "judge and divi
der," including PPalau Rib. 181 (V century), 3 the bilingual 6 (VIII

century), and the papyrus fragment k (presumably earlier than 6);
only MS 9 (VII) has "divider." The case for Coptic-versional influ
ence is not helped when one notes the difference in the two terms
used for "divider": in Thanas it is P£"\Tl"WUj'- and in Lk.-sa. it is
1 verhaltnis, p. 1521 and "Thomas," pp. 61-63.
2 Verna�
1..�"7tn�s,
•

3

p. 152.

This MS was unavailable to Schrage.
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..

- 1

Schrage, following the lead of Gartner, 2 tries to at-

fE-�'trQp�.

tribute the divergence of Thomas from Lk.-sa. to the redactor's de
sire to maintain the parallelism with the 1TW� used earlier in the
This is a possibility worth entertaining, but not entirely

saying.

convincing.

3

Schrage's case is better assisted by the testimony of

PPalau Rib. 181 which has, with Thomas,

r��-rr�.

If this fifth

century MS represents the original Sahidic version of Lk., then
Thoma s might possibly have some connection with Lk.-sa.
iii)

4

(ii and

And yet, there are at least two cases where Thomas and the

Greek of Luke agree against the Sahidic version:

For one thing,

Thomas includes af rt4°)/!'il&:\� when Lk.-sa. 12:14 probably omits it,
and for another it has NMM..�li.l ("with me") instead of the
6
tween Us") in
. Lk.-sa.

�J!i,.W�

5

("be-

Thus, we are dealing with mixed evidence.

1

This is clearly read only in MS 9. According to Horner's
apparatus, MSS 89 and 91 apparently have pe:'-\nop!J..j, a possible mis
reading of pE.�1Topi.. (cf. Crum, Diation.ary, p. 271b).
2

3

Theology, p. 175.

For one thing, this penchant for parallelism cannot neces
sarily be claimed as a trademark of Thomas as a whole (cf. the three
different words utilized for "evil" in log. 45b as opposed to the
parallel in Lk.-sa. 6:45). This apparent occasional inconsistency
may be a possible indication of the work of various redactors upon
Thomas. It may also reflect the different histories of these two
logia.
4

Nevertheless, PPalau Rib. 181 still has "judge and divider"
vs. Thomas.

5
Nc).'-\ does occur in PPalau Rib. 181 and MSS 91 129, but it
is omitted in (k) (9?) 6 89 and the Bohairic. Since Coptic has a
tendency to favour the use of the pronoun, its omission (the Zeatio
diffiaiZior) is probably the original reading (with Horner).
6

Arthur, "Thomas," p. 63, would like to relegate these dif
ferences to "chance," but this is not likely. Surprisingly enough,
he admits that even Thomas' agreement with Sahidic MS 9 could be due
to chance. Arthur also thinks (pp. 86-87) that the it'-. NTt\.�6.6"T
("the one who made me") of Thomas is the earlier reading of lTE::NT�,
"-.b �h�T� f,l�otin Lk.-sa., because log. 72 uses the indefinite per
fect relative particle ti-r� Q-, which is indicative of Achmimic and
a sign of early, pre-standardized Sahidic readings (cf. pp. 97-100).
If this is true, it may be difficult to explain why in Thomas �.r,·· � <l-
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But while it is interesting that Thomas agrees with the "divider"
of MS 9 and the

p� "'1"1TWI-Y of PPalau Rib.

181, making the influence

of the Sahidic version conceivable, the differences between Thomas
and Lk.-sa. make the dependence of the former upon the latter less
1
than likely.

Logion 73: "Jesus said: The harvest indeed is great, but
the labourers are few1 but beseech the Lord that he may send la
bourers into the harvest."

This saying is so close to its Synoptic

parallels (Mt. 9:37-38/Lk. 10:2) that it seems likely that it has
had some contact with its canonical counterpart, but it is difficult to say upon what level.

(i} Perhaps the most persuasive ar

gument for Coptic-versional influence is the fact that Thomas uses

.
n- ("few"}. 2
the relatively rare to.,k.

This word occurs only seven

times in the Sahidic NT; of the 41 times that �ALYO� is used in
the NT, it is translated by c.o�i only twice--in this saying in Mt.
Therefore, that Thomas uses this word instead of another

and Lk.

(such as \.y\.t.N\ or \(..ci, ) , speaks strongly for Sahidic-versional in
fluence.

(ii)

It is also noteworthy that Thomas, Lk.-sa., and three

3
of six MSS of Mt.-sa. share AE against nearly all other authorities.

Of course, it must be admitted that in Thomas �t precedes -rr�o� ''is attached to A�-= (the pronomial form of � \ p<::) , which is a form
that Crum, DiationaPy, p. 83a, assigns exclusively to Sahidic.
1

cf. the excellent article by Tjitze Baarda, "Luke 12, 13-14:
Text and Transmission from Marcion to Augustine," in Christianity�
Judaism and Other Graeoo-Romn Cults: Studiea for Morton Smith, Part
One: New Testament, ed. J. Neusner, Studies in Judaism in Late An
tiquity 12 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1975}, pp. 107-62--regarding the
Gospel of Thomas, pp. 12lff., and especially the relationship of
log. 72 to the Coptic versions, pp. 121, 143.
2c£. Schrage, VeP1uiltnis, p. 153; and Arthur, "Thomas,"
pp. 63-65.
3

cf. ibid.
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("the Lord") and in the Sahidic version .A.E.. follows it; it is also
possible that in both cases the
from an original 6€
could indicate).

Ae

(as its presence in three Mt.-sa. MSS and M569

There are, to be sure, other differences between

Thomas and the Sahidic version:
Sahidic has

has evolved transcriptionally

!_f;.��\(.�'-,

and

(iv)

(iii)

Thomas has '!,dUH, where the

Thomas uses the Fut. II �';Nc:\Nt�

("he may send," lit. "throw") where the Sahidic uses the Fut. III
'-"\'=1�E-.l.

1

Nevertheless, the evidence of verbal possibilities weighs

in favour of at least some Coptic-versional influence; not only are
the odds against Thomas using c..o� i independently, but

(v)

it also

uses Na"'.}w-= ("great") in hannony with the Sahidic version, when al
ternatives such as
or

1o¥0,

'(6-'£,

l\\a..b=, p �06, or perhaps some form of 1\1\\.\��<=.

or even some other word could have been selected.

There

does, then, seem to be a relatively high probability that the translator/redactor of log. 73 has been influenced by the Sahidic version.

Logion 76a: "Jesus said: The kingdom of the Father is like
a man, a merchant, who possessed a load (of goods).

Having found a

pearl, that merchant was wise; he sold the load (of goods); he bought
the one pearl for himself."

It is not the verbal similarities of

this saying which offer potential connections with the Coptic versions;
1

1n the latter case, Arthur, "Thomas," pp. 87-88, considers
this evidence that Lk.-sa. originally used �"\No.N�'i. instead of the
E..l{�"1t.X.. in the present MSS, since the Fut. II in place of the Fut.
III is the supposed mark of an earlier, pre-Sahidic reading (cf. log.
65 and pp. 63 n. 1 and 66 n. 2 of this thesis). His assumption is
not necessarily true, however, since a verb constructed with -N�is a not infrequent means by which the Sahidic translates the Greek
aorist subjunctive: cf. Plumley, in Metzger, EarZy Versions, p. 149.
Moreover, the Sahidic version here is almost obligated to use the
Fut. III, since the verb indicates a wish and occurs in a final
clause introduced by X�/lfs.¥,.�(..,: cf. Till, Grammatik, §§308, 361-62;
Lefert, Museon 61 (1948):65-73; and Wilson, Future Tenses, p. 105:
"Of at least seven different ways employed by the Copts to express
final clauses, the use of jeka(a)s or je with efes�tm [Future IIij
is most common, accounting for about 80 percent of all examples of
Future III in the New Testament."
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it is the textual similarities.
(i)

Schrage outlines three of interest: 1

the Sahidic and Bohairic of Mt. 13:46, as well as Thomas, follow

"he bought" with t,&�'1 ("for himself"), which is not in the Greek
(ii)

of Mt.,

the Sahidic, Bohairic, Fayyumic, and Thomas all omit

fva (but Thomas does include c,�vJT at the end of the saying); and
(iii)

all four of these witnesses have o�pv,i/11\� th,1.1:jw,("a man, a

merchant"), whereas the best Greek witnesses have merely "a merchant,"
and as the sec ond occurrence of ,re�w, in log. 76a indicates, the
fuller form is not necessary for Coptic.
rather

c onvinc ing

eac h of the above
sySC

where:

evidence.
c ases,

(ii)

A� pl lat sy Or Cyr.

Taken by itself, this is

It must also be noted, however, that in

the variant mentioned also occurs elsec

D 8 pc it sy , and

(iii)

C Koine D W 8

The possibility of other influenc es upon Thom

as, espec ially the Syria c tradition, cannot be overlooked.

Whatever

the case, the facts that Thomas' meaning is difficult to discern
without reference to Mt., and that, like Mt., Thomas
saying with a saying about treasure,

2

connects

this

are good indic ations that log.

76 has had Synoptic contact at sane time.

3

Logion ?8: "Jesus said: Why did you come out to the field?
To see a reed shaken by the wind?
clothes?

And to see a man dressed in soft

lBehold, yourJ kings and your great men are they who are

dressed in soft {?lothe�, and they /j,ilij not be able to know the
Here is a clear example where Thomas and the Coptic versions

truth."

1 Ver,��
t.�"7tn�s,
• p. 157.

2cf. ibid., pp. 156-57; and Gartner, Theology, p. 38.

3

of course, in the
ask: Why then is log. 76a
(Mt. 13:44)? Cf. Bartsc h,
logion is probably from an

case of the latter argument, one may
(Mt. 13:45�6) not attached to log. 1 09
NTS 6 (1960):259-61, who thinks this
independent parable collec tion.
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d•1,eagree.

1

(i)

On the one hand, Thomas has interpreted the Greek

"tL

of Mt. 11:7-8/Lk. 7:24-25 to mean "Why," ending the question before "to
see"; the Coptic versions, on the other hand, take
and end the question after "to see."

"t L

to mean "What"

This would most likely mean that

the Coptic Thomas was translated from a written Greek VoPlage in very
much the same form as, if not identical to, our Gospels.

2

(ii)

In

addition, Thomas is closer to the Greek than the Coptic gospels (with

the exception of Lk.-bo.) because it translates Kd.AQlJ,OV O.ttb 6.vtµou
oa.Ae:u6µ.e:vov with a Coptic passive form ("a reed shaken by the wind"),
not with a Coptic active form ("a reed which the wind shakes").

This

might suggest that log. 78 and the Coptic versions are independent
translations from the same or similar Greek texts.

Schrage denies

this, proposing instead that the Coptic of Thomas has been revised to
conform to a Greek text. 3

(iii)

To support his view of dependence

upon the Coptic versions, he cites the common definite article before
"wind" which Thomas, the Sahidic, and Mt.-bo. share against the Greek;
(iv)

and, he notes that Thomas includes "clothes" with the Coptic

versions, even though the Greek of Mt. omits it.4

Yet, the first

argument can hardly be considered "significant,11 5 and Thomas could
have borrowed the word "clothes" from the Greek of Lk. (not to mention
that Thomas uses �'l'H'4 while the Coptic versions use 26cw/�Booc.).
Consequently, the influence of the Coptic gospels on log. 78 is very
unlikely.

Nevertheless, the underlying Greek of both was quite sim

ilar and the influence of the Synoptics upon the Greek of log. 78 is
not impossible.
1Cf. Arthur, "Thomas," p. 69.
3

t.�"tn'1-s, p. 1 6l •
Ve1'riuc-

2
cf. Wilson, Stu.dies, p. 64.

4rbid., p. 162.

5coptic is frequently inconsistent when translating a word
with or without an article. Cf. Plumley, "Limitations," p. 148; and
Mink, "Koptischen Versionen," pp. 216-17.
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Logion 79a,b: "A woman from the crowd said to him: Blessed
is the womb which bore you and the breasts which nourished you.
said to

He

/fiey: Blessed are those who have heard the word of the

Father; they have kept it in truth.

For there will be days when

you will say: Blessed is the womb which has not conceived and those
breasts which have not given milk."

(i)

As Schrage has observed,

Thomas in log. 79 seems to have taken two sayings found elsewhere
only in Lk. (11:27-28; 23:29) and connected them with the phrase

1
µaxapla t'\ KOLA.La •

He also avers that

(ii)

the �ti O\""€.

("in truth") is a secondary addition (cf. log. 69a);

(iii)

that

the omission of "the barren" (Lk. 23:29) is to emphasize not unfruitfulness, but that voluntary abstinence is to be considered
blessed; and finally,

that Thomas renders the at KOLA.Lat.

(iv)

of Lk. 23:29 in the singular perhaps to retain the parallelism with
log. 79a.

As far as outside influences are concerned, Schrage con

cedes that there are no similarities of significance between log. 79
2
and the Coptic ver sions.

words are different-- (v)

On the contrary, at least several key
in log. 79a Thomas uses �o roe.. where the

Coptic ver sions use �.).J..E:;

(vi)

in log. 79b it uses ww ("to con

ceive") instead of the MLC.� of the Sahidic/Bohairic,

3

and

(vii)

't

<;.pw,E ("to give milk") instead of ,c.iJ v..c (Sahidic--"to give suck")
or c.��N'!iA/��,.,� (Bohairic--"to nourish").
version renders µao-rol oOs;; t8n.;\.aoas;;
No\.\ E.. TT�"�' MM.OO'{

(viii)

Also, the Sahidic

(Lk. 11: 27) with

(literally, "the breasts, these which you re

ceived them"), while log. 79a (and the Bohairic} use
1 Verriu
'-�ztn�s,
.
p. 165.
3

�E:.�\ � 6.

2

N\r-.\��

E:.NT��

Ibid., p. 166.

crum, Dictionaz,y, p. 518a, does not give y e:vva.w as an
equivalent to UJ\IJ, but the basic meaning of both words is the same,
and thus this does not eliminate the possibility that Thomas' Vor
lage had y e:vva.w.
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C.b�t-lot�I'. ("the breasts which nourished you").

It therefore seems

that little influence of the Coptic versions upon Thomas can be
claimed.

(ix)

Nevertheless, after saying all this, it is intriguing

to note that for "blessed" Thomas reads ,.Je.E \AT=
versions) instead of its customary Mb.'i'-b.p,oc..

(with the Coptic

In fact, this is

the only logion in which Thomas translates ua><.O.PLOC into a Coptic
word, a procedure which the Coptic versions practise regularly.
Thus, this could be due to Coptic-versional influence.

But if we

conclude that Thomas is a translation independent of the Coptic
versions, as is more likely, are we here dealing with a saying which
has a different history from the rest of Thomas' "beatitudes"?

Logion 86: "Jesus said: fjhe foxes havi/ thebr hole� and
the birds have /J.heii} nest, but the Son of Man has no place to lay
his head and rest."

(i)

The fact that this is the only place in

Thomas where n�'"'P� MrrpwME. ("the Son of Man") occurs lends con
siderable weight to the argument that log. 86 is dependent upon

Mt. 8:20/Lk. 9:58. l

There is, however, a dearth of evidence for its

dependence upon the Coptic versions.

(ii)

Schrage 2 does note that

of the 47 times noO is used in the NT, it is translated with Mo\.

only four times in the Sahidic version, and two of them are here.3

That Thomas uses MA is therefore telling evidence for dependence.
But what Schrage does not mention is that there are only four places
in the Synoptic gospels where noO functions not like an interrogative, but more like a relative pronoun, in every one of these cases,
the Sahidic version translates noO with f'#\A. •

Since this is its

function in Thomas, �� cannot be counted as too unusual.

(iii)

In

addition, not much force can be assigned to Schrage 1 s arguments about
1
ct. Schrage, VerhaZtnis, p. 169.

3
The other two places are Mk. 15:47 and Lk. 12:17.
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the possessive articles with "holes," "nest," and "head" which Thomas and the Coptic ver sions have in common, because, as we have seen
before, the addition of possessive articles is a natural tendency
for the Coptic language.

1

(iv)

Similarly, though the repetition of

the verb o,...aTA.\' after "birds" in both Thomas and the Sahidic ver
sion

2

is interesting, it could also be due to the Coptic tendency

to supply a "missing" verb.

3

In view of the lack of positive proof,

then, as well as the small differences between Thomas and the Cop
tic versions, the dependence of the former upon the latter seems
unlikely for this logion.

Logion 89: "Jesus said: Why do you wash the outside of the
cup?

Do you not understand that he who made the inside is also he

who made the outside?"

There are several things which tell against

any influence of the Coptic of Mt. 23:25/Lk. 11:39-40 here:
(i)

While the Coptic versions have T��o fo r "to cleanse," Thomas

utilizes �•W ("to wash"), a word which the Sahidic NT never uses to
translate Ka5ap L CE 1.v.

(ii)

The Coptic versions translate n:o-rn-

pi.ov, but Thomas transliterates it.

(iii)

The Coptic versions of

L k. 11:40 begin the question with M�, which Thomas does not.
(iv)

But perhaps the evidence most damaging to the case of Coptic

versional influence is the fact that the ver sions follow the order
of "outside • • • inside" while Thomas reverses this order.

And yet,

1

cf. Quecke, Museon 78 (1965):238-39. Strobel, VigCh.P 17
(1963):214, who believes that log. 86 has been influenced by a Syrian
text, suggests that the Sahidic version, too, has been influenced by
some Syrian text.
2

For Lk.-sa., Horner prints a text identical to Mt.-sa., but
PPalau Rib. 181, M569, and MS 91 have otl-lTt: Neo.\yiJp • • • O'(NT"�
N '2_(\.�A.1'E N'1'l1"E.. The verb is thus repeated before the subject.
3

Cf. log. 33, 91b, 100, and their Coptic-ver sional parallels.
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despite these differences, Schrage and Arthur make out a rather
1
plausible case for Thomas' dependence upon these versions.
(v)

They note that of the 223 times that nOLELV occurs in the

Synoptics, the Sahidic version translates it with ,�M,o only six

2
other times1 because this is the word log. 89 uses, Thomas must
have borrowed it from the Sahidic.

Of course, it should be recog-

nized that T�Mlo is a favourite Coptic word for "to create," and
it is often used thus in contexts where noLELV has this connotation (cf. Mt. 19:4/Mk. 10:6), but even this slight objection cannot
completely nullify this argument.
claim that the N'io"\

(vi)

Schrage and Arthur further

which Thomas and the Coptic versions share is

superfluous to the Coptic, and the addition of the word is too un
usual to be attributed to chance.

(vii)

Schrage also notes that

Thomas and Lk.-bo. 11: 40 translate MO.L with oN, but this is not

3
unusual, and a translator could have used this word independently.

Thus, the case for dependence upon the Sahidic version is strong;
but we have also seen that independence is a viable possibility.

It

is therefore difficult, if not impossible, to come to a final conclu
sion for log. 89 at this p�int.
Logion 91b: "He said to them: You test the face of the
heaven and the earth, and him who is before you you have not known,
and this moment you do not know to test." This saying, with paral
lels in Mt. 16:3b/Lk. 12:56, is one of the most interesting in·
1
Ve1'ha"ltnis, p. 171; and "Thomas," pp. 55-56.
2

3

Mt. 17:4/Mk. 9:5/Lk. 9:33; Mt. 19:4/Mk. 10:6; and Lk. 12:33.

Arthur, "Thomas," pp. 55, 80, suggests that Thomas• o� is
the earlier and correct reading of the Sahidic negative particle �N
in Lk. 11:40. This is a useful, though unprovable suggestion which
may help explain the seemingly "difficult" �N in this verse. It
should, however, be remembered that this "difficult" �,J is not only
present in the Bohairic version (though in a different place), but
also present in the same verse as ON.
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Thomas when

c anpared

versions are

with the NT MS evidenc e.

c oncerned,

As far as the Coptic

it is noteworthy that this saying is omitted

completely from the Sahidic of Mt.

Nonetheless, Sc hrage notes sev-

eral similarities with the Coptic of Lk.

1

(i)

For one thing,

Thomas, Lk.-sa., and Lk.-bo. have "the heaven and the earth" {with
45, 75 c
� D K L
p

n

28 33 157 1241 pm it vg sy

8c

arm eth Mc ion), an

order whic h is against the majority of printed Greek texts.

{ii)

In

addition, against the Greek majority, all three read 1""TN(...c,orN
("you know") in the last clause (with p
Mcion).

75

SC

>t B L O 33 pc (sy

This is evidenc e of major importance.

)

Minor agreements

given by Sc hrage, insignificant in and of themselve s, are

(iii)

the

omission by Thanas of A� with Sahidic MS 91 of Lk. (as well as sy SC
L Ta

ap

), and

(iv)

the omission of TWC with Bohairic MSS B 96 and

Sahidic MS 89 (also D 1241 1573 sy

sc

it Mcion).

{v)

Two other

piec es of evidenc e whic h Schrage offers seem totally inc oherent:
He first notes that, at the beginning of the saying, T homas and Lk.
sa. have the objec ts at the end of the sentenc e (c onversely, Lk.-bo.
has "the fac e of the heaven and the earth you know to test").

He

then observes that at the end of the saying Thomas and Lk.-bo. have
the object at the beginning of the sentenc e (against Lk.-sa.: "you
do not know to test this moment").

Schrage thus seems to imply that

log. 91b has been influenc ed by the Sahidic word order in one part
of the saying and by Bohairic word order in another part.

It would

appear more reasonable, however, to suggest that the Sahidic is fol
lowing natural Coptic word order, the Bohairic is making an attempt
to follow the Greek literally, and Thomas is going its own way.

But

one must admit, despite the relatively minor agreements and disagree-

1 ver1uiltnia, pp. 175- 76.
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ments, 1 that the textual similarities between log. 91b and the Coptic versions are striking and could well indicate that it has been
influenced by them.

And yet each textual variant also has several

o ther witnesses besides the Coptic versions, and the possible in
fluence of these witnesses (sane of which will be discussed in subsequent chapters) cannot be excluded.
Logion 93: "Do not give what is holy to the dogs, lest they
cast them on the dung -heap; do not cast the pearls to the swine,

lest they make it[: • .!.I-, • "

(i)

I t is difficult for even Schrage

to determine whether this saying was initially dependent upon Mt.
7:6 or not,

2

but one thing that arouses the suspicion that the dif-

ferences of Thomas are secondary additions is the grammatical in
consistency of this saying.

For instance, Thomas agrees with Mt.

in number everywhere they are parallel, but as soon as Thomas de
parts from Mt., the number of the pronouns differs from their ante
cedents.

In other words, 1Tt.T'O¥�� � ("what is holy") is singular,

but ,-aay-No"-ot ("they (the dogs) cast them") is plural; NN\MlPro.�'TH<
("pearls") is plural, but NC:'(�\.'-\
.
singu
1 ar. 3

(ii)

("they (the swine) make it") is

Moreover, the "lest" paralleled in Mt. is

�ll'lb.

At:.

in Thomas, but the earlier "lest" in Thomas is the synonymous, but
different, l��b.C..

This could indicate that log. 93 started in a

form very close to Mt., but subsequently underwent careless redaction.

To connect this saying with the Coptic versions, however, is
1

Two disagreements not so minor are the different words used
for "to test" (Thomas--pn1pb.�lir; Coptic versions--Ao-....\M.l!i.��) and
for "rooment/time" (Thomas-- tc.i\.\f>o<..; Coptic versions-- o�o E:: Hy/c.�o·().
2
verhaZtnis, p. 179.

3Kasser, Thoms, p. 107, suggests that the redactor has thus

created an "inversion of opposite elements" (chiasmus of terms).
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a slightly different matter.

(iii)

Schrage

1

affirms such a connec-

tion largely on the basis that Thomas and the Coptic versions omit
the article (found in the Greek) before TC'�Tot��� ("what is holy").
He suggests that the "TT" is not the normal definite article, since
'tt'�'Tot��� is one of those substantive relatives which had become so

canmon that the definite article was assimilated.2

Quecke says that

this is possible, but not necessarily so in every casei

3

it is

therefore not unassailable proof for Thomas' dependence upon the

Coptic gospels.4

(iv)

Another argument put forth by Schrage is

that Thomas replaces funpoo8Ev with the simple dative, just as

the Sahidic has probably done, 5 and therefore was most likely under
Sahidic-versional influence.

Even if this were true, however, one

must still explain why Thomas uses the simple dative
the Sahidic version's CZ.o.pwoi

N·. 6

(v)

N-

instead of

Schrage also mentions that

1 verhaltnis, pp. 179-80.

2
In support of his argument he cites Till, Gramnatik, 1481.
According to this line of reasoning, the word with the definite
article would be "tTlT"-'Tcr���.
3
4

Quecke, Museon 78 (1965):237.

Two other differences from Mt.-sa. should be noted here:
(1) Thomas introduces the object �'°tor•"'� directly, and Mt.-sa.
indirectly (cf. Till, Gramnatik, 11258££.), and (2) MSS (108), M569,
PRainer 3:132, and a fragment published by Delaporte, RB 13 (1916):
560-64, all have MN�'Tt,1"'(t�To'(c:\.c\.'3 ("your holy things").

5
schrage enlists support from Crum, Diationary, p. 289a,
who says of 1�fW:that it "mostly= Gr. dat." But 'l.,�E>.,.;:::. literally
means "under mouth of" and is analogous to 1•1,:�o, the usual transla
tion of funpoo8e:v , which means "in face of. " It does seem pos
sible, therefore, especially in light of the previous "�- " before
"dogs," that the Sahidic version intends to convey a little more
than merely being "eine Umschreibung des Dativs."
6 schrage, Verhaltnis, p. 179, attributes this to Thomas'
desire to maintain the parallel with MMo V ioop ("to the dogs"), yet
this would seem to interfere with his argument that Thomas uses the
simple dative before "swine" because the Sahidia version does. Cf.
Quispel, Vigr::h.r 12 (1958):186, who thinks that because log. 93 uses
the sunple dative here, as well as omitting uuwv, it is based upon
independent tradition.
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Thomas omits Ol,I.G>v with the Bohairic MS N, but it is difficul t to
see how this has any great significance.

We must conclude, there-

proof

that log. 93 has been in

fore, that there is no substantial
fluenced by the Cop tic versions.

Logion 94: "Jesus £saiiJ: He who seeks will find �nd he
(i)

who knocky, to him it will be opened."

The most striking

similarity between Thomas and the Sahidic of Mt. 7:8/Lk.

1 1:10

the rendering "he r,n,lZ find," which is against the Present

1
of the Greek.

is

EUPLOl<E L

This type of harmonization should not be considered

too surprising, however, because the Greek 6.voLynae:"taL in the
third clause of the saying is Future.

But what makes this saying in

Coptic all the more unusual is that in other traditions where ap 
parent

harmonizing has taken place, dvOLYTIOE"taL has been changed

to Present instead of changing EUPLOXE L t o Future.

The Sahidic

version is the only major witness to render unanimously e:uplaxe: L
in the Future (sane others being 99 f
n

Lk., and Tap ).

Thus, while it is

change on its own, a more

probable

1

possible

2

in

that Thomas has made this

explanation seems to be the in-

fluence of the Sahidic version, though a
nection cannot be overlooked.

1

Aug in Mt., d aur f r

(ii)

possible

Diatessaric con-

The other Coptic

peculiarity

in this saying, the addition of Ne.\\,\ ("to him"), should not be con
sidered too significa nt, since this addition of the
translating a Greek dative
(iii)

participle

pronoun

when

is a tendency of the language. 3

Schrage also thi nks it unusual that 6 \ME is used here in

Thanas for "to find" when <t,t is nonnally the favourite word of

1

cf. Schrage, VePhtiltnis, p. 182.

2
3

see the discussion of log. 94 in the next chapter.

Cf. Mt. 5:42; but also cf. sy

SC

arm for Lk. 11:10.
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Thanas.

l

In fact, in the logia where we find

e:up LOKE L v in the

Synoptic parallel (log. 64, 76, 90, 107, and reconstructed 109),

'l�

Thomas and the Sahidic version have

nearly every time.

As far

as we can tell, it is only log. 92 and 94 where a possible e:upLOKe: L
is translated by 6,N�.

Interestingly enough, this just happens to

be two of the 23 occasions where the Sahidic NT also translates
e:up laxe: l. with 4' \Nf..

2

Thus, it is just possible that Thomas is

taking its 6u•.lt.. here from the Coptic versions, but its independent
use of it cannot be totally ruled out.

In fact, Haenchen very plau

sibly suggests that when "to find" is rendered by Thomas with G\NE:
instead of

'2. �,

it is due to the word-play with � \ N�, "to seek"
3

(cf. log. 2, 92, and 94).
Lk.-sa. are very close.

Nevertheless, log. 94 and especially

(iv)

The only difference is Thomas' addi

tion of @�orN, a practically untranslatable adverb attached to
-

'1tE:.T�O�M. ("he who knocks").

4

Its presence in this saying is diffi-

cult to explain, but it is very interesting to note that it also
5
occurs in a parallel saying in Pistis Sophia 184. llf.

In fact,

1
According to Schrage, VerhaZtnis, p. 182, 1,Ea is used in
log. 1, 8, 27, 28 (twice), 38, 49, 56, 58, 64, 76 (twice), 77, 80
(twice), 90, 97, 107, 109, and 111� d\N£ is used only in log. 2
(twice), 92, and 94. <t_� is also used 149 times in the Sahidic NT
for e:up Coxe: L V , c:�hN� 23 times.
2

Actually, Horner's printed edition has '-\Nc.\-6\tH:. in Lk. 11:
10 without variants, but he prints
in Mt. 7:8, following
four of his five witnesses. But Horner's MS 126, PRainer 3:134, and
Delaporte, RB 13 (1916):560-64, all have "\N�6\Nf.. Arthur, "Thomas,"
pp. 88-89, suggests that this could be the earlier reading of Mt.
sa., but since 'iNb.(}_£. is in Horner's earliest MSS and in M569, and
since it is the Zectio difficiZior, this does not appear likely.
3

'-\""�rz.�

Haenchen, Botschaft, p. 12.

5

4

,
Cf. Menard, Thomas, p. 195.

The relevant part of this saying is.as follows: O(oN r�p
NlM � T\!d\N� I.\Nb.«SlNE. b¥W o�o,-1 N,M � "'(T�'(t'\ � £o�N" tf:.N�otw"'
The other parallel in PS 347. 15f. does not include E-<2otN: O¥CM r�p
N,M' 4'T�b•E- Qr:i o� .. ,\.�the). '"'"'�6,..aE:. b.'('1,J "�1 r '1,)'{M '-tN�o r·)"" ..... �"'.
Cf. Schra ge, Verha.Ztnis, p. 182.

"'�'1-
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the readings of PS also utilize the Future "he will find" and express
it with 61M�, while also including only the last two clauses of the
1
Synoptic saying, just like log. 94.

This may indicate a connection

between the two (see pp. 311-12 below).

But as far as Thomas and

the Sahidic version are concerned, all things considered, a connec
tion between them in this saying seems fairly likely.2

Logion 99: "The disciples said to him: Your brothers and
your mother are standing outside.

He said to them: Those here who

do the will of my father, these are my brothers and my mother.
are the ones who will enter the kingdom of my father."

They

Schrage sug

gests several places where this saying agrees with the Sahidic of
Mt. 12:47f./Mk. 3:32f./Lk. 8:20f. (especially Lk.), 3 but they seem
rather minor and insignificant.

(i)

For instance, he notes that

Thanas and Lk.-sa. join "brothers" and "mother" with M;;j,
Mt.-sa. and Mk.-sa. use

�rw.

4

whereas

But not only does this apply just to

the latter part of the saying (in the earlier part, Mk.-sa. 3:32 also
reads M�), but it is conmon practice in COptic to connect two nouns
with MN (cf. log. 55/101, 88).

(ii)

He also points out that for

"outside" Thomas uses '(, ,·n.� N�o). with Sahidic MSS 73 91 114 b

1

of

1

But there are differences between them, as a close compari
son will quickly reveal. It should also be noted again that the use
of 61tJE could be due to a word-play with \.y \)it:.
2

schrage, VerhaZtnis, pp. 181-82, thinks that the dependence
of Thomas in log. 94 upon the Coptic versions proves its dependence
in log. 92: "Seek and you will find ••••" This is possible, but
the vast difference between the remainder of log. 92 and the Synop
tics, as well as the small amount of material with which to work
(three words), calls this assumption into question. What is more,
it is conceivable that these two sayings were put into near proximity
only after they were translated into Coptic, with log. 94 being in
fluenced by the Coptic versions and log. 92 being translated (or
composed) independently.
3

1bid., pp. 187-88.

4PPalau Rib. 181 has the synonymous MN\, a characteristic
spelling of this MS (Quecke, LuaasevangeZiwn, p. 63).
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Lk. and with Mk.-sa.

1

Since, however, the evidence is far from unan

imous (the earlier MSS often disagreeing with Thomas), and since �,
"1TC.� N�o� is quite common for translating �Ew, its occurrence in
Thomas is not all that conclusive.
which Schrage

(iii)

Another bit of evidence

educes is the fact that Thomas and Sahidic MS 114

of Lk. both read E.tpE: instead of �"T�•P'- ("one who does"), but this
seems to be nothing more than a variant spelling of the same word.
(iv)

Also with MS 114 of Lk. 8:20 (along with MS b of Lk. 8:21),

2

3

Thomas shares the inverted reading of "brothers" before "mother."
Both Schrage and Arthur suggest that in this case Thomas could be
following the original reading of the Sahidic of Lk., especially

since the reading of Thomas is the lectio difficilior. 4

While this

is possible, the testimony for such a reading is scant and late
(XIII century), and chance agreement cannot be ruled out.

5

It is

thus obvious that such minor evidence merely invites quibbling and
that no convincing proof can be raised to connect log. 99 with the
Sahidic version.

Logion 10?: "Jesus said: The kingdom is like a shepherd who
had a hundred sheep.

One of them went astray, which was the biggest.

He left ninety-nine; he sought for the one until he found it.

Having

made himself weary, he said to the sheep: I love you more than ninety
nine."

This saying differs from the Synoptic saying in Mt. 18:12f./

1
For Lk.-sa., PPalau Rib. 18i also has �• Tf£.c\ V>Bo>-. (=i:l�t�
cf. Quecke, LucasevangeZiwn, p. 56), but MSS 8 17 23 1 have MTI"(..� N8c>,..;
for Mk.-sa., M569 and PPalau Rib. 182 have merely Q1 (?i c � •
2

See p. 57 above.

3The latter reference is given by Schrage, Verhaltnia, pp.
187-88, but cannot be confirmed by Horner's edition.
4

5

Ibid., and "Thanas," pp. 89-90.

Cf. p. 57 above.

As Arthur, "Thomas," pp. 89-90, is forced to admit.
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Lk. 15:4f. in several ways, the roost obvious being
of "which was the biggest" and
after "he found it."

(ii)

(i)

the addition

the alteration of the saying

These might indicate independence, or they could

.
of canonica
· 1 •l
. l materia
be tendent.ious expansions

Whatever the case,

where log. 107 parallels the Coptic gospels, there are really no

major differences, but the similarities are not too striking, either.
Perhaps the roost significant material which the two renditions of the

("he sought for the one until he found it") of Lk.-sa.

This parallel

is so significant that, in essence, both Schrage and Arthur are con
vinced that Thomas is dependent upon Lk.-sa. on the basis of its
.
a 1one • 2
testimony

(iii)

It is unusual enough that the Coptic ver-

sions introduce � IN� ("to seek") into Lk. 15: 4, but this could easily
be attributed to the parallel influence of Mt., and it is possible

that Thomas has its �,NE- from Mt. also.
unusual that Lk.-sa should translate fnt

(iv )

-ro

It is, however, highly

artoAW>..6� with NC. lii.

lT\0¥� ("for the one"); that this occurs in Thomas is so significant
that Schrage and Arthur believe that it can hardly be explained by
anything else except the influence of Lk.-sa.

Indeed, Arthur attri

butes its presence in both cases to a mistranslation of the Achrnimic

"ttE:TO�� t ("the one which is lost"), which he presumes was the Vorlage
1

williarn L. Peterson, "The Parable of the Lost Sheep in the
Gospel of Thomas and the Synoptics," NovTest 23 (1981 ):128-47, be
lieves that this logion is independent of and more primitive than
the Synoptics. Conversely, Schoedel, CThM 43 (1972):555-57 , leans
toward the latter view mentioned above, a view also espoused by
Franz Schnider, "Das Gleichnis vom verlorenen Schaf und seine Redak
toren," Kai1'0B 19 (1977):146-541 and Andreas Lindemann, "Zur Gleich
nisinterpretation im Thanas-Evangelium," ZNW 71 (1980):239. Indeed,
Schnider and Lindemann think it likely that log. 107 has a direct
literary dependence upon the Synoptics.

2cf. Verha.7,tnis, pp. 194-95; and "Thomas," pp. 57-60, 107.
Menard, Thomas, p. 205, denies the influence of the Coptic versions
upon this logion.
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of both Thanas and the standardized Lk.-sa. This could be true, but

Arthur's assumptions make his case difficult to believe.1
there be another explanation?
help.

Could

Perhaps a look at the context would

Here we see that in both the Coptic versions and in Thanas

the sheep that "went astray" is referred to initially as "one (o '(.\..)
of them."

Because this "one" forms the natural antecedent for "the

lost (one)," it is not difficult to see how this apparently natural
inference was drawn, especially in light of the important role the
numbers play in the saying.

Hence, instead of "the lost (one),"

Lk.-sa. simply reads "the one" (as opposed to the ninety-nine).

2

How this phrase happens to appear in Thomas is a slightly different
matter. A redactor could have borrowed it from Lk.-sa.

He could,

however, have independently translated "the lost (one)" in his Greek

Vorlage as "the one," or arrived at "the one" completely without
knowledge of the Synoptic form of the saying (it is, after all, a
natural inference).

3

The coincidence of its agreeing with Lk.-sa.

would be only a little less than amazing, but in light of the dif
ferences between Thomas and the Coptic versions, the influence of
the latter upon the former cannot be taken for granted, and inde
pendence must remain at least a slight possibility.

1

2

See pp. 6lff. above.

This is also the most probable explanation for "the one" in
the Persian Diatessaron.
3

The modification of this saying could well have occurred
on the COptic, or at least the Greek, level since log. 107 misses
the Semitic word-play between hadh ("one") and hedhwa ("joy"): cf.
Matthew Black, An Aramzic AppPoach to the Gospels and Aots, 3rd
ed. (oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967), p. 184.
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D.

Conclusions

At the end of this brief study of Thomas and the Coptic ver
sions, it may be beneficial to pause momentarily to sum up what we
have done.

First of all, we have taken every saying which appears

to have reasonable claims to a connection with the

Coptic versions

and we have examined it in some detail, paying particular attention
to the places where the saying has a clear Synoptic parallel, and
where it and the Coptic versions agree exactly or obviously conflict.
A similar procedure has also been followed for the sayings where
Schrage or Arthur argue strongly for Coptic-ver sional influence,
even though upon closer investigation such claims have been found
to be unsubstantiated.

Not all of the sayings with close Synoptic

parallels were covered, however, because it was deemed probable that
no Coptic-versional influence existed and that any Gospel influence
must be searched for in another source; most of these sayings will
consequently be discussed later in this thesis.
So, is there any evidence that Thomas has been influenced
by the Coptic ver sions?

From the outset, it must be admitted that

neither an affirmative nor a negative answer to this question can be
proven to the satisfaction of all; we are dealing here primarily with
probability.

Thus, we can only assign various degrees of probability

to each logion as to whether or not it has been influenced by the
Coptic ver sions.

If we make three broad categories--"probable" in

fluence, "possible" influence, and influence "not likely"--and assign

1
each saying to one of them, then according to the results of this
study we might say that those sayings with "probable" influence of
the COptic versions are log. 4b, Sb/6c, 65, 73, and 94.

Those with

" po ssible" influence include log. 14b, 14c, 20, 31, 34, 36, 41, 61a,
1see the Appendix for an overall
view.
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76a, 89, 91b, and 107.

Very often in the case of this group there is

also the possibility of influence from another source.

Except for

those sayings mentioned above, it seems that the influence of the
Coptic versions upon Thomas is "not likely," or, at least, there is
not enough evidence to prove influence.

Of course, such categoriza-

tion is bound to be somewhat subjective, no matter how objective one
tries to be.

Moreover, it should be recognized that the evaluation

of each saying could easily be altered in the light of further evi
dence.

Nevertheless,

these crude categories do serve to give some

estimation of the evidence for and against the Coptic-versional in
fluence upon each saying.
But just what type of "influence" are we ta lking about?
Throughout this chapter, the two alternatives in view have been
"literary dependence" and "indirect dependence," which would most
likely take the form of the influence of the

Coptic versions through

the memory of a translator/redactor as he worked upon a certain say
ing.

The criteria for establishing literary dependence were set

high, but not inordinately so.

It was found that in no saying could

literary dependence upon the Coptic versions be proven.

In fact, the

only logia for which the argument could be seriously considered are
log. 5b/6c and 65.

We must therefore conclude that if a saying is

dependent upon the Coptic versions, it is dependent "indirectly. 11

1

This brings us to the problem of why some sayings exhibit
signs of Coptic-versional influence while others do not.
lem is aptly illustrated by log. 65 and 66.

This prob

According to our stu::ly,

the influence upon log. 65 is "probable," but the influence upon log.
66 is "not likely."

And yet, it seems that these two sayings have

1
This is not to say, however, that the saying was initially
dependent upon the Gospels, that is an entirely different question
which is basically outwith the scope of this chapter.
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been connected W1der sane type of Synoptic influence (see pp. 92-96).
How can the influence of the Coptic ver sions upon one but not the
other be explained?

To answer this, it must be kept in mind that it

is the contention of this thesis that each logion has a separate his
tory.

The phenanenon of log. 65 and 66, as well as similar cases,

seems to support this theory.

Thus, it could be that some logia

were translated by one redactor in one place, while others were
translated by someone else, or perhaps even composed in Coptic.
These sayings could have been later collected and ordered in such a
way as to give a "patchwork" appearance as far as Coptic-versional

influence is concerned.
l.. t

Of course, this is only a possibility, but

' one worth pondering.
'
1.s
l
Perhaps a simpler explanation for this phenomenon is the hap

hazard working of a Coptic translator/redactor's memory.

It is not

difficult to envisage a scribe, who perhaps had copied the Sahidic
1

Also along these lines, it may be observed that some logia
with "possible" influence tend to be concentrated into loosely formed
blocks. For instance, in log. 1-6, 4b, Sb, and 6c have "probable"
COptic-ver sional influence, in log. 89-94, 89, 91b, and 94 have "pos
sible" or "probable" Coptic-versional influence, but in log. 44-60,
such influence is "not likely" (see the Appendix at the end of this
thesis). Naturally, there are exceptions to this tendency, and per
haps no convincing conclusions can be drawn from this evidence, but
it may provide a clue as to the history of the growth of the Thomas
collection.
It is in this connection that Munck's thesis offers a pos
sibility. In StTh 14 (1960):133-34, he suggests that POxy 1, 654,
and 655 could represent separate sayings collections which were later
incorporated into Thomas. Interestingly enough, POXy 654 (log. 1-6)
has a high concentration of Coptic-versional influence (log. 4b, Sb,
and 6c), but POxy 1 (log. 26-33) and POxy 655 (log. 36-39) have rela
tively low concentrations (only log. 31 and 36 have "possible" COptic
versional influence). Earlier, the likelihood of Munck's theory was
questioned (p. 5 n. 3 above), but if it is correct, could it be that
POxy 654 was translated by one scribe who was influenced by the Cop
tic versions and POxy l and 655 were translated by scribes who were
not (thus making the Synoptic influence upon log. 31 and 36 other
than Coptic), and then that all three were collected together by a
later redactor? such questions are easier to ask than to answer,
but at present this supposed situation still appears to be a less
than likely historical reconstruction.
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New Testament for the greater part of his life, sitting down to
translate from Greek a work which was somewhat new and strange, but
which in places had wording familiar to him.

This scribe could have

been working independently of any specific writing, but when trans
lating words or phrases parallel to the NT could have instinctively
drawn upon the Coptic words and phrases most familiar to him--those
of the Coptic NT.

Such a procedure would go far in explaining why

some sayings bear the marks of Coptic-versional influence while
others do not; indeed, why some parts of sayings bear this influence
and other parts do not.

But again, this imaginary situation can only

be viewed as a hypothesis.

It is important to see, however, that

this "random" influence of the Coptic versions is not impossible to
explain.
Another question which might be asked concerns the identification of the Coptic version which has occasionally influenced
Thomas.

It is difficult, under the circumstances, to be dogmatic,

but in nearly every case where the influence of the Coptic gospels
appears "probable" or "possible" Thomas is closer to the Sahidic
version than to any other ver sion, even when taking the inherent dia
lectal differences into consideration.

Of course, there are cases

1
where an exception to this rule could be cited.

In such cases it

may be conclu:led that a scribe well-acquainted with the pre
standardized Sahidic Bible and being affected by his memory of it,
could easily borrow an occasional word or phrase from another dialect,
1
In some cases, Thomas is generally closer to the Sahidic,
but in specific places it is closer to the Bohairic: e.g., in log.
34 Thomas, with Mt.-bo., has �.).\''c�, not the C.�No.<l_� of Mt.-sa.;
in log. 89, Thomas and Lk.-bo. have o>-l while Lk.-sa. has �N. In
other sayings, Thomas is nearly as close to the Bohairic as to the
Sahidic: e.g., log. 36, 76a, and 9lb1 in log. 76a this is also true
of Thomas and the Fayyumic version.
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particularly if, as it seems, there were no clear dialectal lines
drawn in this period.

1

It is also possible that various Coptic

scribes worked on Thomas and were each influenced by different versions.

Or, again, some agreement could be fortuitous.

Thus, Arthur's

argument that Thomas was influenced by a very early Achmimic version,

while extremely stimulating, cannot really be convincingly substantiated from the evidence at hand. As we have seen, many of his "Achmimicisms" can simply be explained as inherent to the Sahidic dialect.
Finally, and in a similar vein, we might consider whether
Thomas could contain an early reading of the Sahidic gospels which
is now rarely attested or even extinct.

When we remember that in

the Synoptic tradition the assimilation of one Gospel to another
frequently occurred, and that Thomas lies outside of this tradition
and dates as early or earlier than any of our present Coptic MSS,
this possibility is certainly conceivable.

The problem is proving

that a reading of Thomas is the original reading when working with
such meagre or questionable evidence.

For instance, when Arthur

contends that E..LiN�N�A in log. 73 i s the original reading of Lk.-sa.
10:2, he does so on the basis of his faulty assumptions and not sound
text-critical criteria.

Or, in log. 99 where he insists Nt\<..C."11-tY

MN ,.-��M��v ("your brothers and your mother") is the original
1

cf. pp. 3 9-40 above. For example, PPalau Rib. 181, which,
although a Sahidic document, is sometimes closer to the Bohairic ver
sion than to the Sahidic version: e.g., (>E.'irrw� (Lk.-bo. p£-"\ ��Y:i)
in Lk. 12: 14 (log. 72) as opposed to the usual Lk.-sa. P E::-L\ iT op�
("divider"). Also cf. the Sahidic M569, which, in Mt. 23:25/Lk. 11: 39
(log. 89), has �iroT ("cup"), a basically Bohairic word, as opposed
to the normal Sahidic synonym �W. In Mt. 13:25, M569 has, with
Mt.-bo., (and Mt.-fay) <tE.Nlr•n'i6 ("weeds") instead of the o{�IT�b
("weed"} in Mt.-sa.
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reading of Lk.-sa. 8:20, he has on ly the testimony of MS
XIII century, when MSS 8 17 73 85 86 9 1 23

the reading as printed in Horner.

1

b

l

1 14

of the

(VII-XIV) witness to

Neverthe less, the reading of ON

in log. 89, for example, does commend itself as possibly the cor·
rect reading in p l ace of�� in Lk.-sa. 11:40.

But unfortunately,

Thomas does not appear to many text critics to be a dependable textu
al witness.
We must therefore conclude that, to a certain extent,
Schrage and Arthur are justified in claiming Coptic-ver sional influ
ence upon Thanas.

This influence does not, however, appear to be

as pervasive as Schrage avers.

Time and again, where he sees depend

ence there is not enough evidence to uphold his claim.

Even the

few sayings advocated by Arthur for dependence do not always appear
worthy of this appe llation.

But the contrary evidence notwith

standing, there are sayings where the influence of the Coptic ver
sions upon Thomas is a definite possibility.

III.

THE GOSPEL OF THOMAS AND
THE DIATESSARON

As the logia in the previous chapter were examined, it soon
became apparent that in many of the sayings where there is the pos
sibility of dependence upon the Synoptic gospels, the Coptic versions
are an unlikely source of influence.
be an alternate source?

We must then ask: could there

The clear implications of the previous

chapter would suggest that there may be, for at several points Thom
as seems closer to the Diatessaron or the Old Syriac gospels than to
the Coptic gospels.

Hence, a possible relationship between Thomas

and these texts should be investigated. Ideally, because the problems of the Diatessaron and Old Syriac gospels are so closely connected, this discussion should fall under one chapter.

Unfortunate

ly, the mass of material prohibits this and, for the sake of conveni
ence, the relationship between Thomas and the Old Syriac gospels
will be reserved for the following chapter.
One might well ask, however, how a document discovered in
Egypt and written in Coptic, with a probable Greek predecessor, can
possibly be compared with the Syriaa Gospel tradition.

The answer

is that, as we shall see, there is strong evidence which indicates
1
that Thomas might have had a Syrian origin.

Moreover , the date

given to Thomas' genesis is between A.O. 140 and 190, and Tatian
presumably canpleted the Diatessaron in this period (ca. A.D. 170).
Thus, a connection between the two could well be possible.

There-

1
The first writer to argue for a Syrian origin was Puech,
CRAI (1957):156.
122
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fore, the first course of action will be the examination of the evi
dence for Thomas' Syrian origin, after which a course similar to
that of the previous chapter will be pursued.
A.

Evidence for the Syrian Origin of Thomas

There are basically three arguments for Thomas' Syrian origin:

1

(1) since these "secret words" were written by "Didymos

Ju:ias Thomas," there must be a connection with the "Judas Thomas"
tradition of Syria; (2) the Semitisms in Thomas point to a Syrian
origin; and (3) many passages of Thomas have close affinities with
Syrian writings, especially the Diatessaron.

The last argument, of

course, is the subject of this chapter; but the fact that it is some
times given as a proof of Thomas' Syrian provenance seems to be dangerously close to circular reasoning, or at least begging the question.

The first two, however, deserve further comment before we

proceed to the third.
The Coptic Gospel of Thomas begins, "These are the secret
words which the living Jesus spoke and Didymos Judas Thomas wrote."
The purported author of this work is thus explicitly stated.
who is this D idymos Judas Thomas supposed to be?

But

One possibility

is the apostle Thomas, who, according to tradition, was the first to
evangelize India, but who also is said to have had dealings with the

1Cf. Cullmann, ThLZ 85 1
( 960) :327; Koester, "GNOMAI DIA-

PHOROI," pp. 127-28; Quispel, "Gnosis and the New Sayings of Jesus,"

Eranos-Jahrbuch 38 (1969):26lff.; and Klijn, NovTest 14 (1972):70,

77. Other scholars who favour a Syrian provenance for Thomas in
clude Doresse, Guillaumont, van Unnik, Schippers, Baarda, Montefiore ,
Haenchen, Strobel, Stead, Schrage, Baker, Akagi, Menard, J. D. Thomas,
Vielhauer, and Kaestli. Cf. the bibliographical note in Lincoln,
NovTest 19 (1977):65; and p. 22 n. 3 above. Many of these scholars
go further to specify the exact location in Syria--the city of Edessa,
but this may be going too far: in addition to Ehlers, NovTest 12
(1970) :284-317, cf. Menard, Thomas, p. 76. Also relevant is the dis
cussion of Kurt Rudolph, "Gnosis und Gnostizismus, ein Forschungs
bericht," ThR 37 (1972):347ff.
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1
earliest church in Syria.

The other possibility is Judas, the

brother of Jesus, whom some traditions claim to be Jesus' "twin"
("Thomas"--Ararnaic

i1'? �,

2
Syriac,<;or<d,; "Didymos"--Greek 6l6uuoc).

Nowhere, however, does the New Testament associate the two characters, although in Jn. 11:16 and 20:24, the apostle is called Swudc
b Ae:youtvo1: t:. l6uuoc .

Perhaps the earliest known combination of
C

the two names occurs in Jn. 14:22 of sy

where, for "Judas, not the

3
Iscariot," this manuscript has "Judas Thomas" {r(.)oo,<ch r<:io�).

Precisely what prompted this coalescence of the two names and charac
ters is unclear. Fitzmyer seems to suggest that the confusion of the

4
two different "twins" {i11':1J1, olouuoc ) was the cause.
T T

Gunther

thinks the Encratites confused Judas Thaddaeus (brother of Jesus and
apostle of Syria) and Didymos Thomas (who was alleged to be the
spiritual twin of the Lord and the apostle of Parthia).

5

Koester,

on the other hand, asserts that "The identity of Judas, brother of
1

cf. Gunther Bornkarnm, "The Acts of Thomas," in NTApo, 2:29Bf.
(ET 2:427£.). Cf. also NTApo l:205ff. {ET l:286f.), 2:29f. {ET 2:59f.);
and w. Bauer, "The Abgar Legend," in NTApo, 1: 325ff. (ET 1:437ff.).
For rather thorough discussions of the early beginnings of Christi
anity in Edessa, see Walter Bauer, OPthodoxy and Heresy in Earliest
C1wistianity, 2nd ed. with appendices by Georg Strecker, trans. by a
team from the Philadelphia Seminar on Christian Origins, ed. R. A.
Kraft and G. Kradel (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1971), pp. lff.;
and J. B. Segal, Edessa� 'The Blessed City' (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1970), pp. 62ff.; Metzger, Early Versions, pp. 4-10, covers the mate
rial more succinctly. Cf. also H. J. w. Drijvers, Cults and Beliefs
at Edessa, EPOO 82 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1980), esp. pp. 194-96.
2
cf. A. F. J. Klijn, The Aats of Thonns, NovTest Suppl. 5
(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1962), p. 37; and idem, NovTest 14 (1972):76.
Also useful are Klijn's notes in his "John xiv 22 and the Name Jlrlas
Thomas," in Studies in John Presented to J. N. Sevenster, NovTest
Suppl. 24 {Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1970), p. 88.
3

Sy

5

s

reads "Thomas."

4

Essays, p. 369.

John J. Gunther, "The Meaning and Origin of the Name<< Judas
Thomas>'>," Museon 93 {19801:113-48.
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the Lord, with Thomas, is more likely a primitive tradition than a
later confusion.11

1

Whatever the case, a "Judas Thomas" tradition

2
can be traced through several Syrian writings.

The fact that only

in Syria is there an apostle spoken of as "Judas Thomas" is signifi
cant--since a similar name is found in the prologue of the Gospel
of Thomas, this could reflect a Syrian origin for the work.

3

Moreover, the character Thomas in the Gospel of Thomas is
the recipient of special, secret revelations from Jesus; we need
only to note the prologue and log. 13:
Jesus said to his disciples: Make a comparison to me, and
tell me whom I am like. Sinon Peter said to him: You are
like a righteous angel. Matthew said to him: You are like
a wise man of widerstanding. Thomas said to him: Master,
my mouth will not be at all able to say whom you are like.
Jesus said: I am not your master, since you have drunk,
you have become drunk from the bubbling spring which I
have measured out. And he took him and withdrew. He spoke
to him three words. Now when Thomas came to his companions,
they asked him: What did Jesus say to you? Thomas said to
them: If I tell you one of the words which he said to me,
you will take stones and throw at me, and fire will come
from the stones and burn you up.
A similar privileged position is occupied by the Judas Thomas of
Syrian tradition.

This is particularly evident in the Acts of

Thomas, especially chapter 39:
1
11GN0MAI DIAPHOROI," p. 134.

Cf. Klijn, "John xiv 22," p. 96.

2
cf. Puech, CRAI (1957):154, who lists the writings of
Tatian, Ephraem, Doctrine of the Apostles, and Acts of Thomas. He
also mentions that the "Judas Thomas" tradition occurs in some Syrian
documents quoted by Eusebius, H.E. 1. 13. 11. Cf. Puech also in
NTApo, l:205f f. (ET l:286f.). The work "Thomas the Contender" may
also be added to the list: see John D. Turner, "A New Link in the
Syrian Jooas Thanas Tradition," in Essays on the Nag Hammadi Texts
in Honota' of AZe.m:nder Bohlig, ed. M. Krause, NHS 3 (Leiden: E. J.
Brill, 1972), pp. 1 09-19.
3

so w. c. van Unnik, Openbaringen uit Egyptisah Zand (The
Hague: Uitgeverijvan Keulen N.V., 1958; ET: Newly Discovered Gnostic
Wr>itings, London: SCM Press, Ltd., 1960 ), p. 49 (ET); Koester, "GNO
MAI DIAPHOROI," pp. 127-28; and others.
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And the mouth of the colt was opened, and it spake like a
man by the power of our Lord, and said to him f}udai}: Twin
of the Messiah, and Apostle of the Most High, and sharer in
the hidden word of the Life-giver, and receiver of the se
cret mysteries of the Son of God; freeborn, who didst become
a slave, to bring many to freedom by thy obedience; son of
a great family, who became bereaved, that by the power of
thy Lord thou mightest deprive the enemy of many, so that
thou mightest become the cause of life to the country of
the Indians; (thou) who didst come against thy will to men
who were straying from God, and, lo, by the sight of thee
and by thy godly words they are turned unto life; mount (and)
ride me, and rest until thou enterest the city.l
Here, then, is additional evidence that the Gospel of Thomas is in
some way connected to and influenced by this apparently early Judas
Thomas tradition in Syria, thus convincing many scholars of its
Syrian origin.
But there is more.

The Semitisms detected in Thomas by

many scholars tend to confirm the above arguments.

A possible

Aramaic or Syrian background to Thomas had been intimated by Puech
and Quispel,

2

and Garitte had made note of a couple possible Semit

4
3
isms, but it was not until Guillaumont that the investigation of

½-rom the translation of the Syriac given by W. Wright,

Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles, Edited from Syriac Manuscripts in
the British Museum and Other Libraries (London: Williams and Nor

gate, 1871), 2:180. Wright's translation is also available in
Klijn, Acts of Thomas. The Greek version is given in Max Bonnet,
Acta Thomae (Lipsiae: Mendelssohn, 1883). Cf. the translation of
Bornkamm, in NTApo, 2:309ff. (ET 2:442ff.), which takes both ver 
sions into account. The special place of Thomas can also be seen in
chapters 10, 47, and 78 of the Acts. Puech, in NTApo, 1:207 (ET
1:287), notices several other similarities between the Gospel of
Thomas and the Acts of Thomas and concludes that the latter is de
pendent upon the former.
2 Cf. Puech, CRAI (1957):146ff., esp. 165, 167; and Quispel,
VigChr 11 (1957):189ff.
3

Museon 70 (1957):65-66. Garitte notices the use of a pos
sibly Semitic reflexive ("soul") in log. 25, and the proleptic use
of the pronoun in log. 98 (which he misreads here) and 102, some
thing he avows is used rather often in Aramaic and sometimes in
Syriac.
4

Antoine Guillaumont, "Semitismes dans les logia de Jesus
retrouves a Nag-Hamadi," JA 246 (1958): 113-23.
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Semitic linguistic influence began in earnest.

Since then, several

writers have expanded the theme, perhaps the most enthusiastic be'
.
1
ing
Quispe

1

•
d.
and Menar

2

cussion of this material,

3

Time and space prohibit a thorough disbut a few examples can be cited with

benefit:
In log. 14, we find the phrase "to your spirits" where a
reflexive pronoun might be expected.

It is pointed out that in

Syriac, not only is the Hebrew/Aramaic \11£3..!I ("soul") used for the
reflexive, but also

�oi

("spirit").

4

Similarly, in log. 25, Thomas reads "Love your brother as
yoUP souZ."

This, too, could reflect Aramaic or Syriac influence

(cf. the Old Syriac of Mt. 19:19; 22:39; Mk. 12:31; Lk. 10:27).

5

In log. 80, Guillaum::mt finds difficulty in reconciling "to
find the body" with the Gnostic ascetic thought he finds prevalent
1

Quispel's studies are almost in a league by themselves; he
scnnetimes seems more intent on proving his theory--that the Gospel
of Thomas contains parts of a Jewish-Christian gospel tradition
originally written in Aramaic--than on objectively studying Thomas
to determine its origin. Consequently, he is apt to find "Aramaisms"
where the evidence is quite slight: cf. the criticisms and warnings
of Baarda, "Luke 12, 13-14," pp. 124-27. Nevertheless, some of his
findings are quite interesting and helpful: cf., for example, his
article in NTS 5 (1959):276ff. On p. 279, he notes (without support
ing evidence), that "to honour" and "to offend" in log. 47 could be
independent translations from the Aramaic words :in� and � 1 '1); on
p. 280, he suggests that the "to take by force" of log. 35 is an
alternate translation of the Aramaic anas (Mark has "to plunder").
His works are filled with such suggestions, some of them more help
ful than others: cf. VigChr 13 (1959):114-15.
2
Cf. Thomas, pp. 9ff.; and StPatr, pp. 212ff.
Frend, JThS 18 (1967):13-26.

See also

3
For a discussion and critique of many of these "Semitisms,"
see Wilson, Studies, pp. 120ff.

p. 11.
p. 11.

4

cf. Guillaumont, JA 246 (1958):117; and Menard, Thomas,

5
cf. Garitte, Museon 70 (1957):65-661 and Menard, Thomas,
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in the rest of Thanas.

1

But, he conjectures, if "to find" goes back

to the word � � ►.3, this apparent inconsistency can be explained.
The word ��>., in Hebrew means "to find" but the Aramaic �_yt:, /Syriac
TT

r<:"� can mean "to master."

�:

This saying, which originally meant "to

master the body," could have thus been incorrectly translated in the

Thomas tradition.
The doublet of log. 80 is log. 56, but here, instead of
"body" CC.WM«\),

we

find "corpse" (tTTvJ�.

Guillaurnont suggests

....
..

that this confusion could be due to the word ,1� which in Hebrew
means "corpse," but in Aramaic/Syriac means "body";

he is forced

to admit, however, that this reading could also be due to scribal
error.
Guillaumont also suggests that the "I love you" Cto�W�K)
in log. 107 might go back to the Aramaic

°" .::l.Y, which means not only

"to want, wish" (the basic meaning of the Coptic), but also "to take
pleasure in."
5ox£Cv

In the latter sense, it is similar to the Greek £6-

(cf. Mt.-sa. 12:18), which may be an intermediary between

the A ramaic and Coptic.

The xalpELV of the Synoptics, then,

could go back to the same primitive tradition, representing "une
traduction, mis bonne peut-etre, mais suffisamment exacte.

11

3

The last example has to do more with milieu than linguistics.
Guillaumont sees a striking similarity between log. 30: "Jesus said:
Where there are three gods, they are gods; where there are two or
one, I am with him," and Pirke Aboth 3. 7:

1
JA 246 (1958):1161 cf. Menard, Thomas, p. 10.

2JA 246 (1958):117 cf. Menard, Thomas, p. 10: "Il seI11ble
7
que l'auteur de ces deux logia comprenait mieux l'h�breu que l'ara
m�en." It would be interesting to ask either of these men why this
"qonfusion" does not exist in log. 801
3

Guillaumont, JA 246 (1958):1201 cf. Menard, Thomas, p. 11.
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R. Halaphta ben Dosa, of Chephar Hananjah, said: When ten
sit together and are occupied with the Torah the Shechinah
rests among them, as it is said (Ps. LXXXII. 1): 'God stand
eth in the congreg�tion of judges.' And when is it proved
for even five? As it is said (Amos IX. 6): 'He hath founded
his troop upon the earth.' And whence even three? As it
is said (Ps. LXXXII. 1): 'He judgeth among the gods.' And
whence even two? As it is said (Mal. III. 16): 'Then they
that feared the Lord spake one to another and the Lord
hearkened and heard.' And whence even one? As it is said
(Exod. XX. 24} : 'In every place where I record m y name I
will come to thee and bless thee.•1
Logion 30, he maintains, does not teach polytheism or any such thing,
but reflects Semitic influence and therefore a probable Semitic
origin.

2

Thus the case for Semitisms in Thomas is made, thereby lend
ing weight to the argument for Syrian origin.

But though the evi-

dence is impressive, several objections must be raised.

First, re-

garding the name Didymos Judas Thomas, at least two points should be
emphasized: (a} the name in the prologue of the Oxyrhynchus fragment
is different from that in the

Coptic version, and (b} the name in

the Coptic Gospel of Thomas is not exactly the same as that found in
the Acts of Thomas.

In POxy 654. 1, the name is Llouoa<;;. � Kat

9wud (r;;.) , and even then the "Judas" is a conjectural emendation
based upon the Coptic.

It is only in the Coptic version of the work

..

that the fuller title "Didymos Judas Thomas" (A\A(MvC. \v(6.�l SW��}
is found.

This fact, however, is glossed over by Puech

3

and others

who, in their haste to identify the two works, sometimes neglect to
1

Translation by R. Travers Herford, PiPk� Aboth (New York:
The Jewish Institute Press, 1925), p. 71. Cf. Ex. 21:6; 22:7-8.
2

Guillaumont, JA 246 (1958):114-161 cf. Menard, Thomas,
p. 10; and Benedict Englezakis, "Thomas, Logion 30," NTS 25 (1979}:
262-72. For other interpretations of this saying, cf. the discus
sion of Jeremias, UnknoLm Sayings 2 , pp. 107-10.
3

cf. Puech, in NTApo 1:285 (ET}, who says that the Coptic
prologue of Thomas "coincides exactly with the first five lines of
the famous oxyrhynchus Papyrus 654."
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point out the differences between them.

1

Since the growth of this

name in the Gospel of Thomas xoost likely took place in Egypt (per
haps when Thomas was translated into Coptic), it is just possible
that there were those in Egypt who were also familiar with the Judas
Thomas tradition and thus expanded the name they found in the pro
logue of their Vo�Zage.

It could be, then, that the Judas Thomas

tradition was not unique to Syria.

Along these lines, it is inter

esting to note that the name Didynr:>s Jooas Thomas was probably al
ready in Egypt during the period (III - V centuries) when the slight
ly different appellation • Ioooa.� 8oo1.J,dc e:, xat AL6uµo� was intro

duced into the Acts of Thomas.2

If the Jooas Thomas tradition arose

in Syria, it certainly was known at least in Egypt at a relatively
early time, thus raising the possibility that Thomas was written in
a place other than Syria (or Edessa).
A second problem with putting Thomas originally in Syria is
the difficulty one may have in placing the thought of this apocry
phal writing in a Syrian milieu.

Perhaps no one has expended more

energy in this area than Klijn. But even he, after comparing the
Odes of Solomon, the Gospel of Thomas, and the Acts of Thomas (all
supposedly of Syrian origin 3 ), and after noting their similarities,
is forced to admit that several differences exist between these
writings.

4

He minimizes the objections of Or. Ehlers (now Aland) to

1Akagi, "Literary Development," pp. 43ff., esp. 68, does,
however, correctly point out this fact.

2Note that this name occurs only in the Greek (!) version
of
the Acts of Thanas, and not in the Syriac. The difference between
the names is again overlooked by Puech, NTApo, 1:205-206 (ET 1:286);
and Klijn, Edessa, p. 67, and NovTest 14 (1972):76-77. cf. the dis
cussion of Ehlers, NovTest 12 (1970):304- 3 07.
3

But for the dissenting view, cf. the discussion of Rudolph,
ThR 34 (1969):214ff.
4

Klijn, VigChr 15 (l961):146ff.; cf. idem, Aats, pp. 46ff.
Cf. also Bornkamm, in NTApo, 2:298 (ET 2:426-27), who says that Judas
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an Edessene origin for Thomas,

1

and prefers instead to explain the

differences between Thomas and other Syrian writings as due to the
great diversity of thought which exi sted in the province of Osrhoene
during this period.

2

Nevertheless, there are in Thomas certain say

ings which appear dangerou sly close to contradicting even the rrost
general and basic pictur e of early Christianity in Edessa as painted
by Klijn.

He, for instance, stresses that the beginning s of Christi

anity in Syria were entirely Jewish-Christian

3

and that the Syrian

church was "eine Kirche, die sich nie von ihrem ju:U schen Ursprung
g elost hat.11

4

And yet, there are logia in Thomas (6, 14 , 43, 53,

5
etc.) which could be considered anti-Jewish.

Klijn and others also

Thomas has a somewhat different,rrore developed role in the Acts of
Thomas than in the Gospel of Thomas.
14

1
C f. Ehlers,
(1972):70-77.

NovTest 12 (1970):284- 3 1 71 and Klijn, NovTest

2
cf. K lijn, Vigeh:P 15 (1961 ):14 8ff.
3
K lijn, Edesaa, pp. 29ff.

4
Ibid., p. 14 7. Cf. L . w . Barnard, "The Origin s and Emer
gence of the Chm:-ch in Edessa during the F irst Two Centuries A.D.,"
Vigeh:P 22 (1968):162ff.J and Drijver s, Vigeh:P 24 (1970) :4-33.
5

cf. p. 1 3 n. 1 o f this thesis. This situation in Thomas is
similar to that seen by some in Matthew. The First Gospel has long
been considered by m:>st scholars to be of Jewish-Christian author
ship (but cf., ancng o thers, Kenneth w. Clark, "The Gentile Bias in
Matthew," JBL 66 Li94y':165-72). And yet, despite this Jewish
Christian background , there appear to be in Matthew several anti
Jewish tendencies. This has led Abel, anong o thers, to suggest that
Matthew was originally compiled by a Jewish-Christian redactor, but
was later reworked by a Gentile Christian to gi ve Matthew its present
form1 hence, the pro- and anti-Jewish tension: see Ernest L. Abel,
"Who wrote Matthew?" NTS 17 (1970):13 8-52. Althoug h this reconstruc
tion of Matthew's literary history is not generally accepted (for an
overvi ew of the problem, cf. Werner Georg Kunmel, Introduction to
the New Testament, rev. ed., trans. Howard Clark Kee LNashville:
Abingdon Press, 197i}, pp. 112ff. ), it nevertheless provides an in
vitir¥J ex planation of this apparent tension in the Gospel of Thomas.
Again, this vi ew is entirely consistent with the idea of a gro wing
sayings collection which was used by a variety of groups for a num
ber of purposes.
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stress the influence which Tatian had on the early Syrian church;

1
he was a primary reason that this church was largely ascetic.

But

there are places in Thomas which could be interpreted as anti
ascetic.2

So, even though it is fairly easy to fit Thomas into a

culture about which we know little, we must exercise caution, lest
our hypothesis becane a fact too soon.

In light of these things,

therefore, we must reckon with the possibility that at least some of
Thomas did not originate in Syria (or that some material has been
altered in such a way as to make it unrecognizable to its original
authors).
There is also the question of whether a special position
was attributed to the apostle Thomas outwith Syrian circles.

One

example which may be given is chapter 42 of Pistis Sophia, where the
apostle Thomas may be found in an inner select
and Matthew.

3

circle with Philip

If such a tradition can be traced to Egypt in the

third century independently of the Gospel of Thomas, then it must
be asked if it could be found outwith Syria even earlier.

It if can,

the evidence for a Syrian origin for Thomas would be further mitigated.

4

1
cf. Klijn, Edessa, pp. 94ff., 138. Barnard, VigChP 22
(1968) :162ff., does not disparageTatian's influence, but he does
trace Edessene asceticism even further back to Jewish-Christian in
fluence.

2
Klijn, Edeasa, p. 100, himself concedes that the omission
of Luke's "unfruitful" or "barren" in log. 79 and in the Dutch and
Persian Diatessara could reflect an anti-ascetic tendency in Thomas
as well as in Tatian. He dismisses this, though not entirely con
vincingly, by suggesting that some of these anti-ascetic readings
could have already been in the texts (or traditions) which Tatian

used.

3PS 71.

18ff.

4c£. Ehlers, NovTest 12 (1970):305-308; and B. Dehandschutter, "Le lieu d'origine de l'Evangile selon Thomas," OLoP 6 (1975):
126, 127-28.
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A fourth objection can be directed toward the evidence of
"Semitisms."

Without quibbling specifi,cally, let it suffice to say

that Kuhn rightly objects that some of these "Semitisms" are found
in the Coptic New Testament and are thus inherent to the Coptic
language, and not necessarily a reflection of a Syrian background.

1

Furthermore, some "Sernitisrns" could actually be biblicisms--words
so ingrained into Christian tradition that they transcend specific
languages (e.g., "soul" in log. 25).

2

Moreover, it must be recog

nized that the material with which we are dealing--the sayings of
Jesus--will innately contain a number of Semitisms since Jesus
3
probably spoke Aramaic.

Therefore, even if we do admit the pres-

.
. .
4 1.n
. Thomas, we must take care 1.n the conclusions
ence of Sem1.t1.sms

As Haenchen says: "Einzelne Aramaismen im Text--wenn es

we draw.

solche sind--besagen noch nicht, dass der gesamte Text aus dem
.
5
A rama1.sc
... hen u
..bersetzt 1st."

The same could be said about Syriacisms

and Syriac.
One more point may be examined briefly.

It should be ob

served that even if Thomas was originally written in Syria or Edessa,
this does not demand a Semitic language for the original work.
well known that Edessa and all of Syria were bilingual.

6

It is

Several

\uhn, Museon 13 (1960):322f. Cf. Wilson, Studies, pp.
l20ff.; Schrage, Verhaltnia, pp. 13-14, 18-19; Quecke, Mu.aeon 78
(1965):238-39; and Dehandschutter, OLoP 6 (1975):129-30.

2
cf. Kuhn, Mu.aeon 73 (1960):322f.; Haenchen, ThR 27 (1961):
161; and Kasser, Thomas, p. 62.
3

c f. Black, Aramaic Approach.

4

It is safest to speak only of Semitisms, for, as Cullmann,
Th.LZ 85 (1960):333 , observes, it is sometimes difficult to distin
guish between an Aramaism and a Syriacism. Cf. Higgins, NovTest 4
(1960): 294.

5

Haenchen, ThR 27 (1961):161.

6cf. Klijn, NovTest 14 (1972):73.

Segal, Edessa, pp. 30-31,
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Syrian writings from this period were originally written in Greek. 1
It is thus not inconsistent to say that Thomas came from Syria, but
was composed in Greek--a position which some scholars hold. 2
Nevertheless, after saying all of this, it must be admitted

3
that there is strong, if not totally convincing, evidence to indi
cate that the origins of at least some of Thomas' sayings lie in
Syria.

One is thus fully justified in comparing Thomas to Syrian

writings of the same period--providing that the conclusions from
such a comparison are carefully drawn.

Our task in this chapter is

to compare Thomas to the Diatessaron of Tatian.

Before we do, how

ever, perhaps a brief history of the Diatessaron would be beneficial.
B.

A Brief Look at the Diatessaron

The only thing that can be said about the Diatessaron with
any confidence is that it was compiled by Tatian during the period
around A.O. 170-180;

4

its provenance, its original language, and

100, seems to intimate, however, that the knowledge of Greek culture
was not too widespread among the lower classes of Edessa.
1

These would include the Odes of Solomon (cf. Klijn, Edessa,
pp. 45-46) and possibly the Diatessaron (as we shall see shortly).
2

Cf. Haenchen, ThR 27 (1961):157, 161; and Schrage, in
ApophoPeta, pp. 252-53.

3
Many scholars remain unpersuaded that Thomas originated in
Syria and suggest Egypt as a possibility: cf. Cerfaux, Museon 70
(1957):319, 322; Piper, PSB 53 (1959):22-23; Wilson, E:x:pT 72 (1960):
39; Turner, in Thonri.s, pp. 12-13; and Grabel, NTS 8 (1962):373.
recently affirmed by Dehandschutter,
This position has been
, most
,
.
"Les paraboles de l'Evangile selon Thomas. La parabole du tresor
cache," E'l'hL 47 (1971) :203-209, and OLoP 6 (1975} :125-31.
4

aut even then, F. c. Burkitt, "Tatian's Diatessaron and the
Dutch Harmonies," JThS 25 (1924):128-30; and idem, "The Dura Fragment
of Tatian," JTYIS 36 (1935):257-58, suggests that Tatian did not
originally compile the Harmony, but that he found a Greek transla
tion of an early Latin Harmony made by an unknown Roman, which Tatian
carried back to Syria with him and revised and translated into Syriac.
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its relationship to the Old Syriac gospels are all enthusiastically
disputed subjects.

The picture is further complicated by the fact

that no copy of the original Diatessaron is known to exist--with the
possible exception of a minute Greek fr agment (see below); all that
is known of Tatian's work must be gleaned from secondary and terti
ary witnesses.
Provenance and original language are closely related.

On

the one hand, there are those such as Harnack, Burkitt, von Soden,
Vogels, Preuschen, Julicher, Lagrange, Pott, Lake, and Kraeling who
feel that Tatian originally wrote his Diatessaron in Greek.

1

Alter

natively, there are those such as Zahn, Baethgen, Fuller, Duval,
Harris, Bewer, Hjelt, Bardenhewer, Leclercq, Plooij, Baumstark,
Peters, Kahle, and Voobus who believe the Diatessaron was first

.

.

written in

syriac.
.
2
Generally, the writers who advocate Greek also

advocate a Roman provenance, while the others prefer Syria, though,
interestingly enough, there seems to be a marked tendency of some to
postulate a Syriac original in Rome.

3

The arguments for both posi

tions are swnmarized well by Metzger:
1
The bibliographical information for these writers may be
found in Carl H. K raeling, A Greek Pmgment of Tatian's Diatessaron
from Dura, Stud. and Doc. 3 (London: Christophers, 1935), p. 15; and
Metzger , F.a.rZy Versions, p. 30. To these writers may be added Schip
pers, Thoms, p. 52.
2

see Kraeling, Greek Fragment, p. 15; and Metzger, Early Ve�
sions, p. 31. Also cf. Baarda, in Schippers, Thomas, pp. 154-55; and
Klijn, VigChr 15 (1961):147.
3

c£. D. Plooij, A Further Study of the Liege Diateasaron
(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1925), pp. 73f.; A. Baumstark, "Die Evangelien
zitate Novatians und das Diatessaron," OC, 3rd ser., 5 (1930):1-141
Curt Peters, Das DiatessaPon Tatians, Orientalia Christiana Analecta
123 (Rome: Pont. Institutum Orientalium Stu:liorum, 1939), pp. 211-13;
and Arthur Voobus, Studies in the History of the Gospel Text in
Syriao, CSCO 128, Subsidia 3 (Louvain: L. Durbecq, 1951), pp. 11, 13.
On the other hand, Koester, "GNOMAI DIAPHOROI," pp. 141f., seems to
imply that Tatian's Harmony was written in Greek in Syria (Edessa).
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In support of a Greek origin is (a) its Greek title, by
which it was known even in Syriac; (b) the silence of Euse
bius, who, though mentioning the Diatessaron, says nothing
of its composition in Syriac; and (c) the circumstance of
the very considerable influence that it exerted on the text
of the Gospels in the West. In support of its origin in
Syriac is (a) the silence of many church fathers (e.g.
Irenaeus, Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and
Jerome) who refer to Tatian or to his Oration to the Greeks,
but who never mention his Diatessaron; (b) the widespread
dissemination of the Diatessaron in Syria; and (c) the pres
ence in the West, as well as in the East, of versions of the
Diatessaron that show themselves, directly or indirectly, to
rest upon a Syriac VorZage.1
It is obvious when·reading such arguments that the evidence on either
side is very scant, leading to a great deal of inference and assump
tion.

Consequently, one side has not been able to prevail, and the

precise origins of the Diatessaron remain moot.
One would think that with a title like "Diatessaron," the
sources of the work would be self-evident: the four Gospels (CLO.
't'E:Ooa.pwv --"through four") •
however, by two facts.

This simple conclusion is obfuscated,

The first is the comment by Victor of Capua

(VI century) that Tatian compiled a diapente,

2

which could be inter-

preted as a clear inference that Tatian used a fifth source.
l

3

Just

Metzger, Early Versions, pp. 31-32.

2
rn the preface of Codex Fuldensis, Victor states: "Tatianus
uir eruditissimus et orator illius temporis clarus• unum ex quattuor
conpaginauerit euangelium cui titulum diapente conposuit," according
to the edition of E. Ranke, Codex Fu.Zdensis. Novwn Testamentum La.tine
interprete Hieronymo ex ma.nuscripto Victoris Capuani (Marburg and
Leipzig: Elwerti Bibliopolae Academici, 1868), p. 1.

3
some scholars, however, regard "diapente" as a mere Zapsus
calami: cf. Theodor Zahn, Forschungen zur Geschiahte des neutesta
mentliahe Kanons und der altkirahenlichen Literatur, I. Theil: Ta
tian's Diatessaron (Erlangen: Andreas Deichert, 1881), pp. 2-3); and
J. Hamlyn Hill, The Earliest Life of Christ (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark,
1894), p. 17. Others have proposed that diapente should be understood
as a musical tenn; it was first proposed by Isaac Casaubon, De rebus

saaris et ecalesiastiais exeraitationes XVI ad CardinaZis Baronii
(London, 1614), p. 236, who, while discussing the word diapente in
Victor's preface, states: "Videtur scribendum Dia panton. quod con
sentit cum Eusebio. Alioquin scimus & Dia pente concentus nomen esse
apud Musicos, ut Dia tessaron & Dia pason: quas appellationes &
Latini retinuerunt, ut Vitruvius."

Cf. the discussion by Franco
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what this additiona l material might have been is unclear.

Messina

has nominated the Protoevangelium of James, 1 but the most frequent

suggestion is the Gospel of the Hebrews.

2

has been postulated as the missing source.

3

Even the Gospel of Thomas
�reover, some scholars

believe that Tatian used other sources in addition to a fifth, apoc
ryphal gospel; Harris thinks one of these sources may be the "Testi
mony Book."

4

Such suggestions are prompted by a second fact: not all the
material in the Diatessaron appears in the canonical Gospels.

This

has led to the opinion that "the Syriac Diatessaron may have con
tained or been influenced by an

a

pocryphal Gospel which had cane to

Bolgiani, VittoPe di Capua e il 'Diatessaron,' Memorie dell'Accademia
delle Scienze di
Torino, Classe di Scienze Morali, Storiche e Filo
a
logiche, ser. 4 , no. 2 (Turin: Accademia delle Scienze, 1962), esp.
pp. 22ff.

1

Giuseppe Messina, Diatessaron Persiano: I. Introduzione,
II. Testo e tPaduzione (Rome: Pontificio Instituto Biblico, 1951),

pp. xxxixff.

2
cf. E piphanius, Panarion ha.er. 4 6. 1. 9, who says that some
people of his day called the Diatessaron the Gospel 'according to
the Hebrews': AtYETaL 6€ Tb 6La TEOOapwv EUayytALOV un'
aUTOO YEYEV�08a.L, �nEp xaTa "EapaCouc TLVEC xaAOOOL (GCS
ed.). Among the earliest proponents of the theory that Tatian used
the Gospel of the Hebrews were H. Grotius (1641), R. Simon (1689),
and J. Mill (1707) (cf. Zahn, Forsahungen, 1:2). More recent advo
cates inclu:ie Plooij, Further Study, pp. 8 4 -85; A. Baumstark, "Die
syrische Uebersetzung des Titus von Bostra und das 'Diatessaron,'"
Bib 16 (1935):288ff.; Curt Peters, "Nachhall ausserkanonischer
Evangelien-Uberlieferung in Tatians Diatessaron," AaOr 16 (1938):
258-941 and Quispel, Vigehr 11 (1957):192ff., "L'b:vangile selon
Thomas et le Diatessaron," Vigehr 13 (1959):106ff., and Tatian and
the Gospel of Thomas: Studies in the History of the Western Diates
sa:ron (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1975). Klijn, NovTest 3 (1959):166ff.,
at first w as clearly sceptical of this view, but his more recent
statements make his position unclear: cf. Acts of Thomas, pp. 32-33;
and Edessa, pp. 69-70. For a further adherent to the theory, cf.
also Schippers, Thorms, p. 53.
3

Cf.

Koester, "GNOMAI

DIAPHOROI, " pp. 14 lf.

4
J. Rendel Harris, "The Mentality of Tatian," Bu.Zletin
the Beaan Club 9 (1931):8-10.

of
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1

be associated with heresy."

This theory, however, does not neces-

sarily mean that Tatian consistently used a fifth source, 2 and many
scholars thus reject such an imaginary source, but do not rule out
the possibility of extraneous apocryphal influence. 3
If, then, Tatian relied primarily upon our four Gospels,
one must next ask in what form he found them.

This question is es-

pecially significant if he wrote in Syria (but it has relevance even
if he did not}.

In other words, when Tatian came to Syria, did the

four separate Gospels already exist in Syriac, or was Tatian's work
the first form the Syriac gospels took?
fairly evenly divided on this issue.

Scholars are once again

Baethgen, Zahn, Nestle, Bur

kitt, Turner, Vogels, Baumstark, Oobschutz, Lagrange, Voobus, and

Black 4 argue that the Diatessaron was the earliest Syriac version

of the Gospels, and that the Old Syriac gospels are in part dependent upon i't . 5
1
2

Conversely, Wright, Stenning, Brockelmann, Hjelt,

Black, Aramaia Approaah, p. 267.

Cf. o. C. Edwards, Jr., "Diatessaron or Diatessara?" BibR
18 (1973):44-56, esp. 53.
3

Cf. Black, Aramaia•Approaah, p. 269; and Metzger, Early Ver-

sions, p. 36.

4
For the bibliographical information, see Metzger, Early Ver
sions, p. 45. Metzger includes William Wright, A Short History of
Syriac Literat'la'e (London: Adam and Charles Black, 1894}, p. 8, in
this list, but it appears that Wright holds the opposite view. An
other scholar who holds to the priority of Tatian is Otto Klein,

Syrisah-grieahisahes W"orterbuah zu den vier kanonisahen Evangelien,
nebst einZeitenden Untersuahungen, BZAW 28 (Geissen: Alfred Topel
mann, 1916), p. 16.
5

cf. Matthew Black, "The Syriac Versional Tradition," in Die
alten Ubersetzungen des Neuen Testaments, ed. Aland, p. 127: "It is

perhaps true to say that the authors of the Separate Gospe ls derived
a great a100unt of their material-the stones, so to speak, with which
they built-from Tatian's Harmony, but this does not alter the fact
that, even though many of the stones were old stones, it was a new
building which they erected."
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.
.
.
2
Lewis, Harris,
Mi.ngana,
Torrey, 1 Meinertz,
and Gibson 3 propose that

the Old Syriac version as represented by the Sinaitic and Curetonian

4
manuscripts antedates the Diatessaron.

The fir st group arrive at

their conclusion primarily on the basis of textual arguments; they
see "Tatianisms" in the Old Syriac and thus deduce the dependence of

5
the latter upon the Diatessaron.

Or, they notice the overwhelming

influence of the Diatessaron upon early Syrian Christian literature
to the exclusion of the Uld Syriac.6 To a large extent, the second
group base their opinion upon historical arguments.

'fhey avow that

Christianity was in Syria (even Edessa) long before Tatian came and
that there must have been some f orm o f the G ospels present; indeed,
it is inconceivable that no Syriac version of the Gospels exi sted
before A.O. 17 O.

7

Argue as one may, there is no conclusive proof for either
case.

It is not surprising, then, to find a few scholars holding

intermediate positions.
SC

Gressrnann, who sees sy
1

Perhaps the nost interesting i s that of
as definitely post-Tatianic, but nevertheless

Again, see Metzger, Early Versions, 4 6.

2

Max Meinertz, Neuere Funde zum Text des neuen Testaments;
eine akademisohe Rede, Schriften der Gesellschaft zur Forderung der

Westfalischen Landes-lbiver sitat zu Mmster 23 (Munster in Westfalen:
Ascherdorf f sche Verlagsbuchhandl'Lll1g, 1949).
3

J. c. L. Gibson, "From Qunran to Edessa," The Annual of the
Leeds University Oriental Soaiety 5 (1963-1965):24-39.
4

Also cf. F. H. Chase, The OZd Syriaa Elements in the Text of
Codex Bezae (London: Macmillan and co., 1893), esp. pp. 150-51, whose

stu:iy confirms this view.

5Cf. Theodor Zahn, Gesahiahte des neutestamentliohen Kanons
(Erlangen: Andreas Deichert, 1888-92), 1: 405-406; and Black, "Syri
ac Versional Tradition," pp. 124 ff.
6

cf. Zahn, Gesahiahte, l:389ff.

7
cf. Charles cutler Torrey, Doauments of the Primitive Church
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1941), pp. 27lff.
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postulates that a Syriac tetraevangelium existed prior to Tatian.
Haase modifies this theory somewhat.

1

He proposes that the first

canonical Gospel in Syriac was neither the Old Syriac version nor
the Diatessaron, but a translation made and circulated privately
.
.
2
for missionary
purposes.

This position, he feels, is not only

probable, but it best fits the facts and consequently satisfies the
arguments of both sides.

Klijn, on the other hand, does not reject

the possibility that the Syrians (Edessenes) knew of the separate
Gospels before Tatian, but if they did, it was only as they occurred
in oral form.

Tatian's, then, was the first written Gospel in Syriac.

3

A final, but not altogether insurmountable problem is the
fact that no copy of the original Diatessaron exists.

A small Greek

fragment of the Diatessaron, dating no later than A.D. 257, was dis
covered at Dura in 1933,

4

and several scholars, especially those who

prefer to think of a Greek original, feel that this fragment is in-

..
5
deed frorn a copy of the origina.
1

The possible presence of Syri-

acisms indicated by other writers has, however, cast a shadow of
1

Hugo Gressmann, "Stuiien zurn syrischen Tetraevangelium,"

ZNW 6 (1905) :135-52, esp. 150-51. A pre-Tatianic Gospel harmony in
Syriac has also recently been suggested by Edwards, BibR 18 (1973):

52ff.

.

2

••

.

.

••

Felix Haase, "Zur altesten syrischen Evangelienubersetzung,"
(1920)
:262-72, esp. 270-71. He suggests that this is the
ThQ 101
Syriac version which survives in the writings of Ephraem and Aphraates,
and in the Acts of Thomas. Voobus, Studies, p. 17, views Haase's
theory as "not impossible." Cf. Strobel, VigChr 17 (1963) :21 1-24,
who apparently believes that some Syriac gospel preceded Tatian, but
he does not specify it (but the Old Syriac is not clearly excluded ).
3

cf. Klijn, Edessa, pp. 94ff.; and idem, NovTest 14 (1972):
74: "It is plausible that the Diatessaron has been accepted £siiJ
because in this writing the Edessenes met well known traditions,
but now in a conveniently arranged 'Life of Jesus'."
4
Edited by Kraeling, A Greek Fragment of Tatian's Diatessa:rion
f'1'om Dura (1935). For an English translation, see Metzger, Ea:riZy
Ve!'sions, p. 11.

5

cf. Kraeling, G!'eek F'!'agment, pp. 15ff.

14 1
.
l O n the whole, therefore, we are left
doubt upon th.is cone lusion.

with a variety of witnesses, some of them far removed from Tatian
in locality and date, and which, consequently, give us testimony of
varying value.

2

The witnesses
Ea stern

and

are

the Western.

commonly divided into two groups: the
Not only does this indicate the geographi

cal distribution, but it reflects the two main text types; the East
ern witnesses are generally deemed to go back to a Syriac Vorlage,
while the Western group seem to have an Old Latin original with a
somewhat different text.

The Eastern group, briefly, is as follows:3
a 4

(a) The Ar abic Diatessaron (Ta )

exists in five main MSS, the

earliest of which, MS A, was written about the XII-XIII centuries.5
1

cf. A. Bawnstark, "Das griechische 'Diatessaron' Fragment
von oura-Europos," OC 32 (1935): 244-521 Burkitt, JThS 36 (1935):
258f.1 and Paul E. Kahle, The Cairo Geniaa, 2nd ed. (oxford: Basil
Blackwell, 1959), p. 295.

2Edwards, BibR
18 (1973):4 4-56, is of the opinion that the
diversity of order and readings al'OOng the various Diatessaric wit
nesses raises the question of whether all of these harmonies are
traceable to Ta tian's original. Edwards suggests that the diversity
may be due to the influence of a pre-Tatianic harmony; the only cer
tain witnesses to Tatian's original work are the Dur a fragment and
Ephraem's commentary.
3

aurkitt, JThS 36 (1935):257, says that the Dura fragment is
"definitely Eastern."
4

The first, and still useful, edition is that of P. Augustinus
Ciasca, Tatiani 'Evangeliorum Harrmoniae Arabiae (Rome, 1888). His text
is based on MSS A and B. He also gives a Latin translation which
Metzger, EaJ.OZy Versions, p. 15, criticizes for being unduly assimi
lated to the Vulgate. An edition based on the text of MS E has been
published by A.-s. Marmardji, DiatessaJ.Oon de Tatfen. Texte arabe

etabli, traduit en francais, coZZationne avec les anaiennes versions
syriaques ••• (Beirut: Imprimerie Catholique, 1935). Marmardji's

French translation
cf. the reviews by
D. S. Margoliouth,
tion of the Arabic

has also come under some rather severe criticism:
A. Baumstark, OC 3rd ser. 1 1 (1936):235 -44 ; and by
JThS 38 (1937):76-79. A helpful English transla
Diatessaron is available in Hope w. Hogg, The Dia
tessa.zton of Tatian, ANCL, add. vol., ed. Allan Menzies, pp. 33-138;
cf. also the transla tion of J. Hamlyn Hill, The Earliest Life of Christ.

.
5 Kahle, �a�ro
,. •
Ge n�aa,
p. 298, however, dates it a little
later-in the XIII-XIV centuries.
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The five MSS f all into two textual groups with MS A on one side and
MSS B, E, O,

and

1020 on the other.

It is difficult to tell which

group represents the best or earliest form of the Arabic text,1 although Higgins thinks it is the l atter group.

2

Whatever the case,

it is clear from all the MSS that the Arabic Diatessaron has either
been translated from

a

Syriac original which was assimil ated to the

text of the Peshitta version, or the Arabic text itself has been
3

' 'lated.
assimi

Consequently,

as

Metzger says, "From the point of

view of the textual critic who wishes to

ascerta in

whether a given

reading stood originally in Tatian's Diatessaron, most scholars have

4
considered the Arabic Diatessaron to be worthless."

It has thus

been the practice of m any writers to give serious consideration as
original only those readings of the Arabic which differ from the
5
Peshitta version.

Metzger, however, thinks this evaluation of the

witness is too severe:
It is likely that the policy of approving as genuinely
Tatianic only those rea dings in the Arabic Diatessaron
which differ from the Peshitta has been unwarranta bly
rigorous, for even where the Arabic Diatessaron agrees
with the Peshitta, if the Old Syriac a lso agrees, such
readings are proved to be nore ancient than the Peshitta
and ma y therefore be Ta tianic.
Such a possibility be
canes a probability with overwhelming compulsion when
1

cf. Metzger, Early Versions, pp. 15-16. Both Metzger and
Kahle, Cairo Geniza, pp. 297-301 , have good descriptions of the texts.
2
A. J. B. Higgins, "The Arabic Version of Tatian's Diates
s aron," JThS 45 (1944):187-99, esp. 193, 196. He would d ate the
origin of Taa around A.D. 850 , but most prefer an XI century date.
3

cf. F. c. Burkitt, "Arabic Versions," in DB(H), 1:136,
idem, EvangeZion da-Mepharreshe, 2 vols. (Cambridge: University
Press, 1904), 2:4, 200; and John F. Stenning, "Diatessaron," in
DB(H), extra vol., p. 458.
4

•

and

7
Ve1's-ions, p. 16. Cf. Burkitt a nd Stenning above.
Ear1.,y
Higgins, JThS 45 (1944):194f f., strongly contests this view, and
enlists Z ahn, Sellin, Lagrange, and Baumstark in support.

5

.
cf. Black, Ararna-ia App1'oaa h, p. 287.
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E phraem and other witnesses unrelated to the Peshitta add
their support.1
We must conclude, therefore, that while the Arabic Harmony does
have value as a Tatianic witness, we must use it with care.
(b) The Persian Diatessaron (Tap) is preserved in a single,
alroost comp lete MS which has been

p ublished

by Messina.

2

A colophon

states that the MS itself was copied in 1547 from another MS
ably dating from the XIII century.

This

p arent

p rob

MS was most likely

translated from a Syriac original, an original which Messina would
like to trace back to Tatian himself.

3

however, it becomes clear, as Metzger

Upon closer investigation,
p oints

out, that the structure

of the Persian Harmony "has no discernible connection with Tatian's
Diatessaron,11

4

and follows a completely different order from the Ara

bic and Latin Harmonies, which are judged to be fairly close to Tatian's original order.

Moreover, the wording of the Persian Harmony,

too, has been influenced by the Peshitta.

5

Nevertheless, Metzger

elsewhere sta tes that "the Persian Harmony, though its structure and
several other features bear no discernible connection with Tatian's
oiatessaron, is still of great interest to the textual critic of the
1

Bruce M. Metzger, Chapters in the History of Neu) Testament
TextuaZ Critiaism (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1963), p . 102. Cf. A. J. B.

Higgins, "The Persian and Arabic Gospel Harmonies," in StEv 1, ed.
K. Aland et al. (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1959), p . 799, and idem,
"Tatian's Diatessaron and the Arabic and Persian Harmonies," in Stud

ies in New Testament Language and Text: Essays in Honour of G. D.
KiZpatriak, ed. J. K. Elliott, NovTest Suppl. 4 4 (Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1976),

pp .

246-61.

2G. Messina, Diatessaron Persiano (1951). Cf. the discuss
ion
of the Persian Harmony in Metzger, Chapters, pp. 103-20.
3

•
pp . xxi'f .; and Met zger ' s
n-: tessaron Perswno,
·
vva
Cf. Messina,
summary and refutation in Chaptei>s, pp . 107-108.
4

that Ta

a

Chapters, p. 100.

5

cf. Higgins, in NT Language, p . 246; he finds, in this study,
is closer to the Peshitta than Tap (p. 259).
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New Testament in view of the presence of many readings that are of
undoubted Tatianic ancestry."
The

r emainder

1

of the witnesses for the Eastern group are

primarily Syriac writings fr om which Tatianic readings must be
gleaned:
e

(c) Ephraem' s Commentary (Ta ) is far and away one of the
best witnesses to the Diatessaron.
(d. 373) quote s portions of an

Thr oughout his work, Ephraem

early

which has been identified as the

Syriac version of the Gospels

2
.
D1.atessar on.

His comme ntar y is
arm

preser ved in its entirety in two Armenian MSS (Tae
both dated 1195.

3

) which are

I
One of them (MS A) has readings closer to the Old

Armenian type of text and the other (MS B) has readings which have
4
been conformed to the Armenian vulgate.

About three -fifths of the

opus has been preserved in its original Syriac in Chester Be atty
MS 709 (Tae
1

sy r

5
).

Although there are some differences between the

EarZy Versions, p. 19.

cf. Higgins, in StEv, 1: 793-94.

2
Though many think Ephraem was influenced by the four separate Go spels as well; cf. Wright, Syriaa Literatu:l'e, pp. 10-11; Julius
A. Bewer, The History of the New Testament Canon in the Syrian Chu:r'ah
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1900), pp. 48-50 (also pub
lished in the American JoUl'naZ of Theology 4 (1900):64-98, 34 3-63,
and Ameriaan JOU1'nal of Semitia Languages and Literat?AI'es 16 (1900}:
110-24); Burkitt, Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, 2:189f.; P eters, Dia
tessaron, pp. 94-95; and Voobus, Studies, pp. 38-39, 171.
3

Most �ecently edited with a Latin translation by Louis
Leloir, Saint Ephrem, Commentaire de l'Evangile aoncordant, version
armenienne, csco 137 , 145 Scriptores Armeniaci 1, 2 (Louvain: L.
Durbecq, 1953, 1964). Leloir suggests that the Armenian translation
was originally made from the Syriac in the V century (p. ii).
4

Cf. Metzger, Early Versions, pp. 12-13.

5
Edited with Latin translation by Louis Le loir, Saint Ep1wem,
Commentaire de l'Evangile concordant, texte syriaque (Manuscrit
Chester Beatty 709), Chester Beatty Mono. 8 (Dublin: Hodges Figgis &
Co., Ltd., 1963). Leloir has also made a French translation of both
versions: Ephrem de Nisibe, Corrunentaire de l'Evangile concordant ou
Diatessaron, traduit d� syriaque et de Z'armenien, Source s chreti
ennes 121 (Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1966). Hill, Earliest Life,
pp. 333ff., gives an English translation based on the Armenian ver
sion only .

two versions,

1
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on the whole, the Annenian appears to have faithfully

translated the Syriac.

If it is assumed that Ephraem carefully
2

quoted the text before him (and this has been questioned ), then
these are invaluable witnesses to a very early form of the Diatessaran.

3

4
Ep hraem's oth er works are a1so usef u1 Tat'1an1c
· witnesses.
·
(d) Aphraates (Aphr) is a Syrian church father from the IV

century (though he was most likely born in Persia, and is thus called
"the Persian Sage").

One of his writings, known as Homilies (or,

Demonstrations), is preserved in three Syriac MSS from the V and VI
centuries
.
and in
.
an Annenian
.
trans 1ation.
.
5
6
quotes is thought to be the Diatessaron.

The Gospel text he often

1

cf. Louis Leloir, "Divergences entre l 'original syriaque et
la version annenienne du commentaire d'Ephrem sur la Diatessaron,"
in Melanges Eugene Tisserant, I I, 1, Studi e Testi 232 (Vatican City:
Bibliotheca Apostolica Vaticana, 1964), pp. 303-31, esp. 3llff.
2

cf. Arthur Hjelt, Die altsyrische EvangeZienubersetzung und
Tatians Diatessaron besonders in ihrem gegenseitigen Verhaltnis, in
Zahn's Porschungen VI I (Leipzig: A. Deichert, 1903), p. r::,s.
3

cf. Louis Leloir, Le temoignage d'Ephrem sur le Diatessaron,
CSCO 2 27, Subsidia 19 (Louvain: Secretariat du CSCO, 1962), esp. pp.
232ff.
4

cf. F. c. Burkitt, S. Ephraim's Quotations from the Gospel,
Texts and Stuiies 7, 2 {Cambridge: University Press, 1901); and idem,
EvangeZion da-Mepharreshe, 2:ll2ff.
5

The Syriac text and a Latin translation is given by Ioannes
Parisot, Ap1waatis Sapientis Persae: Demonstrationes, Patrologia
Syriaca, I:l, 2 {Paris: Firmin-Didot et Socii, 1894, 1907); the Ar
menian with a Latin translation is in the process of being produced
by Guy Lafo ntaine, La Version armenienne des oevres d'Aphraate le
syrien, csco 382, 383, 423, 424, Scriptores Armeniaci 7, 8, 11, 12
(Louvain: Secretariat du CSCO, 1977, 1980).

6
cf. Zahn, Geschichte, l:397ff.; Burkitt, EvangeZion da
Mepharreshe, 2:109ff. , 180ff.; Owen Ellis Evans, "Syriac New Testa
ment Quotations in the Works of Aphraates and Contemporary Sources"
(M.A. thesis, University of Leeds, 1951), pp. 26-27, 70ff.; and Aelred
Baker, "The Gospel of Thomas and the Diatessaron," JThS 16 (1965):452.
But Wright, Syriac Literature, p. 10; and Bewer, NT Canon, pp. 17,
28-48, think that Aphraates also knew the four separate Gospels in
Syriac. Voobus, Stu.dies, p. 42, carries this view further: he says
Aphraates did not use the Diatessaron at all, but a Tetraevangelium
of the Old Syriac type.
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(e) The Liber Graduum (LG)

1

is also a valuable Eastern wit-

ness to the Diatessaron, since in this fourth-century work of un
known authorship the

Diatessaron is apparently quoted at tirnes.2

(f) Other Eastern witnesses as listed by Metzger

3

include

the writings of R abbula, Agathangelos, etc.; the Acts of the Persian
Martyrs; the Old Annenian and Old Georgian versions of the Gospels; 4
5

several Arabic MSS of the Gospels;
chaean texts.

and Gospel citations in Mani-

6

The main representatives of the Western group of witnesses
to the Diatessaron appear briefly below:
1

(a) The Latin Hannony (Ta ) is principally represented by
f
7
Codex Fuldensis (Ta ).

It was written between 541 and 546 by Victor

of Capua who used a copy o f the Old Latin Diatessaron.

Consequently,

the MS preserves a very early witness to the structure of Tatian's
original Harmony.

Unfortunately, most of the text has been accom-

modated to the Vulgate,

8

so that about only 600 Old Latin readings

1

The Syriac text has been edited with a Latin translation by
Michael Kmosko, Liber Graduwn, Patrologia Syriaca, I:3 (Paris: Firmin
Didot et Socii, 1926).

2
cf. ibid., pp. clxii-clxiii; A. Rucker, "Die Zitate aus
Matthausevangelium im syrischen 'Buche der Stufen,'" Biblische Zeit
sahrift 20 (1932):342-54; Evans, "Syriac Quotations," pp. 28, 70ff.;
Klijn, NovTest 3 ( 1959):167; Baker, JThS 16 (1965):452, and idem,
'"The Gospel of Thomas' and the Syriac 'Liber Graduurn, "' NTS 12
(1965) :49-55; and Fiona Joy Parsons, "The Nature of the Gospel Quota
tions in the Syriac Liber Graduum" (Ph.D. thesis, University of Birm
ingham, 1968), esp. pp. 178ff.
3

See Early Versions, pp. 19-20, for further information.

4
cf. Peters, Diatessaron, pp. 63ff.

5
7

c£. ibid., pp. so f f.

6

cf. ibid., pp. 125ff.

Edited by E. Ranke, Codex Fuldensis (1858). Metzger, Ecwly
Versions, p. 21 , mentions two other Latin harmonies.

8zahn, Forsahungen, 1 :308, calls Codex Fuldensis a poorly
planned and poorly executed revision ("planlose und ungeschickte
Umarbeitung") of the Diatessaron in the language o f the Vulgate.
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1
survive, causing Black to lamen t that " t he consequence of these
well-intentioned efforts of the Church Fathers to produce a un iform
ecclesiastical

t ext

has been

the

loss to us of almost everything

in the Old Latin Harmony which was originally and dist inctively Ta
tian.11

2

Fortunately, there are other European witnesses which can

supplemen t the testim:>ny of Codex Fuldensis to the Old Lat in Diatessaron .·
(b) One of

t he

foremost of

n J

which are best represented by

Dutch harmonies (Ta )

L 4
tessaron (Ta ).

t hese

is the Flemish, or Middle
the

This is just one of nine Dutch MSS from

Liege Dia
t he

XIII-

XV centuries, but Metzger assesses it as "the oldest and most mark
edly Tatianic of

t he

Dutch harmonies.11

5

In fact, it contains several

variants which are only found elsewhere in the Syrian tex t ual
tion;

t he

probability is therefore high

to Tatian.

tha t

t radi

such readin gs go back

6
i

(c) The XIII-XIV-century Old Italian Diatessaron (Ta ) is
t

preserved in two different dialects-- t he Tuscan (Ta ) in
l
Metzger, E:a:rily Versions, p.

2

t wenty-four

2 1.

B1ack, Aramaic Approach, p. 288. Cf. Zahn, Forschungen,
l:308ff.; and Hjelt , Evangelienubersetaung, p. 58.

3
curt Peters, "Die Bedeutung der altitalienischen Evan gelien
harmonien im venezianischen W1d toskanischen Dialect," RomF 56 (1942):
181-92, suggests that at least some of the Dutch harmonies are only
indirect witnesses to the Old Latin Diatessaron, being translat ed
from O ld ItaZian harmonies which themselves were ultimately depen
dent upon the Old Lat in.

4
Perhaps the best edition is The Liege Diatessaron, ed ited
with a textual apparatus by D. Plooij, with the assistance of C. A.
Phillips; English trans. of the Dutch text by A. J. Barn ouw (Amster
dam: Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen, 1929-70). For its sig
nificance, cf. Plooij, Further Study.
5

Ea:rly Versions, p. 23.
other Du t ch witnesses.

O n pp. 23- 2 5, Metzger discusses the

6cf. Black, Aramaic Approach, pp. 289-91.
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v
1
MSS and the Venetian (Ta ) in one Ms.

have been variously assessed.

The texts of these harmonies

Vaccari thinks that the Tuscan Dia

2
tessaron goes directly back to COdex Fuldensis, while Peters be-

lieves that the relationship is much rore loose. 3

Both of these

writers, however, agree that the Venetian Harmony preserves remnants
of an even older text, which is sometimes Syrian in form,

4

a view

which Quispel holds for both forms of the Italian Diatessaron.

5

(d) The Middle English Diatessaron is preserved in a manu
script written about 1400 and known as the Pepysian Gospel Harmony
(Tap

ep

).

6

It has most likely been translated from a French harmony

which itself was based upon a Latin model containing apparent Ta-

7
.
.
t1an1sms.

1

Both are published in Venanzio Todesco, P. Alberto Vaccari,
and Marco Vattasso, Il Diatessaron in volgare italiano, Stlrli e Testi
81 (Vatican City: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 1938).
2vaccari,
3

Il Diatessa?'"on,

p. iii.

P eters, RomF 56 (1942):182, 184, 187.

4
vaccari, Il Diatessar>on, p. iii1 and Peters, RomF 56 (1942):
191-92. cf. Metzger, Early Versions, pp. 24-25.
5
cf. Tatian, pp. Slff.

6

Margery Goates, The Pepyeian Gospel Harrrnony, Early English
Text Society 157 (London: Oxford University Press, 1922).
7

Cf. ibid., pp. xv-xvi ii 1 and J. Neville Birdsall, "The
Sources of the Pepysian Harmony and Its Links with the Diatessaron,"
NTS 22 (1976):215-23. Birdsall concludes his stu:ly (p. 222) with a
sensible caution:
"The examination of these examples suggests that a greater
reserve ought to be exercised in interpreting evidence from PH as
well as other Western hannonies as evidence for the Diatessaric re
lationship of r eadings, since in many cases either patristic sources
influential in the Middle Ages, or scholastic collections based on
these, attest readings which may have been the immediate source of
the harmonists. A possibility of ultimate origin would be that there
were far more ancient exegetical traditio�s and commonplaces shared
by Eastern and Western exegesis than have been traced till now."
Also along these lines, cf. Bonifatius Fischer, "Das Neue Testament
in lateinischer Sprache. Der gegenwartige Stand seiner Erforschung
wid seine Bedeutung fur die griechische Textgeschichte," in Al.ten
Ubereetzungen, ed. K. Aland, pp. 48-49.
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(e) Several medieval German harmonies are known, but the old
est is the Old High German (East Frankish) bilingual manuscriptr
s

Codex Sangallensis (Ta ), which dates from the
IX century.

1

second

half of the

The Latin of this MS presumably goes back to the Latin

of Codex Fuldensis,

2

but Qui spel believe s that the German transla

tion also betrays a knowledge of an even older copy of the Latin
.
D1.ate
ss aron.

3

{f ) Another Tatianic witness in the German language is the
Old Saxon {Old Low German) Heliand {Hel), a poem written in the IX
century.

4

Since it is from the

same

general milieu as the Old High

German Hanrony, it is not surprising to find connections between the
two works,

5

and consequently similarities to Tatian;

6

but because

the HeZiand is a poem in which various artistic liberties have been
\:dited by Eduard Sievers, Tatian. Lateinisch und altdeutsch
mit ausf'u'hr-Zichem GZossa:r>, 2nd ed., Bibliothek der altesten deutscher
Literatur-DenJonaler 5 (Paderborn: Ferdinand Schoningh, 1892; reprint
ed., 1966).
2

cf. Fischer, "NT in lateinischer Sprache," pp. 47-48. For
more information on the German harmonies, see Metzger, Ea:r>ly Ver
sions, pp. 21-22.
3

4

cf. Tatian, pp. 24,

69ff.,

l08ff.

Among the various editions, cf. Eduard Siever s, Heliand
(Halle: Der Buchhandlung de s Waisenhauses, 1878). One modern Ger 
man translation is that of Felix Genzmer, Heliand und die Bruch

stucke der Genesis aus dem Altsachsisahen und Angelsaahsisahen uber
tragen {Stuttgart: Philip Reclam, 1956); an English translation has
been made available by Mariana Scott, The Heliand. Translated from
the Old Saxon, Univ. of N. Carolina Stu::l. in the Germ. Lang. and Lit.
52 {Chapel Hill: Univ. of N. Carolina Press, 1966).
5
cf. Metzger, Ea:r>Zy Versions, p. 22.

6

cf. G. Quispel, "Der Heliand und da s Thomasevangelium,"
VigCh:r> 16 (1962):121-51; idem, Tatian, pp. 2 6 -77; and Bartsch, NTS
6 (1960):250. Qui spel is of the opinion that the Heliand is based
on an Old Latin Diatessaron which ultimately goes back to the Mani
cheans; it therefore, in places, preserves a better Diates saric
text than even Ephraem {!). Some of Qui spel's conclusions have been
que stioned by Willy Krogmann (see p. 156 n. 4 below).
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taken, 1 a great deal of discretion must be exercised in the use of
its Diatessaric testi.Jmny.
(g) Zacharias Chrysopolitanus (Zach), around 1150, wrote a
commentary on a hanoonized version of the Gospels
some affinity to Tatian's Diatessaron.

3

2

which also has

I t is from witnesses such as these that the evidence concerning Tatian's Diatessaron must be gathered.

It is no wonder,

then, that the Tatianic problem is considered to be so thorny and
that very little about the first Diatessaron is known for certain.
Hence, when we attempt to compare the Gospel of Thomas and the Dia
tessaron, we are facing a problem similar to that of our previous
canparison with the COptic versions: a dearth of verifiable, factu
al evidence.

Nevertheless, enough is known of Tatian's Harmony to

compare it with Thomas beneficially.

Hopefully, such an exercise

will lead to insights as to the origin of some of Thomas' Synoptic
type material.

We must, however, as before, proceed with appropri

ate circumspection and set our standards high.

As we shall see

from the following survey of previous work in this area, this has
not always been the case.

1
cf. Metzger., Early Versions, p. 460; and Genzmer, Heli
a:nd, p. 11: "Unser Uberblick zeigte uns, dass der Stil des Heli
ands ausgesprochen episch, verbreiternd, ist. Dazu dienten die
uberschweren Versfullungen, die langen und wortreichen Satze, die
haufigen Beiworter und die vielfachen Abwandelungen."
2

·
In unum ex qua tuor s�ve
'
de
Zacharias Chrysopolitanus,
aonoordia evangelistarum libri quatuor, Migne Patr. Lat. 186,
cols. 11-620.
3

See J. Rendel Harris, "Some Notes on the Gospel-Harmony
of Zacharias Chrysopolitanus," JBL 43 (1924):32-45.
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c.

Previous Investigations of Thomas' Relationship
to the Diatessaron

Hints of a possible relationship between the material found
in the Gospel of Thanas and the Diatessaron had been intimated even
before the Nag Hammadi discovery,
first advocated the relationship

2

1

but it was Gilles Quispel who
and who, since 1957, has provided

detailed material with which to substantiate his suggestion.3

Quispel

first notices that Thomas has been influenced by a non-canonical
Aramaic gospel tradition from a Jewish-Christian milieu {probably
in Syria), the Gospel of the Hebrews.

4

He then suggests that the

Diatessaron has made use of this same tradition.

5

Both are thus

¾-or example, Peters, AcOr 16 (1938):284-85, 294, suggests
a possible connection between POxy 1. 7 {log. 32) and the Diates
saron: namely, mutual dependence upon the Gospel of the Hebrews
(cf. Quispe!, below).
2

VigChr 11 (1957):19lff.

3Most of his major articles are reprinted in his Gnostic
Studies, II (1975). Cf. also his Makarius, das Thoma,sevangeZiwn und
das Lied von der Perie, NovTest Suppl. 15 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1967);
and Tatian and the Gospei of Thorrrw: Studies in the History of the
Western Diatessaron (1975). Quispel's contention that a connection
exists between Thomas and the Diatessaron is supported--at least for
log. 89--by Baker, JThS 16 (1965):449-54.
4

cf. VigChr 11 (1957):189-2071 and NTS 12 (1966):371-82.
To be perfectly fair and precise, in his writings since 1966, Quis
pe! has shown a reluctance to call this tradition "the Gospel of the
Hebrews," preferring instead the m:>re general and ambiguous term
"Jewish-Christian Gospel tradition." It is thus unclear whether
he has bacKed off from the conclusions of his NTS article or whether
he is mitigating these conclusions, or merely employing alternative
terminology to express the same, constant views. One is led to
suspect the latter possibility when, in an article published in 1971
(Eranos-Jahrbuah 38 (1969):276, 278) and in Tatian (1975), pp. 93-94,
he postulates behind Thomas and the Diatessaron the Gospel of the
Nazarenes, which, apparently, he equates with the Gospel of the He
brews (cf. NTS 12 (1966) :373ff.; and Vielhauer, in NTApo, 1:118
(ET}l, but again this is unclear.
5
cf. Vigehze 11 (1957):19lff.; and VigChr 13 (1959):106ff.
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dependent upon a comIOOn source: the

Gospel of the Hebrews.

He is

thus able to say that:
Puisqu'il est generalement admis que Tatian ait utilise
l'Evangile selon Hebreux, et <Jtie cet ecrit figure sans
doute parmi les sources de l'Evangile selon Thomas, il
nous semble probable que les Dits qui ont des rapports
avec l'oeuvre tatianique ont ete empruntes a cet apoc
ryphe.1
Quispel claims that over 100 such cases have been noted,
himself has discussed many of them.

3

2

and he

He admi ts that not all the

shared variants are of the same value, and some of them could be due
to coincidence or accident; the majority, however, stand and clearly
justif y his thesis--that the Diatessaron and Thomas share the same

4
non-canonical Jewish-Christian tradition.

From this starting point, Quispel begins spinning a tangled
web.

He traces echoes of this Jewish-Christian tradition through-

out every major Diatessaric witness, though he concerns himself

5
chiefly with the Western witnesses.

Here, he is adamant that these

witnesses do not rest upon the Vulgatized Codex Fuldensis, but upon
a very ancient Old Latin text of Tatian's Harmony, which was obvi
ously coloured by a Jewish-Christian gospel tradition.

6

In each

case, the Western witnesses can be found to have similarities to the

1vigChr 13 (1959):117.

2
11The Latin Tatian or the Gospel of Thomas in Limburg," JBL
88 (1969) :327.

3
cf. his lists in VigChr 13 (1959) :89ff .; "The Gospel of
Thomas and the Western Text: A Reappraisal," in Gnostic Studies, II,
pp. 58f f.; or in Tatian, pp. 174-90.
4

vigC'hr 13 (1959):96.

5

cf. ibid., pp. 87ff.J VigChr 16 (1962):121-51; JBL 88
(1969}:321-30; "Some Remarks on the Oiatessaron Haarense," VigChr
25 (1971):131-39; and Tatian.

6ct. Vigelw 13 (1959):96-97; VigCh.1> 16 (1962) :121-51; JBL 88
(1969):321-301 and Tatian, pp. 26ff.
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same tradition in the Gospel of Thomas; indeed, it would be surpris
ing if such were not the case.

1

Moreover, this same tradition has

also exerted much influence airong other Syrian works, including the
Pseudo-Clementine writings.

2

In fact, some of the Jewish-Christian

gospel tradition found in the Acts of Thomas, Macarius, and the

Liber Gmduum goes directly back to the Gospel of Thomas itself.3
So Quispel argues in many different places, sometimes with
great persuasiveness and indubitable veracity.

His conclusions have

such far-reaching scope that they cannot all be addressed here, but
a few observations must be made, especially with regard to his basic

4
premises.

It is clear, first of all, that much, if not all of his

case is built upon his understanding of the Gospel of the Hebrews and
its wide-ranging influence.

It must be questioned, however, whether
5

this much can be said about this non-canonical gospel.

That such a

writing existed, there can be no doubt--we have fragmentary quotations

6
preserved in the Fathers.

1cf. VigChr 16 (1962): U9.

2

VigChr 12 (1958):181-96, but for a contrary opinion, see
Georg Strecker, Das Judenohristentwn in den PseudokZementinen, TU 70
(Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1958), esp. p. 136.
(The Pseu::io
Clementines are discussed in more detail in Chapter V below.) Fur
thenoore, Quispel, VigChr 13 (1959) :87, questions whether the Gospel
quotations of the Syriac fathers are always the Diatessaron (imply
ing that they could be from the Gospel of the Hebrews?).

3
11The Syrian Thanas and the Syrian Macarius," VigChri 18
(1964):226-35; NTS 12 (1966):374-77; and JBL BB (1969):327. He is
questioned on this point by Aelred Baker, "Early Syriac Asceticism,"
Doumside ReVieu) BB (1970):393 -409, esp. pp. 402, 403.
4
cf. the critique by Wilson, Studies, pp. 136-41. Also cf.
the excellent summary and critique of Quispel's works and views by
Dehandschutter, EThL 41 (1971):202-204.
5

cf. Vielhauer, in NTApo, l:75ff. (ET l:117ff.).

61<ar1 August credner, Beitroge zur Einleitung in die bib
Zisahen Sahriften, 2 vols. (Halle: Waisenhaus, 1832-38), 1:414, is
probably incorrect when he says that no writing called the Gospel of
the Hebrews ever existed as such, but that it was a written or oral

15 4
But was there only one "Gospel of the Hebrews"?

This ques

tion is legitimate in light of the numerous "Hebrew" gospels identi
fied.

Epiphanius, for example, identifies a gospel "according to

1
the Hebrews" with the Gospel of the Ebionites.

Jerome appears to

equate such a gospel with the Gospel of the Nazarenes
3
Gospel of the Twelve Apostles.

made by Papias

4

and Epiphanius

5

2

and with the

It could be inferred from statements
that the Gospel of the Hebrews was

6
some form of the canonical Gospel of Matthew in Aramaic.
could be the "Syriac Gospel" mentioned by Hegesippus.
8

since Clement of Alexandria

7

Or, it

In fact,

quotes a saying found in log. 2 of the

Gospel of Thanas and yet assigns it to the "Gospel of the Hebrews,"
Jewish-Christian source behind the canonical Gospels to which the
Church Fathers made reference.
1

Haer. 30. 3. 7; 30. 13. 2. In recent scholarship, this
identification of the "Gospel of the Hebrews" with the "Gospel of
the Ebionites" has been advocated by Alfred Schmidtke, Neue Frag
mente und Untersuahungen zu den judenahristlichen Evangelien, TU
37,1 (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs, 1911), pp. iii, 166ff., but it has
been summarily rejected: cf. Hans Waitz, "Das Evangelium der zwolf
Apostel (Ebionitenevangelium) ," ZNW 13 (1912) :338-48, 14 (1913):
38-64, 117-32; and Vielhauer, in NTApo, 1:76, 79- 81 (ET 1:119,
124-26).
2

De viris inZustribus 3; Dial. adv. PeZag. 3. 2. This is
incorrect, as demonstrated by Schmidtke, Neue Fragmente, pp. iii,
161-66; and Vielhauer, in NTApo, l: 8lff. (E'r 1: 126ff.).
3

Dial. adv. Pelag. 3. 2. This is also incorrect; cf. Puech,
in NTApo, 1:1 86 (ET 1:264). Waitz, ZNW 13 {1912):33Bff., says the
Gospel of the Nazarenes and the Gospel of the Twelve Apostles are
not the same writing; he identifies the former with Hegesippus'
Syriakon and the latter with the Gospel of the Ebionites.
4
5

Eusebius,

H.E. 3. 39. 16.

Haer. 30. 3. 7; 30. 13. 2; 30. 14. 3.

6cf. Schmidtke, Neue Fragmente, pp. 46f.; and Vielhauer, in
NTApo, 1:78 (ET 1:121).
7
Eusebius, H.E. 4 . 22. 8. This view is favoured by Voobus,
Studies, pp. 1 8-20, but not by Vielhauer, in NTApo, 1:78-79 {ET 1:
122); cf. pp. 216f. below.
8

Strom. 2. 9. 45. 5; cf. 5. 1 4 . 96. 3.
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it is possible (though unlikely) that Clement equates the two works. 1
Let us also remember that according to Epiphanius some called the
Diatessaron the "Gospel of the Hebrews 11 1 2

Thus, just what the

"Gospel of the Hebrews" is remains obscure.
Its origin also remains clou:ied in obscurity.

According to

4
3
Bauer, Vielhauer, and others, it was written in the first half of
the second century in Egypt in Greek and was used by Jewish Chris
tians in Alexandria.

This hardly squares with Quispel's "Aramaic"

tradition used in Syria.
What is m:>re, the fragments which have been preserved, if
they have been preserved faithfully, scarcely allow us to character
ize the general content of this writing, much less to presuppose
that every non-canonical reading of "Jewish-Christian" flavour can
be traced back to this gospel.

Therefore, to build an entire his

torical reconstruction of the New Testament text with such a tenuous
document as the cornerstone and further, to consider this reconstruc
tion as indisputable fact is, to say the least, incautious.
Second, it cannot be said that the Gospel of Hebrews "figures,
without a doubt, am:,ng the sources for the Gospel of Thomas. 11 5

This

is certainly a possibility, but, as we have seen, this theory can be,
6
and is, questioned.

Third and fourth, it has not been proven that Tatian even
used a fifth source, much less that this source was the Gospel of the
Hebrews.

7

Such a view is not even "generally admitted," though it

1cf. Vielhauer, in NTApo, 1:76-77 (ET 1:119-20).
2

Haei-.

4
1n
5

46. 1.

3n...thodo-,.,.,
1,
v.r
-;:i

pp. 51 - 53 •

NTApo, 1:107 (ET 1:162-63).

Qui spel,

VigC'hr 13 (1959):117.

6see pp. 18-19 above.

7

See pp. 136 -38 above.
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does remain a distinct possibility that Tatian was influenced by
certain non-canonical traditions.
Another weakness in Quispel's theories is his sweeping ap
proach to the problems. We have already noticed that he tends to
view all the Synoptic-type material in Thomas as being from one

1
source.

He takes a similar view to Diatessaric studies: e.g., all

non-canonical readings which Thomas and Tatian's Harxrony share must
go back to the same source--the Gospel of the Hebrews.

2

Likewise,

since in sane places the Heliand betrays a knowledge of a non
"Vulgatized" Old Latin text, the whole work must have been based
upon such a text.

3

While such conclusions may yet be proven to be

correct, considering the fragmentary evidence available, and the

4
disputations concernin g that evidence, perhaps a little �re re

serve would be appropriate.
A sixth disturbing fact about Quispel' s studies is the
omission, in practice, of the allowance for other possibilities:
e.g., coincidence, independent expansion of the text, or another
outside influence. For instance, in one article, he gives four
examples of cases, which he obviously considers exceptional, where
5
.
. .
.
.
Thomas shares variants
with Tatianic witnesses.

Most of the common

1page 24 alx>ve.

2

1n VigChr 13 (1959):117, he presents this methodology as
"probable," but since then he seems to have abandoned this caution.
3
VigChr 16 (1962):121-51; cf. JBL 88 (1969):32lff., esp.
328-29; and Tatian, pp. 26ff.
4

For example, Willy Krogmann, "Heliand, Tatian und Thomas
evangelium," ZNW 41 (1960):255-68, and "Heliand und Thamasevangeliurn,"
VigChr 18 (1964):65-73 , denies Quispel's contention that all the Gos
pel quotations in the HeZiand are from a ver y old Diatessaron and
therefore reveal some of the same Jewish-Christian traditions which
are behind the Gospel of Thomas. Nevertheless, Quispe!, Vigehr> 16
(1962):13 9ff., stands his ground.
5JBL 88 (1969):329.
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variants in all four, howe ver, could be explained as due to coin
cidence. The first he sets out thus:
1. 96

Venetian (Vacc ari, p. 66)

The kingdom of the heavens
is like a woman who took a
little ye ast and hid it in
meal and from it made great

The kingdom of the heavens
is like a yeast that a woman
took and put in the meal:
that yeast is little and
makes a great quantity of
dough to rise.

loaves.
(i)

To begin with, it must be mentioned that Thanas has "kingdom of

the Father," not "kingdom of the heavens" as Quispe ! prints. But
the main points that Quispel is making are that

(ii)

readings have "in (the) meal," omitting the "three
Mt. 13:33/Lk. 13:20-21, and

(iii)

1
which they contrast "great.11

both of these

measure s" of

both have added "little " with

Variant

(ii)

is the nost signifi

cant, but since "three me asure s" is a rather unimportant detail of
the story, it could

e asily

have been omitted independently. More

over, the phrase is also omitted in sy
i

1

2
q of Lk. 13:21.

c

of Mt. 13:33 and a a2 * b c ff 2

Another influence be sides that of a

Jewish-Christian tradition cannot, therefore, be excluded.

c ommon

It should

also be note d that Thomas does not have "meal," but "flour, dough"
Coptic has another word for "meal"-- MOE:IT --which, sig

(461\IJTE:).

nificantly, Thomas uses in the next logion (it is also found in the
Coptic versions of Mt. 13: 33).

As for "little/gre at" (variant iii),

it could be said that "little " is a natural inference which any copy
ist may have added on his own--perhaps being influenced by the saying
1

cf. Tatian, pp. 51-53.

e
2
rnterestingly, Ta also omits "three measur e s" (cf. Leloir,
Temoignage, p. 156), but in what is a very loose and informal quo
tation which could almost be termed a paraphras e, and therefor e in
admissible evidence.
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"A little leaven leaveneth the whole lump" (1 Cor. 5:6; Gal. 5:9).1
v

I n addition, Ta and Thomas are not exactly parallel; "little" occurs
in two different places, and in Thomas "great" refers to size, while
v

in Ta it refers to quantity (una grande quantitade").
Quispel's second example is:

1. 44

Tuscan (Vaccari, p. 244)

He who shall blaspheme a
gainst the Father, it shall
be forgiven him1 and he who
shall blaspheme against
the Son, it shall be forgiv
en him; but he who shall
blaspheme against the Holy
Spirit, to him it shall not
be forgiven, neither on
earth nor in heaven.

He who shall speak a word a

gainst the Father, it shall

be forgiven him1 and he who
shall speak a word against
the Son, it shall be forgiv 
en him1 but he who shall
blaspheme against the Holy
Spirit, to him it shall not
be forgiven, neither in this
world nor in the other.

These two passages are, without a doubt, almost
the only differences being the
t

clauses of Ta

"speak

exactly parallel,

a word" in the first two

and the divergence in endings.

(i)

The most signifi-

cant similarity of these two readings, as compared with the canoni
cal tradition, is the addition of the clause including "against the
Father" (cf. Mt. 12:32/Mk. 3:29/Lk. 12:10), which Quispel maintains
occurs in no other New Testament textual witness.
deed

2

This could in-

indicate that both are somehow connected1 Quispel, of course,

argues for the cOllUOOn dependence upon a Jewish-Christian tradition.

But an alternative and very real possibility is the independent expan
sion of both texts under the influence of the trinitarian formula
"Father, Son, and li:>ly Spirit."

In the case of Ta t , this is

1
cf. Kasser, Thoms, p. 108; and Schrage, Verhaltnis, p. 184.
Quispe!, Tatian, p. 52, on the other hand, suggests that Paul has
been influenced by a form of the saying found here in Thomas.
2VigChr 11 (1957)1192. Cf. Tatian, pp. 54-55. Quispel
fails to mention that the reading occurs in only three of the ten
Tuscan MSS listed by Vaccari in the apparatus, and all three of
these are related to the same archetype (cf. Todesco, Il Diatessaron,
p. 187).
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emphasized by

two

facts: (a) the expansion occurs in only one strain

of the Tuscan hanoony tradition, and (b) in the first clause we find
"speak a word," just as in
to

"blaspheme" in the

the

third

second (canonical) clause, as opposed

clause.

This may indicate that the form-

ulation of the added clause has been assimilated to that of the
second (canonical) clause.
the

1

(ii)

It is more difficult to explain

mutual omission of "of man" after "Son" in both witnesses, but

this

could again be due

though

to
t

both Thomas and Ta

the same independent influences.

2

Thus,

could be somehow connected here, one

would have thought, if there were any one, significantly influential,
non-canonical

tradition

behind

this

shared saying,

that the

variants

contained in it would be irore prevalent in the canonical tex tual
tradition.
Quispel then offers his

third

example:

1. 9

Heliand, lines 2388-2403

Some seeds fell on the road:
the birds came, they gathered
them. Other fell on the rock

Some seed fell on top of the
hard stone: it had no earth

and struck no root in the
earth.

to grow and no root to take
hold .•• some seed fell on the
hard road••• the birds gath
ered it up.

This appears to be a good example of where the writer of the Heliand
has exercised his poetical license, particularly since the destiny
of the

two

types of seeds appears in a rever sed order from Thomas

as well as from the Synoptics.

3

(i)

Nonetheless, Quispel first

1
r t must be admitted that the Greek behind Thomas could have
also followed a similar pattern, since the Fayyumic of Mt. 12:32
translates e:(ne:t'v 11.6yov Ma:ta. ("to speak a word against") with
l.& O(b. �- ("to blaspheme") instead of l(W �c>.�E (:- as in the
Sahidic and Bohairic (cf. Crum, Diationary, p. 468b); if so, it is
difficul t to understand why Thomas would not have differentiated be
t ween the two phrases.
2

cf. Menard, Thomas, p. 144: "Le utoc -roO av5pwnou a ete
abrege en uto� pour favoriser la doctrine trinitaire.II Also cf.
Kasser, Thomas, p. 73.
3

Indeed, the order in Hel is rocks, good soil, road,

thorns.
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stresses that both works share "on" where the Gospels have

napci

("be side," but also "along"), which goes back to the different trans
1
lations of the Aramaic�� by two different strains of tradition.

This point, however, has been adequately refuted by others.2

The next point that Quispel makes is the fact that both men-

(ii)

3
tion "(no) earth" and consequently "no root."

But the mention of

earth is found in this place in the Synoptic account; the lack of
roots is mentioned in the second half of the verse which Thomas and
Hel lack.

Since the former appears

to be a condensation of the

saying, and the latter a paraphrase, it could be that this particu
lar wording (which is only vaguely similar) is the work of two in
dependent redactors.

(iii)

Perhaps the irost significant variant

these works share is "the birds gathered them (it)," whereas in the
Gospels the birds "ate" the seed.

Krogmann, however, questions

whether the words of Thomas and Hel are actually similar at all. 4
The other Tatianic witnesses Quispel gives for this variant (Ta e and
Aphr)

5

are also questionable; the only time Ephraem (11. 12, 13 ) and

Aphraates (Dem. 14. 46) mention anything about what happened to the
seed which fell upon the road is in their commentary, not their text,
and then in what is a probable reference to Mt. 13:19, where the evil
one �pnciCEL the seed.

The similarities between log. 9 and Hel,

therefore, are not as strong as Quispel suggests.
1

cf. Quispel, VigChr 16 (1962):146-47.

2
cf. Bartsch, NTS 5 (1959):250-51; Haenchen, ThR 27 (1961):
Schrage,
Verha.Ztnis, pp. 44-45; Menard, Thomas, p. 92; and
167;
Horman, NovTest 21 (1979):335-36.
3

4

c£. VigChr 16 (1962):147-48.

vigCh:r 18 (1964):71. Scott translates the phrase: "and the
flying birds picked them up" (p. 82), but Genzmer, p. 84, has "und
die V�ge l lasen es."
5

cf. Gnostic Studies, II, pp. 58- 59.
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1
Quispel's fourth example in this article is this:
1. 33 (cf. Matt

5

15

)

Liege Diat. (Plooy, p. 67)

No one lights a lamp and
places it under a grain meas
ure nor places it in a hidden
place, but he places it on
the stand, so that all who go

in and out may see its light.

(i)

No one when the light is kin

dled sets or hides it under
the groin vessel or under the
bed or in a hidden place but
on the candlestand one sets
it so that it may give light
to all who are in the house.

He obviously considers it significant that both readings share

"no one."

If this is compared with Mt. 5:15, as Quispel suggests,

it is striking, since Mt. has

ouot;

but Lk. 8:16 and Lk. 11:33 both

have OUOEL�, and this could easily have been the source of this
"variant" reading.

2

(ii)

The next, and most interesting reading is

the occurrence of "grain measure" before "hidden place," especially
when one sees that Lk. 11:33 has the same wording in an opposite
order.

This could indicate so�e type of relationship between Thomas

and the Diatessarnn.
otherwise.

And yet, this variant can also be explained

If Tatian used Matthew's structure as a base (as some

writers hold), he could have started with "under a grain measure"
(Mt. 5:15).

To this he could have added "under a bed" (Mk. 4:21).

Finally, as he leafed through his manuscript, he would have found
the "hidden place" mentioned only in Lk. 11:33.
1

This operating

cf. Gnostic Studies, II, pp. 60-61.

2

According to mo st form critics, the OUOE L {;; of L k. 8:16 and
11:33 i s due to Luke's stylistic improvement of Mark and Q, thus giv
ing us a later form of the saying: cf. Adolf Harnack, 'l'he Sayings of
Jesus. The Second Source of St. Matthew and St. Luke, trans. J. R.
Wilkinson (London: Williams & Norgate, 1908), p. 55; Joachim Jeremias,
"Die Lampe unter dem Scheffel," ZNW 39 (1940):237-40; and Dodd, Para
bles, pp. 111-12. Luke's formulation is apparently the basis for
this saying as it is found in the Diatessaric witnesses TaPn Aphr
Hel. Since log. 33 b also has Luke's OUOEL� (M�p<:��A'(), along with
several other close similarities to Luke, this may indicate Lucan in
fluence upon this logion, perhaps at least as early as its Greek
stage. For a different view, however, cf. Montefiore, NTS 7 (1961):
232-33, 241-42.
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procedure would quite naturally result in the reading as found in
L

Ta

above.

1

The explanation behind Thomas may not be so logical-

the order could be reversed due to oral transmission of
tion, to the redaction of a copyist, or
Gospel text (sy
t he

C

to

t he

tradi-

the influence of some

also reverses the order of Lk. 11:33}.

Whatever

case, the influence of a common third source upon Thomas and the

Diatesssaron is not demanded, though it is possible.

(iii}

Quispel

also thinks it impor t ant that both of the above readings have "hid
den ptaae," whereas

Lk.

11: 33 has merely

}(.pun-rnv ; but the addi-

tion of "place" is a natural inference and is added in many transla
tions of Lk. 11:33--the Bohairic ver sion has, for instance,

r

0 ,"\&\.

N �WlT

?'E.N

("in a p iaae of hiding") , and syC has � K. 1 J, K.,::1

("in a hidden place").

(iv)

It is also natural to supply the verb

which the Greek of the Synoptics has omit ted and lef t underst ood.
The Coptic versions, for example, repeat "to set, place" in all four

2
occurrences of this saying.

It cannot be said, then, that

reading in Thanas and the Diatessara is significant.
Quispel focuses on the "so
to

t he

KaL of Mt. 5:15.

that"

Finally,

of these two passages as compared

All that is necessary to mitigate this ob-

servation, however, is a look at the
Cva •

(v)

t his

Lucan

parallels which both have

Quispel has thus, in this instance, made his case for a re-

lationship between Thomas and the Diatessaron only by a comparison
of the two with carefully selected Synoptic parallels and by ignoring
the obvious implications made from the Greek language.

A considera

tion of a7.,7., the evidence shows clearly that a relationship is not
1
significantly, this is also the wording of Aphr (Dem. 1. 10).
But Codex Fuldensis (ch. 26) has: "sub rodio neque sub lecto neque in
loco abscondito· neque sub vase· (= OKE:UEt. of Lk. 8:16?)." Cf. Tat .
2

sions.

Cf. log. 86, 91b, 100 and their parallels in'the Coptic ver-
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necessarily demanded.
A final criticism of Quispel's arguments for a relationship
between Thomas and the Diatessaron is the fact that he sometimes
places great emphasis on relatively minor evidence, such as the a
greement of singulars/plurals, pronouns, tenses, etc. against the
Synoptics.

A cursory look at his list of variants

several examples.

He notes that log.

12,

1

quickly reveals

Ta, and other witnesses

have "shall be great" instead of " is great": for the saying in log.
30, Thomas and Ta add "I"; and log. 39 and the Eastern witnesses have
For log. 55, he notes that Thomas and

"keys" instead of "key."

several Diatessara add "his" to "nother," "brethren," and "sisters":
log . 76b and Ta read "the treasure" as opposed to "the treasures":
in log. 93 Thomas and Ta

v

have "the pearls" instead of "your pearls":

and in log. 94 Thomas and some Tatianic witnesses share "will find"
instead of "finds."
that some of these

It may be possible, upon closer investigation,

variants

are significant.

Most of the time, how

ev er, the variants are probably due roore to the peculiarities of in
dividual languages or scribal additions caused by natural inference
from the context than to a common underlying tradition, as Quispe!
asserts; it is necessary to look at the evidence objectively and
take fully into account the nuances of the many languages which make
up the

variety

of Diatessaric witnesses.

2

Some of Quispel's conclusions, then, must be scrutinized
His theories are all very interesting, but an excessive

closely.

enthusiasm and lack of care in handling the evidence have made some
of them untenable.

There can be no doubt, however, that Quispel's

work is both important and useful: important, because he has plausibly
1

See p. 152 n. 3 above.

2
cf. Wilson, Studies, pp. 137-38.
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dencnstrated that Thomas and the Diatessaron are similar in several
instances, and useful, because he has done so much work and compiled
such a great aioount of valuable material.

For these things scholar

ship remains in his debt.
Another prominent and early advocate for a relationship be
tween Thomas and the Diatessaron is T. Baarda.
of S chipper's commentary,

1

In the last chapter

Baarda has compiled a list of variant

readings in Thomas and compared them with the reading s of the vari
ous manuscript traditions.

In his study he notes about 130 cases

where Thanas agrees with at least one recension of the Diatessaron,
thus indicating a possible relationship.

Unlike Quispel, however,

Baarda proposes a direct relationship, i.e. that the Gospel of Thomas
(which was written in Syria) has been influenced by Tatian's (Syrian)
Hanoony.

2

How one views this suggestion

one dates Thomas.

depends largely on when

Since Baarda has apparently been influenced by

Schipper's comparatively late dating (ca. A.D. 190), he can suggest
this possibility which is rejected outright

by

others.

3

But be-

cause no one has definitely ascertained Thomas' date of origin,
Baarda's hypothesis cannot be so easily dismissed.
Unfortunately, Baarda has done very little follow-up of his
proposal.

His list, however, remains extremely useful, primarily

due to its thoroughness.

In fact, Baarda is thorough nearly to a

f ault, since some of the variants he lists may not actually be
1

chapter 6: "Thanas en Tatianus," in Schipper's Thoms,
pp. 135-55. He gives his conclusions on pp. 154-55.
2
Reading between the lines, it also appears that Schippers
would support at least an indirect dependence of Thomas upon the
Diatessaron: cf. his Thoms, pp. 20, 52-53, 134.

3
cf. Quispel, in Gnostic Studies1 II, p. 561 and Klijn,
Edsssa, p. 69. Also cf. the reservations of Higgins, NovTest 4
(1960):294; and Wilson, Stud.ies, pp. 79, 140.
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variant readings at all, but peculiarities of a particular language.

1

Moreover, since he assigns no special significance to any single
variant, one must be careful not to draw unwarranted or hasty conclusions from an isolated agreement between Thomas and the Diatessaron.
And yet, if these problems are given due consideration, Baarda's
work may be used with much profit.
Another writer who has been concerned with the similarities between Thomas and the Diatessaron is A. F. J. Klijn.

Al

though he earlier advocated the dependence of both on a common deviant Gospel text (not the Gospel of the Hebrews),
ently roodified his views somewhat.

3

2

he has appar-

Perhaps his clearest elabora

tion on the problem can be found in his book Edessa:
Diese Frage ist sicher gerechtfertigt. Mit dem, was wir
vorn Diatessaron wissen, ist eine grosse Menge von Problemen
verbunden: Ist es noglich, dass das Thornasevangelium aus dern
Diatessaron zitiert? Kaum, da der Zeitunterschied zwischen
den beiden Werken zu gering ist. o:l.er hat Thomas aus einem
Evangelienbuch zitiert, das einen genauso schlechten Text
hatte wie das, das Tatian fur sein Diatessaron benutzte?
Darauf ist zu antworten, <lass die Existenz dieses Textes eine
reine Vennutung ist, da wir ihn nicht besitzen. Oder sind
das Thomasevangelium und das Diatessaron durch das Hebraer
evangelium beeinflusst? Auch das ist nichts als eine Ver
rnutung, denn wir wissen vom Hebraerevangeliurn so gut wie
nichts.4
How, then, does Klijn explain the apparent similarities between
Thomas and Tatian's Ha:aoony?

He suggests that the authors of both

works were influenced by the Synoptics as they circulated orally in
Edessa of Syria:

..

..

Wahrscheinlich schopfte der Verfasser des Thomasevangeliums
zum grossen Teil aus dieser Uberlieferung. Diese Uberlieferung muss es also auch gewesen sein, die den Text des Dia
tessarons beeinflusste.5
1
For instance, Baarda lists some of the same questionable
variants which Quispe! cites in the four logia discussed above.

2 ct. NovTest 3 (1959):16 6ff.
3

cf. Dehandschutter, OLoP 6 (1975) :129.

4
Klijn, Edessa, p. 69.

5

Ibid., p. 70.
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Klijn thus proposes another viable alternative, however unprovable it might be: conuron dependence upon a third source other
than ·the Gospel of the Hebrews, i.e. oral tradition.

As would be

expected, his position is not without its opponents.

Dehandschutter,

for example, has pointed out that the existence of similarities between two works does not perforce indicate the dependence of both
1
upon a third source.

Nevertheless, this remains a position which

some are not yet ready to abandon.

2

A still different view is advocated by Koester.

He is of

the opinion that the writer of the Diatessaron has used the four
Gospels and the Gospel of Thomas.

3

This, of course, would require

a date for Thomas considerably before A.D. 170; Koester, in fact,
has suggested a date of origin possibly as early as the second half
of the first century!

4

This type of relationship between Thomas

1nehandschutter, OLoP 6 (1975):129.

Studies, II, p. 57.

Cf. Qui spel, in Gnostic

2

Metzger, Early Versions, p. 30, for instance, while not
concurring with Klijn in specifics, suggests that "the agreement
may have arisen from the dependence of both on a 'wild' text of the
individual Gospels" (which appears closer to Klijn's earlier posi
tion). Parsons, "Liber Graduurn," pp. 12-15, 42-44, also believes
that both works have been influenced by some unknown third source.
Similarly, but more specifically, Strobel, VigChr 17 (1963):211-24;
and H. s. Pelser, "The Origin of the Ancient Syriac New Testament
Texts--A Historical Stuly," in De ft'uctu oris sui: Essays in Honou:r
of Adrianus van Selms, ed. I. H. Eybers, et al., Pretoria Oriental
Studies 9 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1971), pp. 161-62, propose that both
the Diatessaron and Thomas rest upon the same older textual tradi
tion, possibly Jewish-Christian, as found in early second-centur y
Syria and, according to Pelser, also in Rome.
3
Koester, "GNOMAI DIAPHOIDI," p. 142.
favoured by Menard, Thomas, pp. 22-24.

This view is evidently

4
1n NHLE, p. 117. Of course, a first-century date is quite
impossible for those who think Thomas is dependent upon the Gospel
of the Hebrews (see p. 19 n. 1 above), since the latter probably orig
inated in the first half of the second centur y (cf. Vielhauer, in
NTApo, 1:1 07, ET 1:163). Moreover, Tatian's use of Thomas becomes
increasingly unlikely if Thomas used the Gospel of the Hebrews--espe
cially if the Gospel of the Hebrews was written in Egypt, Thomas in
Syria, and the Diatessaron in Rome!
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and Tatian's Hanoony is a possibility which cannot be excluded out
of hand, but it appears less than likely, since, if such was the
case, we would expect to find far roore and much closer agreement be
tween Thomas and the

Diatessaron than can presently be discovered,

notwithstanding subsequent scribal correction.

Therefore, unless

an adequate explanation for this phenanenon is forthcoming (and it
is regrettable that Koester has not elaborated upon his theory),
this view may be confronted with a fair amount of scepticism.
In summation, scholars have offered three possible relation
ships between Thomas and the Diatessaron: the former was influenced
by the latter, the latter was influenced by the former, or they both
used a common third source (whether it be the Gospel of the Hebrews,
oral tradition, an ancient Syrian gospel tradition, or a "wild"
Gospel text).

Of course, there is an alternative explanation: both

could be independent of one another, but coincidentally agreeing in
some places.

Nonetheless, the agreements between Thomas and the Dia

tessaron alnost compel one to seek sane type of relationship or con
nection.
two,

1

Many other scholars have posited a connection between the

but they are at a loss as to how to define it; the dearth of

substantial evidence prohibits firm conclusions.

We are yet faced

with the question: If there is a relationship between Thomas and Ta
tian's Ha:rnony, precisely what is it?

Hopefully, the following in

vestigation will furnish additional clues.
As we canpare these two texts, we must attempt to avoid the
mistakes of previous stu:iies.

Hence, allowance must be made for for-

tuitous agreement, linguistic peculiarities, and other textual
l

Anx>ng the others who seem to suggest some type of connection between the two works, cf. Wilson, Studies, pp. 136-41; Schip
pers, Thomas, pp. 19-20, 52-53, 1341 Bartsch, NTS 6 (1960):250;
J. A. Huisman, "Nachwort," VigCm• 16 (1962) :152-53; Baker, JThS 16
(1965):449-54; and Frend, JThS 18 (1967):20.
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influences.

What we are searching for are textual agreements between

Thomas and the Diatessaron which are roore likely due to some type of
connection between them than to anything else.

This would include

substantial and rather extensive verbal agreements, a cornroon misreading or mistranslation of the underlying Greek text, etc.
it is extremely important what we label as "Tatianic."
preference will be given to the

Moreover,
In this study,

Diatessaric readings which occur in

both branches of witnesses, especially if the reading s are against
the Vulgate and Peshitta.

A final note may be added here: for the

sake of brevity, only those logia with a comparatively strong claim
to Diatessaric similarity will be studied.
D.

A Brief Comparison of Thomas
and the Diatessaron

Logion B: "And he said: The man is like a wise fisherman who
cast his net into the sea; he drew it up out of the sea full of small
fish; among them the wise fisherman found a large fish which was good.
He cast out all the small fish into the sea; he chose the large fish
without difficulty.

The one who has ears to hear, let him hear."

This saying has only one canonical parallel, Mt. 13:47-48, and it is
one in which are found many possible connections with the various Ta
tianic witnesses.1

investigation.

(i)

It is thus a good logion with which to begin this
The main difference between Thomas and Mt. is

that Thomas likens a man to a wise fisherman, whereas in Mt. the king

dom is compared to a fishnet.
1

Quispel would like to think that Tatian,

The variants for this study will primarily be those iden
tified by Baarda, in Schippers, Thomas, pp. 138-53; and by Quispel
in his two roost recent lists in Gnostic Studies, II, pp. 58-69, and
in Tatian, pp. 174-90. Quispel discusses this particular logion in
detail in Tatian, pp. 95-106.
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like Thomas, originally wrote of a par able of the fi sherman,

1

but

the only significant witness he can call is Hel; no copy of the Diatessaron

. ·1 ar1 y.
read s Sl..11\l.

2

Because of this, it is

Thomas has at this point been influenced by the
it could well be that the "man" is

3
link it with log. 7, or because of
or

may be due to a

11 man 11

could be due to the

same

scribal

place

ver b als o

Alternative ly, this reading

(ii)

An impre ssiv e arr ay of Tati-

(iii)

a

finit e

p refer ence

sy

But

v erb
since

"he /they
they

a ll

"draw/dr ew," one wonders whether thi s var i-

participle s

occurs in D it

4

ty pe of influence s which prevailed upon

and

could be due to the

Diatessaron ; indee d,

in log. 8 in order to

of the aorist partici p le of Mt.

verb instead of the

and

5

iwt; cf. Hel) have

var y between "he/the y"

unlikel y that

tendentiou s Gnostic influence,

ain

witnesses (Taape

drew" in

ant

a

erro r.

Clement of Alexandria in Eg ypt. 6
anic

st resse d

ver y

sc p

of many language s for the finite

of Greek.

sa

fa y bo

The fact that the fi n ite

confirm s t his

view.

Also of interest is the fr eque nt addition of "fi sh" in Thomas

the variou s Diatessara (i.e., the net was "full of fi sh"--Tasnvt ;

the good "fi sh" were collected--Tae
1Tatian,

p p.

syr

n), while in Mt. "fish" are

lOOf.

arm
2
Qui spe l, Tqtian, p. 101, sees that Tae
r ead s "simile est
sagenae, quia mi s it eam"; he conclude s that "mi s it e arn" points to a
latent reading which spoke of the fisherman as the subj ect of the
parable, but this is highly questionable ; "misit earn" could be a ci r 
s r
cumlocution for the Passive: cf. Tae y , which use s the i ntensive
tense Pa' el.

3
cf. Haenchen, Botschaft, p. 13.

4
cf. Schippers, Thomas,

pp.

67-68.

5 Jeremias,
.
.
2 , p. 89. He gives this reason
Unknoi.m say�ngs
because "men" is mentioned four times in the preceding logion.

6

cf. Strom. 6. 11. 95. 3 (GCS ed.): oµoCa to·rtv n f3ao1.AEla TWV oupavwv av8pwn� oaynvnv ECG 8aAaooav f3Ef3AnxoTL
xaK TOO nAn8ou� TWV taAWKOTWV Cx8uwv Tnv fKAOYnv TWV a
U£Lv6vwv TTOLOUµfv�.
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never explicitly mentioned.
not exactly

agree:

Thomas and these witnesses, however, do

Thomas has "small fi sh" and "a fish."

Moreover,

"fi sh" is a natur al implication (despite what Quispe! says),
it is added by other witnesses (c f.
of this reading in Thomas

sy

sc

ClAlex).

and

Hence, the source

be totally independent of the Dia
v

(iv)

tessaron.

c ould

sa

1

In this connection, it is noteworthy that Ta

men

tions "the Za.Pge (and the good)" ("li grandi et li buoni"; "fish" om.),
as

does Thomas, but it i s dif fi cult to draw firm

one witness.
"they
they

2

(v)

c ollected"

c hose,

Finally, Baarda

and

The variant is not

The word ou)..)..ity e: I. V , for in stance, has
of collection, but also of
and

selec tion

Mt. 13:28-30/log. 57); in

from just

Qui spe! note that Mt. has

(ouvt;\.e:Eav), but Thomas

selected."

c onclusions

armsnt
Taape
have "he/

and
as

remarkable

as

c le ar c onnotations

it

not only

(c f. Mt. 7:16/Lk. 6:44/log. 45a

addition,

the English word "to elect

(c hose)" is quite obviou s ly a derivative from the Greek word.
not

surprising,

have it as well.

of log. 8.

could

It is

then, that the Diatessaron and Thomas are not the

only texts to have "to choose"; it

of Thoma s

appea rs.

An

be

alternate

an

sy

scp

and several other witnesses

explanation for the <.:.Wrlf ("to choose")

intended word-play with the cw,� ("to hear")

In view of the relatively minor evidence

and

the several

other possible influence s upon Thoma s, therefore, the influenc e of
the Diatess aron upon log. 8, or even their
third

source,

dependence upon a

appears less than likely.

Logion 9.
little, if

c ommon

any

On pp. 159-60

above,

it was

evidence to connec t the Heliand

seen
and

that there i s
Thomas.

Because

1
Tatian, p. 96. Cf. the interesting reading of Tap : "Quando
si rempli di tutte le specie di anim ali del mare" (Messina, p . 221).
2
The addition of "great" is probably nothing more than inde
endently
or tendentiou sly added emp hasis: cf. sysc which add "great"
p
before "net."
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there

are

no other Diatessaric witnesses which

sha re

ma jor variants

with Thoma s, a connection between the two works for this logion is
tnlikely.

Logion 16: "Jesus said: Men possibly think that I have come
to throw peace upon the world,

and

they do not know tha t I have come

to throw divisions upon the earth, fire, sword, war.
be in

house; three shall be

a

father
stand

ag ainst

as

and Lk.

the son

and

solitary ones."
12 : 51-53.

(i)

against

the son

This

two

and

against

saying

For five shall

two ag ainst three; the

the father,

and

they shall

has parallels in Mt. 10:34-35

The listing of Thomas

T aape

armvt

and

, which

re ad "to throw," as opposed to the Synopti c "to bring" is mislea ding,
since Mt. has ea.AE tv.
ings in the

1
fluence.

The rea ding of Thomas, and indeed the read

Diatessaron for Lk., could well be due to Matthean in
(ii)

This is

also a

110re probable explanation for the

repetition of "I ha ve come to throw (divi s ions)" in Thomas than

any

reading which m ay be found in Ta tianic witnesses (Quispel gives
Ta

apv

(iii)

).

Another reading of Thomas worthy of note is the har-

ioonistic "divisions • • • fire, sword, war."

If Thoma s is not inde-

pendent of the Gospels , it is possible tha t "divisions" comes from
Lk.

12 :51,

"fire" from Lk.

whenc e comes "war"?

12 :49 ,

Qui spel would

and "sword" from Mt. 10:34; but
aver

that it comes from the Aramaic

word 'haP'ba,
which in Syriac has the sense of "sword" as well
•

as

"war";

this Aramaic word was mc>st likely in the same Jewish-Christian gos
pel

tradition which infl uenced not only Thomas, but Ps.-Clem. (Rec.

2. 2 6.

6) and TaP, which both have "war"

as

well.

2

This is possible,

1

witnesses for eaA£t'V in Lk. 12:51 include 1 093 1424 b g 1
sa129 bo achm georg eth Mcion. Cf. Menard, Thomas, p. 103.
Moreover, Taearm (8. 14) evidently quotes only the Matthean form
(and hence, �aA-E Cv) •

r l, 2

sp

sy

2

cf. VigChr 12 (1 958):189 ; cf. Schip pers, Thomas, p. 77.
Quispel is refuted by Schrage, Ver1uiZtnis, p. 58.
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but because Thomas has a much fuller reading than any witness, Ta
c
tianic or otherwise (TaP has only "division and war," and sy in

Mt. 10: 34 reads "division of the will and a sword"), it is more
probable that Thomas is here acting on its own, perhaps with the help
of the Gospels.

(iv)

One highly interesting varian t which Thomas

and some Diatessaric witnesses share is "they do not know" i n Lk.
12:49 (Tafsnzach), but it may be que stionable whether Thanas is here
actually parallel to Lk. 12:49.

Moreover, since the reading o c curs

only in Western witnesses, it cannot be traced bac k to Tatian with
any

A relationship between Thomas and the Diatessaron

c ertainty.

(v)

can merely be a possibility.

The second part of log. 16 shares

o nly the omission of the word "divided" with Ta

n

(Quispel also lists

apt
, but all three have "divided" twice, just like Lk. 12:52-53).
Ta
Though this omission makes the wording of the first part of log. 16b
amazingly

c lose

n

to that o f Ta ,

l

a witness, no firm conclusions

with only one Tatia nic hannony as

can

be drawn.

The rrost that ca n be

said for log. 16 and the Diatessaron is that there is a slight pos
s ibility

of a mutual relationship--if anything, the depe ndenc e of

the former upon the latter or the dependenc e of both upo n a comm::> n
source (a tradition in Syria?).

Logion 25: "Jesus said: Love your brother as your soul; keep
him a s the apple of your eye."

Qui spel avows that, as

far

as the

first part of this saying i s concerned, it cannot be based on the
Synoptics (Mt.• 19:19; 22:39/Mk. 12:31/Lk. 10:27) because of three differences:
love";

(i)

(ii)
1

rn

Thomas has "love" (Imperative) instead of "you will

Thomas has "brother" instead of " n eighbour"; and
L

this place, Ta (Plooij, p. 97) reads: "For henceforth,
where there shall be five in one house, three shall be against two,
and two against three. For I have come to part (scheeden - 6La
µEp C Ce: L v ) the son from the father, and the daughter from the ioother . • . . "
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Thomas has "as your soul" in

(iii)

each difference, Quispel traces
the Diatessaron.
is

not

(i)

plac e

parallels

of "as yourself."l

For

between this logion and

But the fact that Tapesn also have "love 112

impressiv e when one considers that the Futur e of the Synoptics

is due to the Hebrew

�"t iJ � 1 of

Lev.

1 9 :18, but the tendency for many

languages is to render the command in th e Imperativ e.3
Quispel also

notes

optic "neighbour,11

that Tap
4

n

As for

(ii),

Hel have "friend" instead of the Syn

but it is difficult to

any connection with Thomas' "brother."

see

how this demonstrates

Regarding

"as your soul" has been briefly mentioned above.

5

(iii): the

phrase

Guillaumont points

out that this is conuoonly used for the reflexive in Aramaic and Syriac;

6

Quispel likes to think of its occurrence in Thomas as du e to

7
8
Aramaic influence, Menard as due to Syriac influen c e.
it could merely be a "biblicism.11 9

Alternatively,

Whateve r the case , a ti e between

1

See "Love Thy Brother," Ancient Society l (1970) :83- 9 3; rerinted
in
Gnostic Studies, ·II, pp. 16 9-79, esp. 172ff. ; and Tatian,
p
pp. 78-82, esp. 79.
2

v

Quispe l, Tatian, 178, also lists Ta (cf. Gnostic Stud.ies,
II, p. 175), but it appears that this is incorrect.
3

s

c

cf. Mt. 1 9:19 in sy which has "will love" and in sy whic h
has "lov e "; Ephraem actually se ems to quot e th e passage two time s,
once each way.

he erroneous 1y 1·ists Ta . Moreover, the II compagno II
4Again,
.
of Tap could well be tendentiously unique (cf. Messina, pp. 67, 225,
265), but Leloir (Temoignage, p. 201) thinks it represents a probable
Tatianic reading. Further, it may be questioned whethe r the "fri
unda" in Hel 14 51 is even parallel here (cf. Mt. 5:43); in v. 144 8,
which is perhaps closer to log. 25, the HeZiand reads "nahiston"
("neighbour"). Interestingly, TaL (Plooij, p. 34 7) for Mt. 1 9 :19
has "euenkersten" ("fellow-Christian").
V

5

Page 127.

6
JA 2 4 6 (1 958):117-18. It also occurs in Hebrew--cf. 1 Sam.
18:1, 3; also, Kuhn, Museon 73 (1 9 60):322-23; and J. B. Bauer, Museon
74 (1961): 4 35-36, 4 38.

um, p. 78.
1 Tat.
9

See

p.

133 above.

8

Thomas, p. 117.
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log. 25 and TaP, which has "come l'anima tua" in Lk. 10:27, is un
likely since this phrase in Tap could well be due to the influence
of the Syriac versions which unanim::msly have

� �

,< ("as your

In fact, any connection between this saying in Thomas and

soul").

the Diatessaron is doubtful.

Logion 30: "Jesus said: Where there are three gods, they are
gods; where there are two or one, I am with him.11

1

(i)

The "addi

tion" of "I" to the sayings found in Mt. 18:20 by Thomas and Tap

evt

cannot be considered too significant, since the emp hat ic pronoun is
an o ption in some languages (cf. Pierpont Morgan it), and indeed it
is al.rrost necessary in others.

In Syriac, for instance, the ("I")

is not superfluo us, but necessary, since it also serves as a copula
qarrying with it the verb "to be" (cf. E phraem and sy
ilarly, the omission of tKE:L
respectively,

2

SC

)•

(ii)

Sim-

and ycip in Thomas and Tapvt and Tape,

could easily be explained as due to the work of an

editor or copyist as he used (wove together?) his sources.

3

(iii)

By

far the most interesting variant in Thomas is the addition of the idea
of "one."

Ephraern, in his commentary on the Diatessaron (14. 24),

appears to quote two sayings in his comments: "Where one is, I am"
and "Where two are, I am."

4

This raises two questions.

The fir st is:

1ror the most recent attempt to restore the parallel to this
saying in POxy 1, with a good over v iew of previous attempts, see
Harold w. Attridge, "The Original Text of Gos. Thorn., Saying 30,"
Bulletin of the AmePiaan Society of PapyPologists 16 (1979):153-57.
2

3

As noted by Menard, Thomas,

p.

126.

And, as we have seen (p. 61 n. 1), the Sahidic version also
omits "there" (MM�'(), and reads, perhaps due to confusion, "with
them" (NMM6..¥). As a comparison with POxy 1 will show, the "with
him" <NMM�'1) of Thomas is not due to such a confusion, but probably
to its interest in the "single one."

4
cf. Alfred Resch, Agrapha. Aussepaanonisahe Sahriftfrag
mente, TU 30 (Leipzig: J. c. Hinrichs, 1906), pp. 201-202; and Leloir,
Temoignage, p. 183.
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was this saying about "one" originally in Tatian's Diatessaron?

If

i t was, one wonders why it is found in no other Tatianic witnesses.
The only possible traces are the allusions in Aphraates (Dem. 4. 11,
12; 6. 11), which are by no means clear references to Tatian.

1

More-

over, since similar sayings are found elsewhere, including the writ
ings of Ignatius,
other source.

2

it is more likely that this saying comes from an

This brings us to the second question: Where did Thom

as get this saying about the "one"?

It is possible that it was

gleaned from oral tradition, or from some canonical text unknown to
us; it could be influenced by rabbinic tradition.

3

Yet, it is more

plausible to conceive of the reference to "one" as a tendentious
addition to emphasize further the obvious interest Thomas has in
"the solitary one,11

4

but this is not certain.

Perhaps with more cer

tainty it can be said that there is little evidence to connect log.
30 with the Diatessaron.

Logion J2: "Jesus said: A city that is built upon a high
mountain and is fortified cannot fall, nor can it be hidden."
1

zahn, Forsahungen, 1:170, ver y intriguingly suggests that
Aphraates in these places does not use the same text as does Ephraem,
but independently develops a similar idea. If Aphraates can invent
such terminology, why not the writer of log. 30?

2Eph. 5. 2; and Ps.-Ignatius h. 5. Cf. Resch, Agrapha,
�
p. 201; and Jeremias, Unknown Sayings , pp. 106-107.
3

See pp. 128-29 above.

4

cf.

log. 4, 11, }6, 22, 23, 49, 75, and 1 06. Cf. also the
discussions of M. Harl, "A propos des Aoy t.a de Jesus: le sens du
ioot µovax6c," Revue des etudes greoques 7 3 (1960): 464-74; A. F. J.
Klijn, "The 'Single One' in the Gospel of Thomas," JBL Bl (1962):
271-78; Haenchen, Botsahaft, p. 59; Quispel, in Aspeats du Judeo
Chx>istianisme, pp. 37ff.; H. s. Pelser, "The Origin of the Syrian
Asceticism or Monasticism," in BibUoal Essays: Proaeedings of the

Ninth Meeting of 'Die Ou-Testamentiese Werkgemeenskap in Suid
Afrika' Held at the University of Stellenbosch, 26th-29th July 1966
(Stellenbosch, 1966), pp. 12lff.; Menard, in StPatr, 14:224f.; and
Engelzakis, NTS 25 (1975):265, 270.
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(i)

The difference between log. 32 and Mt. 5:14 which primarily

concerns us here is Thomas ' "buil t" (o t w.oc5oµnµlvn /\<..vJT) in place
of

t he

ap
Ta •

canonical "set " (KE L}.LEvn ) •

"Built" may also be found in

It can be seriously questioned, however, whether this read-

ing go es bac k to Tatian.
scp

nesses (sy

f k arm

vet

Because it occurs in several other wit

1
georg PsClem Aug Hil), it could readily

have Syrian origins besides his Harmony; a Diatessaric
only one
dw.pov

2

possibility.

l!i7pou<;;.

(ii)

readings is
than it is

But due

so

point

u\lJn>..oO<;;. of POxy 1. 7.

apparently found in Tap ;
(vv. 1 395-97).

Another

meagre,

traceable

the

to

the

is

of interest is the tn•

The word "surnmi t, top" is

noun tain is described as "high" in Hel

to the

this

3

c onnection

fact that the attestation for these

agreement is due probably more to chance
Diatessaron or one of its

s ources.

4

We

must conclude, therefore, that a relationship between log. 32 and
the Diatessaron is only a remote possibility.
Logion 33b: "For no one lights a lamp and
bushel, nor does one put it in a hidden
t he

lamp stand

so

place,

puts

it under a

but one put s it up on

that all who go in and come out will see its light."

1

Baarda, in Schippers, Thomas, pp. 14 0-41, notes this read
ing al so in the biography of E phraem and in the Syriac ver sion of
Eusebius ' Theophania.
2

Kuhn, Museon 73 (1960) :319-20, suggests the possibility
that these two reading s originated in the Coptic tradition, since
t he difference between "built" (�WT) and "se t" (KW) is jus t one
letter. Cf. Garitte, Museon 73 (1960):168.
3

cf. Peters, AaOr 16 (1938):284-85.

4

Krogrnann, ZNW 51 (1960):265, thinks that the "high" of Hel
is explainable by the writer's epic style, and eve n Quispel, VigChP
16 (1962):142, is forced to admit that a connection between Thoma s
and Hel here is only a possibility. On the other hand, Schrage,
Verhaltnis, p . 78; Menard, Thomas, p. 129; and,· before them, E velyn
White, Sayings, p. 44, trace the wording of POxy 1. 7/log. 32 bac k
to Mt. 7:24f. and I sa. 2:2 or Isa. 28:4. Garitte, Museon 73 (1960):
168, believe s it goes back to the Coptic VoPlage of POxy 1. 7, where
�• (=fnL) and .X.w (=head, summi t) was misread from lll�i-1- ("upon").
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This saying is similar to Mk. 4:2]/Lk. 8:16 and Mt. 5:15/Lk. 11:33,
bu t it is al so re plet e with subtle differences, many of which
also found in Tatianic witnesses.

1

Thoma s in this place is

are

particu-

L

larly close to Ta , but as we have seen above (pp. 161-63), the evide nce is not so gr e at as to demand some ty pe of conne ction between
t hem.

Thus,

(i)

the

"addition" of "no one" (Ta pn Aphr Hel),

the addition of "place"

(ii)

r ep etition of "one puts it" (Tap
reading "so that" (Ta
ther is

th e

lsnt

Hel)

lsnvt
.
"hidden" (Ta
Aphr),

to

Lv

Aphr Hel Zach), an d

are

occurre nce of "all" in

not

al l

sane

(iv )

that telling.

t he

(vi)

rever s al of

t he

added

This could
it inde

The variant which is impressiv e, however, is the
canonical wording in

in a hidden

bushel

Nei-

.
plsnt
witne sses (Ta
A phr Hel)

source of Thomas' "all," or Thomas could have

pen de nt ly.

the

the

(v )

impressive , since it occurs in the Syno ptics in Mt. 5:15.
be

(iii)

place" as

Lk.

11: 33 to read

11

\mder a

is found in Thomas and Ta

fsnt

There may be other explanations for this agre e ment (see pp. 161-62),
bu t some

t y pe

of con nection between Thomas and this reading in the

Western D,iat e ssaron cannot be
t ionab le

whether

t his

e xc luded.

reading formed

Unfortunately, it is que s

p art

of Tatian's original Har-

100ny, since no certain Eastern witne sses attest

(Dem. 1. 10) has
C

sy

for Lk. 8:16.

t he

a t ex t alrost

it .

Aphraates

L

id entica l with Ta , but then, so doe s

Moreover, it is difficul t to draw parallels between

Diat e ssaron and Thoma s, the latter omi t ting a ny reference to the

"be d" of

t he

Tatianic wit nesses.

parallel, but this ver sion of the
ape

Ta

to

, which se em to
1

prefe r

Lk. 11: 33 r e main s the closest
parable

is omitted altogether from

the Matthean form (although Tap also uses

cf. e s pecia lly Quispel, VigC'hr 13 (1959):108-109, 112-13,
an d NTS 5 (1959):285. Wilson, Studies, p. 138, for on e, is impressed
with the evidence for some t ype of connec tion between this logion and
Tatian's Harroony.
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L

k. 8:16).

c

We are thus left with sy

text to Thomas.

O>nsequently,

in Lk. 11: 3 3 as the closest

a c onnec tion

between log. 3 3 b and

Tatian can only be one possible explanation for Thomas' wording.
Logion 35.

On p. 83 it was shown that the influence of

the O>ptic versions of Mt. 12:29/Mk. 3:27 upon this saying is unlikely.

The evidence for a connection with the Diatessaron is also

slight.

(i)

The minor difference whic h Baa rda and Quispe! detect

between the "spoil" of Mt.
Lt

and

the "take by force" of Thomas and

Ta

is not all that significant.

and

61.a.pna.Ce:1.v (Mk.) are,

The two words a.pna.Ce:1.v (Mt.)

after a ll,

basically synonyms, with the

latter being marginally rore intensive, as

a

comparison with the

Syriac versions shows (Mt.--).:J; Mk.--�, both basically meaning
" to plunder, spoil").

The wording of these two Diatessara could be

influenced by Mk., or they could merely be independent translations
of their VoPZage.

1

The latter explanation most likely is at the

ba se of Thomas' reading.

Whatever the case, the rrodest variation

in synonyms is poor evidence for

a

connection between any two works.

Logion 39a: "Jesus said: The Pharisees and scribes have re
c eived

the keys of kno wledge; they have hidden them.

enter, and those who wished to enter they did not
ing is

c losely

in Mt. 23:13.
Thomas

are

paralleled in

Lk.

They did not

allow."

11:52, with echoes

also

This sa y
traceable

Quispel, however, thinks that the Diatessaron

and

much closer to each other than to any of the <bspels,

and there is muc h evidenc e

to

sustain his opinion.

with, Lk. has "key," but Thomas

and

Taape

arm

(i}

have " keys.11

2

To Qegin
3

Two

1
significantly, Barnouw translates the "en duingt hem af" of
T a (Plooij, p. 140) with "extorts from him," which is much closer
to Mt. than to Thomas.
L

2
Quispel, Vigehr 13 (1 959):112.

3
Quispel (cf. Tatian, pp. 180-Bl) and Baarda list Aphraates
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t

hings must mitig a te

any conclusion

of

a connec tion

here: (a )

t

he

reading is found only in Eastern Tatianic witnesses, and (b) "keys "
is

a ls o

scp

found in q sy

bo

a rm

georg ClernAl Just Aug of L k. 11:52.

One ca n jus tifia bly wonder whether the Syriac ver sions
source of
cal

t

he

plur a l

in Taa pe

arrn

a nd

1
ev en in Thoma s.

objections could be raised concerning

have hidden them" which occur s in Thoma s
sc

sy
t

and D 157 it

a rm

he

t

a nd

an

independently ma de

addi tion

thus

(ii)

a ddition

T aae

t

he

Identi

of "they

arm

georg eth Orig PsClem.

he addition of "those who wished" in Thomas

simply be

a re

, as well as in

(iii)
a nd

Next, there is

Ta p

vt

_

This may

from inference, but because

it occurs both in the Ea st and West (in the Tus ca n Ha rmony, however,
it occurs only in

he margin of MS 8), it m ay be origina l to Tatia n.2

t

Nevertheless, even if this is
a

connection with log. 39a,

a nd

3

"those who wished" most likely

If this is correct, the odds

ha t the phrase repres ents the freedom of

t

does not go bac k

(iv )
t

rue, one may ha ve difficul ty forming

s ince

does not occur in POxy 655. 4.
good

t

t

he Co ptic

o the original reda ctor of

t

Fina lly, we m ay observe that Qui spel ma kes

a

t

ween the "stopped" of

allow" of T homa s
uses a�LEVaL

and

a nd

t

he Gos pels (espec i a lly Lk.)

a lnt

Ta

his

, but

the Sa hidic

t

he

p

oint is

a re

ra ns la tor,

t

sa ying.

dis tinction be
a nd

he "did not

t

a rtificial,

since

Mt.

er sion, for one, tra nsla tes both

v

as a

witness for this va ria nt, but Aphraates only alludes to this
once (Dem. 14. 26), a nd here he uses the singular "key." An
obs cure reference to this saying with "keys" may be found in Dem.
14. 16 and perhaps in 14. 38, but this is ha rdly s atis factory tex tu
a l evidence.

sa ying

1

we mus t be careful not to assume that just becaus e a read
ing in Taa p also occurs in syscp that it automatiaally is Tatianic,
especially in the absence of Western Dia tessa ric test im::>ny.
2

And yet, even here there are problems ,
reading oc cur s in a Lucan context, and in Tavt ,
3
cf. Fitzmyer, Essays,

pp.

413-14.

in Tap
Matthean.

since
a

he

t
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Mt. and Lk. (X<A>A�ELV) with the

same

word (Kw--"to

allow,

permit").

In light of all these objections to the evidence, we must con clude
that a connection between the Diatessaron
of

several

possibilities;

2
Syrian tradition,

or the

tions independently.

Logion 44.
say

we could be
a uthor

seeing

log. 39a is on ly one
the influe nce of a

of Thomas could be u sing his tradi

3

This saying and its relationship to Tat has

been discussed on pp.
ever will

1

and

15 8-59.

Variant

(i)--t he

addition

a word ag ainst the Father"--is significant; in fact,

this is exactly the type of substantial

for which we have been

vari ant

Unfortunately, it occurs on ly in Thomas

looking.

of "who-

and

t 4
Ta , making

a co nnection between the two on ly a reroote possibilit y.

Logion 45b.

When this logion was earlier discussed on

p.

86,

it was concluded that there was little reason for connnecting it
with the Coptic versions.

The evidence for

tian's Harmo n y is a little better.

(i)

shared by Thanas and the Diatessaron (Ta
5

and Quispel
ure."
2

This gloss is

�WR

nection

relationship with Ta

The fir st major variant
apnv

A phr Hel) which Ba ard a

notice is the addition of "of his heart" after "treasn ot

unique to these two writing s, however, for

it occur s also in L 33 1424 1604 1675 pc
Ac D

a

pm

scpal
sy

. pt
s cp
pt
it
sy
bo
of Lk. 6:45 .

of Mt. 12:35

a nd

in

A comparison of Thomas

1

wilson, Studies, p. 139, considers the suggestion of a con
with the Diatessaron to be "fully justified."
2

cf. Qui spe!, VigChr 12 (19 5 8) : 190, where he argues strongl y
for a connection with the Pseudo-Clementines.
3
The apparent majority of scholars would view these tr adi
tions a s canonical; cf. Schippers, Thomas, pp. 97-98; Schrage, VeP
haZtnis, pp. 92-931 and Menard, Thomas, pp. 139-40.
4

v

such a reading may be implied by the commen tary of Ta ; cf.
Todesco, Diatessaron Veneto, p. 59.
5

cf. Quis pe!, VigChr 16 (1962): 145-46.
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with

all

of these witnesses (including the Diatessara) will reveal

two noteworthy differences: (a) the marked tendency for the canonical
texts is to add "of his hea rt" to the "good treasure" and to the
"evil treasure," whereas Thomas alone adds it only to "evil treasure";

and

(b) most of the

above

texts

1

follow the somewhat unnatural

word order "the evil man from the evil treasure in his heart brings

forth evil things," but Thomas clearly has "an evil man brings forth
evil things farom his evil treasU1'e which is in his heart."
while it is

p

ossible that Thomas has

a

connection with the Diatessaron

here, it could have as easily been influenced by
tradition, or it could be following

an

Hence,

a

different textual

independent line.

(ii)

An

even nnre interesting v ariant is Thomas' addition of "and he speaks
evil things."

A similar reading may be found in Ta

a 1 so 1.n
. sy SC of Mt.

L

In Ta

Aphr, however,

'' spea ks"

L

Aphr Hel, 2 but

.
1.s used in ref-

erence to good and evil things; in Hel, "speaks" is not used
Significantly, it is in sy

SC

3

at a 11.

where only the evil things are spoken.

The Old Syriac, then, is somewhat closer to log. 45b than the Diates
saron is, but the possibility of

a

connection between Thomas

and

Ta

tian's work cannot be disregarded.

Logion 4?a.

There is very little evidence to tie this saying

to the Coptic versions (see
is true that Thanas
1

Ta

L

and

Ta

ap

p. 86-88) or to the Diatessaron.

p

(i)

It

have "to honour " in place of the canonical

is an exception.

2

L
In Ta , "evil things" are "spoken" only in the condensed,
paraphrased form of the saying (Plooij, p . 141 ), not in its fuller,
more precise form where "treasure" is discussed (p. 87).

3

Quispel, VigChr 16 (1962) :145, translates Hel 1755-57 as
"sondern vom ublen Mann kommen bosa rtige Ratschlage, bittere Worte
des Verderbens, wie er sie drinnen in der Brust urn sein Herz geheftet
halt." Cf. Scott, HeZiand, p. 59: "But from an evil man cometh un
wise counsel, \'brds bitter and blameworthy, such as he hath in his
breast, Harboring them 'round his heart." Log. 45b and the HeZiand
are not so parallel, after all.
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avi;txe:o3a.1. ("to be loyal to, to hold firmly to"), but
Because this reading does not occur in sy

SC

so

does

sy

p

.

or any other Syrian

traditions, and because this reading occur s only in the Eastern
branch of Tatianic witnesses, it is doubtful that it is originally
Tatianic ; more

p robably

it can be tr aced to the Peshitt a.

Its occur

rence in Thomas could be fortuitous, being an independent trans l a tion from

some

1
text.

Logion 47b: "A man doe s not drink old wine and immediately
desire to drink new wine."
ing is Lk. 5:39.
Thoma s
(ii)

and

Ta

ap

The only c a nonical parallel to this say-

Baarda and Quispe! list three variants sha red by
(i)

:

"drinks" in

p lace

the addition of "wine" af ter "old,11

of " and."

(i)

of "drinking" ( nCwv), 2
3

and

(iii)

the addition

As to Thomas' use of a Coptic finite ver b, it must

be said that this is no guarantee that its Vorlage did not have a
participle, as Luke does.

4

Nevertheless, the

p reference

for a finite

verb represents a common tendency and could have been done independently.

(iii)

The addition of "and" is thus made necessary to join

two finite verbs.

(ii)

Also, the addition of "wine" is clearly due

to a near comp ulsion to supply the adjective "old" with a noun. 5
1

Quisp el suggests the possibility that Thomas' reading is
the result of an indep endent translation of an Aramaic Vorlage: cf.
VigChr 13 (1959) :91, and NTS 5 (1959):279. This suggestion, however,
has been met with serious opposition: cf. Bartsch, NTS 6 (1960):
251-531 Wilson, Studies, p . 78; Schrage, Verhaltnia, p. 111; and
Menard, Thoma.s, p. 148. In the op inions of rrost writers (cf. Bartsch,
Wilson, Schippers, Haenchen, Gr a nt, Schr age, and Menard), the "text"
of Thomas is ultimately canonical.
a
Quispel, Tatian, p . 182, lists Ta as "personne ne boit"
and is thu s p robably using M armardji's translation (p . 65). Ciasca,
p. 13, however, ha s "bibens," and he is not necessarily being influ
enced by the Vulgate; cf. Metzger, Early Versions, p . 15.
2

3
s
cf. Ta .
4

cf. Plumley, in Metzger, Early Versions, p . 151.

e
5
This could be the reason Tap p adds "wine" to both "old"
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Moreover, since
influence on Ta

all
ap

three v a riants

a lso

cannot be ruled out, m aking the

these "Tatianic" readings doubtful.
esting v ariant is the
Th:>mas and Ta

occur in syP, its subsequent

a lst

addition

(iv)

a uthenticity

of

Perhaps the most inter-

of "immedi ately," found not only in

, but also in Koine AC 8 33 892

pl

_ _p ; conlat sy

sequently, the Tatianic witnesses could be under the influence of
the Peshitta, the Vulgate, or the Koine text.

Alternatively, it

may be the case that the Diatessaron inspired this reading in

a ll

these witnesses, but Thomas' independent use of "immediately" appears to be a more likely possibility.

Logion 47a,d: "And they do not put new wine into old skins,
lest they burst,

a nd

they do not

put

old wine into new skins, lest

it spoil it. They do not sew an old patch on a new garment, for a
rent will occur."

The reverse combination of two simil a r sayings

occurs in Mt. 9:17 , 16 /Mk. 2:22, 21/Lk. 5:37-38, 36.

1

The similar

ities between Thomas and the Diatessaron as listed by Baarda
QUispel are difficult to deci pher.

(i)

and

Probably the m a jor comrron

variant is the mention of "the old patch on the new garment" as
found in log. 47d and Tap . From this meagre evidence, Quispel re
constructs the full Semitic poetry as, he guesses, it was found in
the Gospel of the Hebrews.

2

Such a reconstruction is nothing but

pur e supposition, and, in light of the lack of firm evidence, must
3
remain so.

Besides this reading, there are no other significant

and "new"; cf. the Sahidic version, which does the same thing.
1

Marcion and Shenoute (36. De actio Archelai) are the only
other witnesses which reverse the Synoptic order to wine/patch.
2
Quispel, VigChr 11 (1957):194-95.
3

For a critique of Quispel's hypothesis, cf. Schipp ers,

Thomas, pp. 104-105; Bartsch, NTS 6 (1960) :251-53; Haenchen, Bot
sahaft, p. 51; and Menard, Thomas, p . 149.
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coIIIJOO n v ariations from
ap nt

see in Ta

t he

canonical text.

(ii)

a dichotany bet ween "new wine"

and

Quispel tries
"old wine"

as

to

in

Thomas, but "old wine" occurs nowhere in these wit nesses (except,
of course, in the saying as found in log. 47b/Lk. 5:39).
same aut hor also
the "pat ch of

a

thinks

that

t he

"new

pa

tch" (Tap

nt

)

as

pat ch"

only an "old

p

opposed

The
to

new garment " (Lk. 5:36) is noteworthy, but "new

pat ch" could ea sily be taken from Mt. 9:16/Mk. 2:21.
since "new

(iii)

ca nnot at

a ll

Moreover,

be found in Thom a s (which mentions

atch"), Qui spel is clearly begging the question.

In

sum, there is very little substantial evidence to connect log. 47c,d
and

Tatian's HartlDny.

Logion 55 (cf. log. 101).

The list of similarities bet ween

this saying and the Diatessaron is impressive, until one looks
closely.

Then it becomes

apparent

tively minor imp ortance, similar

that all

to

t he

evidence is of rela

that offered by Schrage as he

argues for a connection with the COptic ver sions (see pp. 88-90
above).

This would include

(i)

the addit ion

.
anv
1
"brot hers," and "sisters" (cf. Ta
),

as

of "his"

well as
a

2

to me" instead of "discip le of mine" (cf. T a ) •
ap

difference between "whoever" (Thom a s and Ta

(ii)
(iii)

t he

same word whether

demonst rating that both

t hey are t ranslating

phrases are

"m:Jther,"
"disci p le

As for the

) and "if anyone"

(Lk. 14:26), the distinction is artificial, since Ta
use

to

a

and Tap both

Mt . 10:37 or Lk. 14:26, 3

basically synonynou s, or that T a

ap

and possibly Thomas have been influenced by Mt.; in eit her case, this
1

Also cf. Wilson, Studies,

2

p.

137.

Marmardji, p. 149, does t ranslate the Ar a bic of Lk. 14:26-27
as "ne peut (pas) �tre un discip le a m::>i," but Cia sca, p. 28, has
"non potest meus esse discipulus." Cf. Q uecke, Museon 78 (1965):238.
3

a

I n Ta ,

t he

word is (,--o 1 and in Tap,

(!)'_;-.
r'�
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cannot be used

as a

"vari ant" reading.

(iv)

More intriguing is

the reading of Thomas (which seems closer here to Lk. 14:26) where
"brothers and

sisters "

immediately follows "father and 100ther,"

while Lk. mentions "wife

an d

Thomas' order is also in Ta
however.

F irst, T a

Thomas lacks.

ap

ap

children" between these two
l
_

phr ases.

Several thing s should be observed,

go on to mention "wife

and

children," which

Second, this omi ssion in Thomas is consistent with

the last redactor's views of the " single one"--p erhap s a reference
to asceticism, or to unisexuality (c f. log. 22, 114).

The omis sion

of "wife and children," which may or may not have been in his tradi
tion, could be theologically 100tivated.
for
sy

And third, if we must look

textuat influenc e upon Thoma s, we would be better to sug gest

a

scp

, which have an order just like Ta

ap

, and

them (if not initially, at least in their

p robably

p resent

influenced

form).

Hence,

there is no substantial evidenc e to link log. 55/101 with the Diatessaron.
Logion 57: "Jes us said: The kingdom of the F ather is like
man who had

£00{/ s eed.

aioong the good
weed.
you

He

pull

s aid

s eed.

form.

came

by night; he

The man did not permit them to

to them: Lest

perhaps

you go to

pull

s owed

pull

a weed

up the

up the weed a nd

up the wheat with it. For in the day of harvest the weeds

will appear; they will be
this

His enemy

a

s aying

(i)

pulled

up

and

burned."

In the Go spels,

o cc ur s only in Mt. 13:24-30, and then in a muc h fuller
Baarda's fir st variant is the "is like" in Thomas and

pnv
•
• a.
Ta
a s opposed to Matthew's wµo LWvT') , but a look at Mt.-sa will
reve al the same word

quential.

(ii)

as

Thomas ', rendering the observation inconse
n

The fact that Ta

also mentions "night" is in terest

ing, but because this reading oc cur s in on ly one group of Tatia n ic
1

aut Tap omits any mention of "brothers ."
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witnesses, its authent icity may be questioned.1
us that the workers were sleep ing, so

that t he

Besides, Mt .

t ells

enemy's undet ect ed

approach "by night" is an obvious inference and could have been
added independent ly.

(iii)

The distinction which both Baarda and

Quispe! seek to make bet ween "he sowed" (from one: Cpe: LV --Thomas
and Ta

apln

) and

.1.
t. nt.one:
I. pe:v (M t • ) is meaningless, since

these

A.

words are basically synonym>us and the Coptic and Syriac versions
translat e both words

the

same way--thus, for all we know, Thomas

and these Tatianic wit nesses could all go back to Ma tthew's
fan£ LPEV •

2

(iv)

"am::>ng" is closer

fn-

Similarly, it is questionable whether Thomas'
to

Ta.

Lt

than

it is to the dva. µfoov of Mt.: Ta

3
may only be translat ion variant s.

Lt

ond "go od seed" of Thomas and Tap

(v)

The next variant,

( H)
in
Q

place

t he

"seed

translat ion

bed,"

can be

t rusted,
t

and MSS QH of Ta

read trail grano ("aioong

the

sec

of Matthew's "COO

aC 'tOU, is m::>re impressive--that is, until one looks closer.
Messina's

If

Tap has seminate which means

are clearly shown in the apparatus
wheat").

Combined with

the

t he

au thor's

possible

to

fact tha t

Thanas' "good seed" could be derived from i t s mention earlier i n
saying, and taking into account

Lt

desire

to

t he

stress

the quality of the seed, this shared "variant " bet ween Thanas and the

Diatessaron is unlikely.

(vi)

Another variant, the addition of "to

an
them" after "he said" (cf. Ta
Hel), is unsubstantial since the addition of the indirect object is a
pc

8 080 023

t endency

in many languages (cf. D

sc ·
sy p it sa fay arm georg ) , and Thomas mig
' ht be
n

1r:specially since the CLCavLa in Ta are referred to as naaht
ef'Okke ("night tares"), making the addit ion of the adverbial "in the
night" clearly tendentious.
2

·
Stud'�es,
Cf. Wilson,

3

p.

1 38.

Act ually, Thomas has MN which roore precisely means "with,"
Coptic generally preferring otTE- or �- for "am::>ng" (cf. Crum,
Diotionary, pp. 494b, 683b).
the
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1
independent here.
Thomas

and

(vii)

Perhaps the most sign ificant variant which
apnv

the Diatessaron (Ta

Hel) have i n common is "to pluck,

pull up" in place of Matthew's ou>..>..tye:Lv.
translation va riant,

2

This could be due to a

but we should explore the possibility of an

agreement between Thomas

and

the Di a tessaron .

The word Thomas uses

here is �ww)..(,., a word not used in the Sahidic NT, and for which
the only mean i ng Crum gives is "to pluck."

3

Nevertheless, it could

conceivably transla te the ou>..>..tye:LV ("to collect, gather") of Mt.4
But if Thom as is closer to the Diatessaron than to the Synoptics,
one would expect the Diatessaric wit nesses generally to agree with
Thomas' "to pluck."

a
If we look at Ta , however, we see the word to

be "seligo" or "separer, 11

5

which means "to select, choose."

Tap is

translated with "stra ppare" which means "to snatch, to root up."
Ta

v

translates OUA>..tye: 1, v using three dif ferent words, so it is ob

viously usi ng sane translation freedom, the same ma y be said for Hel.
T an ha s "to draw out, pull out" for the first two occurrences of
ou>..>..tye:LV (Mt. 13: 28, 29), but in v. 30, it uses "to gather," dem

onstra ting the former tra nslations to be, perhaps, free translations.6
The likelihood of this assessment is increased when we realize that
the Boha iric

version

renders ou>..>..tye:LV with

CWtc.

("to draw out"). We

are thus left with only Tap and Thanas which consistently have "to
pluck" or "to s natch" in place of Matthew's "to gather," but even
both of these could have had
1
cf. Wilson, Studies,

3 • t.
Dia �onaPy, p. 667b.

5

OUAAtYE:LV in their VorZagen.
p.

138.

2

It

may

cf. ibid.

4
cf. Ka sser, Thomas,

p.

This is the correct translation of the Ar abic word, even
though Marmardji, p. 161, confuses the point by emending it to
"ramasser," meaning "to collect, ga ther."

83.

6This is highlighted by the fact that in v. 28, TaL reads:
"Wi.l t thou that we go and pull out the night-ta res with the roots?"
(Plooij, p. 1691 it alics added).
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be ioore likely

(sy

SC

t hat

Thanas ' reading goes back to a Syriac variant

\ ,..\ ,
which
here has �

can

mean bot h "to

pick,

pluc k" and "to

collect, g ather"), or that the Coptic represents a n independent
translat ion
t empt

from

t he

Greek.

1

(vii)

Finally, we may note the at-

to different iate bet ween "with it (them) wheat" (Mt.) and

Plsn
"wheat with it (them)" (Thomas an d Ta
)1 the f ac t that the lat-

t er

word order

also

sc

occurs in D 477 pc sy

bo fay georg clearly

deioonstrates that it is merely an alternative, perhaps more natural
word order for many languages ( cf.

the

cerning log. 57, therefore, we must
slightest evidence for

connec ting

m:>dern tran slations).

conclude

Con

that there is only the

it wit h Tatian's Harrrony. 2

Logion 6$: "Jesus said: There was a rich man who had many
possessions.

He said: I will u se my possessions in order that I

may sow and rea p and plant
I may lack
that

nothing.

night he died.

and

fill my storehouses with fruit, that

These were his

thoughts

in his heart.

He who has ears, let him hear."

And in

There are pri

marily two variant readings of this sayi ng whic h Baarda and Quispe!
cla im
(i)

are

parallel to the Diatessaric rendit ion of Lk. 12:16-20.

The first is "t here was a rich man " (homo dives) (cf. Taapnt) J

in the pla ce of 6.v8pwnou Tl.vb� n).oua�ou

(hominis divitis).

By

way of rebuttal, it may be said that the Diatessaron is not the only

bot h

1

significantly, Thomas uses �vJ�Xe. where, in v. 29 1 Mt. uses
ou)..)..t y E 1. v and f Kl':H C oOv ("to root up " ) .
2

This does not preclude, however, Synoptic contac t at some
time. Of special note is the fact that Thomas reads "the kingdo m of
the Father"--a tenn found o nly twice in the NT: in Mt. 26:29 and in
the context of this par able, found o nly in Mt. (13:43). Cf. pp. 1415 above.
3
a
The precise wording of Ta is obscure. Marmardji, p. 271,
translates this phrase with "(Il y avait) un homme riche," indicat
ing t hat the verb is not present in the Arabic text. Ciasca, p. 50,
translat es t he Ar abic with "Homini s cuiusdam divi tis"; this wording,
which appears closer to Lk. than to Thomas, may or may not be influ
enced by the Vulgat e.
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other ver s ion which prefers to m ake the man the subject of the sen
te nce instead of the fi eld--the
He nce,

L

Coptic vdr sions do the same thing.

k.- sa. translates this phrase with o�pwM� N p MMb.O Tr�NTc).

("a rich man who had") 1
("there was

Lk.-bo. with Nt.O�C)N ovpwM\ N pc)..M6.0

and

rich man"), which is ju st like Thomas (exce pt Thomas

a

scp

trans literates nA.O'UOI.O' ) •
not be too sur pri sing,

Sy

since

u se

simil ar

wording.

Thi s should

it is the rich m::in who is the subject
It is most likely for this reason

of the par able , not his field.

that these ver s ions, including the Di atessaron, put "man" in the
naninative case.
as

has

Moreover,

a p redilection

as

we have seen in other

for m aking

under di scu ssion, rather than

an

a

par ables,

person (m an or woman) the subj ect

obje ct (net, field, pearl, etc.).

This, alternatively, could explain Thomas ' wording.

(ii)

ond v ariant is "he said to his soul" (Qui spe l lists Ta
opposed to Luke 's "I will s ay to my

s oul"

uses the third
son;

person

in v. 19, where

E phraem ne ver

a

1 e
l'k

Aphr) as

and

Marmardji

2
·
1 e the variant
k ., not l'k
·
reaaing.

L

It
L
Ta

only in v. 17 where Lk. employs the third per
k. uses the first person, Ta

L

actually

L

3
doe s the same .

qu:>tes the p arable in his commentary; in fact,

there is only the slightest
does, howe ver, quote

aeL

1

The sec

(presumably, v. 19).

should be noted, however, that both Ciasca (p. 50)
(p . 273) trans 1ate Ta

Thom

part

allusion

to it in Tae

ann

(6. 7).

of i t in his Letter to PubZius.

He

4 But both

1
Cf. log. 8, 76, 96, 97, 98, 107, 109.

a
2
Therefore, Quispel, who lists Ta
(Tatian, p . 184), is incorrect.

as

"et il dit a son Sme"

L
3
For this phrase in v. 17, Ta reads: "Doe sprac deghene
iegen hem seluen in sire peinsingen aldu s" ("And he said to himself
in his meditations thus"; Plooij, p . 341); in v. 19, it reads : "en
sal mi seluen troesten al du s" ("And I will console myself thus";
Plooij, p . 342).

2:133.

4
cf. Burkitt, Quotations,

p.

72; or EvangeZion da-Mepharreshe,
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h e re

a nd

in Aphr (Dem. 20. 6), the use of the third person seems to

be in the para phra se leading up to the quot ation of Lk. 12:19b in
the third person; the only undisputed witness to such
C

a

r eading is

It is doubtful , th en, tha t this was Tatia n's original reading.

sy .

Mor eover, Thoma s has "these were his thoughts in his heart," not
"he sa id to his soul."

To this wording no Diatessaric witness testi-

Thus, it is unlikely that there is

fies.
log. 63

and

any

connection between

Tatian's Ha rmony.

Logion 65.

On pp. 92-95, it was seen that th e chances of

some type of Coptic-ver sional influence on this saying are good.
Nonetheless, othe r, perhaps
out of hand.

Baard a

a nd

earlier

Qui spel note seve ral similarities to vari

ous Diatessa ra, but none are
For one thing,

all

influence s cannot be exclud e d

a

convincing proof of any conn ection.

of their examples, with a singl e exception, occur

only in one Ea stern witness:

e ithe r

e

a

Ta , TaP, or Ta .

it is que stiona ble that these readings ar e
Further,
with
T ae

(i)

a uthe ntic ally

Tatianic.

a

the reading "then" in Thomas and Tae :r:m:r.. as contrasted

UOTEPOV

arm

Consequently,

is nea rly

(Mt. 21:37) is inadmissible, be ca use the postea of
an

exact

equiv a lent

of

OoTEPOV and ther efore much

close r to Mt. tha n to Thomas.

Logion 68: "Jesus said: Blessed are you when they hate you
and pe rse cut e you,

and

1
perse cuted you."

This saying,

to Mt. 5:11/Lk. 6:22.
a tt ention

they will not find a pla ce in which they have

(i)

especia lly

the first part, is close

The reading which no:anally catches the

of the textual critic is the combination of "to hate" with

"to perse cute."

Mt. mentions "to reproach, insul t" and "to persecut e,"

½he Brill edition sugge sts the emend ation "you will find a
place, where you will not be pe rse cuted." See Ernst Haench en, "Spruch
68 d es Thoma se vangeliums," Museon 75 (1962) :19-29, for the v a rious
emendations and interpr etations of the second ha lf o f this saying;
also cf. Menard, Thomas, pp. 169-70.
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and Lk. us es "to hate," "to exclude," and "to reproach," but Thomas
uses one word found only in Mt. ("persecute") and one unique to Lk.
("hate").

Similar readings may be found i n Taalnt Hel. 1

All of the

Tatianic witnesses are clearly, and quite expectedly, hanoo ni stic�
they combine

several

terms2 an d add the "men " of Lk. Thomas, though

harmni stic, has only two of these tenns (just as

while omitting "men."

It would

seem,

sy

s

of Mt. 5:11),

then, that there is

no

connec-

tion between Thanas and the Diatessaron here, and with this conclu
sion

even Qui spe! agree s.

Logion 76a.
influenced by the

3

There is a possibility that this

saying

has been

Coptic ver sions (pp. 100-10 1), but there is also

a bit of evidence which may connect it with the Diatessaron: (i)

at

the end of Mt. 13: 46, the pearl is referred to as "it" (a'Crr6v), but
n

Thomas an d Ta p
should

reiterate "pearl."

In this regard, several things

be cons idered. Fir st, the repetition of pearl could easily

be fortuitou s in light of v. 46a of Mt.; the fact that Ta

n

calls it

"that precious pearl" emphasizes this . Second, the repetition occurs
elsewhere--8 517 954 1424 1675 arm PsClem. Finally, since Thomas

modifies the
simp ly

pearl

with oiwT ("one"? "alone"?), the addition could

4
be tendentiou s.

Thus, in light of the closer similarities

1
The testimony of Hel may be que stioned, s ince it reads i n
v. 1322 "heti endi harnquidi" (Genzmer, p. 53: "Hass und Hannworte";
Scott, p. 4 4: "harm and hatred"). Thus, no mention is made of p erse
cution, and Hel i s not clearly harmoni stic here, as Thana s is.

2Taa has "hate, separate, expel, i nsult, and say evil about
L
you"; Ta appears the mo st hanno ni stic of all: "Blessed are ye when
the people cur se and hate and per secute you and speak all ffia nner o(/
evil of you, a nd lie about you, and part you asunder, and reproach
your behavior, and revile your name •••" (Plooij, p. 65).
3

4

vigChr 16 (1962):141.

cf. Schippers, Thoms, pp. 117-18; and Menard, Thomas,
pp. 176-77; as well as A. F. J. Klijn, "The So-Called Hymn of the
Pearl (Acts of Thomas ch. 108-113)," Vigeh:r> 14 (1960):154-64, esp.
158.
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to other textu al traditions,

a

relationship between log. 76a and

Tatian's Hanoo n y is less than likely.

Logion 76b: "You yourselves also seek for his treasure which
does not perish, which endures, where moth does not approach to devour, nor does worm destroy."

(i)

The first noteworthy v ariant is

a nv
1
.
Thomas' "treasure" (with
Ta p
A phr Hel) . as opposed to "treasures"
in Mt. 6:20.

This reading, though, is irore likely due to the natural

tendency to speak of a single treasure instead of sever al (especially
in Thomas), or it could be a result of Luke's parallel (12:33), or
the influenc e of the singular in Mt. 6:21.
in Thomas ever existed in Syriac, it

In fact, if the saying

even be due to a scribe's
cp
_l ·- ••
lc onfusion between r<�e0 (sing.) and f'Ccn..AJ,..ClO (pl.) (cf. sy
) • As

for the additions of
or

(ii)

could

L

c

"approaches" ( cf. Ta , sy

in Mt. 6:19)

n

"to eat" ( c f. Tap ), it is questionable whether these

(iii)

readings are actually parallel to Thomas in placement or wording, or
even authentic ally Tatianic.
ap

icant that Thomas and Ta
G reek word
"worm";

2

(iv)

Finally, it is not rea lly signif

have "worm" instead of "rust," because the

f3plix:nc , though normally translated "rust," can mean

the same

c an

3
be said for the Syriac r(tx> �.

Consequently,

there is not suf ficient evidence to link log. 76b to the Diatessaron.
1

r nterestingly enough, Sc ott, Heliand, p. 55, translates
sine in v. 1642 (parallel here to Thomas) as "treasures" and in
v. 1655 as "go ods" (note the p lural); cf. Genzrner, He"liand, p. 62,
for v. 1642: "Schatze. 11

2
walter Bauer, A Greek-Eng"lish Lexicon of the New Testament
and Other Early Christian LiteratW'e, rev. and trans. by William F.
Arndt and F. Wilbur Gin grich, 2nd ed. (Chicago: University of Chic 
ago Press, 1979), p. 148.
3
cf. R. Payne Smith, A Compendious Syriac Dictionary, ed.
J. Payne Smith (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1903), p. 383; a nd Carolo
Broc kelmann, Lexicon Syriaawn, 2nd ed. (Gottingen, 1928), pp. 486c
87. Cf. also sy p , Schippers, Thomas, p. 118.
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Logion 78.

(i)

Ag ain, the main focu s in this

s aying

interpretation of "t'L ("why?" or "what?"), and the consequent
o f the que s tion mark (before or

a fter

is the
p lacing

"to see") (cf. Mt. 11: 7-8/
Thoma s clearly takes the former

Lk. 7:24-25 and pp. 101-102 above).

approach; the Coptic ver s ion s and most modern translations and texts
opt for the latter.

It i s thu s interes ting to

with Thoma s ' wording.

1

see

that Tap agrees

Could Tap represent Tatian' s original work?

If it disagreed with the Pe s hitta, one might lean toward the affirma
tive, but the Peshitta (a s the Old Syriac) is ambigoou s here,

pre

But it is noteworthy that the

venting any definite conclusions .

. .
overwhelmi ng maJority
. . wi"tnes ses ("inc 1ua·ing Ta f s nt )
of We s tern Tatianic
place the que s tion mark after "to
the Vul gate.

s ee"

M oreover, becau s e th e

(vs. Thoma s ), and thi s against

s ame

. Taaearm ,
.
reading
occur s in

it is m:>re likely that Tatian originally wrote (or was interpreted
to have written): "What did you go out into the wildernes s to

see?"

This is contrary to log. 78, and preclude s any mu tual relationship.

Logion 79a.

(i)

The only shared variant worthy of comment

in this

s aying

Taape

) as opposed to "the brea s ts which you suckled" (Lk. 11:27).

s yr

i s Thoma s ' "the breas ts which nouri s hed you" (cf.

Wording similar to Thana s ', where "the brea s ts " are the

s ubject

of

the clau s e rather than "you," is also found in the Syriac tradition:
sy

s cppal

("which
s uck,"

2

arm arab.
s uckled

Now, the Syriac word used here is

you"), but the Aph'el of

Q.l. can also mean "to

which is closer to Luke in meaning.

the breas ts are clearly the
1

s ubject

"',., 1 K"
\.\� ,,:,

In the Syriac ver s ions,

of the clau se, but the ambiguou s

v

since Ta r ead s one way for Mt. 11:7 and the other for
Mt. 11:8, giving divided tes ti.Ioony, the nature of its Vorlage can
not be properly determined.
2

cf. Payne Smith, Diationa.ry,
analogou s .

p.

193.

The Latin Zaato is
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Syriac word could ha ve not only sufficed

a

s

a

CELV , but

In

a

of Taa pe

s yr

a lso

led to some confusion.

may better be expla ined

Syriac la nguage,

1

as

8nAa

tra nsla tion of

ny case, the reading s

due to the influence of the

especially since no Western Diatessara atte st to

2
th e Eastern read.ing.

On the other hand, the variant reading could

be due to the influence of the preceding clause: "womb which bore
you"// "breasts which nourished you."

Moreover, it has already been

seen (pp. 103-104) that Lk.-bo., while translating Luke, use s the
same wording

as

Thom a s.

Who is to say, then, that Thoma s' VorZage

did not read just as Lk. ll:27a?
a nt

3

Because the remainder of the vari-

readings are only very minor and with re latively little

a

tte sta-

tion, no connection between log. 79a and the Diatessa ron is provable .

Logion 79b.

In light of the conclusions for the first half

o f this logion, log. 79b

s hows

a

surprising amount of similarity to

Tatian's HarIOOny. For each conuoon variant, however, there
other significant witnesses. (i)

First of

o mit the "behold" of L k. 23: 29, the only

a

ll, Thoma s

c a nonic al

75
·
� 476 1.·t sysc . (ii)
D w
is a 1 so omit
· ted by p

a nd

a

re also
Ta

apenv

parallel: "be hold"

A second variant read-

ing i s the Future "will be" of Thom as in pla ce of the Pre se nt �pXOV'"tO.L of L k.

Ta

apelnv

ha ve "will come," which i s different from

Thoma s (though the Coptic language is capable of expre s sing th e Dia
tessaric phrase), but still in th e Futur e tense.
.
.
75
. sySC
1.ng occurs also in p
D �
w it

(iii)

is the "you will say" of Thom a s and Ta

a

(

MS

The Tatianic read -

Anothe r point of intere st

A)pen(MS H )
as opposed to

,
1
Cf. Menard, Thorrris, p. 180.

2

Nevertheless, Bawnsta rk, OC 3rd ser. 11 (1936):238, insist s
that the reading "the breasts which nursed you" is "a purest Ta tia n
ism."

3
C f. Kasser, Thomas, p. 100, who restores the Greek behind
Thanas to read just as Lk. does.
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t he

fpoOOLV of Lk.

and almost

(2 nd
for

Here, the Tatianic

non-existent in

t he

also occurs in sy

pl .)

t hese

West, and,

scp(l

readings in Thoma s.

none of the reading s is

t e stimony

MS).

They

There

could,

part icularl y

again,

is rrore

t he

a re

s ketchy,

same reading

several exp lanations

of course, be fortuitous:

major, and a redactor working

freely with his tradition (Synopt ic or non-canonic al) could have
succumbed

to

by Lk. 23:28;

1

e
cf. Ta).

Or, if a

( perhaps

par ticular

being infl uenced

text has infl uenc ed

79b, it could be the Diat essaron, or it coul d be some form of

log.
t he

the obvious alternat e wording

t ext, perhaps

West er n

argued

t hat

as it was found in Syria.

Now, it may be

Tat ian's Harmony is responsible for many, if

no t

"Western" readings, and hence Thomas i s at least indirectly
to Tat ian, but

the

t hi s saying

Thoma s must remain only one of several possibil ities.

(iv)

well-attested Tatianic variant which is paralleled in log.
to t he

one discussed in log. 79a.

breasts" is obviously
The

prob lem

the

is bet ween

t he

subject of
generall y

the variant t31V1.a.oa.v of Koine
aplnvt

.

is unclear.

In log.

Crum

A

in

Another

79b i s

Here, however, "the

t he c l ause

in al l witnes ses.

preferred

f3pe:l1Ja,v of Lk. or

w 11

r�

pn aur f sy

scp

sa vg arm

Just which reading Thomas sup ports, if either,

et h and Ta

which

c onnect ed

influence of Tat ian's Harmny on the canonical

text is st ill a moot question, and it s connection to

similar

al l

79b we find

t

E:pwT'E: ("

to

give mil k"), for

giv es no examples where it translates either TpEcpe: L v

or 8T)Ad.Ce: LV.

2

probabl y t ranslate

Act ually, it could

such as e, b.�N,!Y does in Lk.-bo. 11: 27 and 23: 29. 3

either one,

In any

cannot be sure that Thanas and the Diat essaron agree here.

c ase,

we

Even if

they do, altern ative influences upon Thomas are once again pos sible.
1
cf.

Sc hrage, Verhti.Ztnis,

�onazoy,
2D�c
• t.

p. 58b.

pp.

3

165-66.

c£. ibid., p. 347b.
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Logion 88.
comno n
and

This saying

1

has

large amount of ma terial in

a

with the Dia tessaron, which has not only been liste d by Baarda

Qui spel,

2

but which has also been discussed in detail by Strobel.3

U nfor tun a tely, rcost of it is rela tivel y minor.
th ere is the
Tae

armv

p

a dditio n

of the

p

For e xam p le ,

ronoun: "their holes" (cf.

ep), "their nest" (cf. Tavpep ), and "his head" (cf.
M)snvpep).

arm1(MS

Taape

the fir s t two in

But these

sa, an d
scp

witness including sy
could

ers onal

p

(i)

thus be due to

a

also occur elsewhere:

th e las t o ne in nearly every

sa
n

additions

rs

bo eth

pe

?

arm .

arab

n

on-Greek

These

umber of textual influences .

additions

As we have

seen (pp. 104-1 05), however , the Co ptic, as no s t lan guage s, has
tendency to add the personal
a cti ng

indep endently,

4
ronoun.

p

"have," but

so

Hence, Thomas is rcost likely

erha ps emphasizing

p

of holes, nes t, and head. (ii)
do the Sahidic

Thomas

and

p

ur posely the possession

and

nvp ep

Ta

Boha iric ver s ions,

is proba bly due nor e to the Coptic idiom than
(iii)

but its Tatia nic authenticity is doubtful,
6

(iv )

a nd

also add a second
an d

this,

a nything else.

Lpep

The omi ssion of "of heaven" (cf. Ta

likely due to fr ee translation.

a

5

a ga in,

) deserves mentioning,
in Thomas it is rcore

The next shared variant,

v
though minor, is nore interes ting: the singul ar "nest" (cf. Tap t)

as

opposed to M atthew' s
1
See

2

. 104-105

pp

lur al.

p

It is

vigehr 17 (1963):211-24.

5Cf.

the mor e unusual in light

above.

Also cf. Quispel, Tatian,

3

all

. 82-87.

pp

4

cf. Wilson, Studies,

. 137.

p

105 above. Menard, Thorrri.s, p . 12, pref ers to think
p.
of log. 86 a s influenced by a Syrian text, but he also a dmits that
the Coptic langua ge has a tendency to repeat a verb omitted in Greek.
6

with Strobel, VigChr 17 (1963):215. He denies any conne c
tion here with the Diatessaron, something which Menard, Thomas, p . 12,
seems to infer. Schrage, VerhaZtnis, p . 168, admit s finding it dif
ficult to explain this omiss ion.

1 97

of the

plur al

eth georg.

"holes."

1

This reading, howev e r, c:4lso occ ur s in sysc p

Conse qu e ntly, if Thomas is

origin al text has been correc tly
influenced by the
has

already

bee n

ot inde pendent, and its

n

p r eserve d,

2

log. 86

c ould

Dia tessaron, or by the Old Syriac text.

shown

he re be
3

It

(v)

(p . 104 above ) that M� is a perf e ctly good

Coptic word for translating the Gree k nou of Mt. 8:20/Lk. 9:58; the
f a ct that both log. 86 an d the Cop tic ver sions use it does not imp ly
Thomas ' dependence.

Like wise , just because "place" also appe ars as

the idiomatic (but not the only possible) tran slation in sy
ara b

Taape

a nd

(vi)

armr.

The fin al,

"and to rest."

Aphr I.G,

a nd

6

this is no indication of d e pende nce.5

a nd

Schrage believ e it is a Gnostic addi

On the other hand, Quispe ! maintains that it is

of Jewish-Christian origin,

p erhaps

1
vt
of Tap , only Tap has the
217, also lists eth georg.

12.

7
eve n original to J esus.
p lural;

Strobel,

Strobe l, VigChr 17 (1963):

2

Although the Coptic MS clearly reads M-, there is the
of a scribe mistakenly re placing�- with M-.

3

so Strobe l, VigChr> 17 (1963):217- 18; and Menard, Thomas,

sibility

p.

pers

too st intriguing variant is Thomas' addition of

Schipper s

tion to the text.

4

SC

pos -

4

L
The Dutch text of Ta clearly and a ccurately translates th e
noO o f the Synoptics; it is only in the comme ntary gloss that
"place" occ urs.
5

cf. Wil son, Studies, p. 137.

6
schippers, Thomas, p. 121; and Schrag e , Ver]uiltnis, p p. 16869 . Strobel, VigChr> 17 (1963):223, adamantly de nies that "re st" is
Gnostic, because it also occur s in the parallel passage s in the Old
La tin ver sion (cf. Baarda, in Schippers, Thomas, p. 151). His argu
ment is not fully persuasive, however, because in this ve rsion it is
n ot the Son of
Man who rests, but the birds who have "nests where
they may rest" (nidos ubi requiesaant; cf. Tan). On Thomas and the
idea of "rest," cf. Philipp Vielhauer, "ANAIIAYCIC: Zurn gnostischen
Hintergrund d es Thomasevangeliums," i n Apophoreta, BZNW 30 (1964),
pp . 281-99; for log. 86, esp. pp. 292-93.
1

Tatian, pp. 84-85.
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1
however, trac es it back to textua l roots.
reading could be due to

He suggests that Thoma s'

double tr an sla tion of a Syria c word which

a

scppal
Sy
Aphr

•
did not corre spond exa ctly to the Greek KA 1, v e: 1,V •

have in this

p

lace the word� which can mean "to lean, support"

and "to rest."

Strobe l proposes that this is the word which the

Cop tic translator found in his Syriac (!) VorZage, hence this read
in g.

That Thomas' reading can be traced back to a Syriac base is

possible.

This Syriac word may also be the ultimat e cause of the
npe p

rea din g "to rest 11 in Ta

,

2

but it is more likely just the word

the transla tor used to render the word ultima tely de penden t upon
KALVELV.

An d, since

Thomas' "lay"

and

n

o Tati anic witne ss has two words here (as

"rest"),

3

a

Diatessa ric conne ction is unlikely.

But in light of some of the other camron variants,

possi

slight

a

bility of some type of r e lationship between lCXJ. 86 an d Tatian's
Harm:>ny m ay perhap s be concede d.

Logion 89.

(

i)

The be st-attested comnon vari ant in this

saying is the "wash" of Thomas

and

4
xaaa.pl C£L v (M t. 23: 25/Lk. 11: 39).
ing with the

elusive

a pnvt(MS

Ta

As

S)

Aphr in the

e lse whe re,

we

differen c e between two sy nonyms.

a re

p

lace of

ga in de al

a

It was said

1Vigehr 17

on p. 224, he warns that befo re
( 1963) :222-24.
one jumps to conclusions that a readin g is Gnostic or secondary,
the textual possibilities should be thoroughly investigated . Stro
bel's arguments from the Syria c are followed by Menard, Thomas,
p. 13.

2Q

arm

uispel also lists Tae
(Baarda uses brackets), but in
6 . 24, E phraem clearly men tions "re st" only in his commentary after
quoting the passage without it ("ubi ponat ca put suum").
3

8ut cf. Macarius in Erich Klostermann and He inz Berthold,

Neue Homilien des Makarius/Symeon, I: Aus Typus III, TU 72 (Berli :
n

Akademie-Verlag, 1961), p. 26, 11. 28-2 9 : b ot utbc -coO 6.v3pc.:mou
oOx fxe l. noO -cf\v K£cpa.A11'V x11. l vt;i xa t 6.vanafl (in the a ppara tus,
xa.t 6.va.na.i) is listed as MS c (?) < MS R).
4
This variant has been investigated in detail by Bak er, JThS
16 (1965):449-54.
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earlier (pp. 105-106) that nowhere in
€.\uJ ("to w ash") used to tra nslate

the

Sahidic NT i s Thomas '

Ka8apl!;:Et.'V.

Nevertheless,

the Coptic word is capable of rendering the Greek, and does so in
other places.
s tood

1

It is not inconceivable,

in the Vorlage of the Coptic Thoma s.

to determine the word in the Vorlagen of
a

Ta

t hen,

j µ·,

has, for Lk. 1 1:39 ,

with "mundatis" ("you cleanse"),

2

th a t Ka8ap l !;:EI. v

It is ju s t as difficult

t he

various Diatessa ra.

which Ci.asc a (p. 36 ) translates
but which Marm a rdji (p. 193) rore

precisely translates with "vous lavez" ("you wash").
occur s, however, in a context where the word
p urify")

tion.

is used twice--once in v. 38

� ("to cleanse,

once in the Tatianic addi

M:>reover, this same word is used to tra nsla te

in the parallel in Mt. 23:25.
Arabic

and

j,�•

p urifiez."

This word

xa8ap l �ETE

Here, Ciasca (p. 71 ) trans lates the

with "mund atis" and Marmardji (p. 385) with "vous
a

had

It is thus not clear whether the translator of Ta

two different words in his Vorlage, or has trans lated the same word
two different ways.

Even

t he

wash," but also "to cleanse,
has both

verbs.

3

S yr i· a c 1 a nguage.

Italian "la vare" means not only "to

purify"

Moreover, Ta

All this confusion m a y be traceable back
In

the

·
canonica 1

pa ss a ges,

clearly mea ns "to clea nse, purify."
either "to wash" or "to purify.11 4

sy

scp

to

the

have ,�
�:i
�
·, whi' ch

But for these passages

(Dem. 15. l; cf. LG 10. 3) uses the ambiguous

Aphr

��which can mean

If the Syriac Diatessaron used

this word, it might help to explain the problem.
1

L

vt
(cf. Tap }.

Nonetheless,

t he

crum, Diationa.ry, p. 75b, cites 1 K 20:26 s.

2

Perha ps being influenced by the Vulgate.
Baker, JThS 16 (19651 : 451.

In any

ca se,

cf.

3

cf. Menard, Thomas, p. 190.

cf. ibid., and Payne Smith, Diationary,
Baker, JThS 16 (1965): 450.
4

p.

563.

Also cf.
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evidence is too inconclusive to establish a connection between this
logion and Tatian,

1

though Baker makes a very persuasive case.

But

even he is forced to admit, "It is possible that the variant is ac
cidental, and a purely arbitrary simplification without relation or
.

. f'

s1.gn1. 1.cance. ..

2

Logion 90: "Jesus said: Come to me, for easy is my yoke,
and my lordship is gentle, and you shall find rest for yourselves."
This saying, markedly shorter than its parallel in Mt. 11: 28-30,
has one particularly intriguing variant:
of " burden."

(i)

"lordship" in place

The only Tatianic witness to rome close to this word

ing is TaP, which has "comando."

The reading cannot be confirmed by

other Diatessara, and indeed is not precisely parallel to Thomas, so
no conclusions can be drawn.

It is conceivable that both readings

ultimately rest on the same Aramaic word (� J1 l) '1> ;

3

perhaps, roore

plausibly, the similarity is due to the coincidental tendentious

5
workirgs of both the translator of TaP4 and the redactor of Thomas.
1

Quispel, VigChr 11 (1957):200, notes the inverted order
of Thomas' "outside • • • inside" and reconstructs a "complete"
parallelism supposedly in the Gospel of the Hebrews. Schrage, Ver
haltnis, p. 171, understandably criticizes this as an "artificially
constructed mixed reading."
2
JThS 16 (1965) :453.

3
cf. Qui spel, VigChr 13 (1959):115; and Menard, Thorrris,
p. 191. If this saying has a Semitic background, one might ask why
the "t"ai:� lJ,,uxai:� uµwv of Mt. is replaced in Thomas by the simple
N MT� (uµCv) 1 cf. log. 25.
4

5

cf. Messina, Diatessa.ron Persiano, pp. lxix, lxxi-lxxii.

schippers, Thoms, p. 122, sees the change of "burden" to
"lordship" as a Gnostic alteration. On the other hand, J. B. Bauer,
"Das milde Jech und die Ruhe, Mt. 11,28-30," ThZ 17 (1961) :105, con
cludes that "lordship" is origina.Z to the saying and has been re
placed with "burden" by Matthew. Wi. th this, Schrage, Verhaltnis,
p. 173, disagrees. Cf. also Hans Dieter Betz, "The Logion of the
Easy Yoke and of Rest (Matt. 11, 28-30)," JBL 86 (1967): 16-24; and
Koester, "G nostic Writings," pp. 245-46.
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Logion 91b.

On pp. 106-108, it was noted tha t this saying

has sever al distinct rea ding s in canm:>n with the Coptic versions of
Sane of these

Mt. 16:3/Lk. 12:56.
saric witnesses.

(i)

For insta nce, Ta
earth."

order to "heaven

are

lso present in the Dia tes

a

a

a

lso reverses the canonical

Since, however, this is the only

Tatianic testimony, it i s probably not traceable back to Tatian,1

especially in light of the vast testimony to this reading elsewhere.
(ii)

Ta

a

s aran

the

also omits "how," but

ag ain a

connection with the Diates-

must be rejected for the same reasons.

a

2

(iii)

A last variant,

ddition of " know," is probably found only in the Persian Dia

te ssaron, but again it does not occur in
does, however, occur in p
Mcion.

75

N B

any

Western Diatessara.

L e 33 1241 pc sy

s?

sa

It

bo eth

But it s occurrence in Thanas doe s not necessarily indicate

a connection with one of these texts , becau se Coptic has a tendency
to

a

dd a verb which is understood to be repeated, 3 Thoma s could have

independently

added

"to know" under the influence of L k. 12: 56a.

the redactor could have used

an

or,

altogether independent tradition.

textual connection between this saying and the

Diatessaron

A

seems

rather unlikely, the Coptic versions, Old Syri ac version, and the
Western text are all more probable

Logion 94.

alternatives.

When this saying was compared with the Coptic

versions (pp. 110-12), it was noted tha t there is a f air airount of
evidence to connect its wording in sane way with the Sahidic version.
(i)

One of the 1t0st telling pieces of evidence is the nndification

of the Synoptic "finds" (Mt. 7:8/Lk. 11:10) to the Future "will find."
1

This is confirmed by Burkitt's inve stigation of Ephraem's
qootation of this saying: cf. EvangeLion da-Mepha:rreshe, 2:134.
2

3

nwc

is

also

anitted in D 1241 15 7 3 al it sy

cf. the coptic-ver siona l parallel s here
33, 86, and 100.

and

sc

Mcion.

also for log.
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This is found un aninously only in the Sahidic l\Tersion.
occurs in Ta

apn

l
, giving

thentically Tatianic.
n

are

also

good indication that this reading is au -

a

Cb n sequently, the possibility of some con

ection between this saying

there

Yet, it

a nd

Tatian must be reckoned with.

But

some slight dif ferences between log. 94 and the Diates

In TaP , for instance, the word for "to seek" is "domandate"

s aron.

which conveys another idea altogether.

2

This, combined with the

closer pa rallel to the Sahidic version an d Pistis Sophia, may indi
cate that if this saying was textually in flue n ced, the influence
occurred in a later

eriod of its transmission.

p

Cbnsequently, a

connection with the Diatessaron, though possible, appears less likely
than the influence of the S ahidic version.

Logion 98.

This saying is discussed o n
v

cially as it relates to Ta .
· the
can be added is

11

p. 157-58, espe

p

The only other relevant evidence which

·
ep 3
1 i· tt 1 e 11 wh ic
· h occurs i· n the paraphrastic Tap •

N evertheless, there is not enough substantial evide nce to prove a
connection between this saying a nd Tatian 's Harno n y.

Logion 100: "They showed Jesus a gold piece
to him: They who

are

of C aesar demand taxes from us.

an d

they said

He said to

them: Give the things of C aesar to C aesar; give the things of God to
God;

an d

that which is mine give to me."

This saying contains paral-

lels to elements of Mt. 22:17-2]/Mk. 12:14-17/Lk. 20:22-25.

Schrage

...

�armardji, p. 97, translates the Arabic word� with
"trouvera" ("will find"}, but Ciasca, p. 18, uses "invenit" ("finds").
This discrepancy could well be due to the ambiguity of the Semitic
Imperfect tense.
2

Accordin g to Messina, p. 79, Tap reads; "Tutto quello che
domandate, traverete; e tutto quello che chiedete, prenderete; e
chiunque bussa alla porta, gli sara aperto." Note the divergence
from the Synoptic order.

s
ohg
.
.
•
(=Ta } as omitting
Quispe!, Tat�an, p. 188, 1.ists Ta
"three measures," but this is in error.
3
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would lik e to see a textual connection with the Co ptic v ersions,1
but there is

not enough

evidence to warrant such a con clusion.

same is true of the Diatessaron.

{i)

Ta

npe p

The

have "showed" with

Thomas, but the testino n y of the former may be questioned here. 2
Thomas is

probably

only being i n fluenced by the "show" in Mt. 22:19/

Lk. 20:24 {in Lk., N C L A � al add a second "show" which is ioore
closely paralleled by Thomas; cf. sy

SC

(ii)

).

Also, the repetition

en (H)t
3
Hel is not telling.
of the verb "to gi ve" i. n Thanas and Ta p

Such repetition, though not necessary for Coptic, is quite common.

4

It is thus m:>re probable that Thomas is acting independently of the
Diatessaron.
Logion 113: "His disci ples said to him: On what day will the
{Jesus said:) It will not come by expectation.

kingdom come?

will not say: Behold, here! or: Behold, there!
the Father is s pr ead out u pon the

earth

They

But the kingdom of

and men do not see it."

The only canonical parallel to this saying may be found i n Lk. 17:

verb;

Quispe! sees a diff erenc e between Thomas' "said" (finite

{i)

20-21.

cf. Tap

p lied,

nv

) an d Luke's "asking" (participle).

first of all, that Ta p

nv

all have "asked," not "said."

This would i ndicate that their fin ite
upon Luke's

p articip l e.

It should be re

verb

is still ultimately based

Moreover, in Thomas the disciples are speak

ing, but in Lk. and Ta, the Pharisees address Jesus with the question.
There is, ther efore, scarcely a parallel between Thomas and Ta here.
1

2

'
L�7
pp. 189-90.
Ver,l,U.�tn�s,

Baarda, in Schi ppers, Tatian, p. 153,
brackets.

puts

this evidence in

e . no
3
t the same as the fir st
. Ta is
Actually, the second word in
on
ss
e
str
a
one's obligation to
"give." There appears to be nore of
P
God; cf. Ta and Hel 3830-32. Also cf. Quispel, Vigeh:r 16 (1962):
148-49.

4
cf. the Bohairic ver sion here a nd log. 33, 86, and 91b.
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(ii)

Also, Thom a s' second "Behold" is

is it found in T a
e

, but also in Kaine AD W �WA� 700 pl it sycph

Thus, if

th Mcion.

p

al

ot th at important; not only

n

a

red a ctor was

ot

acting

n

ossible textu al sources exist (also cf •

a

s o posed to Luk e's fPXE"taL.
p

m a y be found in T a

apnvtp e p

situation exists in
Tatian

and

l og.

and

"will not

more

Of

c ome"

in

The first v ariant reading

d the second in T a

an

79b.

(iii)

.Mk. 13: 21).

conse quence are th e readings "will come?"
Thomas

on his own in this, other

a

ep

p

l

.

A simil ar

This does not, however, mean t ha t

Thomas are connected.

At the time J esus was

thi1s

asked

question, the coming of the kingdom w as still a future event.

It is

thus quite n atur al to rend er the Greek Present in the Future tense.
2
Signific antl y, this is wh a t Lk.-s a.

l ikel y

a connection here between Thomas

th an between Thom as
inde

e

p

and

ndent of them

Thom a s'

and

Lk.-bo. do.
and

There is roore

the Cop tic versions

the Diatessaron, though log. 113 is

a ll.

(iv)

robably

F inally, notice should be taken of

igmatic �;. o� 6w�T E, po)..

en

p

("by expectation, observ ation ") •

Crum give s no exam le of this phra se rendering
p

3
napa-rnpncnc ( Lk.),

but it is p ossible that a Coptic tr anslator h ad this word in his Vor4
5
Lage.
On the other h and, Quispel h as sugge sted, and Bartsch a6
gree s, th at this word could go back to a transl ation variant of the
Semi tic \ 1 n .

7

No doubt Qui spel would trace the wording of T a

a

b ack

½h testimon y of T a a may be conside red ambigoous, the Ara bic
Im erfect b ing un a bl to distinguish betw en the Present and the Fu
tur . The testimo ny of T a
can al so b questioned, since it s eaks
not of the coming of the kingdom, but of the coming of C hrist.
e

e

p

e

p

e

e
p

e

e

2
c£. Quecke, Museon 14 (1961):493.

4
cf. Baarda, "Luk

e

5
NTS 5 (1959):288.
7

p

3D. t.
�a �ona.ry, p. 838a.

12,13-14," pp. 125-27.

6
NTS 6 (1960):257.

Th.1.s sugge st·ion is severely criticized by Ba arda, "Luke 12,
Cf. Schrage, Verhiiltnis, p. 200; and Me nard,
13-14 t
p . 125-27.
Thoms, p. 209.
II

p
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1
to this word as well.
Syriac

r<ch i�

It must be admitted, however, that the

("by observings") could also be at the root of

this slight discrepancy between Thomas and Luke. 2

In sum, there is

not enough evidence to connect log. 113 and Tatian's Harroony.
E.

Conclusions

Having briefl y stuiied the logia for which there is suf ficient evidence to warrant a case for a connection to the Diatessaron,
it is now time to summarize the results.

Unfortunately, our conclu-

sions are generally negative--at least relative to the enthusiastic
case set forth by Quispel.

But hopefully, the standards which were

set are not excessively rigorous.

The intention has been objectiv

ity, not the creation of prohibitive criteria.

Yet, in our quest to

discover the origins of the various sayings, and in the attempt to
determine what, if anY, textual influences have been exerted upon
them, it is necessary to weigh all the evidence and to ascertain what
is mst probable in view of all the alternatives.
Many times in this survey, there was insufficient evidence
to allow a useful comparison between Thomas and the Diatessaron;
either the shared variants were too minor or insignificant, or the
attestation for a Tatianic variant was too scant to detennine its
authenticity.

On the other hand, there were instances where, in

light of the evidence, clearly no connection between the two works
could be drawn.
On the m:>re positive side, we did find numerous sayings for
which a connection with Tatian's Hanoony is "possible."

These incluie

l

.
h ..,_
.-..arda, ''Luk e 12, 13- 14 , II
But, interest.ing 1 y enoug,
125-27, says that Ta4 gives Quispel no help here.
2cf. ibid., and Payne Smith, Diationary,
pp. 337- 38.

pp.
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log. 16, 32, 33b, 39a, 44, 45b, 47b, 57, 79b, 86, 89, and 94.
it may be reiterated that this assessment is relative.

Again,

In some cases,

it would not take much additional evidence to tip the balance in
the "m:>re likely" direction.

In m:>st of these logia, the evidence

for a relationship with the Diatessaron is strong, and viewed by it
self, would undoubtedly lead to m:>re "probable" ratings.

But as

sessed in the context of viable alternate influences, and in view of
the many differences which exist between Thomas and the

Diatessaron

(which have only been touched lightly in this chapter), a Tatianic
connection with these sayings can only remain "possible."

It is

also important to note that no saying was found to have similarities
to the

Diatessaron which could not also be explained by other means-

as being due either to fortuitous agreement or to another textual in
fluence.
Of course, the deferment of the Old Syriac evidence has
greatly affected the above evaluations of probability.

Some logia

in Thomas are quite obviously similar to this ancient Syrian version
of the Gospels.

If o ne views this version as dependent upon the Dia

tessaron, and thus itself a Tatianic witness, then the results of
the present chapter would be nore favourable to a Tatianic relation
ship with Thomas.

But the premise of this argument is still highly

disputed, and we must not allow one position or the other to clotrl
our o bjectivity.

Perhaps m:>re can be said concerning this in the

nex t chapter.
More germane to the discussion now is: If a connection be
tween the Diatessaron and Thomas is "possible," what kind of "con
nection" is being inferred?

It seems that of the three alternatives

(see p. 167), the possibility that Tatian used the Gospel of Thomas
is the least likely, even though on chronological grounds it may
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appear most inviting.

Tatian's work, of course, is hanronistic.

If we \D'lderstand his methodology correctly, he attempted to weave
his sources together in such a way that he might have one story

while omitting as few of the details of his sources as possible.1
It is \D'llikely that he used Thanas because too much of Thomas'
\l'lique material is anitted.

Now, it is not possible to know for sure

which logia were contained in Thomas at this time, or precisely how
they were worded (or indeed, that the gospel itself had even yet
been compiled!), but even if one deletes all the obviously tenden
tious additions, many details of Thomas cannot be traced in the various Diatessara.

For example, in log. 16 we find "divi sion, fire,

sword, war," but nothing comparable exists in any Tatianic witness.
The "brother" in place of "neighbour" in log. 25 cannot be found in
any Diatessaric or Greek witness.
33b is not found in Ta.

The "oome in and go out" of log.

The Diatessaron also makes no mention of

the "old wine" of log. 47c.

.Moreover, there is no indication that

Tatian had any knowledge of Thomas' "sow, reap, plant, fill" in
log. 63 and of i ts "lay and rest" in log. 86.

And yet, one might

expect that a harioonistic work such as the Diatessaron would incll.rle
at least some of these readings if it were indeed partially based
upon Thanas.
Hence, if there is a connection between Thomas and the Dia
tessaron, either Thomas has been influenced by the Diatessaron, or
both have been influenced by a comm:>n source.

The former relation

ship would nest likely be indirect, since Thomas betrays very little
evidence of being based upon Tatian•s work.

Thus, the influence of

the Diatessaron could have been exerted on Thomas when it was first
""
.
lcf. Voobus,
, VerEa:Ply Vers1.ons, p. 161 and Metzger , Ear1,,y
sions, pp. 11-12.
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compiled, or soon after its completion.

This understanding, how

ever, runs into chronological problems.

If Tatian wrote around

A.O. 170, there is relatively little time for his work to influence
Thomas textually, since the apocryphal gospel existed in some form
But these dates are approximate.

in Greek in Egypt around A.O. 200.

If Tatian wrote later and Thomas was in Egypt earlier, the influ
ence of the Diatessaron upon these logia would be all but impossible.
Consequently, though this reconstruction is not inconceivable, the
third alternative is rost plausible.
Now if we postulate that Thomas and the Oiatessaron are in
fluenced by a cOIIIIOOn third source, we are faced with the daunting
problem o f identifying that source.

It is well known that Quispel

has suggested the Jewish-Christian Gospel of the Hebrews.

Though

conceivable, the objections to such a theory have been expressed by
others repeatedly.

1 Are there any additional options?

Certainly

the possible influence of oral tradition must be considered.

As

2
Klijn has pointed out, it is likely that the Gospels were at least
known orally even in Edessa at the time Thomas was written; it is
perhaps this which influenced both the redactor of T homas and Tatian.
Or, the exi stence of a "wild" Greek text containing many "Western"
readings is also a possible infl uence.

3

I t is even imaginable that

a Syriac Gospel text affected Thanas and the Oiatessaron.

This text

could have been the Old Syriac version itself, as intimated by Schip-

,
pers 4 and Menard,5 or it could be a lost, perhaps incomplete text or
1

See pp. 15lff. above.

2

See above pp. 165f.

3
cf. Metzger, EcaaZy Versions, p. 30.
4

Thoma, pp. 20, 52-53, 134.

5

Thomas, esp. pp. lOff., 22-23, 26.
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tradition along the lines suggested by Haasel or Strobel.2

These

possibilities will be stu:lied in further detail in the next chapter.
But we must not overlook the fact that other apocryphal gos
pels existed in this early period besides the Go spel of the Hebrews.
Thus, the

Gospel of the E gyptians, the Gospel of the Ebionites, and

the Gospel of the Nazarenes, or even a gospel as yet unknown to us
could be the common influence.

Moreover, Tatian was probably not

the only nor the first writer to compose a Gospel harmony. There
are several scholars who think Justin may have quoted a pre-Tatianic
harmony;

3

sane argue that the Pseu:lo-Clementines use a harnony.

4

Also, there is the reference made by Jerome (Ep. ad AZgasiam 121. 6)
that Bishop Theophilus of Antioch (ca. 186) used or made a harmony
of the Gospels.
1

5

Recently, D. A. Bertrand has argued that the Gospel

See p. 140 above.

2 vigChr 17 (1963) :211-24; cf. Pelser, "Syriac NT Texts,"

pp. 159ff.

3
cf. Sanday, The GospeZs in the Second Centu.ry, pp. 136-37 1
J. Rendel Harris, The Diatessaron of Tatian. A f'roeZimina.ry Study
(London: Cambridge Univer sity Press, 1890), pp. 54ff.; Koester, Syn
optische UberZieferung, pp. 86f f.; A. J. Bellinzoni, The Sayings of
Jesus in the Writings of Justin Martyr, NovTest Suppl. 17 (Leiden:
E. J. Brill, 1967), pp. 139-42; and Eric Francis Osborn, Justin
Ma.Jttyr, Beitrage zur Historischen Theologie 47 (Tubingen: J. C. B.
Mohr, 1973), pp. 125-31.
4

Cf. Sanday, Gospels, pp. 185-86, who suggests this as one
possibility; Harris, Diatessaron, pp. 29ff.; and Leslie Lee Kline,
The Sayings of Jesus in the Pseudo-CZementine HomiZies, Society of
Biblical Literature Dissertation Series 14 (Missoula, Montana:
Scholars' Press, 1975), esp. pp. 173-75. Interestingly enough,
Koester, who was the advi sor of K line's thesis, had earlier conkluded
that such a conclusion "must remain questionable" (Synoptisahe lfber
Zieferung, pp. 9lf.).

5
Migne, PL 22. 1020. There is a question of whether Theophilus
wrote a hanoony or a commentary. Cf. Adolf Harnack, Geaahiahte der
aZtahristliahen Literatur bis Euaebius, I. Die UberZieferung und der
Bestand (Leipzig: J. c. Hinrichs, 18931, pp. 498f.; Kraeling, Greek
Fztagment, p. 11, and Peters, Diatessaron, p. 16.
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1
of the Ebionites itself was a harmony of the Synoptics.

In fact,

C e rfaux has noted that hanoonization is a characte ristic of many
writings of the second century, though his stu:ly is limited primar
ily to the area of Alexandria.

2

For this reason, he postulates the

existence of many "Tatianisms" in an "embryonic diatessaron" before
Tatian!

3

And, finally, there is Burkitt's suggestion,

4

recently re-

5
iterated by Edwards, that even Tatian based his own work on an

earlier unknown hannony.
It could well be that the harmonizing readings in Thomas are
due to the influence of such earlier hannonies.

Furtherrore , since

the second century appears to have been a period of proliferation
for such hanoonizing activity,

6

what is to prevent us from supposing

that the redactor of Thomas did his own hannonizing, using perhaps
a mixture of canonical and non-canonical material?

7

Such proposals

1naniel A. Bertrand, "L'Evangile des Ebionites: Une hanoonie
evangelique anteri eur e au D iatessaron," NTS 26 (1980): 548-63.
2

Lucien Cerfaux, "Remarques sur le texte des evangiles A
Alexand.rie au Il e siecle," EThL 15 (1938):6 7 4-82.
3

1 bid., p. 681.

4 See p. 134 n. 4 above. ,,Also cf. Harris, Diatessa-Pon, pp.
54ff.; and Koester, Synoptische UberliefePUng, p. 91.
5

BibR 18 (1973):52ff.

6

other examples of the ver y early hannonization of texts may
be found in Marcion's gospel: cf, Adolf von Harnack, Marcion: Das
Evangeliwn vom f-Pemden Gott, 2nd ed., TU 45 (Leipzig: J. c. Hinrichs,
1924), pp. 242*ff. He suggests that most of the harmonizing readings
in Marcion were already in the Western text he used. In his review
of Harnack's first edition of Marcion, M.-J. Lagrange, RB 30 (1921):
610, avers that Marcion did m uch of his own harmonizing: cf. idem,
Introduction a l'etude du Nouveau Testament; Deuxieme p�tie: Crit
ique te:rluelle; II> La Critique rationnelle (Paris: J. Gabalda et
cie, 1935}, 2:264. Cf. also Au gust Pott, "Marcions Evangelientext,"
ZKG 42 (1923):202-23, esp. 208-13. This may also be the best place
to insert the warning of J. W. Wenham that not all readings which
appear ha:r:monistic are necessarily secondary: "How Many CockCrowings? The Problem of Hannonistic Text-Variants," NTS 25 (1979) : 525.
7

This early tendency or compulsion to harmonize the various
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may appear dubious to scholars such as Montefiore,1 but the trend of
recent stu::lies concerning early patristic quo ta tions seems to be
leading us in these directions, though for Thanas nothing can be
proven as yet.

These are just other possibilities with which we

have to contend.
The above suggestions imply, of course, Thomas' dependence,
one way or another, upon the Synoptic gospels.

Nevertheless, the

original sayings collection might still have been based upon inde
pendent tradition.

And yet, it does seem rather certain that Thomas

has had Synoptic contact at some time.

What this thesis seeks to do

is to identify and trace some of these canonical influences, if pos
sible.

Hence, our stu:iy continues with a look at Thomas and the Old

Syriac version.

gospel traditions has not been fully appreciated by many scholars.
Such a tendency may have persevered even after the introduction of
a hanoony as popular as Tatian's. Burkitt, EvangeZion da-Mepharreshe,
2:185-86, for instance, feels that Aphraates not only used the Dia
tessaron and the separate Gospels, but also did some hanronizing of
his own.
1

cf. his statements in NTS 1 (1961):224, 241-42, 248.

IV.

THE GOSPEL OF THCMAS AND THE
OLD SYRIAC GOSPELS

The preceding chapter in particul ar has made it evident that
there are similarities between the Gospel of Thomas and the Old
Syriac gospels. Sometimes, in fact, Thomas is closer to the "Vetus
Syra" than to the Diatessaron.

But it is one thing to note the fact

that some parallels exist; it is quite another to determine the ex
tent and significance of these parallels. This is the task of the pres
ent chapter.

Unfortunately, the investigation is complicated by the

problems relating to the Syriac versions, not the least of which,
as we have seen, is the relationship of the Di atessaron to the Old
Syriac gospels.

For this reason, a brief survey of the Old Syriac

version will be time well spent.
A.

A Brief L ook at the Old Syriac Version

1

The Old Syriac gospels are sometimes referred to as the

Evangelion da-Mepharirieshe (Syriac for "Evangel of the Separated
ones") as opposed to the Diatessaron (= Evangelion da-MehalZete-•
"Evangel of the Mixed ones").
two extant manuscripts.

The version is represented by only

The fir st one to become known was in a group

of Syriac manuscripts acquired by the British Museum in

2

1 842.

Its

1

Although no manu script of Acts or the Pauline epistles ex
ists in the Old Syriac, it is suspected that a pre-Peshittic trans
lation of at least some of these writings was made (cf. Chase, Old
Syriiaa Element, esp. pp. 1-2, l32f f.; and Black, "Syriac Versional
Tradition," pp. 1 33-39}. Thus, when we speak of the "Old Syriac ver
sion," reference is being made only to the Gospels, which, for our
present purpose, are all that are requ ired anyway.
2

Add. MS. 14451.
Verisions, pp. 36-37.

For further details, see Metzger, Early
212

213
significanc e was discovered by William Cureton, hence the name
C
1
"Curetonian Syriac Gospels" (sy ).

is very lacunose,

c ontains

This fifth-century MS, which

a text which ha s been labelled "by and

large a 'Western' type of text,11

2

but readings from other text tradi

3
tions, including the B-Aleph and the Koine, are also pre s ent.

has been adjudged to have a text
s

cousin sy ,

4

c loser

c

Sy

to the Diatessaron than its

but, paradoxically, Voobus sees in

5
revised towards the later Peshitta (syP).

c
sy

a text-type 110re

The other Old Syriac MS is known as the Sinaitic Syriac
s

( sy ).

This palimp sest manuscript was discovered at the

c lose

of

the nineteenth century in St. Catherine's 100nastery on Mount Sinai
by two sisters--Mrs. Agnes Smith Lewis and Mrs. Margaret Dunlop
Gibson.

6

Although sane prefer to date this MS at the beginning of

1-rhe standard edition is that of F. c. Burkitt, Evangelion

da-Mepha.rreshe. The Curetonian Vel"sion of the Fo'U.1' Gospels, with
the Readings of the Sinai Palimpsest and the Early Syriac Patristic
Evidence, 2 vols. (Cambridge, 1904).
2

Black, "Syriac Versional Tradition," p. 131.

Cf. Burkitt,

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, 2:210, 2 13ff. In fact, according to
Chase, Old Syriac Element, and, idem, The Syro-L:itin Text of the
Gospels (London: Macmillan and Co., 1895), the Old Syriac version of

the Gospels as well as of Acts and the Epistles is predominantly re

sponsible for the Western text.

3
cf. Burkitt, Evangelion da-Mepharroeshe, 2:223ff.1 and
Black, "Syriac Versional Tradition," p. 131.
4

cf. Hjelt, Altsyrisahe EvangetienubersetzuYl{J, p. 165; and
Burkitt, Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, 2: 2 20ff.

5Early Versions, p. Bl; cf. Burkitt, Evangetion da-Mepharreshe,
2:213ff.; and Hermann Freiherr von Soden, Die Sahriften des Neuen
Testaments in ihrer attesten erreichbaren Textgestalt (Berlin: Arthur

Glaue, 1907), I:2:1573-76.

6
Mrs Lewis ' is the standard printed edition: The Old Syriac

Gospels or Evangetion da-Mepha.rreshe; Being the Text of the Sinai or
Syro-Antioahene Palimpsest, inaluding the Latest Additions and Emen
dations, !Jith the Variants of the Curetonian Text, Corroborations
from Many Other MSS., and a List of Quotations f:rom Ancient Authors
{London: Williams and Norgate, 1910).
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the V

c entury,

This MS

shares

1

2
Metzger and others prefer a late IV-centur y date.
basic ally the

same

text as

sy

c

, but without many of

s
its apparently later revisions, making sy an older and better representative of the original Old Syriac gospels.

3

As with roo st early trans lations of the Bible, no one knows
for certain by whom, when, or where this ver sion was fir st made.
Burkitt believe s that Palut, bishop of Edessa around A.D. 200, was
responsible for the Old Syriac,
5
.
reJected.

4

but this view has generally been

On the other hand, Lagrange thinks that there was no

need for a Syriac translation of the four Gospels until the middle
of the fourth
c olonists

c entury.

6

He attributes the Vetus Syra to Syrian

out s ide of or on the periphery of Syria.

especially in

s
sy

7

Torrey, who sees

a preference for words and idioms roore typical of

P alestinian Aramaic than classical Edessene Syriac, traces the Old
1

2
3

Cf. Bla ck, "Syria c Ver sional Tradition," p. 132.

Early Versions, p. 38.

cf. Hjelt, Altsyrische EvangeZienubersetzung, pp. 83ff.,
165; Burkitt, E:vangelion da-Mepharreshe, 2: 213ff.; and Blac k, "Syriac
Versional Tradition," p. 124. Torrey, Documents, pp. 246-47, 294,
s
c
would di spute this view somewhat. He sugge sts that sy and sy rep
resent two totally distinct types of text, with sys representing the
original Old Syriac version and syc a later revi sion ; cf. Bewer, NT
Canon, pp. 3-16. Voobus, Studies, pp. 35, 166-67, solves the prob
lem of the diversity between sys and syc by viewing them as only two
of a multiplicity of O ld Syriac translations, roughly s imilar to the
situation found in the Old Latin ver sion; cf. Kahle, Cairo Geniza,
pp. 285ff. This is also the view of Baumstark and Peters ( c f. Bla c k,
"Syriac Ver sional Tradition," p. 130).

p. 25.

4Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, 2:5, 208, 212.
5ct. Lewis, Old Syriac Gospels, p. v; and Voobus, Studies,
6Criti e textuelle, 2:205, 208. Voobus, Studies, p. 26,
qu

thinks Lagrange "assumes too much."

7
Lagrange, Criti que textueZZe, 2:208.

Syriac ver sion to Antioc h.
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1

early sec ond century, but sy

He would d ate the origin of sy
C

in the third century.

2

s

in the

Black also

.
3
· ·
traces th e Old Syriac b ack to Antio
. c h , but he f avour s an origin
much later--closer to Lagr ange's four th-century date.

4

A median

position, as far as date is concerned, is occupied by Voobus, who
prefer s to think of the Vetu s Syra originating in the third century.

5

Regarding provenance, he is probably correct when he states, "In the
light of our present information the pla c e of origin
certained with any degree of certainty.11
Of

course,

c annot

6

inextri cably tied to the question of date for the

Old Syriac version is its relationship to the Diatessa ron.
have

seen,

there are many

antedates the Diatessaron.
swered.

be as

scholars

7

As we

who assert that the Old Syriac

Many of their arguments remain unan

Nevertheless, the trend in more r ecent year s appears to be

toward the affirmation of the view that the Old Syriac version as
represented by the Sinaitic and Curetonian MSS is late r than, and in
part dependent upon, the Syriac Diatessaron of Tatian.
is per haps best reflec ted by the

stooie s

This trend

8
of Voobu s and Black.

But

even if the Diatessaron is given priority, such a relationship of
d ependence upon the part of the Vetus Syra is not demanded.

Just

after the turn of this century, Gres smann suggested that the original
Old Syriac version antedated Tatian, but the Tetraevangelium as rep
resented by sy

sc

is replete with hanooni stic readings and hence is

1

Doauments, pp. 249ff., 294.

2

Ibid., pp. 13 6 , 247, 294.
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yria c Versional Tradition," pp. 132-33.
5

Early VePsions, p. 76.

7
8

6

rbid., pp. 76-77.

See pp. 138-39 above.

cf. Voobus, Studies; Black, "Syriac Versional Tradition";
and their previou s work s c ited therein.

1
post-Tatianic.
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Thus, one might understand Gressmann a s saying that

both the Diatessaron and sy

sc

ultimately go back to a common third

source--the original Vetus Syra.

2

along a dif ferent route by Pelser.
sour c e

shared

The same de stination is reached
3

According to him, the third

by the Diate ssaron and Old Syriac is

s ome

Jewish

Chri stian tradition which flourished in Syria, but which reached
· 4
·
·
Tatian
in
Rome through the med'ium o f Justin.

If either of thes e

views is ac c epted, one is able to explain the similarities of

sy

sc

to the Diatessaron other than by dependence, and thus, possibly, to
5
date the former earlier than Tatian's work.

Whether one understands the Old Syriac gospels to be dependent upon the Diates saron, or vice ver sa, or even if one

sees

them

as both utilizin;J a cornIOOn third source, at the very least it must
be recognized that the Old Syriac contains a

c ertain

amount of unique

m aterial--material not found in the Diates saron or in any Greek wit6
nes ses .

The question is, how is this material to be explained?

Bla ck ha s postulated that even though the Old Syriac gospel s are
post-Tatianic, "there may have been a Syriac go spel before the Syriac
Diates saron. 11

7

of Hegesippus,

8

One point in favour of this view is Eusebius' account
who, in a writing lost to us, makes a pos sible

1
Hugo Gressrnann, "Studien zum syrischen Tetraevangelium, 11
ZNW 6 (1905):135-52, esp. 150-51.
2

He says the same for the Peshitta (ibid., pp. 142-43).

311
5

Syriac NT Text s, 11 pp. 159 ff.

4

rbid., pp. 161 -62.

This is Pelser's sug gestion (ibid., p. 162), but it is not
Gressmann's view (ZNW 6 (1905):150-51).
6

c£. von Soden, Sch:r>iften, I:2:1585-88.

71
1syriac Versional Tradition," p. 120;
Approach, pp. 266ff.
8

sets

c f.

idem, Aramaic

Eusebius, H.E. 4. 22. 8 (GCS ed.). Eusebius says Hegesippus
down certain things tK 'tE 'tOU Kae· • El3palouc e:uayye:ALOU
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reference to a Syriac gospel, but this reference is unclear.

1

It

may be possible to postulate that this early gospel was the Gospel
of the Hebrews, as Voobus does,

2

but this leads to problems, par-

ticularly if one believes that Tatian made use of this gospel.
Voobus, while trying to discover the source of the earliest gospel
traditions in Syria, states that "some very valuable clues of this
m:>st primitive stage in the use of the Gospel in Mesopotamia, are
to be found in specific Palestinian Aramaic terms, idioms, and
grammatical forms preserved sporadically in the Old Syriac Gospels." 3
Proceeding further concernim these words and forms, he says "Certainly Tatian did not make use of them.

4
They mu st be older."

He

then continues to identify the source of this Palestinian Aramaic
influence unique to the Vetus Syra as the Cnspel of the Hebrews.
Paradoxically, however, he goes on to agree with Baumstark and Peters
that the Gospel of the Hebrews was the "fir st and leading source" of
Tatian in the canpilation of his Harm:,ny.

5

If this is so, one would

think that vir tually the whole of the Gospel of the Hebrews would
have been incorporated into the Diatessaron.

Later, nearly the

whole of the Diatessaron was included (albeit in a restructured,

6
" fl eshed out" form) in the Old Syriac gospels.

This would mean that

the entirety of the Gospel of the Hebrews, too, was embodied in the
Kat 'tOO I:upLaKoO. mack, "Syriac Ver sional Tradition," p. 120,
suggests that "Hegesippus's syr-iakon could refer to a pre-Tatianic
Syrian gospel." Voobus, Studies, pp. 18-20, tries to identify the
Syriac (gospel?} mentioned here with the Gospel of the Hebrews. On
the other hand, Waitz, ZNW 13 (1912):339-40, has equated it with the
Gospel of the Nazarenes, and Bauer, Orthodoxy, p. 51, with the Gospel
of the Ebionites. Cf. pp. 153f f. above.
1
2

cf. Metzger , Early Versions, p. 9.

Studies., pp. 18-20.

4
Ibid.
6

3

rbid., p. 18.

5
rbid., p. 19.

Cf. Black, "Syriac Versional Tradition," p. 127.
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Vetu s Syra.

lbw, then,

c an

the Go spel of the Hebrew s be the sour c e

of the material unique to the Old Syriac go spels (i.e., not found in
the Diatessaron) when both works
non-c anonic al go spel?
contradi ctory.

A view

We would be

c ontain

su c h

safer

essentially all of this

as Voobu s ' would appear to be

to postulate that the Gospel of

the Hebrews was not the only "Syriac" go spel.

1

Thus, either (1) Ta-

tian u sed the Gospel of the Hebrews, but it is not the source of the
lmique material in the Old Syriac, or (2) Tatian did not use the Gos
pel of the Hebrews, but it may be a possible

source

of the

special

material found in the Old Syriac go spels but not in the Diatessaron.
Of
e st

c our se,

stratum

it

c ould

well be impossible to identif y thi s old

of Syrian go spel tradition 2 with any precision; it is

probably presumptuou s to gather it all under the heading of " the
Go spel of the Hebrews."

And yet, there

seems

to be good reason for

postulating the existenc e in Syria of a gospel tradition, perhap s a
canonical Gospel tradition, antedating both the Diatessaron and the
sc

Old Syriac gospels as represented by sy
tion may be
1

salvageable

from

sc 4
sy
,

3
_

Parts of

suc h

a tradi-

the Syrian Fathers, and early

Cf. Blac k, "Syriac Versional Tradition," p. 120.

2
A pre-Tatianic "Syrian go spel tradition," if one exi sted,
and if i t was written, could have been written in the Syriac lan
guage, or in Greek or Aramai c. To avoid confusion, the word "Syrian"
is used here and elsewhere geographically; the word "Syriac " refers
to the language o f Syria.
3

Cf. T. Baarda, "The Q:> spel Text in the Biography of Rabbula,"

VigChr 14 (1960):124-25. He notes that the text of Mt. and Lk. us ed

by Rabbula's biographer is even nore archaic than that of the Old
Syriac go spels. This would imply the exi stence of a Tetraevangelium
in Syria older than the Vetu s Syra.
4

Blac k, "Syriac Versional Tradition," p. 133 , while speaking
of sy , says that "any second-century material they contain mu st be
trac ed to the Syriac Diatessaron." But if sy8c contain material not
found in the Diatessaron or in the Greek MSS, the c han c es are good
that this material represents Syrian go spel tradition which could be
an c ient, Blac k' s statement notwithstanding.
sc
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apocryphal gospels.

Relevant to the present study, the question

arises whether such a tradition may lie behind some of Thoma s '

say-

ings.
Before proceeding with such an investigation, however, it
may perhaps be best to conclude this section with a note concerning
the esteemed significance which the Old Syriac gospels held in the
eyes of the early Syrian church. Modern opinion on thi s question
appears to be polarized.

On the one hand, there is Burkitt, followed

in the main by writers such a s Kahle and Black, who views sy

s

and

sy C as nothing m:>re than two recensions of a four-Gospel trans lation
l
.
never rea11y had a wi
'despread circu
·
l ation.
·
which

Black refer s to

them as possible representatives of various ad hoc trans lations made
by different Fathers during this early period.

2

Whatever the case,

these men see no signifi cant circulation of these Old Syriac gospels
in the period of the IV and early V centuries becau se it wa s "a
translation of the Bible which was never officially recognized.11

3

c
s
Hence, accord.ing to Bur k'
itt, sy and sy were mere 1y l'b
1 rary volume s

and "old-fashioned books" which had been forgotten by the time of
4

Rabbula.

On the other hand, we have Voobus' theory of the Vetus Syra.5

He believes that after its inception in the III century, it became
the dominant Gospel text in Syria until some time after the I s lamic
invasion.

Thus, Ephraem's use of the Diatessaron has been incorrectly

1
Burkitt, Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, 2:164-65, 177ff.
2
11syriac versional Tradition,"

pp. 129-30.

3

Kahle, Cairo Geniz(',, p. 285. Cf. Burkitt, Evangelion daMepharreshe, 2:164-65; and Black, "Syriac Versional Tradition," pp.
129-30, 132.
4

Evangelion da-Mephax>reshe, 2: 165.

5

studies, pp. 46ff., and Early Versions, pp. Blff.
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interpreted as an indication of i ts popularity, when actually in the
.
.., . .
l
IV century the use o f the Diatessaron was dec��n�ng.

Moreover,

the Peshitta was not readily received in Syria, but only became
dominant at a later period, reaching the height of its influence in
2

the XI-XIV centuries.

Quite obviously, then, Voobus does not see

the Old Syriac gospels as a dusty antique forgo tten on the shelves
of a few libraries, but as the cornerstone of the Syriac textual
tradition based upon the foundation of the Diatessaron.
The views of both Burkitt and Voobus are probably somewhat
extreme.

The evidence presently available concerning the Old Syriac

and Peshitta ver sions does not seem able to support the weight which
Voobus places upon it. And yet, it does not appear fair to relegate
the Vetus Syra to oblivion.

Even Burkitt admits that up to the v

century, although the Diatessaron was the predominant text of the
Gospels, the Old Syriac gospels were still used.

3

He goes on to say

that "The qootations in Aphraates and Ephraim are the earliest form
of the Syriac Diatessaron that we possess, and these quotations
agree largely with the Ev. da-Mepharreshe.11

4

If the Syriac Diates

saron was not based upon the Old Syriac gospels (as Burkitt says),
one could legitimately conclu:le from this either that Aphraates and
Ephraem knew and used the Old Syriac gospels in places,

5

writings were subsequently corrected to this ver sion.

In either case,

or that their

is this sug gestive of a forgotten library edition of the Syriac gospels?

The Old Syriac version may not have been "official," but its

circulation and influence should not be underestimated.
1
3

a·

Stu �es, p. 171.

2

Ibid., pp. 56f f., 72ff., 135ff.

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, 2;191.

5
Cf. pp. 144, 145 above.

4

Ibid., 2:200.
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O f course, the significance of the Old Syriac ver sion for
scholars today is what it can tell us about the Gospel text of the
earliest church in Syria.

Relevant to the present chapter is the

question of whether it can be used as a tool to trace the Syrian
Gospel traditions back into the second century, especially as they
circulated independently of, and perhaps prior to, the Di'atessaron.
If such an investigation return s positive results, then there is a
chance that we may be able to understand better the origins of the
Gospel of Thomas.
B.

Previous Investigations of Thomas' Relationship
to the Old Syriac Gospels

Methodologically speaking, the first step must be to ascer
tain whether the Gospel of Thomas even has any actual textual affin
ities to the Old Syriac gospels.

Prior to the present fresh investi

gation, the several scholars who have noted and stu::lied such textual
affinities should be recognized.
Antoine Guillauroont was the first to note that there were

1
similarities between Thomas and the Vetus Syra.

According to him,

these textual parallels and the presence of Semitisms in Thomas con
firm Thomas' Syrian orig in.

Although his brief observations are

limited to log. 16, 25, and 107, his st\rly marks an important begin
ning.

It is regrettable that he did not id�ntify a precise relation

ship between Thomas and the Old Syriac go spels, but left this for
others to define.
The next writer to concern himself with the textual parallels
between Thomas and the Old Syriac gospels is Schippers,

2

althoug h his

1
JA 246 U958) :117ff.

2

Het Evangeiie van Thomas, esp. pp. 19-20, 133-34.
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commentary deals m::>re with the theology of Thomas and the sources of
i ts ideas than with the sources of its text.

Nevertheless, he does

make some very significant observations along textual lines.

He

states, for instance, that Thomas used a text of the New Testament
"like that which the Syrian church around the year 200 possessed."

1

Elsewhere, he says, "In many places where pseu::lo-Thomas does not
literally follow our biblical text, he rests upon a biblical text
used--at least for a tirne--in the Syrian church. 11

2

Unfortunately,

these two enigmatic statements are as clear as he makes his position.
Reading through his commentary, one does, however , receive the im
pression that the "Syrian text" about which Schippers is speaking
includes both the Old Syriac go spels and, natur ally, the Diatessaron.
What Schippers appears to be advocating, then, is that the Gospel of
Thomas is, at least in part, dependent upon the Vetus syra.

The

schematization and consequently, concretization, of another's opinion
is somewhat dangerous, especially if that opinion is poorly under
stood.

Yet it does have the advantage of making a position easier

to grasp and recognize.
sented thus:

3

Diatessaron
Vetus Syra

----.

__..A'

Hence, Schippers' theory could be repre-

Thomas

1
rbid., p. 134: "zeals de Syrische kerk die omstreeks het
jaar 200 bezat."

2
rbid., p. 20: "Op vele plaatseen waar pseudo -Thomas niet
letterlijk onze bijbeltekst volgt, berust hij op een in de Syrische
kerk--althaus een tijd lang--gebruiklijke bijbeltekst."
3

This may perhaps be the best place to mention Strobel's
stud y again (Vigehr 17 (1963):211-24). His precise position is also
unclear. Thus, it is difficult to know for sure, when he speaks of
Thomas' dependence (at least for log. 86) upon "eine syrische Text,"
whether he is advocating dependence upon the Old Syriac gospels or
a Syrian (noncanonical?) go spel tradition. The former view may per
haps be inferred when he sug gests that Thomas and the Diatessaron have
influenced each other indirectly, "etwa auf dem Umweg uber einen
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Schippers may be criticized for not substantiating his state
ments with verifiable facts.

It appears that he almost asswnes that

Thomas used a Syriac Tetraevangelium: i.e., since Thomas originated
in Syria (a statement open to question), and since Thomas is based
on the canonical Gospels (open to question), then Thomas must have
used the (Syriac) Gospels used by the Syrian church.
struction is possible, but difficult to maintain.

This recon

Not only are the

premises disputable, but such a view also demands a rather late date
for Thomas (at least after A.D. 170).

Schippers is willing to allow

1
this late date, but many scholars are not.
The last chapter in Schippers' commentary is written by
Baarda,

2 who does not necessarily share
all of Schippers' views.

we have seen,

3

As

Baarda proposes a direct dependence of Thomas upon

the Diatessaron.

But he also notes textual similarities between the

Old Syriac gospels and Thornas--rrore than 70 for sys alone.

This, he

I

concll.rles, is an indication of Thomas' contact with a local Syrian
gemeinsamen (syrischen) Text" (p. 216), or when he says "Im Blick
auf die Fassung •ihra Nest' (sing. ) im Thomas-Evgl 8Gb bedeutet dies
sehr wahrscheinlich, dass eine Abhangigkeit von der Vetus Syra vor
liegt" (p. 218), and "Die Fassung des Thomas-Logions 86d muss allem
Anschein nach von einem ostlichen Text her erklart werden wofur sich
im ausgehenden 2. Jahrhundert primar die Vetus Syra anbietet" (p.
222). In this, he would appear to follow, in a general way, Schippers.
And yet, in his conclusion he makes it clear that he is not speaking
of dependence upon the Old Syriac translation of the canonical Gos
pels, but of another Syrian gospel text or tradition. Consequently,
his actual position approaches that of Haase or Quispe!: "hinter
Thomas-Logion 86 eine syrische Tradition und ein syrischer Text
steht. Fur den Zeitraum des 2. Jahrhunderts bedeutet dies zugleich,
dass wir es mit einer aramaisch-judenchristlichen Uberlieferung zu
tun haben, for welche Uberlegung nicht zuletzt das beigebrachte Zeug
nis des hebraischen Matthaus-Evangeliums ein wenig nachdenklich stim
men sollte" (p. 224).

l
2

3

See p. 22 n. 3 above.
"Thomas en Tatianus," pp. 135-55.
Pp. 164-65 above.
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biblical text with a •western' flavour which has ul timately been in
fluenced by Tatian's Harm::>ny.

<

It would appear, therefore, that

Baarda is proposing the following relationship:
Diatessaron

Vetus Syra
Thomas

He does not, however, specifi cally rule out contact between the Old
Syriac and Thomas.

The most thorough investigation of the relationship between
Thomas and the Old Syriac gospels has been made by Menard in his re-

cently published commentary. l

After noting the strong affinity be-

tween the text of Thomas and the Syriac versions (the Vetus Syra in

particular),

2

he comes to the conclusion that the writer of Thomas

knew the Gospels in Syriac translation: "il faut dire qu'il depend

.

,

des Evang1les

canoniques.

Dans son cas particulier, il faut ajouter

que ces Evangiles canoniques sont parvenus
des versions syriaques. 11

3

a

lui par l'intermediaire

Not only this, but Menard is also of the

opinion that Thomas may be the apocryphal fifth source used by Ta
tian.4

Hence, Menard's views may best be represented as:
Vetus Syra ----+ Thomas --+ Diatessaron
If one is willing to date the Old Syriac gospels prior to

the Oiatessaron and to allow that Thomas is based on the canonical
gospels, this view may not appear Wlinviting.

But a formidable prob

lem is the necessarily early date for the Vetus Syra.
1

If Tatian used

,
.
L'Evang�le selon Thorrns, NHS 5 (1975).

2

cf. ibid., pp. lOff. He notes especially log. 25, 16, 107,
and 86 (cf. GuillaUIOC>nt and Strobel above).
3

rbid., p. 26; cf. p. 12.

4
1bid., Pl?· 22-23. Concerning log. 3 3 , he says, "Tatian
aurait mis notre EvangiLe seZon Thomas
la base de son remanie
ment! 11" Fbr log. 25, he asks rhetorically, "Peut-on en conclure
que Thomas est la source du Diatessaron?"

a
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Thomas (and this is questionable),

1

we would do well to date Thomas

around A.D. 140, but Menard pre f ers "la fin du II e siecle,11

2

a date

which makes his th e ory more dif ficul t to accept, even if he dates
the D iatessaron as late as A.D. 180.

Further, if Thomas used the

Old Syriac ver sion, the latter would obviously n e ed to be dated be
fore A.D. 140--an uncomfor table, if not impossible pill for some
scholars to swallow.

Nevertheless, Menard's reconstruction is con-

ceivabl e , and should be kept in mind when comparing Thomas and the
Old Syriac gospels.
Menard may be f urther criticized for his methodology, or,
at least, his erroneous reasoning from the facts. For one thing, he
bases his theory that Thomas used the Vetus Syra largely upon the
3
that both share certain Semitisms.

evidenc e

We have seen, however,

4
that some of this evidence is open to question, and it does not per
for ce lead to the conclusion which Menard draws from it. Moreov er,
Menard places too much weight upon minor comm::>n readings (e.g.,
addition/omission of the possessive pronoun, diff e rence of th e
singular/plural, repetition of a ver b) which may be due to the idiom

5
of the languages involved or to coincidenc e.

His theory is a viable

one, nonetheless, and in this indispensable comme ntary he has amassed
a great deal of information which is relevant not only to the present
stu:iy, but to any investigation concerning the Gospel of Thomas.
In view of the preceding di scussion, we are thus faced with
the three obvious relationships which are possible between Thomas
and the Old Syriac gospels: (a} The Ve tus Syra could have been
l

3

See pp. 166f., 206f. above.

cf. ibid., pp. lOff.

5

2

4

Thomas,

p. 3.

Pages 126f f. abov e.

cf. his discussion of log. 86 (Thomas, pp. 11-13) and the
discussions of log. 86 above (pp. 104-105, 196-98).
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influenced by Thomas.

Although no scholar has seriously suggested

this possibility, it could be inferred from Koester's thesis that
the Diatessaron has utilized Thomas, if the Diatessaron is thus
placed prior to the Vetus Syra.
would then be indirect.

The influence exerted by Thomas

But a direct influence is also plausible,

if r eadings can be fom1d in the Old Syriac version which are traceable back to Thomas.

(b) On the other hand, Thomas could be depen-

dent upon the the Old Syriac, as Schippers and Menard argue.

In

Schippers' case, it may be dif ficult, if not impossible, to dis
tinguish between a Tatianic reading which passed directly to Thomas
and one which passed through the inte:anediary of the Old Syriac gos
pels (assuming Diatessaric priority).

(c) Finally, both Thomas and

the Vetus Syra could be dependent upon a coI!UOC>n third sour ce.
have seen that Baarda has nominated the Diatessaron.
alternative is that of Pelser.

We

An interesting

He suggests that all three of these

works rest upon a mutually shared source--an unknown Jewish-Christian
gospel tradition which circulated not only in Syria, but also in
Rome.

1

These are the various forms of the possibilities with which
we have to work.

Of course, the contingency of fortui tous agree

ment and consequently Thomas' complete independence of the Old
Syriac gospels cannot be overlooked.

In order to prove conclusively

any relationship between them, one must search for variant readings
shared exclusively by Thomas and the Vetus Syra.

This is now our

task,

1

11syriac NT Texts," pp. 159-62. Pelser's theory is com
patible with Quispel's, but it is not necessarily the same.
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c.

A Brief Compari son of Thomas and
the Old Syriac Gospels

Logion 8 (c f. pp. 1 68-70).
mentioned in Mt.

1 3:47-48,

(i)

the man in this logion is described as

"wise," like the merchant in log. 76.
1

with Schippers

Although "wise" is not

that in Mt. 13:33 of

It is interesting to note
c
sy

the woman who hid the

leaven in the meal is described as "wise" (cf. log. 96), but sinc e
the fi sherman is not so described in any other known textual tradi
tion, "wise" is probably a tendentious addition here.

(ii)

A sec

ond possible point of contact with the Old Syriac is the use of the
finite verb "drew" in place of Matthew' s

a.val3 Ll3cioav-re:� .

We have

seen (p. 169) that this reading occurs in the Western tradition,
the Coptic ver sions , and the Diatessaron, but a textual
is unlikely,

sinc e

Thomas and

sy

SC

c onnec tion

are probably just following the
2

preferred syntax of their respective languages.

(iii)

Both sy

SC

and Thomas make mention of " fish" which is omitted in the Greek of
Mt., but in

..

sy

sc

it occur s only once (in v. 48-- "they

chose

(r::::,JC\J--pl.)"), while in Thomas "fi sh" occ ur s four time s.

witnesses where this addition occur s (see pp.

169-70),

the fish
In all

however, it

is ro st likely an addition from inference, and in Thomas particularly
the addition appear s tendentious .
variant is the "c hose" of

sc
sy

OUVEA.E!;av ("they collec ted").

3

(iv)

The final major shared

and Thomas in

supposed

contrast to

This artifi cial distinction is

easily exposed by the use of a Syriac dictionary: the word used in
sy

SC

is

�

which is the Pa'el of.
rC:l \ which means "to
�

c hoose,

1

Thorrris, p. 68.

2
The Syriac language prefers parataxis to Greek' s hypotaxi s ;
cf. Sebastian P. Blrock, "Limitations of Syriac in Representing Greek,"
in Metzger, Early Versions, pp. 83-91.
3
cf. Menard, Thomas, pp. 89-90.
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se l ect,

collec t,

gather. ,.

l

Moreover , cru11.11.ty EL v i s translated with

the same word in Mt. 13:41.

Hence, sy

SC

probably had this word in

their Vor"la.ge, and perhaps Thomas did as well.

It

s hould

be evident,

therefore, that there is little substantial evidenc e to connec t log.
8 and the O l d Syriac go spels.
SC

sy

Logion 9 (cf. pp. 72-73, 1 5 9-60, 170-71).
share

by Baarda.

This saying and

three variants of major interest whic h have been noted
2

in Mt. 13:4

(i)
3

The fir st is the "gathered them" of Thomas and sy

as opposed to the "ate them" of the Synoptics.

s

The

on l y other possible witnesses to such a reading here are Ephraem and
Aphraates, and they do not u se this word in their qootations.
in their commentaries, they only use

9-\.Jsc

which is probab l y due to Mt. 13:19 (sy

("to

s natch,

has evidently been a ssimilated to the

s

word is not found in the Diatess aron, sy

how connected with Thana s.

(ii)

(down) a root" in Thoma s and
We have a lready

c ould

seen

sc
sy

of Mt. 13: 6b

Actually,

sy

s

5

this

c

and sy

some

c a st

is not all that tell

( c f. Mk.-sa. 4:6).

5 8.

Similarly,

Cf. Klein, Worterbuch,
Cf. Menard, Thomas, p. 92.

.L\
,...\
has "gathered it" rou
�).

See p. 160 above.
5sys

c

(p. 73) that this is a natural way for

rn Schippers, Thorrns, p. 138.

3

s ince

The formulation "did not

Payne Smith, Dictionary, p.

2

sy

s

preserve a pre

thus have had this phrase in it s VorZage.

1
p. 36.

Moreover,

could

Coptic to render the Greek µ1'1 fX.ELV �lCav
Thomas

Sinc e

It is ju st pos sible that this tradition is

Tatianic tradition.

ing.

Thus sy

text ( cf. syP ), sy s

standard

could represent the origina l Old Syriac text.

Even

seize"),

have� here).

is the on l y witness besides Thomas to have " gathered."

4

are both defective here in Mk.
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suc h a Vorlage may also lie behind the Old Syriac's use of i<,o 1
("to throw, cast; to

cast

down; to lay, set, put"), since suc h a

for mulation is not musual in the Syriac biblical tradition.
any

case,

1

In

although the similarity is striking, there is no factual

evidence to link the two readings inextricably.

(iii)

The addition

of "in the earth" after "they did not strike root" is another inter
c

esting variant shared by Thomas and, this time, sy

s

omits the

The oc currence of suc h an obvious addition to the canoni

phrase).
c al

(sy

saying

c ould

easily be a fortuitous scribal addition,

and the question of a

c onnection

in this plac e must remain open.

tices at least four others.3

sc

however,

between Thomas and the Vetus Syra
Besides these variants, Schrage no

All four, however, could simply be the

result of the influenc e of an alternate Synoptic gospel.
Thomas and Lk. 8:5 in sy

2

(iv)

Thus,

do anit "of heaven" after birds, but the

tradition in Thomas could have been influenc ed by Mt. or Mk. in whic h
the best MSS also omit "of heaven."

(v)

Thomas and sy

SC

also omit

-rov on6pov aO-roO in the same verse, but this phrase is not found
4
in the Matthean or �arc an parallels, either.

(vi) Log. 9 also

omits CLO. -ro µfl fxe:Lv (3ci3oi;; yf'lc, which is omitted in Mt. 13:5
s
in sy •

Two things may be said here.

First, the saying in Thoma s

is obviously shorter in this plac e than Mt./Mk. and the clau se may
1

cf. Isa. 37:31; 40:24; Hos. 14:6 (ET 14:5).

2

cf. Schrage, Ver'hii.ltnis, p. 46. Also, the influence of
the wording in a passage like Isa. 40:24 upon a sc ribe is not im
possible. The Syriac Peshitta in this plac e reads: �\J K,l ')
� i� K � ("andc they will not strike roots in the earth"), which
is very c lose to sy in Mt. 13:6: �i� r<� �iK �:t(" and
it did not strike root in the earth").
3 VePrlU�
t.�"'tn.
�s, p. 46.

4
1t is interesting to note that although this phrase may
have been found in the Diatessaron ( cf. Ephraem 11. 12), it oc curs
nowhere in the Old Syriac. If i t did not oc cur in the Diatessaron,
how does it cane to be found in Ephraem?
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have been anitted due to the redactor's condensation of canonical
s

tradition.

Second, although the exact phras e is mi ssing in sy ,

earlier in v. 5 it adds, lll'liquely, rcocn r<Jl.C -=1:t �O ("and be
cau se it was a shallow place"), thus allu:Hng twice to the fact that
there wa s not much soil on the rocky ground , ju s t as Mt. does.
s equently,

log. 9 and

sy

s

are not exactly parallel here.

(vii)

ConThe

final variant is the omission of lSnou o-Crn. E CxEv yfiv noAAT)V
which Thoma s

s hare s

with

sy

Thomas could be due to the

s

in Mk. 4:5.

s horter

Again, thi s omi ssion in

form of log. 9, or to the influ

ence of Lk., which doe s not have thi s phra s e, but a connection with
sy

s

is certainly not provable.

Of cour se, the preceding di scussion

of the se last four variant s pre s upposes on the part of the redactor/
copyist a knowledge of all three Synoptic go s pels , whether the vari
ants are viewed as proving O ld Syriac influence or not.

This would

110st likely rule out literary dependence, but, if Thomas is indeed
dependent at any

s tage

of i ts transmiss ion, this probably indicate s

a dependence upon the Synoptic go s pels only as they infl uenced the
mind (and hence the wording) of a copyi st /redactor.

Whatever the

case, Menard' s enthusiasm for the proven dependence of this
upon the Old Syriac go spel s

1

is a little premature.

s aying

In light of the

above evidence (particularly i and maybe iii), the no s t that can be
said is that a connection with the Old Syriac ver s ion may be pos s ible.

Logion 14c (cf. pp. 75-76). There i s scarcely any evidence
to connect this saying with the Old Syriac gospels.
real

s imilarity

is the emphatic "that" found in sy

5c

(i)

The only

of Mt. 15:11/

Mk. 7: 15, which is parallel to Thomas' NT04., but this could re st
1

Thonns, p. 92. Menard make s an interesting s tatement here:
"La veritable infl uence arameene sur Thoma s est posterieure a l'age
synoptique, comme nous l'avons dit dans l'Introduation, pp. 9ss, et
,11e s'est exercee sur les versions copte s du N.T. comme en notre
Evangile par l'intermediaire des versions s yriaques."
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upon the "t00"tO of Mt., or be fortuitous.
several

differences between the two text s.

Otherwise, there are
For one thing,

(ii)

the fir st clause is rendered in the Old Syriac with Particip les
(• the Syriac Present tense), and
c 1ause of sy

sc

(iii)

for another, the first

. clearl y negated at the beginning (as it is in the
is

Sahidic ver sion), but the negation in Thomas ap parently comes at the
end of the clause (cf. Mt.-bo. 15:11).

Logion 16 (cf. pp. 171-72). This is one of the saying s
,

where Guillaunont 1 and Menard
the Old Syriac.3

(i)

throw" of Thanas.

2

strongly

suggest

a connection with

The first variant of interest is the "to cast,

In general, this saying i s, of course, clos er to

Lk. 12:51-53 than to Mt. 10:34-35, but bhis does not exclude a
sible knowledge of Mt.
s

but Lk. in sy

even though sy

Not only could log. 16 be infl uenced by Mt.,

could have been assimilated to Mt. as well.
s

p os

Thus,

in Lk. 12:51 agree s with Thoma s and ha s ,K...7JiK' ("to

cast") instead of ooOvat., this does not necessarily
relationship between it and log. 16 (cf.

p.

s ignif y some

171 above).

If sy

s

in

Lk. and Thoma s have not been influenced by Mt., we could be dealing
with Semitic tran slation variants.

Black ha s already noted the

Semi tic u se of 600va1. to mean (a) "to make" or (b) "to set, place."
In thi s light, it i s

s ignificant

that the Syriac ver sions are divided

a s to how 000va1. should be translated in Lk. 12: 51.

l(,)oir:::" which
place."

5

This would appear to follow option (b).

3

ct. Schip pers, Thoms,

4

2Thomas,
pp .

sp

read

pp.

On the other hand,

11, 103-104.

76-77.

Aramaia Approach, pp. 132-33.

p.

sy

normally means "to throw, cast," but fr equently "to set,

1
JA 246 (1958):118-20.

n. 1 of

4

133.

5
ct. Payne Smith, Diationa.Py,

He notes this
p.

542.

pa s sage

in
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c

sy

read s

i�r( ("to

make"), following option (a).

Aramaic equivalent to one of these words, or

.J. 0 �

stands behind Luke's 6o0va.L , it is dif fi c ult to

Whether the
("to give" ),

s ay.

the f act that log. 16 reads "to cast, throw" in a Luc an
be indic ative of
with Matthew.

c onta c t

(ii)

preserve

c ase,

c ontext

with a Semitic language, or equally,

could

c onta c t

The only other major variant relevant here i s

the anission of the second "will be divided" in sy
ing Guillaumont to

In any

postulate

s

and Thomas,

that this Coptic logion and sy

the original syntax o f this saying.

1

s

c au s -

could

This, however, may be

sanewhat prem ature, especially in light of the numerous subtle dif
ferences between the two.

For one thing, log. 16 never mentions

"divided" specifically, as sy s does (in v. 52).

Second, it i s po s -

sible that the N��wlTE ("will be") of Thomas represents the OLa1.1,e:pC Ce: LV found in Luke.

If

this is true, the redactor of log. 16

probably knew a text which was worded and hence pun c tuated as the
m::>dern printed editions (i.e., 61.a1.1,e:p1.08noov-raL being taken with
v. 52).

s

Third, this is not the text of sy , whic h has 61.aµe:pCCe:1.v

only once, nor is it the text of sy
be divided"), which

can

cp

which have � du_ ("he will

obviously only be taken with v. 53 and with

"father" as the subjec t.

Consequently, there is actually very little

evidence to link log. 16 with the Old Syriac gospels.
theless, this does not

perforce

(iii)

Never

dissociate the saying from a Syrian

milieu, as variant (i)•and an interesting observation conc erning the

"war" of Thomas illustrate.
1

Qui spel thinks that both "sword" and

JA 246 (1958):118-19. Hence, he sees the original Greek
text thus: foovLaL yap ano LOO vOv ntVLE: fv tvt oCx�, -rpe:t�
fnt 6uotv Kat QUO tnt -rp1.otv 6Laµe:p1.08noov-ra.1., na-rnp tnt
ut4> xaL ulb� fnt na-rpC etc. It should be noted, however, that
(a} log. 16 never specifically mentions "divided"; and (b) the s ec ond
"divided" of Lk. (restored here) is the one absent from s y 5 •
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'' war '' cp bac k to the same Aramaic
. root. 1

ceivably go back to the same Syriac root.

They could, however, conAs he admits, the Syriac

word K.:J •1..., can al so mean both "sword" and "war."

Alternatively,

..,..- CJ rv,

. Mt. l 0: 34 o f sy SC is ,�,...,, but this
t he wor d us ed for " sword" in
•

same word (vocalized differently--something not done in

sc

)

2

can

3

also mean " slaughter, destruction.11

Logion 25.

sy

Guillaumont, Quispel, and Menard have probably

over-reacted to what they see as the Semitic influence upon this
logion (see pp. 172-74 above).

(i)

The primary evidence for this

influenc e i s the "as your soul" instead of the
19:19; 22:39/Mk. 12:31/Lk. 10:27.

wb

oe:aU"t'O\I of Mt.

While it i s true that "as your

soul" is Semi tic, it could also be a biblicism as Kuhn and Haenchen
aver (p. 133 above).

(ii}

The likelihood of the latter suggestion

is increa sed when one notes the Imperative "love" of Thoma s.

A l

though Hebrew may use the Imperative for a positive command, in
Lev. 19:18 it u ses the Future "you will love.11

4

In all probability,

this is the reason the Greek, Syriac, Coptic, and other versions of
the Old and New Testaments almost always render this saying in the
Future ten se, even though each language is capable of using the
Imperative.
ing occurs,

s

Mt. 19:19 of

Regarding the Vetus Syra, of the

s even

the Imperfect (Future) tense is used
sy

c

times this

six

is the Imperative utilized (:::J...,K, m.

times.
sg.

s ay-

Only in

Impv. of

1VigChr 12 (1958):189; cf. pp. 171-72 above.

2
The vocalization of Syriac MSS did not begin before the
VII century: cf. Brock, in Metzger, Earoly Versions, p. 87.
3
cf. Payne Smith, Dictiorza:r»y, pp.

375-76.

4
Actually, the Hebrew us es the Perfect plu s the Waw Cons ecutive, essentially resulting in the Imperfect (Future).
tant).

c
s
5
Four times in sy , three times in sy (Mk. 12: 3 1 i s not ex
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�),

1

scribal error, s ince

and this may be a

:::L..,d,

ter would give the Imperfect:
Nonetheless, there i s a

slight

(cf. syp

the change of one let

a nd

sy

sp

in Mk. 12:31).
C

possibility that Mt. 19:19 of sy

has

some

connection with log. 25, but because the "Semitic" flavour of

this

s aying

i s ambiguous, a Syrian background to this saying must

remain open to question.

Logion 31.

Quispe! notes that sy
,

2

"city" instead of na"tp L �-

scp

We hav e already

Thomas ' tME, though usually me aning city,
in this

na-rpl�

s aying.

The

same

may be

ha ve, with Thomas,
seen

(pp. 80-81) that

probably
said

tra nslates

for the K'lt\L=l/Jof

the Syriac ver s ions : it nonnally mea ns "city," but can me an "province,
country."
s cp
sy

3

Signifi cantly,

every

time na-rpC� occur s in the NT,

4
tran slate it with this word.

It mu st be

admitted

that this

ambiguou s Syriac word could lie behind the "city" of log. 31, but
this is doubtful in view of the comnon usa ge of the Sahidic

fM�

to

trans late na-rpC�.

Logion 32.

There is a relatively good chance tha t this

ing has undergon e Syrian influence.
must rest upon a
"set."

It was

singl e

said

say

Unfortunately, this entire case

variant--Thomas ' "built" in place of Ma tthew' s

earlier (pp. 175-76) that although Ta

to "built," this reading is

probably

ap

witness

not original to the Di a tessaron.

�phraern in his commentary (16. 23), does use the Imp era tive
the second time he qootes this saying, but he uses the synonym 7-1- i.
This is a testinDny to the tendency to put the comma nd in the Imp era 
tive, a t endency which may have indep endently aff ected the redactor
of log. 25.
2
3

Tatian, p. 17 9.

.
• •
•
Cf. Payne Smith, D�ct�onary, p. 252; a nd Brockelmann, Lex-icon, p. 145. Ephraem (11. 25) also u ses K dtl.,;(7-). This word is
probably why, of all the Ta tianic witnesses, only Taape have "city,"
which.is a clear case of mi sinterpretation of the Syri a c word.

4Also cf. 2 Chron. 6:32; 9:5; Dan. 8:2.
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This c an be substantiated by at least two thing s.

First, since

"built" is found in no other Tatianic witness but is found in
ap

the texts of Ta
ev a ngelion.

have

p robably

scp
sy
,

been influenc ed by a Syriac Tetra-

Second, "built" is found in witnesses nonnally uncon-

nected with the Diatessaron: e.g., Augus tine, Hilary,
Pseulo-Clement (Hom. 3. 67).

a nd perhaps

The evidence, then, would point rrore

toward the ultimate influence of the Old Syriac ver sion.

This would

l
be the source of "built" in syp and, if Voobus is correct, in

a rm

vet

g eorg.

It could have

also

influenced the biographer of

Ephraem and the translator of Eusebius' Theophania.

2

There

thus be some connection between Thomas and the Vetus Syra.

could

It is

unlikely that the latter is dep endent up on the former, since the
Old Syriac betrays no knowledge of Thomas • much fuller
is

possible,

It

saying.

however, that a redactor of log. 32 knew the Old Syriac.

What is m:>re likely is that Thom as and the Old Syriac h a ve been in
3
fluenced by an older Syrian tradition.

Peters

4

and Quispel

5

would

1voobus believes that the Old Armenian gospels were trans
lated from the Old Syriac go spels, and, in turn, the Old Georgian
go spels have an Old Armenian base: Early Versions, pp . 138 f f., 182f f.
cf. Peters, Diatessaron, pp. 63ff.
2

2: 16 6-72

For the latter,

cf.

Burkitt, Evangelion da-Mepha:r>reshe,

3

0

Augustine (De se1"111, Dom. 1. 17; 2. 2; C, Faust. 13. 13 1 ;
1 6. 17) and Hilary could have been directly or indirectly influenced
by this tradition. In this connection, it is sign ifi cant that the
Old Latin MSS k (African} and f (Italian) also have aonstituta. How
is it that a Syrian tradition (not necessarily written in Syriac!)
agrees with an Old Latin tradition? Here, we begin to touc h upon
what may be the greatest enigma of the 'Western' text: the agreements
of the Syriac with the Latin tradition (see pp. 265-66, 269-70 below}.
Let it suffice to say that it is not imp ossible that a textual tradi
tion circulating ver y early in Syria could have influenced Thoma s ,
the Syriac versions, and the Old Latin versions. It is even possible
that Thomas itself has influenced Augustine (cf. G. Quispel, "Saint
Augustin et l 'Evang .i.le selon Thomas," in Melanges d 'histoire des
religions offerts a Henxoi-Charles Pu.eah (Paris: Presses Universitaires
de France, 1974}, pp. 375 -78), and subsequently Hilary, but thi s does
not seem very likely. Alternatively, log. 32 could agree with them
through sheer coincidence.
4

Aa0r 16 (1938):28 4 -85, 29 4 .

5 vigChr 13 (1959} :108-109.
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identify this older tradition as the Gospel of the Hebrews, but if
Tatian used this apocryphal gospel as they believe, and if " built"
is

not

original to Tatian as deno n strated above, then it has nore

likely cane from a source other than the Gospel of the Hebrews.
yet, because we are dealing with

so

And

many "if s" here, the fortuitous

agreement between Thomas and all these witnesses cannot be ruled out.

Logion 33b (cf. pp. 161-63, 176-78).
di scussions of this
ants, Thomas is

saying,

From the preceding

it has been shown that for

not necessarily

textually

c onnected

several

v ari

because these

"variants" are found i n the G reek of a Synoptic parallel or are only
idianatic Coptic.
or Lk. 11: 33;

Thus:

"hidden place" is a

(ii)

language s, includin g Cop t ic;
is also

natural

"no one" may have come from Lk. 8: 16

(i)

(iii)

t he

to the Coptic language;

Lk. 8 and Lk. 111 and
quently, the fact that

(v)
sy

11

addition in many

repetition of " o ne puts it"
(iv)

"so that" is found in

"all" may come from Mt. 5:15.

sc

other is not significant.
however, is Thomas'

natural

1

Conse-

have these reading s in o ne Gospel or an(vi)

The reading which is

s ignificant,

\.mder a bushel • • • in a hidden place."

The

only Synoptic parallel which has these two phrases is Lk. 11:33, but
then in the opposite order.
Ta

fsnt

c

Aphr and also in sy .

An order similar to Thomas ' is found in
Just what is the connection, if an y?

Perhaps the following schematization on the next page will make the
evidence clearer:

1

Again, if this saying has been influenced by the canonical
Go spels, a knowledge of all three Synoptics is highly likely.
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GTh

bushel

hidden place

syC

s yP

bu shel
bu shel
bu shel
bu shel

Mk. 4

bu shel

bed

bu shel

bed

Mt. 5
sy

s

- sc/s y I
-sy P-

vessel
vessel
ve ssel
ve ssel

Lk. 8
s
sy
c
sy
s yP

hidden place
hidden place

Lk. 11
s
sy
sy
s yP

bed
bed
bed
bed

hidden place

bu shel

bushel
hidden place bu shel

hidden plac e

bu s hel
bu shel
bu shel

Aphr
Tan
Taf st

bed
bed
bed

hidden place
hidden place
hidden place

From this, the following obs ervations appear justified:
original readin g of the

ve ssel
(a)

The

Diatessaron is best represented by A phr Tan ;

f st
the "ve ssel" of Ta
has clearly been appen ded to include Lk. 8, resulting

(b) There is

i n a f uller harm:>nization.

between Thomas and Tatian.

no

direct connection

All of Tatian 's material has come from

the Go spels and Thoma s ' wording betrays no awaren ess of the D iatessaran 's f uller reading.

(c) The original reading s for Lk. 8 and Lk. 11

s
of the Old Syriac are best represented by sy •

evident in Lk. 11 that
text,

nor

s

has been corrected neither to the Greek

to the Peshitta, nor even to the Diatessaron.

ly, the reading of
sa

sy

It is particularly

arm geo.

1

sy

s

for Lk. 11 i s

It is possible that

text of Luke here.

sy

s

shared

Significant-

by, ruro n g others, p45,75

represents a pre-Tatianic Syriac
C

( d) The texts of Lk. 8 a n d Lk. 11 i n sy, o n the

other hand, appear to

show

sign s of Tatianic influen c e.

(e) Interest-

1rf log. 33b had this reading, its origin might have al so
been placed in Eg ypt; c f. Burkitt, Evangelion da-Mepha.rreshe, 2:251.
Burkitt, 2:295, thinks this readin:J i s the original of Luke 11:33.
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ingl y enough, it is the text of sy
whic h
a

c orre s ponds

c onnec tion

The verbal

C

in Lk. 11:33, and of sy C alone,

exac tly to the text of Thomas.

This may suggest

between the two: i.e., the influence of sy

s imilarity

C

upon Thomas.

between the two texts is striking:

GTh: For no one lights a lamp and puts it under a bushel, nor does
c
sy :
No one lights a lamp and put s it under a bushel, nor
GTh: one put it in a hidden place, but one puts it upon the lamp
c
in a hidden place, but one puts it upon the lampsy :
GTh: stand so that all who go in and
c
that those who go in
s y : stand

c ome

out will see its light.
will see its light.1

There are minor di fferences, but the repetition of the verb in Thomas
may be due to the redactor' s Cbptic style; "for," "all, 11
c ome

out"

c ould

If sy

al so be redac tional flourishes.

c

2

and "and

has influ-

enc ed log. 33b, the following re c onstruc tion would be suggested:
s

sy (?)� Diatessaron --4 syc --+ log. 33b
c

Alternatively, what if Thomas has influenc ed sy ?

This would elimi
c

nate the need to postulate Diatessaric influence upon sy .
rn::>re,

suc h

a

situation

tunately, a textual
c learly

What is

is inviting on chronological grounds.

connec tion

between the Diatessaron and sy

Unfor
c

3
evident in plac es where no parallel in Thomas exists.

fa c t makes this reconstruction less likely.

is
This

It is also possible that

1

-ro

The addition of the possessive pronoun to Luke's
cpw�
c oincidental:
not only does Coptic have a tendenc y to add the possessive, but Syriac
does as well; cf. Broc k, ":U.imitations," p. 95: "One of the Semitic
feature s of New Testament Greek is the over-use of the possessive
pronoun au-toO (au-t<i'>v) • Syriac idian in f ac t vir tually demands the
use o f the suffix with, for example, words denoting parts of the body,
and if there is v ariation + au-rou in the Greek tradition, Syriac
(with the exc eption of H) c annot be cited as evidence for the presence
o f the pronoun in its Greek Vo"f'Zage."

(cpltyyo1;) may be due to mutual influenc e, but it may be

2

"All" is, expectedly, found in Mt. 5: 15 of sy
al so add "all" to Lk. 8:16.

SC

, but sy

SC

3
Airong the examples given by Burkitt, Evangelion da-Mepha.rreshe,
2:221-22, are Lk. 11:2-4; 23:43; 19:44; and 8:31, though his interpre
tation of this eviden c e may be questioned. Cf. also von SOden,
Sch:riften, I:2:1575.
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both

c
sy

and log. 33b have been influenc ed by the

same

early {un-

known) gospel tradition whic h read "bushel ••• hidden plac e."
This would

satisfactorily

Lk. 8 in

c

C

sy.

sy

explain why "hidden place" is appended to

and why the Tatianic "bed" does not occur in Lk. 11 of

But besides being unprovable, there is again the problem of

explaining the ostensible Tatianic infl uence upon

sy

c

elsewhere.

Whatever the case (and it would be highly irresponsible to make con
clusive generalizations from ju st one text), it
c

sy

and log. 33b

s hare

the

same

c
sy

probable that

textual tradition, with perhaps

irrlirect infl uenc e by Tatian' s Harm:>ny.
Thomas ' agreement with

seem s

is purely

sane

Yet, the possibility that

c oinc idental

prevents this prob

ability from being viewed as a certainty.

Logion 34 (c f. pp. 81-82).
sc

sy

The fact that both Thoma s and

in Mt. 15: 14 have the Present "they f all" instead of the Futur e

ne:ooOv-raL is no reason to assoc iate the two.
(p. 82), in

such c onditional statements,

As we have

seen

Coptic may quite naturally

u se the Habitu:ie I (Continoou s Present} to render the Greek Futur e
(cf. Mt.-bo. 15:14).

Likewise, Syriac u su ally translates the Greek

Future with the Imperfec t (as

s
sy @

does in the parallel in Lk.

6:39), or it may u se the Participle, which is normally translated by
the Engli sh Present tense.
translated by

sy

1

The latter is the way ne:ooOv-caL is

SC

• This is also probably the reason the "Present"

is foWld in the Georgian ver sion, and, possibly, in several Tatiani c
witnesses.

In all these

c a se s ,

the translation probably rests upon

ne:ooOv-raL

Logion 39a.
tessaric

c onnec tions

There is a possibility that this

saying

has Dia

(see pp. 178-80 above}, but there may be some

relationship between it and the Vetus Syra as well.

(i)

1
cf. Brock, in Metzger, Earoly VePsions, pp. 90-91.

Thu s , the
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plural "keys" in place of the
Taape

arrn

as the result of
scp

"keys" in sy

to be certain.

1

could

s ingul a r

a ssimil ation

Syriac text (sy

a nn

s ome

as

gee ClemAl Ju st Aug.

. Taaearm
in

p arallels

sc
a nd s y
•

and

rea d "have hidden."

and

SC

a ls o

is the sour ce of " have hidden," then

(ii)

"They

s ome

2

have hidden"
v ari ant reading s.
between

If either of these

redactor of log. 39 a

3
Interes tingl y enough, only Ps Clem

text.

con-

witness es which

a connection

Thomas and thes e witnes ses ma y be que s tioned.

ca nonical

sy

a bove

Thom a s has "have received

sc
and sy
do not do this ; therefore

knew the

It is

This is in place of Luke's i)pa-rE.

which ostensibly harrronizes the canonica l
arm

), or

in D 157 it arm gee eth Orig PsClem

But Thomas ' rea ding i s fuller than most of the

Taae

sc p

of them prior to or independent

that Thomas is independent of both T a

have hidden them" finds
well

a

The latter is less likely, however, becau se "keys "

of the Diatessaron: q be

as

to

be due to Ta tianic infl u ence; it is impossible

is found in sever al witnesses,

ceiv a ble

in Lk. 1 1: 52 could occur in

also

a nd

the

Ethiopic ver sion are trul y parallel to Thom a s; they have "take .
(iii)

hide."

As far

possible

connection

EA8ELV

in Mt. 23:13.

654. 4,

4

and

(b) it

the Old Syriac is concerned, the only other

as

with log. 3 9a is the omi ssion of the word ElaBut (a) this word may have occurred in POxy

could

al so

have been in the Vorlagen of sy

SC

and

1
The problem i s compounded in Syriac, since the singul ar and
led the same, with the exception of two dots :
lur
a
l
forms
are
p
;�
K�K'--key, K· ··r<--keys ; cf. Schippers, Thomas, p. 98.

2
chase, Syro-La.tin Text, p . 39, suggests tha t Ta, sy, and the
("ye have
Western witnesses ma y all go back to the Syriac
,o�
hidden") which could itself be the "primitive Syriac equivalent of
fipa't'E," but this is mere conjecture.
3
cf. Quispe!, VigChr 12 (1958):190;
4

cf. Fitzmyer, Essays, pp. 413-14.

a nd

Menard, Thomas, p. 140.

the texts behind Ta
decipher in this

a
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Aphr1 the Semitic lang uage s are dif fi cult to

case.

In

sum, a connec tion

logion is possible, but there is

Logion 45b (c f.
that, while there

p.

no

between

sy

8c

and this

way to prove it satisfactorily.

On pp. 180-81 above, it was

86).

are s imilarities

s hown

between this saying an d the Dia

tessaro n, the similaritie s with the Old Syriac go spels are even more
(i)

remarkable.

The addition of "of his heart" in Thomas is not

telling, for it occur s in log. 45b on ly after "evil treasure," while
apnv

in the Tatianic witnesses Ta

Aphr and in sy
(ii)

"good treasure" and "evil treasure."
Thomas
evil
and

an d sy

and

sy

SC

SC

good

sc

it is found af ter

Nevertheless, it is in

of Mt. 12:35 that only evil thing s are spoken (both

are spoken

in Aphr), and

of Mt. that from the

abundance

(iii)

of the heart the man (or the

muth) "brings forth" instead of " speaks."
and differenc es become
log. 45b
SC
Mt.12 : 35, 34b sy
Lk. 6:45 sys@
2
Aphr(Dem. 9. 11)

A
A
A
A

clearer

good
good
good
good

The various

his
treasure
the good treasures which are in
the good treasure which is in
the good treasures which are in

Lk 6
Aphr

bring s
his heart bring s
his heart bring s
his heart bring s

1.45b
Mt 12
Lk 6
Aphr

man
man
man
man

1.45b
Mt 12
Lk 6
Aphr

forth evil thing s

and

forth evil.
forth

he speaks evil thing s.
s peaks evil thin g s .

and

speaks evil thing s.

1.45b
Mt 12
Lk 6
Aphr

the abundance of the
the abundance of the
the abundance of the
the abundanc e of the

1.45b

Mt 12

from
from
from
from

his
the
the
the

evil
evil
evil
evil

similarities

1
in the following illu stration:

from
from
from
from

man
man
man
man

it is only in Thomas

forth
forth
forth
forth and

speaks

treasure
treasure s
treasure
treasure s

heart
heart
heart
heart

which
which
which
which

cpod thi ng s.
good thing s.
good.
good thing s.
is
are
is
are

in
in
in
in

his
his
his
his

An evil
And an evil
And an evil
And an evil

heart bring s
heart
heart bring s
heart brings
For
For
For
Bec ause

from
from
from
from

bring s forth evil thing s .
he
the llDUth bring s forth.
the mouth speaks .
the lips speak.

¾-or the sake of simplicity, no allowa nce has been made in
the translations for the minor dif fer enc e s in word order.
2

cf. Dem. 14. 48, which is essentially the

same.
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It is quite obvious that the text of Thomas is unique.

It shares

'
.
sane o f the hanmnizations
o f sy SC and some o f the Tatianic(?) text;
consequently, though log. 45 basically follows Luke's text, a redac
tor probably was familiar with Mt. as well.
nor sy

SC

has a text as full as Aphr.

But neither log. 45b

Text-critically, this would

point to the text of Aphr as the latest text.

Thomas and sy

SC

could

represent texts which have been independently assimilated to and harrrDnized with various comrron traditions, but direct contact, though
somewhat less likely, cannot be ruled out.

If such is the case, it

sc
wo uld appear that Thomasin
. fl uenced sy , especia
. 11 yin
. Mt. 12 where
the I!Outh "bring s forth."

Logion 54.

An identical situation to the one with the Sahid

ic ver sion (see p. 88 above) exi sts in the Old Syriac gospels: i.e.,
Mt. 5:3 i s translated faithfully, but Lk. 6:20 reads "theirs is the
kingdom of heaven" instead of "yours is the kingdom of God."

Off

hand, it would appear that these versions have been assimilated to Mt.
Si.nee Thomas seems to mix the two readings--"yours is the kingdom of

heaven"--it is m::,st likely following an independent line here.1

Logia 55/101 (cf. pp. 88-90 and 184- 85). Just as there is
little proof for a textual connection between Thomas and the Coptic
versions or the Diatessaron, so it is with the Vetus Syra, and for
much the same reasons:

(i)

The Syriac uses � � ("whoever, he

who") to translate both the substantive Participle of Mt. 10:37 and
the "'t'L{; of Lk. 14: 26, rendering any comparison with Thomas
1
C f. Dehandschutter, OLoP 6 (1975) :129. He thinks that "kingdom of heaven" is not due to a Syrian tradition (vs. Quispe!, VigCh:r
12 (1958): 191 and MakaI'ius, pp. 96-97), nor is it a "cOl'llIIPn reading"
(vs. Klijn, A Sz.atvey of the Resew-ahes into the Weste?'rl Text of the
Gospels and Aats, Pal't 'I'tJo: 1949-1969, NovTest Suppl. 21, Leiden:
E. J. Brill, 1969, p. 14), but it is a Gnostic avoidance of a ref
erence to the "demi ur ge" (with Turner, Thomas, p. 32). Cf. Wilson,
Studies, p. 55.
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The addition of the posses sive pronoun to the

(ii)

in consequential.

various family members is quite natural both for Syriac
(iii)

tic .
sy

sc

1

and for Cop

The order of the family member s in Lk. is the

same

in

ap

, but this is relatively ins ignificant for the

as that in Ta

reasons mentioned on

p.

185 above.

and "worthy to me" are found in sy
a Semitic (Ararnaic?

2

(iv)
sc

Finally, "disciple to me"

and could be con strued to be

Syriac?) influence upon log. 55, but because

similar reading s are found in the Coptic ver sions, and are thu s rro st
likely inherent to the language,

such

wording

should

probably be

attributed to an independent translation by a redactor of Thomas.

Logion 57.
for

connecting

even

poorer

It has been

shown

(pp. 185-88) that the evidence

this saying with the Diatessaron is very poor; it is

for a connection with the Vetu s Syra.

(i)

The distinc

tion which some see between Thomas' use of one: lpe: l. v and
ane: lpe: 1. v is

artificial;

not only do the

Coptic versions use the

same word to translate both Greek words, but the Syriac of
does as well.

3

sc p

(ii)

Sy

tn L-

sy

scp

do add, with Thomas, "to them" after

"he said" in Mt. 13:29, but just as this is natural for Coptic (cf .
sa f ay),

so also

4
is it for Syriac .

fore, be counted a s signifi cant.
p luck")

where Mt. uses

als o used in

p lace

sistent

p p.

(cf.

of

Suc h an agreement cannot, there

(iii)

OUAAEYEl.V (w.
txpi.Couv.

187-88

above),

tessaric witness does this.

Thom a s does use 7ww>.'= ("to
2 9,

30), but '(_ww>-.� is

The Tatianic te stiroony is incon

but it does not appear that any Dia

Thoma s ' ?v->U:.)\(;. could go back to the

1
cf. Brock, in Metzger, Early Versions, p. 95.
2

cf. Quis pel, NTS 5 (1959).:287; Schrage, Verha.Unis, p. 13;
and Quecke, Museon 78 (1965):237-38.
3
c f. Brock, in Metzger, Ea:rly Versions, p p . 83-84.
4
cf� ibid.,

p.

96.
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Syriac �
sy

sc

("to

p luck1

to gather"), and this is the word used in
The Old Syriac, however, uses a different

for 0UAA£YELV.

word to tran slate tKPL CoOv
lel to Thoma s .

( LLU..), and is consequently not

paral-

Thoma s ' independence in translation or tradition

still

remain s the bes t explanation for thi s particular wording.

(iv)

The Old Syriac

c ia
' 11 y

seldan

1:
S yria
' c .l
wh ere it
. 1s
' awkward LOr

Thanas and sy

SC

p.

It thus

c annot

be said that

(and, e.g. f ay bo) had a VoPLage which read L�V

ot"tov dµa aO"tot�
(cf.

follows Greek word order strictly, espe-

as oppo s ed to Mt. 13: 29: &µa au"totc "t'OV atLov

188 above) •
Logion 61a.

On

pos s ibility

a slight

90-91, it was deronstrated that there is

of a redactor of this

enced by Lk.-sa. 17: 34,
(T'f)O(�

pp .

p rimarily

("the one ••• the one")

s aying

having been infl u

on the basis of the (ffiO)'b.
construc tion.

It must also be ad

rni tted, however, that a connection with the Vetus Syra i s equally
p os s ible.

KJ =wt<

Syriac

c an

translate tJ e: 1 C

("the one •

the other"; cf. Mt. 6: 24/Lk. 16: 13; L k.

18:10), but in Lk. 17:34, it ha s, with Thomas,
one ••• the one";

c f.

�

al so v. 35 and Lk. 7:41).

� ("the
But in view of

Thomas' obviou s independence of Lk. for mu c h of log. 61a, a connection with either the Sahidic version or O ld Syriac ver s ion is only
a rerrote possibility.
Logion 63.

There are two variants of interest here:

(i)

The

first is the rendering of "the rich man" in the Nominative case in
stead of u s ing Luke's Genitival

con s tru c tion.

The former procedure

·
· LOllowed
1:
is
not only in log. 63, but a1 so in Ta

Lk. 12:16.

sa

bo and sy

sc p

L'
1:or

It is not particularly noteworthy, however, for the rea-

sons given on

pp.

188-89 above.

(ii}

There is also the use of the

1
cf. Brock, in Metzger, EaPly VePsions,

pp.

83, 89-90.
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third person where, in v. 19, Lk. has fpci) 't'ij lj)uxf.i ].LOU.

The use

of the third person is a disputable Tatianic reading (see pp. 189-90
c

above), but it does occur in sy
gests that

c

sy

s

(sy

follows Lk.).

Marmardji

sug-

may not accurately reflect the original Old Syriac

tradition, but has rather been the victim o f a

scribal

error.

1

In

Syriac, the differenc e between the two phrases is very slight:
-- .\
�
i.:7J r( C)

("and I will

("and he said to his

say

soul"--sy

to my

c

).

soul 11 --sy

Even if

sy

c

s

- _\ .

) and l1l.l!:1L.) l7JK Q

does represent the

original reading, it is hardly Thanas' "these were his thoughts in
his heart."

No textual witness has this formulation, and a redactor/

translator was probably actir¥J independently here.

Logion 84 (cf. pp. 91-92).

Although this is one of the no st

lengthy logia in Thomas , there is relatively little evidenc e for a
connection with any text of Lk. 14:16-24 (Mt. 22:1-14).
another indic ation of i ts freedan from the

c anonic al

This may be

tradition.

Yet

the Old Syriac provide s an interesting in s ight into the wording o f
this

s aying.

Two similarities between the Old Syriac and log. 64

whic h are listed by Baarda and Quispe!
(i)

c an

be dispensed with qui ckly:

When the servant brings the replies to his master, Thoma s does

read "The

s ervant c ame,

he

s aid,"

us ing a finite verb where Lk. 14: 21

has the Participle na.pa.ye:v6ue:vo�, but this is the natural way for
Coptic to render a Participle (cf. sa),

2

and

Syriac prefer s

s ince

sc
3
two
parataxis to hypotaxis, it i s not surpris ing to find in sy

finite verbs as well.
textual connection.

This, therefore, cannot be
(ii)

c onstrued

"He said" in Thana s and

sy

sc p

as a

as opposed to

�annardji, Diatessaron, p. 272.
2

Also cf. P lumley, in Metzger, EarZy Versions, p. 1511 and
p. 92 above.
3
cf. Broc k, in Metzger, EarZy Versions, pp. 83, 91.
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a.mhye:LAEV in Lk. 14:21 is inc onsequential.
is a

c cxrut0n

way of translating a.na.yyf).).e:LV ,

2
for this word is also not unusual.
ing insight:

(iii)

1

The Coptic word �w
and the Syriac 't.JJl'C

This brings us to the interest

The fourth invitation in log. 64 i s rejected

with the excuse "I have bought a K.WM�- II

The Greek word

xwun

means "village, small town," but the purchase of an entire village
may be considered somewhat unusual.

Hence, s ome translators (e.g.,

the Brill edition) prefer "I have bought a farm."
guage provides an explanation for this enigma.

The Syriac lan

Luke (v. 18) does

mention a man who has bought a field (a.ypov , cf. Mt. 22:5).
sy

sc

use I'( d-u i.o.

Here

This word can mean not only "field, farm," but

also "town, village," and is

c onuronly

u sed to tran s late 'KWJJ.n

Lk. 9:52, 56; 1 0:38; 1 7: 12; 19:30; 24:13, 28).
be postulated that this word

r<Ju 1.0 stood

3

(cf.

Therefore, it may

in a Syriac tradition,

whic h was subsequently inc orporated into Thomas, and the Greek tran s
lator, instead of rendering

r<ch.io with a.ypob

, under standably used

XWJJ.n which found its way into the Coptic of Thomas.
however, nec essarily indic ate a

c onnection

This does not,

with the Vetus Syra

(which is unlikely), but merely a possible original Syrian milieu.

Logion 65 (c f. pp. 92-95, 190). There is little evidence
to link this saying with the Old Syriac gospels, but it is interest
ing to note that Luke's ha.pax LOu>b (cf. p. 92) occurs in all three
parallels (Mt. 21:37/Mk. 12:6/Lk. 20:13) in the Vetus Syra.

If log.

65 originated in Syria, and if the redactor knew the canonical gospels,
1
Fourteen of 45 times in the Sahidic NT.

2·,.::O
K("to say") never translates a.na.yyf).>..e:LV in Mt., and
it is used only one in 3(5?) times in Mk., but it is apparently the
favourite equiv alent of the translator of Lk. in the Old Syriac, since
it is utilized 8 of 11 times for cina.yyt>..Ae: LV: 7:22; 8:20, 47; 9:36;
1 3:1; 14:21; 18:37; 24:9.
3

For additional ref erences,

c f.

Klein, Worter"buoh, p. 91.
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this could be the reason M4ir"'J�\l (= Ca<.i>�, "perhaps") is u sed twice

1
in log. 65.

Logion

68 (cf. pp. 190-91 ).

The fir s t part of this saying

has a text remarkably close to Mt. 5:11 in

sy

s

.

Both text s read:

"Blessed are you when they {men) hate you and per secute you."

This

apparent mixture with Lk. 6:22 may be due to a tran slation variant
o f 6v£ Lola<.i>oLV,

2

but it could well testify to some type of a con-

s

nection between log. 68 and sy , especially since a connection with
the Diatessaron is unlikely (cf. pp. 190-91 above).

Moreover, the

other witnesses for this readir¥;J which are lis ted by Qui spe! (P sClern

Hom. 11. 20. 2; Polycarp ad Phil. 12. 3)3 are merely paraphrases;
even then, they have the reverse order of Thomas: "persecute and
It must therefore be considered as rather probable that

hate."

textual connection between log. 68 and Mt. 5:11 o f

sy

s

s ane

exists, though

fortuitou s agreement cannot be excluded.

Logion 69b. The Synoptic parallels to this sayin;J are found
in Mt. 5:6/Lk. 6:2la.
follows the Greek.
sy

9

But on pp. 96-97 above it was mentioned that in

·
•
1.n syC) of L k. 15 : 16, th e phrase " to f"1. 11 h"1.s be11y 11 1.s

( not

found.

The Vetus Syra, like the Coptic ver sions ,

Such phraseology could have infl uenced Thomas here.

This,

however, is nothing but guesswork, and since the phra se was al so
known in Coptic at a relativel y early time {cf. Lk.- bo. 15:16), as
�he observation of Snodgr a ss, NTS 20 (1974/75) :142- 44,
should be mentioned here. While stu:lying the nlDllber of "sendings "
in this saying as recorded in sysc, he concludes that there was a
tendency in Syria to harm:>nize the Synoptic accounts with the two
"sendings" (before the son) of Matthew. Regarding the account in
Thomas, he conclu:le s : "it is probable that the Gospel of Thomas was
dependent on a pre-Tatianic ha:rmonizing tradition" (p. 144).

But sy here uses "'(, � (clearly, "reproach," not <'! CID,
"hate"); sys& translate 6veL6lau>oLV the same way in Lk. 6:22 and
elsewhere.
2

3

C

vigChr 12 ( 1958) : 191.
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well as in variou s other witnesses, no really plau sible case can be
made for a connection between sy

s

and log. 69b.

Logion 72 (cf. pp. 97-99). Here is a ca se where Thomas
clearly disagrees with the Vetus Syra:

Sy

sc

in Lk. 12:14, instead

of having "judge or divider," have only "jooge."

Conversely, Thomas

has only "divider."

Logion ?Ba (cf. pp. 100-101, 191-92).
variant between Thomas and sy

SC

(i)

The first

c omrron

is the ostensibly redundant "a man,

a merchant" where Mt. 13:45 has merely f-µ.nopo�.

In and of itself,

this is not telling, since the same variant also occurs in quite a
number of o ther witnesses (see p. 101).

All that can be

said,

is

that this is certainly not the text of the "neutral" witnesses.
(ii)

The "one" ( fva) at the beginning of Mt. 13: 46 is omitted fro m

Thomas and

several

is divided: sy
s ion

in sy

C

S

other witnesses (D 8 pc it

seems to incluie "one" and sy

C

sa

bo).

The Old Syriac

doe s not.

The omi s-

could be due to the fact that the translator read the

Mas equivalent to an indefinite article which the Syriac language
lacks; hence, its "ornission.11

1

O n the other hand, sy

C

could have

been textually influenced; Ephraem may have known a text (not nece s

2
sarily the Diatessaron) which omitted fva.

If this text is early,

it could have conceivably influenced Thomas, especially since, if
the redactor of Thoma s knew a tradition with "one" in it, he would
surely have incll.Xied "one," for it would so admirably suit his pur
pose (cf. 191 n. 4).
scure.

(iii)

1
bo.

This

All of this evidenc e, however, is terribly ob-

The only other signifi cant similarity to sy
could

SC

is the

also be the reason for its omis sion in it sa fay

2

cf. Klijn, VigCJw 14 (1960) :159. Louis Leloir, L'Evangile
d'EpJwem d'apres les oeuvres editees, csco 180, Subsidia 12 (L ouvain:
Sec retariat du CSCO, 1958), p. 28, has the Syriac text and a rrore
accurate Latin translation.
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Again, un for-

addition of "for him self" at the end of the saying.
tunately, the

same

addition also occur s in sa (see p. 101 above),

making it impo ssible to locate
fluence s upon this logion.

specifically

the possible textual in

The infl uence of the Sahidic ver sion or

the Old Syriac version is imaginable, with the

scales

perhaps tipped

slightly in favour of the latter in view of the possibility of addi
tional Syrian influences (see the next chapter).

Logion 78 (cf. pp. 101-102, 193).

(i)

Since the Syriac

J'(.L.:70 can mean either "why?" or "what?" (analogou s to the Greek "ti.) ,
sy

scp

are ambiguou s here.

They are u sually interpreted as reading

"What?" instead of "Why?" (vs. Thanas and the Vulgate),
because the prefi x � , the

sign

1

probably

of the direct object, is absent be

fore "reed" and "man," where one would expec t it to be found if the
clau se began with the Infinitive "To see."

The Old Syriac, at any

rate, doe s not furni sh any usable textual clues here.

(ii)

The

Syriac language, however, doe s provide an intere sting point about
Thomas' "field" in place of the Synoptics ' "de sert."

Kasser be-

lieves this change is due merely to the freedom o f the Cbptic trans
lator;

2

3
Menard attributes it to Gnostic tendentiou sness.

Schippers,

on the other hand, notes that the word ,..:::i.:J =I could lie behind this

variant.
"field.11
but if

4
5

This word can signify both "de sert, wilderne ss" and
sc

This is not the word u s ed in sy

i<i.::J =1

(which use K:.=Ji(l,,,,),

did occur in Thanas' tradition, it could be the cause

of the Coptic C.W\M€. ("field").
1
cf. the translations in Burkitt, Evangelion da-Mepha.I'reshe;
and P. E. Pu sey and G. H. Gwilliam, Tetmeuangetiwn Sanatwn. Ju::cta

Simptiaem SyroPUTT/ Versionem ad Fidem Codiaum, Massoroe, Editionwn
Denuo Reaognitum (Oxford: Clarendon, 1901).
2

Thomas , p.

loo •

3 Thoma.a, pp. 178-79.

4

ThoTOCLB, p. 119.

5
ct. the references in Klein, W'orterbuah, p. 39.
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Logion 79a (cf. pp. 103-104, 193-94).
"breasts which nourished (s uckled) you,"

(i) The variant

shared

as opposed to Lk. 11:27, "breasts whic h you
thoroughly discu ssed on pp. 193-94 above.

by Thomas and

s ucked,"

There

the indirec t objec t is
11:28) and even nore
in v. 28 of

sc
sy

somewhat

so

could

(ii)

c onnec

The ad-

frequent in Coptic (cf. Lk.-bo.

in Syriac.

c ould

be a

is irrelevant; the addition of

1

(iii) The ani ss ion of µEvoOv

and in Th:>mas could be

tively minor word whic h
(iv)

said"

SC

has been rather

tion with the Syriac tradition, but not nec ess arily.
dition of "to her" after "he

sy

s ignificant,

bu t it is a rcla-

have easily been omitted by a redactor. 2

Thomas has a Perfec t Relative NNE::NTA 1C.WTM ("those who have

heard") where Lk. has a Present Partic iple ot O.J.<.OUOVtE�
who hear").

sp

Sy

("thos e

, with Thomas, also have "those who have heard"

{ � I.:J � K).

3

The fact that sy

important; like Thomas , their VorZage

sp

utilize a finite verb is

p robably

had a Participle.

What is noteworthy is the u se of the Perfec t tense.

Schrage

5

\.D1-

4

and

Menarcfhypothes ize that this is due to the des ire to harnonize Jes us '
words with what the woman has said.

Whatever the

c as e,

this reading

may be the later in the Syriac tradition, particularly in view of
1

cf. Brock, in Metzger,

Early Versions,

p. 96.

2
cf. ibid. , pp. 84, 93. Here Brock notes that the earliest
Syriac ver s ions fr equently did not trans late the Greek particles. An
engaging poss ibility is that a redactor o f Thomas knew this saying
only in a Syriac tradition and was therefore unaware the particle
µEvoOv even occurred in this saying.

The Curetonian MS reads �.!,;i �IQ �CCL..::)�. By
itself �.I. c ould be a Pe'al Perfec t 3 rd f. pl.--"they have heard."
It could�lso be a Pe'al Participle m. pl.-- "hearing." The fact that
oC1l.....::) � {"bless ed") has a 3rd m. pl. ending indicates the latter
ihterp re�tion of �.X. i s c orrec t. Hence: "bless ed are those who
hear."
3

4
cf. Broc k, in Metzger, Early Versions, pp. 83, 91.

s Ver,iu
1..�z tn�s,
.

p. 165 .

6

Thomas,, p. 180.
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C

On the other hand, the re ading in sy

("who hear") in sy •
c ould

be viewe d as the leatio diffiailior because Luke's

s econd

sp

Par

-
"(_�
c han ged C'L�.t.":) (Perfect Relative}

tici ple <PUA.0.000'V"t'£� is rendered in the s e as a Participle (
c

"kee ping").
to

�

c i ple.

Cbn c eiv ably, sy

.I:. :J (Present Participle) to harm::>nize with the second Parti

In

sum,

the re is

s ome

tion between the Old Syriac

Logion ?9b (cf.
eral

coIIUTDn

p

a

vid en c e to indicate a

e

and

log.

7

. 103-104, 194-95).
sc
, and
sy

75

os sible

p

it is no
1

This

s aying

sur pri se

( i)

Thomas,

sy

only by sy

SC

7

•

r b.p

gets its

) omit the "behold" of

ossible

p

a dds

c onnection

with what could

quen t use of ycip i n

(ii)

seems

A

to

ycip even when ycip does not

which increases the

fro m the Old Syriac

corruoon third tradition

, and a

It is all the rrore noteworthy because Br ock

the Old Syriac frequ ently
2

s ev 

apenv

D � 4 6 it Ta

This might indic ate a

o c cur in its Vorlage,

days

SC

ver y early text, or the agr eement could be fortuitous.

shared

s ays

has

that Menard

much more remarkable reading i s the "for" in Thomas which
be

c onnec-

9a.

roof o f its Syrian milieu.

host of witness es (p
Lk. 23:29.

pp

re a ding s with

sees in this

be

has

c ould

sy

sc

and

p

robability that Thomas

er sion itself.

v

Alternatively, a

be the reaso n for the comp arativ ely fre3
Thomas.

(iii)

Whereas Lk. reads "the

fpxov-ra1. ," log. 79b has N�\YW'tt� ("will be").

D espite the

differenc e in verb and tense, it is not impo ssible that fpxov-ra1.
lie s behind Thomas, thou gh this is le ss than likely.
is diffi c ult to draw
1

any

At any rate, it

definite lines between Thom as and

sc
sy

which

Thomas, p. 180.

2
3

rn Me tzger, Early Versions,

. 93.

p

r t is s ignificant that Thomas us es r o..p where it is not
found in the Syn optic parallels in log. 14c, 3 3 b, and 57. r6p is
a ls o frequently used in the non-Synoptic material: see log. 18, 19,
(45a), 8 , 101, and 104.
5
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have� d"\KJ; this is the Imperfect which can mean either "will come"

or "are coming."

Thus , not only is the verb dis similar to Thomas ,

but the precise tense is ambiguou s (cf. p. 194).
sc
sy

(iv)

Thanas and

als o agree against Luke' s tpoOaLv by reading "you will

If this is not a

coincidence,

their reading

sc
sy

be traced back to

But bec au se log. 79b appear s gen-

the Diatessaron (cf. pp. 194-95).
erally closer to

c ould

s ay."

than to Tatian' s Harroony, it is a little more

likely that the Old Syriac or the tradition behind it is Thomas '
(v)

point of contact with this reading.

Unfortunately, the

f8pEll,a.V / t8nAaaav variant is ambiguou s; even though
the latter, Thomas '

t E.pwT�

("to give milk") could

sc
sy
s upport
support

either.

Nevertheless, the totality of the evidence would indicate that the
probability for a
s ion

is

connection

comparatively

between log. 79b and the Old Syriac ver

high.

Logion 86 (c f. pp. 104-105, 196-98).

Strobel

l

Syra.

Despite their long li st of

of

,
2
and Menard argue

c om ment.

singular

(i)

"nes t"

3

s trongl y

saying

where

for a dependence upon the Vetus

s imilarities ,

The variant which
shared

This is a

s eem s

by Thomas and

only three are worthy

to excite them roo s t is the

scp
sy

as opposed to Luke' s

I t mu st be observed, however, that whereas Thomas has

plural.

N��),6-T'- ori4T�� Mf'\h."{ M{!tt]¥Mb.\"
sy

nest (sing.)"),

scp

have

("the birds (pl.) have /j.heii/

{lC..L.Cl) �

bird (sing.) of heaven has a dwelling (or,
sing.)").

1

s imilarity

is the

vigehr 17 (1963):213f f.

2
3

The

Thomas,

pp.

singular

rc.:'7J.:r.=1 K'�
s
sy

1.:U ("the

in Lk., a nest--both

"nes t"; the difference i s

Cf. p. 222 n. 3 above.

11-13, 187-88.

Cf. pp. 224-25 above.

strobel, Vig ehr 17 (19631;218, says "bedeutet dies sehr
wahrsc heinlic h, dass eine Abhangigkeit von der Vetu s Syra vorliegt";
Menard, Thomas, p. 12, avows "L'Evangile selon Thomas dependrait ici
de la Vetus Syra."
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scp

the plural "birds" in Thomas and singular "bird" in sy

.

Strobel

goes to great lengths to explain this dif ference as insignificant,
because the Syriac word must be viewed as a collective tenn, hence
a singul ar "nest. 11

1

This is possible, but the dif ference from

Thomas must at least weaken his conclu sion of dependence up on the
Vetus Syra.

The problem i s further complicated by the f act that in

Syriac, it is only the matter of two dots (s eyame) which distingui shes between the singul ar and the plural fonn, and sy
always consistent in their use of them.

2

SC

are not

This reading could be

pvt
p ·
'
'
'
) , Ta is
Tat1an1c,
the closest
.
.
but of the Tat1an1c witnesses ( Ta
to Thomas, but it could be influenced by

s�.

No text reads exactly

like Thomas ("foxes," "holes," "birds," "nest"), and its independence cannot be excluded.
one possibility.

(ii)

Old Syriac influence is, therefore, only
sc p
The addition of "his" to "head" in sy
and

Thomas is irrelevant, since Coptic frequently adds the possessive as
does the Syriac, especially to parts of the body.
rest" may be traceable to the Syriac
but this is really not provable.

�

3

(iii)

"And to

� (see pp. 197-98 above),

If there is a connection between

log. 8 6 and the Vetus Syra (and the chances of this are slight, about
equal to those of the Diatessaron), the case mu st be built upon the
basis of variant (i) with possible support from (iii).

The evid ence

is certainly not as conclusive as Strobel and Menard suggest.

Logion 91b (c f. pp. 10 6-108, 201).
sy

SC

It is intriguing that

omit altogether the Matthean parallel (16:3) to this saying,
1
2

vigC'hP 17 (1963):216-17.

Cf. Mt. 23:4 in sy

SC

6

cf. sy in Mt. 8:20 which uses se yame on "holes" (�),
but omits the dots on "foxes" ctilich>.
3

cf. Brock, in Metzger, Ea.Ply Versions, p. 95. Menard,
Thomas, p. 13, justifiably criticizes Strobel for making too much
of this variant.
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just like the Sahidic ver sion and
Lk. 12:56 is inclu:ied.
uses

p1npi!f� ,

several

other witnesses; only

It is extremely

(i)

c urious

an obvious transliteration of

that Thomas

ne:LP<iCe:Lv ("to

tempt"), when Lk. use s 60lHµa.Ce:LV and Mt. OLaJ.f.PLVELV •
this partic ular word?
DD st probable answer.

1

It appears that only Baarda has noted the
I n Lk. 12 : 56, sy

with K...dLJ both times; sy

C

s

translates

ne:LPci.Ce: l. v.

5ox L uciC e: 1. v

uses TC.c:lLJ only the first time.

2
� nonnally means "to try, prove, tanpt.11

with

Why

The word

It is thus synonynous

In fact, of the eleven times ne:L pa.Ce: l. v oc curs

in the Synoptic go spels, the Old Syriac uses� to translate it
every time.

On the other hand, in the only other instanc e where

µci.Ce:Lv occurs in the Gospels (Lk. 14:19), sy
examine, inquire into").

3

Thus, not only

sc

c ould

6ox 1.

use r<a..::J ("to prove,
the use of� for

OOlHµd.Ce:1.v be considered somewhat unusual, but it provides the key
to under standing Thomas' unique f>lTIPA

SE- --it

could

well rest upon

the ,<.cQ.J (normally, equal to ne: 1.P<ite:vv) as it is found in sy 5c .
Since there is no other witness--not even a Syrian witness--which
has ne: t. pd.Ce: t. V in this saying, a

c onnection

the Vetus Syra is highly probable; one

c annot

could be influenc ed by the occ urrenc e of
Lk. 11:16.

4

(ii)

Thomas and sy

"heaven ••• earth," but
sa bo arm eth Mc ion.

so

Thomas

of many textual infl uences.

SC

do p

be

c ertain,

for Thomas

ne:t.pci.Ce:t.v in Mt. 16:1/

also have the inverted order of

45 , 75

c ould

between log. 91b and

�

c

DK

L

Il � pn it vg

thus be independent or under one

In view of variant (i), however, a long

1
rn Schippers, Thomas, p. 151.

r('

r

2Cf. Payne Smith, DiationaPy, p. 341.
3

c

rn Lk. 12:56, sy translates the sec ond 6muµd.Ce:t.v with
which is ba sic ally equivalent to KQ.::); c f. ibid., pp. 51, 52.
4
cf. Schrage, VerhciZtnis, p. 1751 and Menard, Thomas, p. 193.
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look should be given to
Lk. 12:56 with sy

SC

sy

SC

Thomas also omit s the TIW!; of

(iii)

and D 1241 1573 i t M c ion, but besides there be-

ing a number of possible influences, the absenc e of a non-essential
word is not terribly signifi c ant.

The

would suggest an increasingly strong

sum

c ase

of the evidenc e, however,
for a

c onnec tion

with sy

sc

,

though the possibility of Coptic -versional influence (see pp. 106-108
above) or sane other influence (Marcion?) cannot be excluded.

Logion 93 (cf. pp. 108-110).

The only similarity whic h Thom-

as has with the Old Syriac is the omission of "your" rrodif ying
"pearls" (cf. Mt. 7:6 of sy[JJc}.

The absence of the possessive

article in a Semitic language is slightly unusual, but it really
c annot

substantiate any type of connection between this logion and

the Vetus Syra.

Logion 94.

On pp. 201-20 2, it was seen that a connection

between this saying and the Diatessaron is

c onceivable,

but the in-

fluence of the Coptic ver sions is muc h nore likely (c f. pp. 110-12 ).
A comparison with the Old Syriac gospels shows rather clearly that
there can be no textual connection with Thomas.
and Lk. 11: 10, sy

sc

In both Mt. 7:8

(i)

render e:Op((Jl(e: 1. and a.vo 1, ynae:i:a1. with Parti

ciples (whic h are equivalent to the Engli sh Present).

They thu s join

the majority of authorities which hannonize these verbs by making
both Present.
case.

(ii)

Conver sely, Thomas utilizes the Future tens e in each
The Vetus Syra does read, with Thomas, "it is opened to

him �)," but this represents a tendenc y of both the Coptic (cf.
p. 110) and the Syriac languages, 1 and

c annot

Logion 96 (cf. pp. 157-58, 20 2).
Mt. 13: 33, omits "three mea sures" (sy

5

(i)

be counted signifi cant.
Thomas, with sy

in Mt. and sy

5c

c

of

in Lk. 13: 21

1
Cf. Mt. 5:42, where another dative Participle is rendered
the same way.
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preserve

the

Schrage believe s that the omission in Thomas

phrase).

is theologically rotivated,

• • 2
•
origin.
Thoma s I $yrian
and sy
brews .

C

3

1

but Menard

Qui spe! would

considers
s uggest

it evidenc e for

that both log. 96

have been ultimately influenced by the Go spel of the HeA ctually, any of the se

s uggestion s c ould

be

correc t,

but it

must be admitted that there is in s uf fi c ient evidence to substantiate
(ii)

one op inion or the other.
c onnec ted

with

fac t that

sy

c

sy

C

The

ca s e

for log. 96 being

of Matthew, however, is

severely

somehow

weakened by the

uniquely describes the woman a s "wise," which is ab-

sent in Thomas, though it would appear to be ideologically attract
ive (cf. log. B, 76 ).
Logion 113 (c f. pp . 203-205).
bracket s , Baarda

5

list sy

scp

as

(i)

sup portim

Quispel

But

J<.<hK whic h is the feminine ac tive Participle of

not the Future ten se.

sy

6

scp

clearly

(ii)

"by ob s ervation"
of sy

sc

, it

could

c ould

(iii)

,<ch� " to come."

sy

cp

repeat "lo" i s not

Finally, though Thoma s '

It would appear, then, that there is not enough
sy

SC

•
Ver71a•1vtn1-s,
pp. 184-85.

3
ct. JBL 88 (1969):329.
6

2

Thomas,

pp .

196-97.

4 Ta t.1-an , p. 189.

1n Schippers , Thomas, p. 1 53.

c£.

have

go back to the K d1 i�'""J ("by observing s")

evidenc e to link log. 1 1 3 and

5

scp

also be an independent translation fro m Lk. (cf.

p p. 204-205 above).

1

sy

intend to repre sent the Present,

The fac t that

too significant (cf. p. 204 above).

and, with

Thomas' Future "will

cane" in place of fpxe:-cat. (twice) in Lk. 17: 20.

It would appear that

4

Broc k, in Metzger, Early Versions,

pp.

90-91.
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D.

Conclusions

It is now time to sum up the evidence for a connection between the Gospel of Thomas and the Old Syriac go spels.

Taking the

evidence in this chapter by itself, it seems that no logion can be
connected unequivocally with the Vetus Syra, though the evidence for
log. 91b is quite strong.

Nonetheless, there is a relatively strong

probability that logia 32, 33b, 45b, 68, 79b, and 91b are somehow
textually linked with the Old Syriac go spels.

The same connection is

also possible for log. 9, 25, 39a, 61a, 76a, 79a, and 86.

For the

remainder of the sayings in Thomas, a connection is unlikely or the
evidence is insuf fi cient to prove a textual connection.
But these conclusions must be weighed in light of the discussions in the preceding chapters, especially the one dealing with
the D iatessaron.

In this regard, it is interesting to note that two

sayings--log. 39a and 86--show an equal possibility of being connected with the

Diatessaron and the Vetus Syra.

1

Yet, there are a few logia which appear closer to Tatian's
Harnony than to the Old Syriac gospels.

We saw in Chapter III that

no saying has a "probable" connection with the Diatessaron.

But of

those sayings where a Diatessaric connection is "possible," some are
now seen to have little or no similarity to the Old Syriac: log. 16,
44, 47b, 57, and 94.

There are no sayings where a Diatessaric and

Old Syriac connection are both possible, with the former rrore likely
than the latter.
On the other hand, there are several sayings which have a
closer similarity to sy

SC

than to the Diatessaron.

This happens

where an Old Syriac connection is possible, but a Tatianic connection
�his and the following comparisons are f acilitated by the
use of the Appendix.
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is unlikely: log. 9, 25, 61a, 68, 76a, 79a, and 91b.

Fur ther, where

both connections are possible, in log. 32, 33b, 45b, and 79b, a con
nection with the Vetus Syra seem s nore probable than one with the
Diatessaron.
It would appear, then, that Thomas is generally closer text-

sc
.
l
ually to sy
than to Tatian I s Harnony.

Yet the fact that a con-

nection with the Di atessaron is possible in log. 16, 44, 47b, 57,
89, and 94 when no relation ship with the Vetu s Syra is likely would
indic ate that Thoma s i s not just related to the Old Syriac gospels,
nor is the

c onnection

with the Diatessaron only.

If the agr eements

between Thomas and the se text s are not fortui tous (and the number of
agreements make s coincidence highly unlikely), we mu s t conclttle that
the

same

tradition or traditions which influenced Tatian and the

translator( s) of the Old Syriac ver sion have also influenced the re
2
dactor(s) of Thomas.
Now, it is aonaeivable that the Gospel of Thomas itself i s
the influence which has worked upon Tatian and sy
dif ficul t to disprove than it is to prove.

SC

, but this is less

We have seen (pp. 206-207)

that the influence of Thomas upon the Diatessaron is unlikely.
similar reasons, the theory of Thomas affecting sy
a side.

A

s triking

SC

For

may also be set

illustration for this is the us e of the addition

"wise" in both works.

In log. 8 the fisherman is described as "wise"

and in log. 76 the merchant i s "wise," but such a description is ab
s ent
sy

C

in the parallel s in

sy

sc

.

On the other hand, in Mt. 13:33 o f

the waman is called "wise," but log. 96 makes no mention o f this.

tion s

1
This would controvert Baarda' s purely statistical observ a
(in S chippers , Thomas, pp. 154-55).
2

A redactor of Thomas could have known both the Old Syriac
gospels and the Diate ssaron, but thi s require s a date for Thomas in
Syria at lea s t as late a s A.D. 170 {probably later}, and this is gen
erally unacc eptable to m:>st sc holar s .
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Here is an indication that not only did Thomas not directly influence
sy

SC 1

,

but also that the Old Syriac as represented by sy SC did not

directly influence Thomas.

Corroboration of these conclusions may

be found in the discussion of log. 32 above (pp. 234 -36).
It is thus legitimate to say that when Schippers and Menard

,
SC) 2
, they
suggest that Thomas has used the O la Syriac gospe ls ( sy
are probably incorrect.
with Pelser,

3

It is safer and rn::,re plausible to believe,

that the Diatessaron, Vetus Syra, and Tromas have all

been influenced in part by a comnon source.

He would identify this

4
source as a Jewish-Christian gospel tradition, although its "Jewish
Christian" characteristics are not always easy to identify.

More

specifically along these lines, there is always recourse to the ubiq
uitous Gospel of the Hebrews as suggested by Quispel, but this is
5
probably assuming too much.

This comnon source could be one of, or

a combination of, several things: an oral tradition, a "wild" text,
an early Syriac Gospel tradition, one or several apocryphal go spels,
or a pre-Tatianic Gospel hanron y.

Whatever the case, it seems nore

likely than not that this comnon source had some Synoptic contact,6
and the theories of Gressrnann

7

8

and Haase

concerning the existence

of a pre-Tatianic Syriac tetraevangelium are very inviting.
The weakness of this hypothesis is the fact that, if Thomas,
1

Also cf. lo g. 39a (pp. 239-41 above).

2

See pp. 221-25 above.

311
above.

4
5

Syriac NT Texts, " pp. 159-62.

Cf. Strobel, VigChr 17 (1963) :211 -24; also see p. 222 n. 3
Cf. pp. 151-56, 217-18 above.

6

Even Quispel, NTS 12 (1966):378£., admits that the Gospel
of the Hebrews used Matthew, as Matthew used Mark!
7

zNW 6 (1905):150-51.

8
ThQ 101 (1920):270-72.
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the Diatessaron, and the Vetu s Syra have all been influenc ed by a
comm:>n
som s

source,

there is not nore agreement among them.

can be given for this phenanenon:

the dependence upon this unknown
words, the
so

sour c e

infrequent,

so

Three rea

(a) It is quite obvious that

source

is not literary.

In other

itself rrriy have been written, but its trac es are
variable, that it is dif ficul t to think that Ta

tian, or the redac tor{s) of Thomas or the translator(s) of the Vetu s
Syra

sat

down and copied part of it; this unknown

s ource

has IIDre

likely influenced the mind s of these variou s authors and scribes.
A

s cenario

source.

like this would imply a pervasive influen c e for this

Hence, it is not

surprising

to find other Syrian writing s

which agree with some of the unique material or unusual reading s in
Thomas, the D iatessaron, and

sy

sc

(in addition to the Syrian fathers,

see the next chapter of this thes is).

(b) These three works have

no st likely undergone variou s degrees of as similation to the
cal Gospel text.

c anoni

Consequently, a greater degree of similarity would

have at one time existed anong them which may now be obs cured.
{c) For Thomas particul arly there is the que stion of multiple ten
dentiou s redactions which may have also destroyed
traces of this comm:,n

source.

some

di sc ernible

Thus, the lac k of agreement among

these three works is explainable.
Points {b) and (c), as f ar as Thomas is concerned, bring u s
to the problem of a:>ptic -ver sional influenc e upon this
sayin:J s .

c ollection

of

It is extremely interesting and potentially significant to

note that in the va st majority of the

ca ses

where Coptic-versional

influence is "probable" or "possible," a connec tion with a Syrian
text (i.e., a Gospel text which circ ulated in Syria: the Diatessaron
sc

or sy

) is unlikely or not denon strable.
1

see the Appendix below.

1

This is true for log. 4b,
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Sb/Ge, 14b, 14c, 20, 31, 34, 36, 41, 65, 73, and 107.
the converse also holds true.

Obviously,

It is only in five logia (61a, 76a,

89, 91b, and 94) that a connection with both the Coptic ver sions and
a Syrian text is possible.

In the first two, the chances of contact

with the Coptic ver sions and sy
them) appear equal.

SC

(or, rrore probably, the text behind

For log. 91b, there is nore evidence for the

latter, but some room for the former.

For log . 94, a connection with

the Sahidic version and the Diatessaron is possible, but the evidence
is stronger for Coptic-versional influence.
verse is true.

For log. 89, the con

Whatever the case, it must be recognized that the

influence of the Egyptian text does not perforae exatude the possi
bility of contact with a Syrian text; the latter could have easily
occurred earlier in the history of the collection.
The impact of these observations should be becoming apparent:
the textual similarities of the various sayings in Thomas may help
elucidate the background, especially the provenance, of each saying
and consequently lead to a better tmderstanding of the collection as
a whole.

The evidence gathered thus far would point to a Syrian

provenance for numerous sayings in light of their connection with
a Syrian Gospel text: log. 9, 16, 25, 32, 33b, 39a, 44, 45b, 47b,
57, 61a, 68, 76a, 79a, 79b, 86, 91b, and 94.

1

On the other hand,

there are some logia which show no signs of any textual contact with
a Syrian text, but possibly do have a connection with the Coptic ver
sions: log. 4b, Sb/Ge, 14b, 14c, 20, 3 1 , 34, 36, 41 , 65, 73, and 107.
This may be an indication that some or all of these sayings originated,
or at least took their present form, outwith Syrian influence.

If we

concede, as the sum of the evidence leads us, that the Gospel of
½:n addition, see the discussions on K.W/11\� in log. 64 (p.
246) and on cw�� in log. 78 (p. 249).
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Thanas is a collection of sayings which has undergone a series of
redactions by scribes of various viewpoints--that it was a living,
gr owing collection--then it will be seen that the textual stu:ly thus
far only serves to substantiate such a view.

It is not inconceivable

that the collection originated in Syria where it was influenced by
(a} contemporaneous text(s), and then it made its way southward
where further textual infl uences were felt: all of this, despite the
relatively independent stream in which the Gospel of Thomas obviously
flowed.
It will be admitted without hesitation that we are dealing
in the realm o f probability.

The evidence thus far can serve only

as a guide in the search for the origins of Thomas; the textual in
vestigation must be augmented by the research fro m o ther disciplines,
which could easily tip the balance in another direction for some say
ings.

But the textual investigation itself is not complete until we

have examined various other texts which have exceptionally strong
similarities to Thomas.

V.

THE GOSPEL OF THCMAS AND OTHER EARLY TEXTS
OF THE SYNOPTIC 00 SPELS

For the sake of consistency and canpleteness, one might now
expect a chapter dealing with the Gospel of Thomas and the Old Latin
gospels, and indeed, the large moount of evidence would not preclu:ie
such a comparison.

Baarda, for instance, has noted a strong affin

ity between Thomas and the Old Latin versions.

1

It is questionable,

however, whether such a detailed comparison would substantially fur
ther our present task--that being the attempt to discover the earli
est history of this sayings collection by noting various textual
similarities and the location of these texts.
pressed for rather obvious reasons.

This doubt is ex

For one thing, it would be dif

fi cult to connect Thomas in a convin cing way with a textual tradi
tion which probably 0riginated and certainly circulated primarily
in the West.

Further, it will be noted fro m a glance at the lists

of variants by Baarda or Qui spel, that alnost every time Thomas a
grees with the Old Latin, it also agrees with the Diatessaron or the
Vetus Syra, and, because Thomas has highly probable Syrian contacts,
a connection with the latter two texts is much nore likely than a
connection with the Old Latin.

Nevertheless, there are a few cases,

as we shall see, where a saying in Thomas bears a striking resem
blance to an Old Latin text only.

On the f ace of it, this could

suggest that the saying has possible North African or European con
nections.

This is not inconceivable, but at present appears unlikely.

What is mre likely to be true is that such similarities with geographi1rn Schippers, Thomas, p. 154.
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cally distant texts merely point to the popul arity and impact which
some of the traditions contained in Thomas (perhaps Thomas itself?)
had on the early Christian community.
Besides the Old Latin version, several early Christian
writers and writings from both East and West bear textual similarities to some of Thomas' sayings.

Such connections may assist u s

in locating the origin, or at least in understanding the early his
tory, of these particul ar sayings.

These various textual parallels

will be noted in some detail after a brief survey dealing with the
background of the texts and writing s to be discussed.

In addition,

notice will be taken of any previous attempts to connect these Gos
pel texts with the Gospel of Thomas.
A.

A Brief L ook at Various Early Writers,
Writings, and Versions

The OZd La.tin Versions
The precise origins of the Old Latin versions

1

are not sur-

prisingl y obscure and iooot. Most scholars would place the earliest
Latin translation of the New Testament anywhere from the middle or
end of the II century to the mid-III century.

The place of origin,

however, is widely disputed.
One obvious choice for provenance is Rome. This city had a
rather large and active Christian canmunity, was the centre of the
empire, and was the nother of the Latin language.

Hence, scholars

l.rhe critical edition for the Gospels is that of Adolf
Julicher, ItaZa: Das Neue Testament in altlateinisaher Uberlieferung,
durchgesehen und zum Druck besorgt von Walter Matzkow und Kurt Aland
(Berlin: Walter de G ruyter): I. Matthiiusevangeliwn, 2. verbesserte
Aufl., 1972; II. MarausevangeZiwn, 2. verbesserte Aufl., 1 970; III.
Lucasevangeliwn, 2. verbesserte Aufl., 1976; IV. Johannesevangel-iwn,
1963.
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1
2
3
such as Bardy, Mohrmann, and Peebles suggest this as the venue of
the first Old Latin version. By way of rebuttal, some scholars do
not think the evidence will substantiate this ostensibly early and

4
wide use of a Latin version in Rome.

Other scholars, however,

espouse a Roman origin for entirely different reasons; these scholars
believe that the first Latin gospels were an Old Latin translation
of Tatian's Diatessaron m ade in lbme while he was still there or
soon after he left.

This, it is averred, plausibly explains the

popul arity of the Diatessaron in the West and the affinities it has
with the Old Latin versions.
Soden

5

This view basically began with von

and stretches through a long line of scholars incltrling

1
Gustave Bardy, La question des Zangues d.ans Z'egZise
ancienne, vol. 1 (Paris: Beauchesne et Ses Fils, 1948), pp. 1 06-11.
2

christine z..t>hrmann, "Les origines de la latinite chreti
enne a Rane," VigChr 3 (1949):67-106, 163 -83.

3B. M. Peebles, "Latin Versions," in New Catholic Encyclo
pedia (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967), 2:437.

4
some of the problems with this view are pointed out by
Metzger, Early VePsions, pp. 286-88. The evidence regarding the
"Sator-Arepo" square might also be mentioned here. A brief over
view of the discussion is given by F. L. Cross, The Early Ch:r>is
tian Fathers (London: Gerald Duckworth & co., Ltd., 1960), pp. 199201. Though some scholars would use this square to argue for the
existence of at least part of the NT in Latin as early as A.D. 79,
Cross doubts that this particular evidence can be responsibly used
to draw such a conclusion. For further information, cf. Donald
Atkinson, "The Satar-Formula and the Beginning s of Christianity,"
BJRL 22 (1938) :419-34; idem, "The Origin and Date of the 'Sator'
Word-Square," JEH 2 (1951):1 -18; and Hugh Last, "The lbtas-Sator
Square: Present Positions and Future Prospects," JThS 3 (1952):
92-97.
5

schPiften, I:2:1544 -72.
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2
5
3
Vogels,1 Plooij, Burkitt, Bawnstark,4 Peters, and Voobus.6
On the other hand, Sanday,

7

Chase, 8 and Kennedy 9 argue for

Antioch of Syria as the place of the first Latin gospels for the
following reasons:

(1) The Old Latin dEIOOnstrates a special ac

quaintance with the aaninistrative arrangements of Palestine.
(2) The translators evidently had a knowledge of Hebrew and Aramaic.
(3) There are m any non-canonical interpolations in the Old Latin
versions, and such non-canonical material is more likely to abound
in Syria than in the West.

(4) The Old Latin has close affinities

with the Old Syriac version.
Unconvinced by either of the above possibilities, most nod
ern scholars aver that the Old Latin versions were first made in
northern

Africa.

10
This opinion was held by Hort
and has recently

1
Heinrich Joseph VOgels, Die Hal'TTlonistik im Evangelientext

des Codex Cantabrigiensis. Ein Beitrag aw> neutestamentliahen Text
kritik, TU 36,1 (Leipzig: J. c. Hinrichs, 1910), pp. 46f f.; and

idem, Beitrage zur Gesahiahte des Diatessa.ron im Abend.Zand, NT

Abhandl. 8,1 (Mmster: Aschendorff, 1919), pp. 3ff. Vogels is crit
icized rather extensively by Fischer, "NT in lateinischer Sprache,"
pp. 32, 41-42, 45ff.
2

3

Purther Study, pp. 25-69, 73£.
JThS 25 (1924):128-30; ibid., 36 (1935 ):257.

4
6

oc,

3rd ser., 5 (1930):1-14.

5

Diatessaron, pp. 147ff.

EarZy Versions, pp. 33ff. , 44-45.

7
�illiam Sandai7, review of A Study of Codex Beaae, by
J. R. Harris, in The Guardian (25 May 1892):786-88.
8

syro-Latin Te:r:t, pp. 138-42.

3:54-55.

9
H. A. A. Kennedy, "Latin Versions, The Old," in DB(H),

10New Testament, 2:78. Harris, Codex Bezae, pp. 191-214 ,

places the earliest Old Latin of Acts in northern Africa (Car
thage?), and appears to prefer this for the Gospels, but he cannot
rul e out R>me (pp. 226-34). Whatever the case, he is certain that
the Old Latin gospels antedate both Tatian and Justin (pp. 176-77,

191-92, 234).

1
been reaf firmed by Metzger.
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Metzger gives two reasons for this

First, there is scrne evidence to indicate that Latin was

belief.

used by the comrcon people in northern Afr ica at a ver y early period.
Second, in a writing called Acts of the Scillitan Martyrs, which
describes a persecution around A.D. 1 80, Speratus, one of the martyrs, mentions having the writings of Paul.
Latin.

These were probably in

If the epistles of Paul had been translated into Latin,

then the Gospels presumably had been translated somewhat earlier.
This evidence is confirmed by the fact that the 'African' form o f
the Old Latin text is the nost primitive (see below).
The many manuscripts of the Old Latin ver sions are extremely
diver se, giving the impression that dif ferent books have been trans
lated by different translators several times.

Indeed, Aug ustine

oomplains:
Those who translated the Scriptures from Hebrew into Greek
can be cotmted, but the Latin translators are out of all
number. For in the early days of the faith, every man who
happened to gain possession of a Greek manuscript /§f the
New Testamen!.7 and who imagined he had any facility in both
languages, however slight that might have been, dared to
make a translation.2
Augustine also refers to the "endless variety and mul tittrle of Latin
translators.11

3

Jerome has similar complaints.

Nevertheless, since Hort's time,
1

5

4

the manuscripts have been

Early Versions, pp. 288-89.

2

De doatrina c:hristiana 2. 16; translation by Metzger, Early
Versions, p. 290.
3

4

Retraat. 1. 21. 3 .
Epistula ad Damaswn: There are "alnost as many forms of

the text as there are manuscripts"; cf. J. w:>rd sworth and H.J. White,

Novwn Testamentum • •• 7,atine seaundum • •• Hieronymi • •• (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1 889-98), 1 :2,

ZZ.

1 -3.

5New Testament, 2:78-80. The groups are also discussed in
voobus, Early Versions, pp. 42-43; and Metzger, Early Versions,
pp. 326-28.
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grouped into three geogr aphical categories:
(I) African.

This is generally recognized as representing

the nost primitive and pure Old Latin text.

As far as the Gospels

are concerned, it is best seen in the texts of Tertullian and
Cyprian and MSS k e m.
(II) European.

This group represents a slightly later for m,

probably an African text partially corrected to G reek MSS.

It is

nore specifically located in northern Italy and/or western Europe
(Gaul , Spain). For the Gospels, its representatives are Irenaeus
2

and MSS b (the best) a c f f
(III) Italian.

h i n o s t p r z.

This may be a revision of the European text.

1
Kennedy dates it around the end of the III century.

the Gospel text can be found in MSS f q.

E xamples of

It is comm:>nly thought

that the "Itala" mentioned by Augustine in De doatrina Christiana
2. 22 refer s to this type of text.

Burkitt, however, in his well

known theory, disputes whether the Italian group of MSS even exists
2

and identifies Augustine's "Itala" with the Vulgate.
time, his views are nonnally not followed today.

Popular for a

3

Despite the diver sity of the Old Latin MSS, and even the dif ficulty with which they are classifi ed into broad categories (since
no MS has an absolutely "pure" African, European, or Italian text),
there are agreements axoong them which appear to be explainable only
by postulating a comm:>n source or archetype behind all the various
MSS. Indeed, one would be hard-pressed to find a scholar who does
1

DB(H), 3:57.

2

The Old La.tin and the ItaZa, with an Appendix Containing
the Text of the S. Gallen Palimpsest of Jeremiah, Texts and Stuiies
4,3 (Cambridge: Univer sity Press, 1896), pp. 55-65.
3

And yet, Fischer, "NT in lateinischer Sprache," pp. 6ff.,
shows a reluctance to speak of an Italian group. Cf. Metzger, Early
Versions, pp. 291-93.
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not espouse such a theory in one form or another.
major currents of thought.

1

There are two

One is the idea that all the Old Latin

versions go back to a Sir¥;Jle MS or to a single translation.

Thus,

for instance, Harris describes the source as a primitive bilingual
MS with a Western type of text.

2

This overall view of a single

source would also inclwe those who trace the Old Latin go spels

3
back to Tatian's Diatessaron.

The other current of thoug ht is

that the comnon source is not a single MS, but "a workshop of MSS."4
According to Sanday, the earliest Old Latin MSS were made in one
area, possibly in one scriptorium, over a period of time, albeit a
rather short period. 5

This would account for the similarities as

well as some of the diversities.

In any event, the "source" has not

been satisfactorily identified.
It remains to note briefl y the textual affinites of the Old
Latin versions.

Noted primarily for their frequent agreements with

the "Western" text,

6

and especially Codex Bezae,

agree with the "Neutral" form o f text.

8

7

they also often

A rrost fascinating enig ma

is the similarities between the Old Latin and Old Syriac.

How is

the af finity between a western version and an eastern version to be
1
2
3

But cf. those mentioned by Kennedy, DB(H), 3:48.

Codex Bezae, pp. 191-92, 231, 234 , 258.
See pp. 265-66 above.

4

Sanday, The Guardian (25 May 1892):786-87.

5
rbid., p. 788.
DB(H), 3: 56.

This view is also favoured by Kennedy,

6

cf. Burkitt, Itala, pp. 46-53; Voobus, Early Versions,
pp. 47-48; and Metzger, Early Versions, p. 325.
7

cf. Harris, Codex Bezae; and Chase, Syro-La.tin Text.

8

Kennedy, DB(H), 3:60.
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explained?

Harris postulates a shared dependence upon a primitive

2
bilingual,1 Sanday proposes a Syrian origin for the Old Latin, and
Chase thinks the Latin has been directly or indirectly influenced
by the Old Syriac.

3

Von Soden, Vogels, Baumstark, and others

4

aver

that the link is the Diatessaron: it influenced the Old Latin in
Rome before Tatian took it home to Syria where it influenced the Old
Syriac.

No consensus has been reached as yet.

But one thing

does seem clear: the history and distribution of sundry gospel traditions and variant canonical readings cannot necessarily be confined
to a small geogr aphical area; this material sometimes shows a sur
prisingly widespread circulation, even as early as the mid -II cen
tury.

This observation could have significant implications for the

Gospel of Thomas.
As far as Thomas and the Old Latin go spels are concerned,
Baarda is the only writer to note similarities and draw conclusions.

5

Even then, he only conclu:ies from this evidence that Thomas has a
connection with the Western text. Quispel also notes similarities
with the Western text, inclwing the Old Latin.

6

As already noted (p. 264), there are several other early
Christian writers and writiJY:JS, both from the East and the West,
which have textual similarities to sane of Thomas' sayings.

1

codex Bezae, pp. 191, 200, 258.

2

The Gual'dian (25 May 1892):786-88.

3

otd Syriaa EZement1

It will

and idem, Byro-Latin Text.

4
See pp. 265-66 above.

S In Sc ippers, �nvms,
nrt.h'
p. 154 •
affinities with MSS a, b, and e.

He notes especially strong

6
"L'Evangile selon Thomas et le 11 Texte Occidental" du nouveau
Testament," Vigehr 14 (1960):20 4-15: and idem, in Gnostia Studies,
II, pp. 56-69 (which is a recent reappraisal of the situation).
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no w be rro st convenient to survey these witnesses briefl y before
embarking on any detailed comparisons between them and Thanas, so
as to avoid unnecessary repetition.

The Ethiopia Version
The first attempt to make

an

Ethiopic ver sion1 o f the Bible

has been dated as early as the apostolic period 2 and as late
XIV century.

as

the

4
' lud .
Most scho 1ars, however, inc
ing G ui' d i,
Voobus,
....
S
.

3

Ullendorff, 6 and Hofmann 7 prefer a V/VI century date.
of the VorZage is a highly disputed question.

The la nguage

The st andard position

as advocated by Lmolf and Dillmann is that the Ethiopic ver sion is
1

There is no critical edition. The first printed Ethiopic
New Testament is in a volume entitled Testamentwn Novwn awn Epistola
Pauli ad Hebreos tantwn� cum concordantijs EuangeZista.Pwn Eusebij &
numemtione omnium verborum eorundem (Rome, 154 8); see Metzger,
Early Versions, pp. 228-30, for details. This text was incorporated
into the London Polyglot Bible: BibZia Sacra PoZygZotta, ed. Brian
Walton, vol. 5 (London: Thomas Raycroft, 1657), accompanied by a
Latin translation. A rrore recent edition is The Nm., Testament in
Ethiopic (Oxford, 1949). A good discussion of the earliest history
of investigation concerning the Ethiopic version may be found in
L. H ackspill, "Die athiopische Evangelienubersetzung (Math. I-X),"
ZA 11 (1896):117ff.
xv, 112.

2

walton in vol. 1 of the London Polyglot Bible: 'Pr-olegomena,

3

Paul de Lagarde, GesamneZte Abhandlungen (Leipzig,
reprint ed., Osnal:ruck: Otto Zeller, 1966), pp. 61, 1 1 3.

1 866;

4

rgnazio Guidi, "La tr aduzioni degli Evangelii in arabo e
in etiopico," Memorie deU,a Reale Aaaademia dei Lincei, classe di
scienze rrorali, storiche e filologiche, 4th ser., vol iv, part la
(Rane, 1888), p. 3 3 ; and idem, Storia delta Zetteratura ethiopiaa
(Roma: Institute per l'Oriente, 1 932), p. 13.
5

EarZy Versions, pp. 24 8-49.

6

Edward Ullendorf f , Ethiopia and the Bible, The Schweich
Lectures of the British Academy, 1967 (London: Oxford university
Press, 1968), pp. 3 8ff. Ullendorff discusses previous stu:lies in
this area in detail.
7

.

Josef Hofmann, "Das Neue Testament in athiopischer Sprache •
Probleme der Ubersetzung und Stand der For schung," in Aland, A Uen
Ubersetswigen, p. 349.
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translated fro m Greek.

1

But in 1882 Gildemeister pointed out sane

.

Aramaic {Syriac) features

2

....

and Voobus even sug gests a Syriac Vor-

lage.3 In an attempt to reconcile all the facts, some recent schol
4 To complicate matters,
ars sug gest both Greek and Syriac Vorlagen.
there is also the question of the influence of the Coptic and Arabic
5

versions .

For this reason, Hofmann concludes, "Die Frage nach der

Vorlage der athiopischen Evangelien ist also noch offen und wird es
wohl fur lange Zeit bleiben.11

6

With such a variety of extraneous infl uences upon the Ethiopic version, one is not surprised that it has, in the words of
Hort, a "composite text.11

7

Thus, on the one hand, its text is

strongl y "Syrian," but there are also early Western, Alexandrian,
and "Neutral" readings.

8

Metzger provides a good description of the

1
see the synopsis of the discussion in Ullendorff, Ethiopia,
pp. 36ff. Cf. also Voobus, Early Verisions, pp. 249ff.: and Hofmann,
"NT in athiopischer Sprache," pp. 34 9ff.
,

2

In a letter to Caspar Rene Gregor y, Textk:tiitik des neuen
Testamentes (Leipzig: J. c. Hinrichs, 1900-1909), 2:554ff. H. J.
Polotsky, "Aramaic, Syriac, and Ge'ez," JSS 9 (196 4):1-10, questions
whether such elements do in fact exi st .
3

Early Versions, pp. 249ff.

Versions," EB (C), 4: 5012 .

Cf. F. c. Burkitt, "Texts and

4

cf. M.-E, B:>isrnard, Review of Voobus, Early Versions, RB
63 (195 6 ) :454; and Ullendorff, Ethiopia, pp. 3 8, 56. Cf. also
Burkitt, EB(C), 4 :5012 .
5

cf. A. Dillmann, "Athiopische Bibelubersetzung," in Real
fur protestantisahe Theologie und Kirahe, eds. J. J.
Herzog and G. L. Plitt, 2nd ed. (Leipzig: J. c. Hinrichs, 18 77-88),
1: 203-206; Guidi, "Traduzioni," pp. 33-37; and Hackspill, ZA 1 1
(1896):U6, 159ff. 187 , 36 7 . Lagarde, Gesamnelte Abhandlungen,
pp. 61, 113 , advocates the position that the Ethiopic version was
translated fro m Coptic, a position dismissed out of hand by Voobus,
Early Verisions, p. 248, and assessed as "unlikely" by Metzger, Earily
Versions, p. 222.

Enzyalopadie

6 11

7

N T in athiopischer Sprache," p. 359.

New Testament, 2:158.

8

cf. Hackspill, ZA 11 (1896):117-9 6 , 36 7-88.
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situation, at least as f ar as the Gospels are concerned:
In short, the chief characteristic of the Ethiopic
version of the Gospels is heterogeneity. In some passages
it presents a slavi sh renderi�, so that even the word
order of the Greek has been preserved. In other passages-
and these constitute the great rnajority--one finds a sur
prising freedom, inmlving transposition of parts of clauses,
simplification of m:>re canplicated phrases, abbreviations
for the sate of simplicity, and many pecul iar readings and
additions.

Maraion
Marcion

2

was probably born and certainly raised in Sinope,

an important Greek city south of the Black Sea in the province of
Pontus, arotmd A.O. 85.

It appears that he was brought up in the

Christian church, although Jtrlaism was strong in the area where he
lived.

He is noted as the founder of an aberrant form of Christi-

anity which he began in R>me, althou;:Jh he was rrost likely expounding
his views in Asia Minor previous to his Roman activity.

The precise

date of his inevitable break with the "orthodox" church is difficult
4
to ascertain, but Harnack 3 and Blaclanan place it about A.D. 14 4.

Marcion is frequently viewed as a Gnostic, but, though some
of his teachings are found in the classic Gnostic systems of the
second and third centuries, he is best understood apart from Gnos
ticism.5

Marcion believed in a radical dualism: on the one hand,
1
Metzger,

2

Early Versions, p. 234.

The classic work on Marcion is that of Adolf von Harnack,

J.braion: Da.s Evangelium vom fremden Gott, 2nd ed., TU 45 (Leipzig:

J.C. Hinrichs, 19 2 4); the nost comprehensive in English is that of
E. c. Bl.acJanan, Mcu-aion and His Influence (London: S.P.C.K., 19 4 8).
See also John Knox, Marcion and the New Testament (19 4 2). The de
tails of Marcion's life may be found in Harnack, pp. 21-30 (cf. pp.
l*-30*) and in Blaclanan, pp. 1 -3.
3 Mara1-on, p. 26.
5

•

4

Marmon, pp. 20-21.
·

u-- •
pp. ix-x, 125.
Cf. Bl.aclanan, ,•Jt.4.l·a1-on,
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there is a Creator-God, the lord of the material world, the God of
the Jews, and the author o f the Old Testament; on the other hand,
there is the Saviour-God, who is the "alien," higher being who ap
peared in Christ.

1

This dualism, for one thing, resulted in a very

ascetic view of the world.

As far as Christology is concerned,

Marcion was a nodalist and a docetist.2

He also taught an extreme

form of Paulinism which, in addition to being anti-Jewish, depre3
cated the Old Testament law while exalting the gospel.
The Bible of Marcion reflects his theological biases: he
used one Gospel and ten epistles of Paul.

4

Marcion's Gospel was

actually an abridgment of Luke; he omitted the birth story, genealogies, and other material primarily peculiar to Luke.

He appears

to have added very little material of his own or from non-canonical
sources.

5

Sanday reckons that Marcion omitted 309 verses of Luke

6
while adding only 30 words.

There is little doubt that Marcion's

is the fir st "canon," i.e., a select list of books.

But,

as

1

cf. Harnack, Maraion, pp. 93ff.; and Blackman, Maraion,
pp. 66-97 .
2

3

cf. Blackman, Maroion, pp. 98-102.

cf. Harnack, Maraion, pp. 30ff.; and Blackman, Maraion,
pp. 103-24.

4
The contents of Marcion's Bible are discussed in detail by
Harnack, Maroion, pp. 35 -73; cf. Knox, New Testament; and Blackman,
Maraion, pp. 23££. Harnack has reconstructed Marcion's text, pri
marily from Ter tullian's qwtations of him: for the Gospel, pp.
183*-240*ff.; for Paul, pp. 67*-127*. Harnack's reconstruction is
still the ultimate standard.
5
cf. Sanday, GospeZs, pp. 204f f.; and Blackman, Marcion,
p. 47. John Knox, "On the Vocabulary of Marcion's Gospel," JBL
58 (1939):193-201, thinks that Sanday's stu:ly, which rrost authors
follow, is inconclusive as far as the priority of Luke to Marcion's
gospel is concerned. Knox wants the question to remain open.

6Gospels, pp. 229, 214.
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Blackman points out, there is a significant difference between a
list of books to be read, and a list that is considered exclusively

1
aut hor1.tat1.ve.
.
.

Further, Harnack's view that Marcion's canon pre-

cipitated the Catholic canon

2

3
is probably somewhat overstated.
4

Marcion's text is "conspic1Dusly Western.11

The problem is

identif ying its exact relationship to the Western text. There are
those who view Marcion's text as partially responsible for a num ber

5
of typically "Western" reading s.

On the other hand, Lagr ange sees

ver y little or no evidence of Marcionite infl uence on any text or
6
version.

It is probably m:>re correct to admit, with Harnack,7

Blackman, 8 and others9 that Marcion has exerted a small am:>unt of

textual influence, but by and large the agreements between his text

and Tatian's, the Old Latin,10 the Old Syriac, and other "Western"
1.Lv_ •
1•JU..l·c1-on, pp. 24ff •
2u-•
1"JU.L•a�on,

pp. 173*-74*, 442*-44*. Harnack also believes
that Marcion's one Gospelpr.omptedTatian to compose one aompZete
Gospel (Marcion, pp. 72-731 cf. Blackman, Marcion, p. 63).

3

4

Cf. Blackman, Marcion, p. 32.
Sanday, The Guardian (25 May 1892):787.

5
cf. Harris, Codex Bezae, p. 231; Williams, AZtePations,
pp. 10-18; and Metzger, Ea:l'Zy Versions, p. 32 9.

61.,.c"l,
te:r:tuette, 2:262-65. He admits that he has become
r,.,,. · t1-que
.
Im)re reluctant to recognize Marcionite influence than he was in RB
30 (1921):610-11.
1

Marcion, pp. 156*, 160*ff., 166*f. (Paul), 242*ff., 247*48* (Gospel), 255* (Tatian).

_ •
a,.t...
1•,u.i·C"l-On,
pp. 50-51, 60, 126, 156-59, 168, 169.

9cf. Sanday, Gospels, pp. 232 -33; and especially Pott, ZKG
42 (1923): 202-23.

10
H. J. Vogels, EvangeUum Patatinum: Studien 2UJ> a.Uesten
Geschichte der tateinischen Evangetienubersetsung, NT Abhandl. 12,3
(Munster: Aschendorf f, 1926), pp. 96f., postulates that Marcion's
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texts are due to a dependence upon an ancient "Western" text comrron
to them all.

Very few tendentious Marcionite reading s are discern-

ible in any New Testament text.

1

The popularity of the Marcionite church and the rapid and
widespread dissemination of its teachings mderstandably alarmed
the early "orthodox" church.

Justin says that in his time (ca.

A.D. 150), while Marcion was still alive, his follo wers could be
fo und all over the :Roman empire.

3
observation.

2

Tertullian later makes a similar

Towards the end of the second century, Bardesanes

in Edessa thought it necessary to compose several dialogues against

4
the heresy in Syriac.

The fact that Marcion's teaching had spread

this far east, where it was evidently well- received,

5 could have

significant implications for the stl.rly of the text of Thomas.
Several scholars have noted similarities between Marcion and
the Gospel of Thomas in various areas.

Theologically speaking ,

Latin text lies at the base of the Old Latin versions (he is criti
cized by Lagrange, Critique textuelZe, 2 :262-63). But, since Har
nack's stuiy (Ma:rocion, pp. 43*-56* , 17 8*-81*), it is generally a
greed that Tertullian knew and used Marcion's text in Latin, which
belongs in the European group, as well as used his own "Catholic"
text which represents an independent and early form of the African
Old Latin. Cf. Hermann von Soden, "Der lateinische Paulu stext bei
Marcion tmd Tertullian," in Festgabe fur Adolf JuZicher zum 70.
Geburtstag> 26. JanuaP 192?, eds. R. Bultmann and H. v. Soden
(Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1927), pp. 2 29- 81; Blaclonan, Ma:l'cion,
pp. 60, 132; and A. J. B. Higgins, "The Latin Text of Luke in Mar 
cion and Tertullian," Vigehr 5 (1951):1- 42 . Quispel, De bronnen van
TertuZZianus' Adversus Marcionem (Leiden: Burgersdijk & Nie:rmans,
1943), argues that Tertullian �new only the Catholic and Marcionite
Greek text which he translated into Latin himself, but he is refuted
by Higgins, Vigehr 5 (1951):5, 7ff.
1

Cf. maclonan, Marcion, pp. 50- 51 , 126.

2

ApoZ. 1. 26: MapxCwva • • • �b HaLa nav YEVOb
dv8pwnwv 6La Lnb L&V 6Lau6vwv OUAAn�EWb TIOAAOUb TIETIOLnHE
eAao�nulab AEYELV • • • •

3Adv. Marcion

5

s.

19.

4

Eusebius, H.E. 4. 30. 1.

Cf. Blaclanan, Ma.Pcion, p. 3.
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Sch.ippers

1

2
3
•
d, anong others, have noted that in places
and Menar

Thomas is anti-Jewish, and thus possibly reflects Marcionite influence.

One must be very careful, however, not to assume that just

because a writing is anti-Jewish it is also Marcionite.

McArthur

notes Thanas' preference for Luke and possible repuiiation of the
Old Testament, similar to Marcion's Bible.

4

As far as text is con

cerned, authors such as Baarda, Schrage, and Menard have observed
similarities between Thomas and Marcion's text but, as Baarda says,

5
these are "not very many."

Nevertheless, there may be a connec-

tion, although of what precise type is dif ficult to determine.

If,

as Koester advocates, Thanas was written before Marcionitism came

to Edessa,6 then it would naturally be initially independent of
Marcionite influence.

If, on the other hand, Thomas was written

later in the second century, as Schippers and Menard are inclined
to believe, Thomas could easily have absorbed some Marcionite teach
ings and/or texts.

In either case, there is suf ficient evidence

to indicate that there was a period in the second half o f the II
century when at least some sayings in Thomas could possibly have
been textually influenced by a Marcionite text circulating in Syria,
or, for that matter, even in Egypt.

But if Harnack is correct,

7

we

should be aware of the high probability that any agreement between
the two texts could be due merely to a coillI'!Pn dependence upon an
early "Western" text.

1Thomas, pp. 52-54.

Schippers mentions "seeds of Marcion
itism" as yet undeveloped in reference to log. 47. Cf. his p. 133.
2

Thoma,s, esp. pp. 144 (log. 43), 1 55 (log. 52), 156 (log.
53), 168 (log. 66).
3

cf. Klijn, Edessa, pp. 102ff.

Sin Schipper s, Thomas, p. 154.
6

rn Tra,jeatories, pp. 127 -29.

4NT SideZights,
pp. 52-54, 63.
7

See pp. 275-76 above.
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Clement of Alexandria

1
Not much is known about the life of Clement of Alexandria.

He was born to pagan parents in the mid-II century, probably in
Athens, where he later became a C hristian.

2

He was an enthusiastic

scholar and travelled all over the world seeking in struction.

He

finally came to Alexandria, where he spent a large part of his
life (ca. A.O. 17 5-202).

This is where he received instruction

from Pantaenus, where he himself taug ht,

3

and where he wrote the

majority of his works which inclu:ie Protrepticus, Paedagogus,

StroTOC1.ta, Excerrpta ex Theodoto, Eclogae Propheticae, and Quis Dives
Salvetu.1'. 4 Clement was forced to leave Alexandria during the persecution of Septimius Severus, and he died between A.D. 2ll and
21s.

5

Clement has been called a Christian philosopher who truly
1what is known of his life may be found in R. B. Tollinton,

Clement of Alexandria. A Study in ChPistian Liberalism, 2 vols.

(London: Williams and Norgate, 1914), l:lff.; J.E. L. Oulton and
Henry Chadwick, Ale:ro.ndrian ChPiatianity. Selected Translations of
Clement and Origen 1.uith Introductions and Notes, LCC 2 (London:
SCM Pre ss, Ltd., 1954), p. 16; andE. F . Osborn, The Philosophy of
Clement of Ale:ro.nd:r>ia, Texts and Stu:lies, n.s. 3 (Cambridge: Uni
versity Press, 1957), pp. 3f f.
2

Tollinton, Clement, 1:10-11.

3
origen may have been one of his pupils (so assumed by Tol
linton, Clement, 1:15, 20), but this is not clear: cf. M. Spanneut,
"Clement of Al exandria," in NCE, 3: 943.
4

The critica l editions of Clement's works have been edited
by Otto Stahlin in the GCS series: I. Band: Protreptiaua und Paeda
gogua, 3. durchge sehene Aufl. von Ursula Treu (1972); II. Band:
Stromta, Buch I-VI, 3. Aufl. neu heraus. von Lu:iwig Fruchtel (1960);
III. Band: Stromta, Buah VII und VIII, Exaerpta ex Theodoto, Ealogae
Propheticae, Quia Dives Salvetu.1', Fragmente, 2. Aufl. neu heraus.
von Lu:iwig Fruchtel, zum Druck besorgt von Ursula Treu (1970); IV.
Band: Register, I. Teil, 2. bearbeitete Aufl. heraus. von ur sula
Treu (1980).
5

Osborn, Philosophy, pp. 3-4.
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"exemplifies the eclecticism of his time.,. l

He has a wide knowledge

of the various contemporary philosophical systems and, even though
he is first a Christian, he embraces the ideas of many of them. 2
He thus has been linked with Platonism and Stoicism;
been called a Sophist.4

3

he has also

Of more interest to rost scholars is his

connection with Gnosticism.

On the one hand, the eclectic Clement

is attracted to sane of the ideas of Gnosticism; accordingl y, he
expound s the "true" gnosis. 5

On the other hand, he is revolted by

some of the tenets of the heretical Gnostics such as Valentinus and
Basil ides. This is why on one page Mmck can say, "Klemens ist
Gnostiker," while on the next, "Dennoch ist Klemens ein eifriger
1

spanneut, in NCE, 3:944; cf. Tollinton, Clement, 1: 7;
Johannes Mmck, Untersuchungen uber Klemens van Alexandria, For 
schmgen zur Kirchen- und Geistesgeschichte 2 (Stuttgart: w. Kohl
hamner,·193 3 ), p. 210; and Osborn, Philosophy, pp. 8-9, 13. Sal
vatore R. c. Lilla, Clement of Ale:xxrndria: A Study in Christian
Platonism and Gnosticism (oxford: U1iversity Press, 1971), esp.
pp. 51-56, questions whether Clement can really be called "eclectic"
in the sense that he merely picks and chooses his terms and ideas
from the various philosophical systems. Actually, Lilla insists,
Clement espouses the Jewish-Hellenistic and Middle Platonic doc
trines that human reasoning i s divine and that the miversal Log:>s
has inspired various Greek philosophers as well as the Hebrew
prophets; he is thus attempting to glean the truth and wisdan which
has been revealed through the ages.
2

Am:>ng the works discussing Clement's teaching, cf. Tollinton,

Clement; Mmck, Untersuchungen, esp. pp. 186ff.; and Osborn, Philos
ophy (with a useful bibliography, pp. 196-99). A summary may be
found in Oulton and Chadwick, Ale:m:ndrian Christianity, pp. 17ff.
3
Cf. Spanneut, in NCE, 3:944. Mmck, Untersuchungen, pp.
208-10, questions whether Clement can really be called a Platonist.
Lilla, Clement, on the other hand, strongl y argues that Clement has
been fundamentally influenced by Platonic tradition, as well as
Jewish-Alexandrine philosophy and Gnosticism. For a good biblio
graphy of the various assessments of Clement's philosophy, see
Lilla, pp. 1-3.

4MU"lck, Untersuchungen, pp. 205ff.

5

cf.

Walther Volker, Der whre Gnostiker nach Clemens Alex
andrinus, TU 57 (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1952).
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Gegner der Gnostiker.11

1

Besides being an eclectic philosopher,

Clement is also an allegorical exegete of scripture.
is not unlike Philo.

2

In this he

Indeed, Lilla maintains that the similarities

with Philo extend much beyond exegesis; Philo and Jewish-Alexandrine
philosophy are a key influence on Clement's thought.

This pranpts

Lilla to characterize Clement's thought thus:
Clement's use of philosophical doctrines goes far be
yon:i the borrowing of sane t«ms which do not influence his
Christianity at all and which represent only a superficial
tinge: in ethics, in the theory of pistis, in gnosis, in the
question of the origin of the world, and in theology Clement
has produced a process of Hellenization of C hristianity
which is closely parallel to the process of Hellenization
of Ju:iaism which is characteristic of Philo's work.3
The exact biblical text which Clement uses in his writings
is very dif fi cul t to recover.

Perhaps even nore frequently than

roost patristic writers, Clement alludes to passages (S(i)metime s ob
scurely), qootes from mercory, and adapts the Scriptures to his own
4
One would expect his text to be basically
speci'f'l. c purposes.

Egyptian, i.e., that of Aleph-B, possibly along with the Coptic ver
sions and Origen.

Nonetheless, Burkitt says that where his text is

discernible, "Clement's qmtations have a fundamentally 'Western'
character.

His allies are not Band the Cl:>ptic Ver sions, but D and

the Old Latin. 11

5

Moreover, Burkitt goes on to observe that this

1

Untersuchungen, pp. 197-98. Mmck goes on to say (p. 204):
"Klemen s dem Gnostizismus nahesteht, indem er selbst Gnostiker ist
md gno stische �ellen benutzt, wahrend er andererseits ein strenger
Kritiker von vielen Einzelheiten der ketzerischen Q\o sis ist." Cf.
Lilla, Clement, esp. pp. 118ff.
2

pp. 228f.

cf. Mmck, Untersuchungen, pp. 214ff.; and Lilla, Clement,

\ illa, Clement, p. 232.

4
cf. Tollinton, Clement, 2: 175f f.
5

aurkitt, in P. Mordamt Barnard, The Biblical Text of
Clement of Alemndria in the Four Gospels and the Acts of the Apos
tles, with an introduction by F. c. Burkitt, Texts and Stwies 5,5
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branch of the Western text often departs from the Old Syriac while
remaining with D and the Old Latin, giving u s " a tex t rea lly and
geographically Western."

1

If this is correct, it could have sig-

nificant import for locating a particular reading or text.
But Lagrange thinks that Burkitt overstates his case.2

It

is true, Lagrange says, that Clement is at times nearer to D than
to B, and he probably knew a Western-type text, but Clement, he
m aintains, uses a basically B-type text.

3

Lagrange also refutes

von Soden's contention that Clement has been influenced by Tatian's
Diatessaron.

4

As C erfaux has denonstrated, the second-century

Alexandrian text was replete with non-Tatianic harnonization.

5

In

sum, it may be said that Clement rarely follo ws one particular text
consistently because he is ver y free in his citations.

Even so, one

would not be surprised to f ind in his written Bible a text which
combined elements that were later to be identified with a D-type or
B-type of text.
Of all the writers on Thomas, Menard nost frequently notes
similarities between the apocryphal gospel and the ideas or text of
(Cambridge: University Press, 1899), p. xi. Barnard reconstructs,
as far as possible, Clement's text and gives critical notes. Bur
kitt's statement qooted above would tend to reaffirm the primi tive
ness of the Western text (aontra Hort) as well as its very wide
spread influence.
½bid., p. xiii.
3

2criti e textueZZe, 2:177-81.
qu

72
cf. M. M ees, "Papyrus B:>dmer VII (P ) u,d die Zitate aus
dem Jtrlasbrief bei C lemens von Alexandrien," Ciudad de Dias 181
(1968):551 -59 .

4SchPiften des NT, I :2 :1597ff.

C f. Harnack, Gesahichte,
l:488 f. , who says that Clement was ver y probably a personal stulent
of Tatian (Strom. 1. 1 . 11), and he at least used Tatian's ITpob
VE).)..nvab.
5

EThL 15 (1938):674-82. Even von Soden, Sahriften des NT,

I:2:1594, admits that Clement sanetimes mixes texts independently
of Tatian.
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Clement of Alexandria.

1

For log. B, he significantly suggests that

.
2
both sh are a comroon trad.ition.

by Qui spel.

3

He has been preceded in this view

The Pseudo-Clementines
The Pseu:lo-Clementines (PsClem) form a group of literature
which purportedly goes back to Clement of Rome.

The two major

Pseu:lo-Clementine works are the Homilies and the Recognitions.

Both

may be generally characterized as the discourses and disputations of
St. Peter chiefl y against Sinon Magus, but generally against all
"unorthodox" belief s, as reported by Clement.

It is the consensus

of scholars that these works are primarily Jewish-Christian in na
ture,

5
though some gno sticizing elements are discernible.

4

The Homilies and the Recognitions share a great deal of ma
terial, and a vast anount of energy in the preceding century was expended in detennining just which one was dependent upon the other.6
Now, however , it is agreed that both rest upon a comnon Vorlage, or

Grundsahrift, and are independent recensions of i t. According to
K 1.ine,

7

.
·
8
the f"ir st writer to propose th'is theory was Waitz.

1
2

Waitz

cf. his index in Thonri.s, pp. 235-36.

3Er>anos-Jahrbuah 38 (1969):274.

Ibid., p. 89.

4

cf. Augustus Neander, General History of the Christian Re
ligion and Chu.rah, 2nd ed., 9 vols., trans. Joseph Torrey {Edinburgh:
T. & T. Clark, 1847-55), 2:24-37; Strecker, Judenchristentwn in den
Pseudoklementinen; and Qui spel, Vigc:hP 12 (1958) :181-96. Also cf.
Hom. 2. 19, 20 , 38; 3. 4, 47, so, 511 s. 2ff.; 18. 17.

s. s,

5

cf. Hom. 1. 18, 19; 2.
7, 8.

s,

6, 11, 23; 3. 22ff.; Rec. 3. 67;

6

For a survey of the history of interpretation of this literature, see Strecker, Pseudoklementinen, pp. 1-34.
? Say1,ngs, pp. 5-6.

8

Cf. Strecker, Pseudoklementinen, pp. 14ff.

Hans Waitz, Die Pseudoklementinen Homilien und Reaognitionen.
Eine quellenkritisahe Untersuahung, TU 25, 4 (Leipzig: J. c. Hinrichs,

1904), esp. pp. 366-75.
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believes that the GT'U.ndschrift was written between A.D. 220-2 30 in
Rome, and that it itself was composed of v arious sources.

The pri

mary source is supposedly what he calls the Kerygmata Petrou,
ten

around A.D. 135 in caesarea.

1

writ

But Hort had independently pro

2
posed a similar theory before Waitz.

Hort calls the common source

of Hom. and Rea. the IlEpC0001. II�-rpou ("Circuits of Peter").
is his opinion that the IlEpCooot.

It

originated in the fir st or second

decade of the third century either in Palestine east of the Jordan
3
River or in the area north of this.
4
with the Ebionites.

Hort connects this Grund3ahrift

He and Waitz obviously differ in details, and,

as of yet, there is no agreement aroong scholars as to the exact orig
ins of this Gru.ndschrift.

The only thing we can say is that it prob

ably exi sted at an early period in the East (Palestine or Syria),
where scxne of its sources surely originated.
But even this has not done much to elucidate the background s
of the two recensions of the Gru.ndsahI'ift: Homilies and Recognitions.
Since Hort notes, however, that "not a single ancient writer shews
a knowledge of both works in any form,11

5

it would appear that their

1
· · he Untersua hungen u
'"ber d.�e
cf. also Adolf Hilgenfeld, K:l'�t�sc

Evangetien Justin's, der alementinisahen Homitien und Maraion's
(Halle: C. A. Schwetschke and son, 18 5 0), pp. 308-17.

Credner,

Beitr<ige, 1: 331, 34 8ff., 385, mentions a u.npuyµa II�-rpou, but this
should be differentiated from the Knpuyµa-ra • On both writing s,
see w. Schneenelcher and G. Strecker, in NTApo, 2 : 5 8- 69 (ET 2:94127).

2
F. J. A. Hort, Notes Introductory to the Study of the Clem
entine Recognitions (London: Macmillan and Cb., Limited, 1901), pp.
80ff. E ven earlier, Gerhard Uhlhorn, Die Homitien und Reaognitionen

des Clemens Rorrrinus naah ihI'em Urspru.ng und Inhatt dargestetZt

(Gottingen: Dieterich, 1854), pp. 349ff., made an extensive probe
into this area.
3Hort, Notes, pp . 81-83, 87 .
4
rbid., p. 87.

5Notes, p. 89.

Cf. Credner, Beitrage, 1: 279, 36 3ff.
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origins are diverse.

He suggests that Hom. was written in eastern

Palestine or Syria and that Rec. was possibly written in Rome.

1
ther of them i s as full or long as the original Grundschrift.

Waitz is rrore specific, and dif fers somewhat.

Nei

He suggests that

Hom. is a rearrangement and expansion of the Grundschrift made by
2
an Arian of Syria in the post-Nicene period.

Rec. is a reworking

o f the Grundschr>ift by a Eunomian of Syrian Antioch in the late IV
3
century.

The twenty Homilies are all extant in Greek, ostensibly the
original language of both recensions.

4

There are two MSS--one fro m

the XI/XII centllr'i es and one from the XIV century.

5

All ten books

of Rec. survive only in a Latin translation made by Rufinus not long
af ter A.O. 400.

6

Altogether, there are about 1 00 MSS dating from

the VI to XV centuries.

In addition, parts of both works are avail

able in two Syriac MSS: Bt"it. Mus. add. 121 5 0 (A.D. 4 11, the earliest
dated MS known} contains Rec. l. 1. 1 - 4. 1. 4 and Hom. 1 0. 1. 1 14. 12. 4, and Brit. Mus. add. 14609 (IX} contains Rec. l. 1. 1 4. 1. 4.

7

1

2

Hort, Notes, pp. 88-90.

Waitz, PseudokZementinen, pp. 368-70.

3
I bi'd • , pp. 370-72.

4
cf. i bid., pp. 369-71.

5
Edited by Bernhard Rehm and Johannes Irmscher, Die Pseudo
klementinen, I: Homilien, GCS 42 (Berlin : Akademie-Verlag, 1953).
6

An early edition was made by E. G. Gersdorf, S. CZementis
Romani. Recognitiones. Rufino AquiZei. presb. interprete. Ad Zib
rorum mss. et edd. fidem expressae (Leipzig: Sumtibus Bernh. Tauch

nitz, Jr. 183 8). The m::>re recent and critical edition used in this
thesis is that of Bernhard Rehm and Franz Paschke, Die PseudokZem
entinen, II: Recognitionen, in Ru.fins Ubersetzung, GCS 51 (Berlin:
Akademie-Verlag, 1 965).

7one early edition is P. A. de Lagarde, Clementia Romani.
Recognitiones syriace (Leipzig: F. A. Bt"ockhaus, 1861). The best
edition is that of Wilhelm Frankenberg, Die syrischen CZementinen
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One of the nost interesting problems in the stui y of the
Pseuio -Clernentines is the source of the material which they have in
comrron with our Gospels.

1

By and large, scholars admit that the

writers of PsClem had at least some contact with the canonical go s
pels. 2

4
3
Sanday, and rrore recently, Kline would identify this source

as an early Gospel harrrony of the Synoptics only.
others, Semi sch

5

and Strecker

6

Along with many

are convinced that PsClem used all

four Gospels; where PsClem differ from the canonical Gospels, this
7 Moreover, rro st scholars identify
.
.
' due to fr ee merrory citation.
is
an additional, apocryphal go spel behind PsClem.
identify it as the Gospel of the Ebionites.

Mil1

8

and Waitz

9

H ilgenfeld nominates

mit griechischen Paralleltext. Eine Vorarbeit zu dem liteY'<lr'geschicht
Ziahen Problem der Sammlung, TU 48,3 (Leipzig: J. c. Hinrichs, 1937).
Homilies is available in an English translation made by Thomas Smith,
Peter Peterson, and James Donaldson, in ANC L 17: 17-340. Recogniti ons
has been translated into English by Thomas smith, in ANC L 3: 135 -485.

¾-or a brief history of interpretation, cf. Kline, Sayings,
pp. lff. Kline (p. 10) feels that the Synoptic-type material in Hom.
usually represents a closer form of the Grund.sch.rift than Rec., the
latter having been assimilated roore to the canonical texts. Cf.
Quispe!, VigChr 12 (1958) :186.
2

One notable exception is Qui spel, VigChr 12 (1958):193-94.

3

Gospels, pp" 185-87.

4say�ngs, pp. 173 -75.

5
Karl Gottlieb Semisch, Die apostoZischen Denki,;urdigkeiten

des Mi.r>tyrers Justinus. Zur Geschichte und Aechtheit der kanonischen
EvangeZien (Hamburg und Gotha: F. und A. Pethes, 1848), pp. 356-64.
6

Pseudoklementinen, pp. 117-36.

7

waitz, PseudokZementinen, pp. 361-64, however, represents
nost scholars who feel that the author of the Kerygmata Petrou, and
hence the Grund.sch.rift, did not use the Gospel of John.
8

John Mill, Novwn Testamentum Graecwn cum leationibus vari
antibu.s mss. exemplarium, versionwn, editionwn, ss. pat1'WTI et scrip
torwn eaclesiastiaorwn; et in easdem notis • ••, 2nd ed. by Lwolph
Ku ster (Leipzig: J. F. Gleditsch, 1723), Prol., p.

6 4.

9Pseudoklementinen, p. 3
6 2; idem, ZNW 13 (1912 ):338-48; ZNW
14 (1913) :38-64, 117-32; and idem, "Die Pseuioklementinen tmd i hre
Quellenschriften," ZNW 28 (19 29):241-72.

1
the Gospel of Peter.

2
Hebrews.
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N eander believes Hom. used a recension of the

Credner equates. all three of these apocryphal go spels and

sees this source behind PsClern.
4
"Hebrew Gospel."

3

Similarly, Uhlhorn speaks of a

On the other hand, Nes says this secondary source

5
was not the Gospel of the Hebrews, but the Gospel of the Egyptians.
Strecker despairs of identif ying this non-canonical source precisely,
but agrees with Nes that it is not the Gospel of the Hebrews, or,

for that matter, any other Jewish- Christian gospel.

6

Orelli provides

little help when he speaks equivocally of an apocryphal tradition
from "the ancients" or a fabricated tradition.

7

Obviously, a consensus is some time off, but it is signifi

8
cant that, in addition to Sernisch, Kline, in a ver y important recent stuiy, has concluied that PsClem pro bably used the canonical
Gospels exclusively.9

Whatever the case, there is a trend in the

1

KPitisahe Untersu.ahungen, pp. 380ff. Cf. idem, Die apos
tolisahen Vdter. Untersuahungen uber Inhalt und Ursprung der unter
ihrem Namen erhaltenen Schriften (Halle: c. E. M. Pfeffer, 1853),
288-97.

2Augustus Neander, Genetisahe Entwiakelung der vornehmsten
gnostisahen Systeme (Berlin: Ferdinand Dummler, 1818}, pp. 418 -19;
cf. idem, General History, 2:36. With Neander, one may compare
Quispe!, VigehP 12 (1958):181 -96, and NTS 12 (1966):371 -82.
3
credner, Beitrage, 1:268- 414.
4

5

uhlhorn, Homilien und Reaognitionen, pp. 11 1 -50, esp. 137.

Hendrik Marius van Nes, Het Nieu�e Testament in de Clementinen (Amsterdam: De Roever K rober-Bakels, 1887}, pp. 97-100.
6PseudokZementinen, pp. 129-30, 136.

7
Johann Kasper von Orelli, Selecta patrwn ecalesiae capita
ad e:tanyrrtCKTIV saa1'am pertinentia • • • , 4 vols. in 1 (Turi ci:
Typis Orelli, Fuesslini et Soc., 1820-23 ), p. 22 .
8

. .
1-.!�-.:1•
o f Strecker,
ke�"t en, pp. 356-64. Cf. the scepticism
Den1UJJUL-u�g
Pseudoklementinen, p. 136, concerning a non-canonical written source.

9sayings, pp. 169f f.: "The identifi cation of another source

(such as a Jewish-Christian go spel) can neither be established nor
is it required" (p. 197).
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newest investigations of Justin's go spel material to stress the importance of the role of the Synoptics (possibly the use of a pre
Tatianic harmony),
Kline

3

1

and it is significant that both Bellinzoni

2

and

have suggested that PsClem and Justin used the same (canoni-

cal) source •
This brings us to the possibility of a relationship between
Thomas and PsClem.

The similarities between the two were noticed
Harnack

as soon as the Oxyrhynchus Papyri were discovered.
the affinity between POxy 1. 7 (log. 32) and Hom.
Michelsen

5

3.

4

notes

67, and

observes several parallels, particularly between a frag

ment of PO xy 655 (log. 39) and Hom. 18. 1 5 , 16.

In contemporary

scholarship, it has been Quispel who has led the way in comparin<J
Thomas with PsClem.

In his major article,

6

he lists several textual

parallels, of which the nost noteworthy will be discussed later in
this chapter.

From this evidence, Quispel draws or confirms the

follo wing conclusions: (1) Thoma s is from a Jewish-Christian milieu;
(2)

Thomas is from a S yrian milieu; and (3) Thomas is independent

from the Qanonical Gospels.

conclusion (1) is apparently true for

some sayings in Thanas, and a connection with Psclem would tend to
confirm this, but it may not be true for all of T homas' sayings.

As

far as (2) is concerned, this is unproven by the PsClem evidence;
1

Cf. pp. 209f. above.

2
v
Just�·n
u,..,.,..,ty.,..,
l'll..<.L
< - , pp • 140
-

f

141 42
-

•

3say1,ngs,

pp. 169ff.
• •••
4 Adolf Harnack, ••Uber' d-ie
Jungst entdeckten Spruche Jesu
(Leipzig: J. c. B. l-bhr, 1897), p. 22.
5

J. H. A. Michelsen, "Nieuw ontdekte fragmenten van Evan
gelien," Teyter's TheoZogischTijdschl'-ift 3 (1905):153-64, esp. 162,
and "Uittreksels ui t het Evangelie volgens Thomas," ibid. 7 (1909):
214-33.
,
6
"L'Evangile selon Thomas et les Clementines," VigChr 12
(1958):181-96.
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let us remember that Waitz places the GI'Undschriift of PsClem in Rome,
while Bellinzoni and Kline have recently reaffir med a textual connection between Justin, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and the earli
Thus, even if there is a rela-

est and leading source of PsClem.

tionship between Thomas and PsClern, whis could point to a possible
Roman or Alexandrian provenance for the particular saying in ques
tion.

Finally, the preponderance of scholars view PsClem as at

least partially dependent upon the Synoptics, which, if tru e, would
r ef ute conclusion (3) if a connection with Thomas is found.

The Didascalia Apostolorum
The Didascalia Apostolorum, or as it is rrore fully entitled
in some MSS, "The Catholic Teaching o f the Twelve Apostles and l-bly
Disciples of Our Saviour ," is a work primaril y of IOOral instruction
1
and canonical legi slation rrodeled on the Didache.

I t was rro st

likely written in northern Syria by a convert from Juiaism in the
first half o f the III century.

2

The work was originally composed

in Greek of which little survives.

It is, however, completely avail

able in a Syriac translation originally made in the IV century (4

3
MSS from the VIII-XIII centuries), and about two-fif ths is extant

�he rrost thorough sttrly is that of Hans Achelis and Johannes
Flemming, Die altesten Quellen des orientalischen Kirchcnrechts: II.
Die syrische Didaskalia, TU 25,2 (Leipzig: J. c. Hinrichs, 1904). In
English, see R. Hugh Connolly, Didascalia Apostolorwn. 1.'he Syriac
1

Version Translated and Accompanied by the Verona wtin Fragments

{Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1929); cf. a lso J. Qua sten, "Didascalia
Apostolorum," in NCE, 4:860.

2
cf. Connolly, Didascalia, pp. lxxxvii-xci; and P. Galtier,
"La date de la Didascalia des Ap8tres," RHE 42 (1947) :315-51.

3
Paul de Lagarde made the first edition, based on the earli
est MS: Didascalia Apostolorwn syriace {Osnabruck: Otto Zeller,
1967; reprint of 1854 ed.); M. D. Gibson made a later edition based
on different MSS with an English translation: Home Semiticae, I:
The Didascalia Apostolorwn in Syriac; II: The Didascalia Apostolorwn
in English (London: C. J. Clay and Sons, 1903).
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in a Latin translation made shortly afterward (one palimpsest MS
from the V century).

1

The author of the Didascalia qootes freely

from the Old Testament and from nearly ever y book in our New Testa

2
ment, as well as from apocryphal works and other writers.

The

Latin translator appears to have been influenced by the Latin ver
sions

3

and the Syriac translator by the Syriac ver sions--for the

Gospels, Mrs.Gibson detects the influence of both the Peshitta and
Old Syriac,
ible.5

4

but Connolly believes the Old Syriac alone is discern

The Didascalia has textual similarities to log. 48 of the

Gospel of Themas, and Puech infers that both may be dependent upon
.
6
a comm:>n t rad.1t1on.

Pistis Sophia
7

Pistis Sophia i s a work found in only one Coptic MS--the
Askew Codex.

It has been dated anywhere from the IV to X centllt'ies,

with Schmidt preferring the V century for the MS.

8

The MS i s written

\.irst edited by Edmund Hauler, Eine Zateinische Palimpsest
ubersetzung der Didasaalia Apostolo:rum, Si.tzung sberichte der Kais.
Akademie der Wi.ssenschaften in Wien, Philosophische-historische
Classe, 134,11 ( Vienna: Carl Gerald's Son, 1896). Connolly, Didas
aalia, re-edits the Latin and gives it parallel with his English
translation from the Syriac.
2

cf. Achelis and Flenming , Didaskalia, pp. 318f f.; and
Connolly, Didascalia, pp. lxx ff.
3
Cf. Connolly, Didascalia, pp. lxxiii-lxxiv.

4

orae Sem1,' t 1-cae,
.
2 :vii-ix.
. . .

H

5Didascalia, pp. lxxi v-lxxv.
7

6

CRAI (1957) :159.

The definitive edition is that of Carl Schmidt (Copenhagen,
1925). It has been recently re-published with an English translation
by Violet Macdennot, Pistis Sophia, NHS 9 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1978).
O ne frequently used English translation before Macderm::>t's is that of
G eorge Horner, Pistis Sophia, with an introduction by F. Legge (Lon
don: S.P.C.K., 1924). Schmidt, Pistis Sophia, pp. x-xiv, gives a
good overview of earlier editions and translations; cf. also Legge,
pp. ixff.
8Pages xvii-xviii.
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1
in nore than one hand, and the work itself appears to be a compilation of do cuments.
written in Egypt,

3

2

All are agr eed that the work was originally
but the consensus ends here.

There has been

general agreement that the work was f irst composed in Greek, 4 but

5
there have also been some dissenters who prefer Coptic.

Moreover,

6
the oldest stratum o f PS has been traced by Legge and others back

to Valentinus himself, to a period just before A.D. 160; the remain
7
der of the work was written by other Valentinians between 245 -388.

8
Schmidt calls Legge' s early dates " grotesk."

He, following Harnack,

prefers a date in the second half o f the third century.

9

Schmidt

also objects to the classical view that PS is Valentinian and be· sect. lO
. ted wi. th any one part'icul ar Gnostic
i. t cannot be associa
1 ieves
.
The similarity between the qootation of Mt. 7:8/Lk. 10:11 in PS and
the saying in log. 94 of the Gospel of Thomas has prompted Schrage
to posit a connection,

11

but he does not elaborate.

Maca.Pius the Egyptian
The writings attributed to Macarius the Egyptian
an enigma which has yet to be solved.
1

12

represent

Macarius himself was born in

cf. L egge, in Horner, Pistis Sophia, p. viii; and Schmidt,

Pistis Sophia, pp. xi vff.
2

p. xiv.

Legge, pp. xivff.; Schmidt, pp. xxiiiff.; and Macdermot,

3

. . .

c f. L egge, p. xxxvii i; and S c hmid t, p.

4
cf. Schmid t, pp. xix-xxiii.
6

5

. .

xxx11.

cf. L egge, p. ix.

Legge calls this Documents I and II, roughly equivalent to
Schmidt's :Ebok s I and II.
7
L egge, pp. xxxviiiff., esp. xlviii.

8Page xxxiii.

10
Pages xx iv-xxxvi.

11 Verr1U�tn�s,
1-�"1
•
p. 182.

12

cf. Quasten, "Macarius the Egyptian," PatroZogy, tutrecht:
Spectrlllll, 1950-60), 3: 161-68.
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upper Eg ypt around A.O. 300 and died shortly before 390.

He is

sometimes known as one of the Desert Fathers, since he lived his
Christian life as a hermit in the desert.
respected in sane circles.

He evidently was well-

It is probably for this reason that his

name is attached to an entire corpus of pietistic Greek writings,
which inclu:ie 50 "Spiritual H:>milies,11

2

a group of new homilies,

and numerous other letters and discour ses,

4

1

3

especially since these

writings may have originated in a heretical group of Christians.
Whatever the reason, it now appears highly unlikely that Macarius
had anything to do with these works.
Who, then, is responsible for them?
noticed connections with Messalianism,

5

In 1920, Villecourt

which ultimately led to the

idea espoused by Dorries that the author was one Symeon of Mesopo
6
tamia, a leader of the Messalians.

If this is true, then the writ-

ings probably stem fro m the late IV century somewhere in the Near
East, rrost likely Syria.

This is the general view accepted by nost

1

See Quasten, Patrology, 3:16 2 f f., for a good survey; Hermann
Dorries, Symeon von Mesopotamien: Die Uber>Ueferung der messaUan
isahen ,,Makarios"-Sahriften, TU 55,1 (Leipzig: J. c. Hinrichs, 1941),
makes a thorough stu:iy of much of the "Macarius" material.
2

Published by J.-P. Migne, Maaarii Aegyptii, PG 34 (Paris,
1903), 449-822. An English translation has been made by A. J. Mason,
Fifty Spiritual Homilies of St. Macarius the Egyptian (London:
Society for Prorroting Christian Knowledge, 1921).
3

above).

Klostermann and Berthold, Neue Homilien (see p. 198 n. 3

4

several may be found in Migne, PG 34:405ff., inclu:iing the
"Great Letter" (34:409-42). Werner Jaeger, Two Rediscovered Works

of Ancient Chx>istian Literature: Gregory of Nyssa and Macarius

(Leiden: E. J. Bt'ill, 1954), pp. 23lff., edits a new "Great Letter"
which he claims nore worthy of the appellation than that published
by Migne (cf. pp. 145ff.).
5

L. Villecourt, "Le date et l'origine des 'H:>melies spiri
tuelles' attribuees a Macaire," CRAI (1920): 250-58.
6

•

Symeon von Mesopotam�en, pp. 4-7.
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1
scholars, but these "f acts" have been challenged by some.

Volker,

for instance, questions the connection of the so-called Macarius

2
writings with the Messalians; Jaeger concedes that the true author
may be called Symeon, but doubts that this Symeon was a Messalian
leader.

3

Moreover, because of the relationship between these writ-

ings and Gregor y of N yssa's De Instituto Christiano, Jaeger dates
"Macarius" in the V century.

4

And further, Jaeger states that "it

must remain an open question where the unknown author lived and
whether he had anything to do with Syria, 11
prefer Syria himself.

6

5

even though he seems to

Similarl y, Baker has noticed connections

7
between the Pseu:lo -Macarius writings and �ypt.

He and Quispe1 8

also note several parallels with the Gospel of Thomas; Baker infers
a connection which he leaves unclear, but Quispel believes that
Macarius knew and used Thomas.9

If there is a connection here, it

1
:rnclwing Quispel, VigChr 18 (1964): 226-35; and idem,
Makarius, pp. 2-3, 9-13.
..

2

Walther Volker, "Neue Urkunden des Messalianismus?" ThL Z
68 (1943) :129-36. He is followed by Jaeger, Two Rediscovered Works,
p. 227; and Quasten, Patrology, 3: 164 , 167.
3

4

Two Rediscovered Works, pp. 151-52, 227.

Ibid., pp. 226, 227. The relationship of the two authors
has not yet been solved. Jaeger and Quasten, Patrology, 3:167, be
lieve that Pseu:l.o-Macarius is dependent upon Gregor y, but Reinhart
Staats, "Der Traktat Greg:>r s von Nyssa 'De Institute Christiano'
und der Grosse Brief Symeons," StTh 17 (1963) :120-28, holds that the
opposite is true. He is followed by Quispel, Makarius, p. 3; cf.
VigChr 18 (1964):231-34.

5Two Rediscovered Works, p. 162.

6
rbid., pp. 154-55, 227-30.

7
Aelred Baker, "Pseu:l.o-Macarius and the Gospel of Thomas,"
VigCh:fa 18 (1964) :215-25.
8

VigCh:r> 18 (1964):226-35.

9
cf. Makarius, pp. 11, 22, 27.
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is extremel y difficult to locate geographically; some type of connection may have occurred in Syria, but an Egyptian milieu cannot
l
be disrni ssed lightly.

Shenoute of Atripe
Shenoute of Atripe

2

was the second abbot of the famous White

Monastery in the desert of Thebes for 83 years (he lived 118 years;
b. ca. 348, d.466).

He exerted a strong infl uence in the nonastic

novement and was known as a strict disciplinarian and an ardent opponent of heresy. Such was his influence that the White Monastery
also bears his name: Deir Auba Chenou:ia (Monastery of Shenoute).
He also enjoyed great prestige throughout Egypt; in fact, Leipoldt
11 3
calls him " the Father of the national Egyptian church.

Shenoute

4
wrote prolifically in Cbptic, but so popular were his writings

that many of them were translated into Ethiopic, Arabic, and Syriac.
1

r t should be recalled that Baker notices nore Egyptian
connections with Pseu:io-Macarius than just the Gospel of Thomas.
Thus, if all or part of Thomas originated in Syria, this does not
negate his argument for Pseu:io-Macarius.
2

Most of what is known about Shenoute's life we learn from
the biography of Besa, Shenoute's disciple and successor. Only a
few frag ments of the Sahidic original survive, but the Bohairic
translation has been edited by Johannes Leipoldt and W. E. Crum,

Sinuthii arahimandritae vita et opera omnia, I. Sinuthii vita bo
hairiae, CSCO 41; Scriptores Coptici l (Louvain: L . Durbecq, 1906;

reprint ed.1951); a Latin translation has been made by Hermann
Wiesmann, CSCO 129; Script. Copt. 16 (1951). Besa's biography also
exi sts in Arabic and Syriac editions. Useful articles on Shenoute
may be found in Quasten, Patrology, 3: 185-87 (with an excellent bib
liography); and in A.G.Gibson, "Shenoute of Atripe," in NCE, 13:
169-70. A detailed stu:iy has been made by J.Leipoldt, Schenute

von Atripe und die Entstehung des na.tional agyptisahen Christentums,
TU 25,l (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs, 1903).
3

4

sahenute von Atripe, p. v.

Much of his authentic work has been edited by J. Leipoldt
and w. E. Crum, Sinuthii arahimandritae vita et opera omnia III, IV,
CSCO 4 2 , 73; Script. Copt. 2, 5 (Paris, 1908, 1913; reprint eds.,
Louvain: L. Durbecq and Secretariat du csco, 1960, 1954); L atin trans.
by H.Wi.esmann, CSCO 96, 1 08; Script. Copt. B, 12 (Paris, 1931 , 1936;
reprint eds., Louvain, 1965, 1964).
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One of the variants in his writings has a striking similarity to
log. 47c,d in the Gospel of Thomas.
B.

A Brief Comparison of Thomas and Several
Early Gospel Texts

Let it be reiterated that what we are looking for here are
significant variants which Thomas shares with any witnesses besides
those witnesses discussed in the three previous chapters.

The focus

will be primarily upon those readings which Thomas and another source
share exclusively, since, for instance, if a variant reading in Thornas is also found in both the Old Syriac and the Ethiopic version,
one may quite tmderstandably see a connection with the Old Syriac as
roc>re probable than one with the Ethiopic version, seeing there is
ver y little evidence otherwise to connect Thomas with the latter.
If, however, a logion and the Ethiopic version share a variant to
which no other witness attests, one n1ust reckon with the pos�ibility
of a connection (no matter how renote that possibility may be), or
with the alternative, fortuitous agreement; the rrore su bstantial the
variant, the less probable coincidence becorres.

Following this line

of approach, perhaps the origin, or at least the background , of several individual sayings may be further elucidated.

Logion 8.

It has been shown (pp. 168-70, 227-28) that there

is very little reason to connect this sayi� with either the Diates
saron or the Old Syriac of Mt. 13: 47-48.

(i)

One way in which

Thomas differ s from the canonical text is that instead of r eading
"the kingdom of heaven is like a net," Thomas has "the rrun is like a
wise fisherman."

The occurrence of "man" has been attributed to re

1
dactional activity, Gnostic tendentiousness, or scribal error.
1

See pp. 168-69 above.

In
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any case, "kingdom" could have easily stood in the fir st part of the
sentence.

Of r.rore interest is the comparison to a fi sherman instead

of to a net.

It is questionable whether the Diatessaron origin ally

had th.is reaa·ing;

l

.
t h'is 1 eaves on1 y Cl ement of A lexandria.

2

Thomas

habitually compares the kingdom to people instead of things (e.g.,
log. 22, 57, 76a, 96, 97, 98, 107, 109), but this does not appear
to be the case with Clement.

3

(ii)

In light of variant (i), it is

not surprising that log. 8 and ClAlex ma,ke the man the subject of
" cast" instead of making the net the subject of a passive verb
("which has been cast").

But, while this makes the two all the

nore similar, we are really dealing with the same variant, for it
is diffi cult to see, if the "man" is the subject of the parable, how
"cast" could be used to refer to the net.

Variants (i) and (ii) are

thus actually two parts of the same reading.

(iii)

ClAlex, with

Thomas, does add "fi sh" (actually, ClAlex has the plural, like rrost
witnesses which add the word), but thi•s is a natural inference and
easily coincidental (cf. pp. 16 9-70, 227).

(iv)

Finally, Qui spel

4

and Baarda (with brackets) list ClAlex as supporting Thomas' variant
"chose," but this is merely a surmise from Clement's

'tT\V tx>.oy,iv

no 1,ouµEve,.>, which is probably just a paraphrase of Mt. (cf. p. 17 O).
V ariant (i) remains the only significant shared reading , but it is
not conclusive.
parallel.
1

For one thing, ClAlex and log. 8 are not exactly

For another, the agreement could be fortuitous.

And yet,

See pp. 168-69 above.

2Strom. 6. 11. 95. 3, given on p. 1 69 n. 6 above.

3

The only other parable of Mt. 13 where ClAlex clearly has
"the kingdom o f heaven is like • • • " is, according to Barnard, Text,
pp. 17 -1 9, Mt. 13: 33 where the kingdom i s correctly likened to
leaven, not a woman (log. 96).

4Tatian, p. 176.
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there is same slight room for believing, with Menard, that ClAlex
and log.

8

share the same tradition.

1

Clement, in his loose and ab-

breviated citation, could have even been influenced by log.
self.

8

it-

In any case, there are more textual reasons for associating

log. 8 originally with Alexandria than with Edessa.

Logion 16 (cf. pp. 171-72, 231-33).

(i)

Much has been said

about the source of Thomas' "war" (see pp. 171-72, 232 -33 above).
In this connection, it is interesting to note the wording of the
Pseuio-Clementine Rea. 2. 26. 6 : "and he said, 'I have not come to
I-·....0 • ' 11 2
cast peace upon the earth, but ,.__,

In the context, Sinon

Magu s is making a play on words, contrasting " peace" and "war/sword."
This may be an indication that in the original Rec., "war" was meant
to stand as an obviou s antonym for " peace."
{p. 109), restores the Greek

p...D

for

(2. 26. 5).

find g7,adiwn.

Indeed, Frankenberg

noAEUOV nere, just as he does earlier

But in Rufinu s' translation (Rehm, p. 68) we

Since the Syriac

p.,_o

can mean only "war," making

i t unlikely that the Vorlage of the Syriac translator had ua.xa1.pav,

gladiwn appears to be either a mi stranslation or a correction to the
canonical text.

Qui spel believes that Thomas' "sword, war" c_pes

back to the Aramaic word ;,,t].)
T

n

-

which can mean both "sword" and

4

"war"--a word which also influenced Rec.

This may be so.
•

confu sion may be due to the Syriac words K::11... or�. 5

Or, the
But it

1

Thomas, p. 89. Whether this tradition is an independent
Jewish-Christian Aramaic tradition from Palestine, as ad\Ocated by
Qui spe!, Eranos-Jahrbuch 38 (1969) :273-75, is open to que stion.
•

2

Frankenberg, p. 108: µ

�..,o; cf. Rec.

2. 28.

2.

l � ;p µ.-_

�; h tvL} lJ�

p

� 11

3
unless the present
.._o ("war") is a scribal corruption of
an original
("sword" or "war"), the difference being only the
initial letter.

p .__

4
Vigehr 12 (1958):189.

5

See p. 233 above.

3
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is also possible, and perhaps preferable, to believe that Thomas
hanronized several elanents- -arrong them, Matthew's "sword" and the
"war" as found in Rea. or, nore properly, the source behind it.
Whatever the case, a probable Semitic (Syriac?) milieu for log. 1 6
is reaffirmed.

Logion 32 (cf. pp. 175-76, 234-36).

(i)

One of the rro st

interesting ways in which this saying differs from Mt. 5:14 is the
use of o t xo6oµnµtvn/"wT in place of

xe: 1, µEVT).

It is noteworthy

that the former readim also occurs in Hom. 3. 67. 1:

1

since log. 3 2 and Hom. are both potentially linked with Syria, that
both have been influenced by the Vetu s Syra or, as is nore likely
for Thanas, an ancient Syrian tradition behind it.
tradition may have a rather wide influ ence.
PsClem is also similar to the ul!Jn>..oOb

2

(ii)

This particular
The UlµE 1, of

of POxy 1. 7, but it is not

exactly parallel and the agreement could be fortuitous; at best it
can only be used as weak confirmatory evidence for an indirect connection between Thomas and Hom.

Logion 39a (cf. pp. 178-80, 239-41).

(i)

The variant of

primary interest here is Thanas' "have received • • • have hidden."
Quispel avers that this is not part of a secondary harilPnization of
Mt. 23: 13 and Lk. 1 1:52, especially since Thanas apparently reads
>..aµl3a.ve:1,v/X1

vs. Luke's aCpe:Lv/lil •

3

T his is also in agreement

with Rea. 1. 54. 6-7 (Frankenberg, p. 61; Rehm, p. 39).
traces >..aµl3a.ve:1,v back to an Aramaic word,

�1)\ll

Qui spel

(Syriac�),

�uispel, Vigehr 12 (1958) :1 87, and in several other places
says 3. 37, bu t 3. 67 is the correct reference.
2

3

cf. pp. 234 -36 above.
VigCrzr 12 (1958):189-90.
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which is able to translate both >..aµ(3a:ve: LV and

aCpe:1.v.

1

This

word, in an Aramaic tradition, is thus at the root of this variant.
Quispel's explanation is possible, but not provable, and it is curi 
ous that the Syriac Rec. has lost sight of this word and uses
instead, which is equivalent only with >..aµ(3a.ve: 1, v.

\...::io

It could be

said that the difference between Aaµl3a.ve: vv and aCpe: LV is tmim
portant; we are dealing basically with synonyms which could have
been confused in a fr ee translation or citation from memory.

But

Quispel thinks that "to receive" in place of " to take" is tendentious, emphasizing the legitimacy of the Pharisees as holders of
the keys--a favourite Jewish-Christian theme.

This, he says, con

firms that both Thomas and Rec. come from a Jewish-Christian Aramaic
2
mi· 1 1.eu.
·

If Q ui spel is correct, how interesting that Hom. 3. 18. 3

(Rehln, p. 63), the parallel to Rec., uses the word Kpa-re: tv !
brings into question Qui spel' s inferences from

This

Aaµ.!30.ve: 1, v , and in

creases the probability that we are merely dealing with synonyms.
Nevertheless, Rec. and the Ethiopic ver sion do, with Thomas, have
the compound "have received • • • have hidden."

Rea. 1. 54. 6-7,

however, is clearly an adapted paraphrase or allusion and can be
viewed as a textual witness only with some scepticism.

It is also

noteworthy that: (a) for " to hide" Rec. has the Imperfect

CfJ

➔

?

(" that they (may) hide it"), which is not the Aorist of the Western
text or the Perfect I of Thomas, not to mention the change from 2nd
pl. to 3rd pl., and (b) the word "to hide" does not occur in the
parallel Hom. 3. 18. 3.
1

3

The Ethiopic ver sion of Lk. 11:52, on the

cf. Klein, worterbuch, p. 102.

2

Haenchen, Botschaft, p. 67, objects to this conclusion regarding lo g. 39.

3
The word does occur in Hom. 3. 19. 1, which follows im
mediately, but in an obscure paraphrase that can in no way be claimed
as a qu:>tation of Lk. 11: 52.
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other hand, reads very similarly to Thomas: "you have taken (re
ceived )

1

••• you have hidden."

This readir¥J i s alnost without a

doubt a hanoonization of the canonical reading o f Lk. 11: 52 (npa'tE)
and the Western v ariant (btpulJ)a'tE).

A connection with Thomas is

doubtful, since the Ethiopic speaks of "the key of justice" and
log. 39a has "the keys of knowledge."

What does seem rather certain

from all of this is that log. 39a is a harmonization of canonical
texts

2

in the form of a free citation which is paralleled by the

practice of the Ethiopic translator.

It must be admitted, however,

that log. 39a could have been influenced by an independent tradition
which had "hidden" and which itself influenced the Western text, but
even then contact with Luke's nPa'tE seens likely, despite the synonym o stensibly used in POxy 655. 4

(&.!YEA.Gaov).

(ii)

Brief

mention may be made of the "those who wish to enter" of Hom. 3. 18. 3.

3

This is parallel to log. 39a, but no connection may be established
for the reasons given on p. 179 above.

In addition, there are sev-

eral other differences between log. 39a/POxy 655. 4 and PsClern:
(a) The former have "Pharisees and scribes," but the latter have the
opposite order.

(b) Thomas has "keys," but Hom. /Rea. have "key."

A nd (c) POxy 655. 4 has o(he:

•

• &.cpfhtav,

4

but Hom. has ou

naptxouo L'V, which is also in a different tense.

For these rea

sons, there is probably no connection between log. 39a and PsClem.
1

The exact Greek (?) word behind the Ethiopic is difficul t
to determine, but Tischendorf give s f\pa'tE.

2
Against Qui spel, but with Schippers, Thomas, p. 97; Haenchen,
Botsahaft, p. 67; Schrage, Verhti.ltnis, p. 92; and Menard, Thomaa,
p. 139.
\ehm, p. 63: "tote
txouot. v.
4

ot

l3ou)..oµtvot.{; E toEA8Etv 06 nap

F itzmyer, Essays, pp. 413-14. Cf. Robert A. Kraft, "Oxy
rhynchus Papyrus 655 Reconsidered," HThR 54 (1961) :259.
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Logion 47a (cf. pp. 86-88, 181-82).

(i)

On p. 87 the sug -

gestion of some scholars--that the clause 11 ya.p . . . a.yanT)OE
is omitted in this saying d ue to scribal error--was noted.

1,

It is

hig hly interesting to note that no other textu al witness does likewise except Marcion.

Cne wonders, then, whether Marcion's gospel

could have affected the wording o f log. 47a.

This is possible.

Marcion's reading could be due to an independent scribal error,
but the coincidence would be amazing.
rnent is with Thomas'

l.\NGP��,(3p1Se

the canonical xaTaq>povricrE l.

(ii)

1

Another possible agree-

("he will insult") in place of

("he will despise").

Marcion's Bible

may have had xaTacppovncrE l. , but this is not altogether clear;

Harnack suggests that Marcion's text may have had another word. 2

One may wonder whether the word is the same as Thomas', but this is
entering the realm o f pure conjecture.

Nevertheless, on the face of

i t, there would appear to be a strong probability of Marcion's influence on the text of log. 47a.

3

But there are some differences

which would indicate that this conclusion is premature.

For one

which Thomas incltrles.

Second,

thing, Marcion ani ts o ( XETnb,

4

Marcion apparently reverses the canonical (and Thomas') order to
(xaTaq>pO\ITlOE l.)

• a.v3tf;ETal..

Finally, Marcion's a.v3tf;ETal.

(Tertullian, Adv. Marie. 4. 33, gives defendi) is not necessarily
Thanas' '{NA PTIMA.

Because of these differences, the influence of

Marcion upon the wording of log. 47a is not probable, but only possible.
1Cf. Harnack, Marcion, p. 220*.

2
Ibid.

3

schippers, Thomas, pp. 52, 104, postul ates that this saying
has been influenced by the Marcionite belief o f the impossibility of
serving two rnasters--the Old Testament and the New Testament. But
cf. Menard, Thomas, p. 149.
4

u�-rC�on,
•
. is due to
Harnack, i•JU..
p. 220*, suggests that this
Matthean influence.
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Logion 4?c,d (cf. pp. 183-84).

The nost noteworthy variant

in log. 47c,d is the reversal of the Synoptic (especially Lucan)
order: Lk. 5:39; Lk. 5:37 (Mt. 9:17/Mk. 2:22); L k. 5:36 (Mt. 9:16/
Mk. 2:21).

Of all the witnesses to these sayings, only Marcion and

Shenoute rever se Luke's order of the last two just as Thomas does:
Lk. 5:37, 36.

1

Shenoute's citation is:

t\.��� tNb.1.E. WE.4¼.wK. ��c�, �0E:.. NT�\.1l"lof..\<.
�6,:i{f;. ET� IH-\Tl.\ I €iE.lT b.llT t �E.Mt �Nt)t\1P\\ N�p()t
E2ENo.C,<.oc.. N6.c.· ME:�C.CSA'no'6TOE\C. Ac ON ?\o'(QclTt.

N� Al, t-tc.e:.� o>-. '1',..C... t� �o\Tf. M ,r .,\6 �. 2

This may be translated:
But I will speak everything concerning it, as the Lord has
spoken concerning it, which is this: "They do not put (cast)
new wine into old skins; neither do they cu t off a patch
from a new garment in order to sew it upon an old garment."
This is rrost likely an abbreviated citation of the Gospels from
It derronstrates a familiarity with Lk.-sa (note esp. "cut

memor y.

of f"), and possibly with Mt. ("they do not put/cast"), though Shen
oute uses sane dif ferent words: e.g., (OITt.
of����-

for " garment" instead

It is unclear why the Synoptic order i s reversed, but

this is easily done with two sayings which make the same point in a
similar way.

It is therefore unl ikely that Shenoute's written text

read this way, or that he was influenced by Marcion's gospel or the
Gospel of Thanas as used in Gnostic circles, since Shenoute would
seem opposed to the use of. such heretical writings.

3

As for Marcion's

1
Marcion's gospel probably omitted v. 39 (Harnack, Marcion,
p. 190*), and Shenoute makes no reference to this ver se here.
2
36. De actis Archelai, csco 42, p. 109, 7ff.

3
Nonetheless, if the Nag Hammadi collection was made by
orthodox Christians for heresiological purposes (i.e., to combat
heresy), it could have been the work of the White Monastery which
is some 50 miles away. Conceivably, Shenoute could have been un
wittingl y infl uenced by the Gospel of Thomas in this or some similar
collection.

3 02
text, it is probable, though not certain, that he also reverses
1
Lk. 5:36 and 5:37 -38.

Harnack thinks that the evidence is too

scant to restore the text properly; nevertheless, he refers us to
Zahn's restoration: 2

Ou eaAAOUOLV o[vov vtov E(c aaxouc naAaLOUb,

(aAAa) eaAAOUOLV o[vov vtov E(b aaxou� vtoub, xat
au�6LEPOL OUVTnpoOvTaL• (Kat) OUoELC tnLeaAAEL
tnCeAnua �aKOUC ayva�ou fnt tuaTL� naAaL�· £( 6�
unYE Kat Tb nAnpwua a[pEL xat T� naAaL� 06 auu
cpwvnaEL· UEtCov yap oXLoUa YEvnoETaL.
Log. 47c,d could have been influenced by Marcion's gospel, but this
is really questionable, when one sees the major dif f erences between
them: e.g., Thomas omits 5:38, included by Marcion, and Marcion
3

anits 5:39, incluied by Thomas (log. 47b).

And yet, the number of

major unique agreements between Marcion and log. 47 as a whole nearly
forces one to keep open the possibility of the influence of Marcion's
text upon a redactor of log. 47.

Otherwise, it is very difficul t to

understand why the three sayings of log. 47b,c,d are gro uped together
as in Luke, but in the opposite order--tmless the redactor knowingl y
followed Luke but altered the order for the sake of originality or
to make a new point.

In any event, it is not likely that an older

text or tradition read in this way, for if such a tradition exi sted,
we would expect to see rore evidence of it in other Gospel texts.

4

1
Harnack, Maraion, pp. 189*-90*. Cf. esp. Tertullian, Adv.
Mara. 4. 11 and 3. 15 (where in the latter the order is canonical).
2Maraion, p. 189*.

3
Also, we have already noted that Shenoute is closest to
Luke, with some possible Matthean influence; the same is true of
Marcion (cf. Harnack, Ma.Pcion, pp. 189*-90*). But according to
Schrage, Ver1uiZtnis, p. 113 , log. 47 is closer to Mt. than to Lk.
4

It would thus appear rore probable that log. 47c,d has had
sane contact with the Gospels (with Bartsch, NTS 6 (1960):2 51-53;
Haenchen, Botschaft, p. 51; Kasser, Thomas, p. 76 ; Schrage, Verhi:iZt
nis, pp. 112 -15; and Menard, Thomas, pp. 148-49) than that these say
ings represent an older and independent tradition (against Qui spel,
Vigehi> 11 (1957) :194-95, W. N agel, "Neuer W ein in alten Schlauchen
(Mt 9,17)," VigChr 14 (1960): 1-8; and Montefiore, NTS 7 (1961): 238).
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Logion 48: "Jesus said: If two make peace with one another
in this one house, they shall say to the nountain, 'Be noved,' and
it shall be noved" (cf. log. 106, which appears to be a nor e gno s1
ticized version of this saying).

(i)

This saying appears to be

a combination of the sayings found in Mt. 18:19 and in Mt. 17:20/
Mt. 2 1:21; Schrage

2

,

and Menard

Mt. 17: 2 O than to Mt. 21: 21.

4

3

agree that log. 48 is closer to
Wilson has postulated that this log-

ion could be dependent upon a pre-Tatianic hanron y, but not the Dia
tessaron itself.

5

It is noteworthy that the closest parallel to

Thomas' harnonization is found in chapter 15 of the Syriac D idas6
ca1.1.a:
For it is written in the Gospel: "If two shall agree to
gether,7 and shall ask concerning any thing whatsoever, it
shall be given them.8 And if they shall say to a rcoun tain
that it be ranoved and f all into the sea, it shall so be
done."
Qui spel notes in passing that

(ii)

the "of you" found in Mt. 18:19 and

both works, among o thers, omit
(iii)

both omit "on the earth"

9
from the same verse, but two minor omissions are not nearly enough

to link log. 48 and the Didascalia together.

Nevertheless, Puech,

1

Haenchen, Botschaft, p. 39; Schrage, Verhaltnis, p. 117; and
Menard, Thomas, p. 150.

2 uverh''l
a tn�s,
p. 116.
.
4

3

Thomas,

p. 150.

rnterestingl y enough, Schrage, Verhaltnis, p. 117 , thinks
log. 106 is reworked material from Mt. 21: 21.
5

studies, p. 79.

6

Translation by Connolly, Didascalia, p. 134, who is follow
ing Codex Sanger manensis (S), which he considers the nost trustworthy
copy (p. xi). The Latin abbreviates the saying: Dm si convenerint
in un u m et dixerint m:>nti huic: Tolle et mitte te in mari, fiet
(ibid., p. 138).
Or, "as one" ( K � "'< K); Codex Harrisianu s (H) , printed
by Gibson, Horiae Semiticae� I, omits "as one."
7

8

Ms H reads � ("to you").

9

Tatian,

p. 182.
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because of the similar ha:aronization, sugge sts that both log. 48 and
the Didascalia could be dependent upon a comm::in distinct tradition.
This is an inviting po ssibility.

1

Yet, one mus t also consider the

differences between the two: (a) "if two make peace" (log. 48) or
"if two become one" (log. 106) is not exactly the same as "if two
shall agree as one"; (b) although Thomas and the Latin Didascalia
shorten Mt. 18:19, the Syriac Didascalia gives nearly the entire
verse; (c) Thanas omits the "fall into the sea" of Didascalia; and
(d) Ttiomas ends with "it shall be noved" (cf. Mt. 17:20), but Didas
calia with "it shall be done" (cf. Mt. 21:21).

A dependence upon

the same comm::>n tradition is only a possibility, but we must reckon
with a possible Syrian origin for log . 48 in light of the absence
of the contrary textual evidence.
Logion 63 (cf. pp. 189-90, 244-45).

One particularly curi-

ous way in which this saying deviates from the one recorded by Luke
(12:16-20) is the use of )(pHMa ("possessions") in place of
One may ask where Thomas gets this variant.

xwpa..

It could be a scribal

error, since the words are spelled similarly, or it could be due to
the occurrence of
10:2:VLk. 18:24).

xpfiµa.

elsewhere in the saying s of Jesus (cf. Mk.

It may also be that a redactor purposefully changed

2
''f"1.eld" to "possessions
was too spec1.• f'1c (or for
.
" b ecause the .i.ormer
&

some other tendentious

reason).

But it could be due to a textual

influence, if so, we have only the Old Latin MSS be ff
possible parallel witnesses.

2

qi 1 as

Instead of " field" (age1') found in many

• 3
Old Latin MSS, these MSS have possess�o.

At fir st glance, this is

an impressive similarity, but there is a telling difference between
1
3

CRAI (19 57):15 9.

2

Kasser, Thorrus, p. 89.

As observed by Baarda, in Schippers, Thomas, p. 147; and
Schrage, VePhaltnis, pp. 131-32. MS d has Pegio.
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Thanas' )(pHMA and the Old Latin's possessio:

While possessio can

mean "possessions," it can also mean "estate" or some large land
holding.

1

The fact that in the Old Latin the possessio of the rich

man "brings forth much fruit" clearly indicates that the latter definition is intended. Such a definition confli cts with the broader
connotation of " wealth, money, riches" which Thomas' use of
evokes.

XPHM.6.

It is therefore unlikely that a redactor of log. 6 3 has been

influenced by the posaess·io of the Old Latin versions.

Logion ?6a (cf. pp. 100-101, 191-92, 248-49). In this say
ing, the merchant is called "wise" (C.b.�E), but he is not so de
scribed in Mt. 13:4 5-5 6 .

No MS of the Bible has a similar variant,

but in an apparent allusion to Matthew's parable in the Latin Rec.
3. 6 2. 2 (Rehm, p. 137),

2

the one who "sells all that he has, and buys

the one true pearl" is described as "wise" (pr>udentem).

But this al

lusion is absent in the Syriac Rec. (Frankenberg, pp. 220-21 ), and
is therefure probably traceable to Rufinus.

Rufinus was active in

Rom:!, Alexandria, and Jerusalem, so it is impossible to locate this read
it may have had a wide infl uence.

ing geographicall y;

originated with Thomas or not is open to question.

Whether it

One point in

favour of locating su:::h a tradition in the east is the fact that the
merchant is also described as "wise" by Ephraem in De Thoma ApostoZo
3

(I V century, Syria) and in the Biography of R abbula (V century,
Edessa).

4

1

There could well have been, as Baarda suggests,

5

an ancient

charlton T. Lewis and Charles Short, A Latin Dictionary

Founded on the Andrew's Edition of Freund's La.tin Diationa.ry (Oxfo rd:
Clarendon Press, 1879), p. 14 03.

2
N oted by Qui spel, VigChr 12 (1958 ): 191.
3
cf. Klijn, VigChr 14

(1960): 158-59.

4
ct. Baarda, VigChr 14 (1960): 112-13. Baarda, disagreeiny
with Burkitt and Voobus, says that the biographer did not quo te the
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Syriac tradition which stressed "wisdom" in the parables of the kingdom (cf. p. 256 above)--a tradition which influenced these authors
and the redactor of log. 76a.

But whether this tradition can be

identified with the Cbspel of the Hebrews, and whether it influenced
the whole of Thomas,

1

as Baarda avers, are other matters entirely.

Logion ?9a (cf. pp. 103-104, 193-94, 250-51).

Baarda and

Qui spel list Marcion as supporting Thomas' "breasts which nouri shed
you" as opposed to "breasts which you sucked" (Lk. 11: 2 7) •

It is

true that Tertullian (Adv. Maro. 4. 26. 13 ) has "ubera quae ill um
educassent," making "breasts" the subject of the relative clause,
but this is in what appears to be an indirect qwtation and is not
conclusive.

Even Harnack restores Marc ion's text as

f3ft>..a.cra.�), with Lk.

2

µa.oi:-o t

( 001:;

M:>reover, the Greek behind log. 79a could

also be the same as Lk. (see pp. 193-94 above).

Therefore, a con-

nection between log. 79a and Marcion is unlikely.

Logion 86 (cf. pp. 104-105, 196-98, 252-53).

On pp. 197-98

particularly, the similarity between Thomas' "but the Son of Man has
no place to lay his head and rest" and Macarius has been noted.

The

latter reads just like Mt. 8:20, but after HALVT,l one of the two
extant MSS (MS C from the

)a

I
.1..
~ 3
century) adds HO.L u.vanat;1.

have the only true parallel to this variant in log. 86.
Is there a connection?

tion is:

Thus we
The ques-

Since Qui spe! avers that Macarius

Peshitta, but used a text with some elements rrore archaic than the
Peshitta and even the Old Syriac (pp. 12 2f f. ).
5

(Fran p. 305) Baarda, VigChr 14 (1960): 112-13.

\:ven in log. 8, wher� the fi shennan is uniquel y described
as "wise," there may be nore of a chance of an Alexandrian connec
tion than an Edessene one (see pp. 294-96 above and the Appendix).
This could indicate a wider circulation for our " wisdom" tradition
than just Syria.
2

•
Maro�on, p. 209*.

3

See p. 198 n. 3 above.
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knew and u sed the Gospel of Thomas,1 one mi g ht justifiably conclu:le
that this v ariant is another indication of that fact.

Not only is

this premise questionable,however,but there are also alternativA ex
planations.

Thomas' variant could independently rest upon the Syriac

word�CO('ito lean,support; to rest"; see pp. 198,253 above),or
it could be a tendentious addition made by a redactor 2 which agrees
fortuitously with Macarius.

Nonetheless,the idea of Macarius being

influenced by this logion of Thomas is inviting ,in which case a
possible Syrian origin for this saying becomes nore likely.

Logion 89 (cf. pp. 105-106,198-200).

(i)

On pp. 198-200,

it was shown that there is some similarity between this saying and
the Diatessaron,especially in regard to the variant "wash" in place
of the canonical "purif y,cleanse."
not conclusive.

This similarity, however,is

3
In fact,from the material discussed by Baker,

there would appear to be a good chance that this variant did not
originate with Tatian's Harrony,but with a wider Syrian tradition.
This theory is confirmed by the fact that in more than one place in
the writings of Macarius--which have not been associated with the
Diatessaron,but may originate in Syria--the variant "wash" occurs.

4

The llDSt striking parallel is in Type III, Hom. 8. 1:

we

�notv 6 KUPLOC" (jXlpLOaLE LU�Af, TO fow8Ev TOU
noTnPLOU Kat TnC napo�Cooc TIAUVOV, tva xat Lb
fEw8e:v ij Ka8apov. 6 yap noLnoac TO fow8Ev xal TO
fEw8e:v tnoCnoe:v.5

1

VigC'hP 18 (1964):226-35; and idem, Makarius, pp. 11,22,27.
Cf. Baker, VigCh:r> 18 (1964):215-25; for log. 86,pp. 219-20.
2
3

See p. 197 n. 6 above.

JThS 16 (1965):449-54.

4cf. i bid.,p.
453.

5
Klostennann and Berthold,Neue Homilien, p. 38, 11. 27-30.

Here, as elsewhere,
Thomas does.

1
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Macarius uses

TIA.U'VEL'V ("to wash"), just as

In this place it is particul arl y significant because

the author is speaking o f spiritual purity using xa3ap L l:£ 1, v,
Ma3ap6!;, etc. prolifically, and then all of a strlden, in this
(albeit free) qu::>tation, he uses nA.U'VE 1, v.

It could well be that

Macarius is here dependent upon Thomas, or he may be drawing from a
caruron (Syrian?) tradition.

(ii)

Macarius also prefers the order

outside" as opposed to Luke's (11: 40) "outside •

"inside •
inside."

2

The for mer is the order of log. 89 and p

n 3
a c d e sax Cyp Ta .

45

c Dr 2 43 251

The dependence of Macarius upon Thomas or a

comrron tradition again appears possible, but for this variant he
could have just as easily been influenced by a very early \w:!stern
variant.

The chances that Macarius is independent of T homas here

are increased when the context of this particular quotation is noted.
The author is a pietist and therefore concerned with inward purity.
In new Hom. 8 he is advocating the inward (fcrw3cv)

cleanliness of

a pure heart and a good conscience which in turn will be reflected
in an outward

(ff;w3£v) cleanliness.

This is exactly the thoug ht

in his slightly rrodified harrronization of Mt. 23:25-26/Lk. 11: 39-40.
What could be a tendentious rrodification could also agree with log.
89 for tui tously.

For both variants, there are too many other pos

sible infl uences to say definitely that Macari us used Thomas, but it
1
Type III, Hom. 28. 4 (ibid., p. 168, 7,7,. 17-19); and in
the new "Great Letter" (Jaeger, Two Rediscovered Works, p. 263,
16-18).

u.

2
rt is alnost ironic that Quispe!, Vig Chr 18 (1964):232,
suggests that Macarius got his TIA.U'VW'V fro m the Diatessaron, when
in the same article he expressly states that Macarius is dependent
upon Thomas.
3
on this variant, cf. p. 200 n. 1 above.
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surely seems that the works of the former and log. 89 come fro m the
same or a similar milieu.

Logion 91b.

F rom previous discussions of this saying, it

appears that the influence of the Coptic versions is possible (pp.
106-108), while there is nore evidence for Syriac-versional influ
ence (pp. 253 -55).

A connection with the Diatessaron is unlikely

(p. 201), but there does seem to be something to say for a possible
1
connection with Marcion's text of Lk. 11: 56.
(i)

He, with Thomas,

has the opposite of Luke's order: "heaven and earth";

(ii) omi. ts

"you know" in the first clause, and adds it in the second; and
(iii)

orni ts "how."

For this saying, Marcion's text is not unlike

the text of the Sahidic

ver sion.

It is thus possible that Marcion's

text (or nore likely, the text behind it)

2

has influenced Thomas here.

Yet, there is still stronger evidence to link log. 91b with the Vetus
Syra, especially since it explains so well Thomas'
pa.CE l. v--Marcion has Luke's oox l. µa.CE l. v) •

Logion 93 (cf. pp. 10 8-10, 255).

F'P(\)E:

3

(i)

(=Tte::L

There are those who

see the omission of " your" before "pearls" (cf. Mt. 7:6) as textually
significant,

4

but there is a good deal of evidence to indicate that

it was tendentiously rotiv ated.

There appear to have been a large

number of Christian and heretical groups who interpreted the "pearls"
5
as the words of Jesus or his "special revelation.11

1Cf. Schrage, Verhaltnis, pp. 17 5 -76.
3

The pearls thus

2 Cf. pp.

2 75f.

above.

According to Harnack's reconstruction: Marcion, pp. 216*-17*.

4

cf. Quispel, VigChP 12 (195 8) :186-87; Baarda, in Schippers,
Thom:is, p. 152; and Schrage, Verhaltnis, p. 18 0. So� of the wit

nesses which omit "your" are sy@cp(3 MSs) pal bo(N) Tav Chrys Bas
Orig PsClem.

5
cf. Grant, VigChP 13 (1959):178; Grant and Freedman, Secret
Sayings, pp. 175-76; Kasser, Thomas, p. 107; and Menard, Thomas,
p. 194.
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became less "theirs" and more "his" (or "the pearls").

This may be

the case in Rea. 2. 3. 5:

Syr (Frank., 82):
� � J..J l �J JJ l:-- � ? ll-¾:�
Gr? (Frank., 83 ): 1-LTl ua.pya.pL '!O.G TOLG XOLPOLG npo'30,)..)..wµEV
53 ): ne margaritas nostras mittamus ante porcos
Lat (Rehm,
It is even nore clear in Rea. 3. 1. 5:
Syr (Frank., 154): � �, /!���}��Oct�� 0�
l;..\.--20 �? �)00.rol?
Gr? {Frank., 155):0G TOOG Twv Aoywv a.6To0 uapya.pi.TaG
TOLG xuot xa.t XOLPOLG 01,.LOLOLG
UETUOOUVO.L fKEAEUOEV.
Lat (Rehm,
95): a qm et m andatum accepit, ne mittat
ver borun eius margaritas ante porcos
et canes.

�cu�
un

If a similar meaning was attached to "pearl s" by the original re
dactor of log. 93 , and there is much to suggest this, then the agree
ment with other texts in the omission of "your" could be coincidental.
Alternativel y, the omission could merely be an effort to maintain the
parallelism with the pronoun-less "tTE.TOrc.iB ("what is holy").
(ii)

The latter statement may also apply to the "to the swine" of

log. 93 in place of "before the swine" of Mt.1
be due to a free citation from mem::>r y.
lusion in Rea. 2. 3. 5.

It could also easily

This can be said of the al

In Rea. 3. 1. 5, " swine" is combined with

2
"dogs" without a preposition of its own, so one can only infer,

with Frankenberg, that the original Greek was in the Dative case.

It

is interesting that Rufinus translated the phrase with ante before
both noms.

3

I n each case, the passage from Mt. has obviously been

adapted (note the change to 1 st person and the indirect qmtation).
1
Cf. Schrage, Verhaltnis, pp. 179-80.

Actually, both are part of a relative clause. The Syriac
literally says, "to them (which are) of the appearance (or, manner)
of do gs and of swine."
2

3

Probably being influenced by the Latin versions.
that he reverses the terms!

But note
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It is thus questionable whether there is a connection between these
1
two reading s and Thomas.

(iii)

There is an allusion to "dung" in

of the "dung-heap" of log. 93.

Rea. (3. 1. 6) noted by Qui.spel

Brief mention mi ght also be made

2

and included in brackets by Baarda.3

The exact phrase used is the obscure
which Fr ankenberg (p. 155) restores with "t£Xvaq; x6n:pou
"t'E:AE:O'"t'EPO.q;.

4

e:u

Althoug h it occurs in the general context of

3. 1. 5, there is little to link it with the citation of Mt. 7:6
earlier and, again, any connection with log. 89 is doubtful; the
readings of this saying which agree with Rea. are better explained
as products of style or tendentious nodification.
Logion 94 (cf. pp. 11 0-12, 2 01-20 2).

On pp. 111-12, several

similarities between this saying and Pistis Sophia were noted, and
Schrage's suggestion

5

that there is some connection between them

should be given consideration.

If one has been influenced by the

other, it is impo ssible to say which did the influencing, since both
works may have been translated into Coptic about the same time (with
the edge perhaps being given to Thomas as the earliest).

But a more

likely connection is the Sahidic ver sion, for both log. 89 and PS are
closer to Lk.-sa. than they are to each other.

There seems to be

good reason for believin g that each has been influenced by the can
onical translation, but this still does not satisfactorily explain
the shared adverbial f.

?o¥N-

In any case, the textual affinities

of log. 89 are stronge st in Cbptic circles.
1

And, while this does not

Against Qui spel, VigCh:r> 12 (1 958): 186-87.

2

rbid., p. 187.

3

rn Schippers, Thomas, p. 152.

4
R ufinus (Rerun, p. 95) has aaeno intellegentiae aarnalis.
5

00

Ver h a l tn�s,
. p. 182.
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exclu:le a Syrian origin for the saying, there are no textual reasons
for looking for its roots outside of Egypt.
C.

Conclusions

The treasury of textual variants which Thomas shares with
other early Gospel texts has by no means been exhausted.

In fact,

the selection discussed in this chapter has been rather limited.

The

purpose has been to identif y primarily the readings which Thomas
uniquely shares with a single witness or a single group of witnesses.
In this way, the relationship between the two reading s, if indeed
there is one, could be stuiied without the distraction of o ther pos
sible extraneous influences.

The results will assist us in geograph

ically locating the circulation, perhaps origin, of certain logia,
thus confirming , denying, or further elucidating our previous re
sults.

But the task in this chapter has been complicated somewhat

by the tncertainty of a specifi c te.xt's geogr aphical sphere of in flu
ence. Marcion, for instance, had many followers in Syria, but he
cannot be entirely

dissociated from Egypt.

of the Pseuio-Macarius writings.

The same might be said

Nevertheless, these two may be

tentatively identifi ed with Syria (or even Mesopotamia, in the case
of the latter).
1
A comparison with sane witnesses produced n93ative results.
Thus, a connection between some sayings in Thomas and the Old Latin
ver sions (log. 63), the Ethiopic ver sion (log. 39a), and Shenoute
(log. 47c,d) is mlikely.
On the other hand, sane comparisons had varying degrees of
success.

Despite, for example, the ostensibly large num ber of sim

ilarities between Marcion's text and Thomas, an influence upon
1

c f. the Appendix.
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Thomas is only possible for log. 47a, 47c,d and 91b; the comparison
with log. 79a resulted in a verdict of "unlikely."

There is also a

possibility that log. 8 and Clement of Alexandria share the same
tradition.

A shared tradition with the Pselrlo-Clementines is also

possible for log. 16, 76a (Rea.), and 32 (Hom.); it is tmlikely for
log. 39a and 93.

Log. 48 and the Didascalia may also be influenced

by the same textual tradition.

It seems rather probable that log.

94 and Pistis Sophia have both been influenced by the Sahidic ver
sion.

In addition, for log. 86 and 89, a possible connection with

Pseuio-Macarius is demonstrable; it may be that the anonynous author
was influenced by Thomas.
What eff ect does all of this have on our previous results?
For sane logi a (e.g., 63 and 93), very little, since nothing is
learned, from a textual point of view, about their possible milieux.
On the other hand, sane logia which previously defied a textual loca
tion can now be given a possible milieu.

Thus, log. 8 may have con

nections with the region of Alexandria, while log. 47a, 47c,d and
48 may tentatively be placed in an original Syrian environment.
Some previous suggestions have not been confirmed, nor have
they been denied.

Thus log. 39a and 79a had provisionally been

linked textually with Syria, but nothing substantially new was
learned in this chapter about them.

The verdict that other logi a

should be placed in Syria--16, 32, and 86--was upheld by the investi
gations here.

For three logia (76a, 89, and 91b) the previous re

sul ts had been ambiguous; i.e., there was evidence to link them with
both Egypt and Syria.

This still may be true; these sayings may have

originated in Syria and also been textually influenced in Egypt.
in this chapter their Syrian connections have been strengthened,

But
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which could indicate exclusively Syrian influence.

1

Finally, there

had been a little stronger evidence for connecting log. 94 with
Eg ypt than with Syria, and this has been confirm ed by it s strong
textual affinity with Pistis Sophia.

1

This is especially the case for log. 76a, with similarities
not only with Latin Rea., but also with the Biography of Rabbula and
with Ephraem's De Thoma Apostolo.

VI.

C'ONCLUSION

This has been a stuiy concerning the origins of the Gospel
of Thomas.

We noticed from the out set the miscellaneou s nature of

this sayings collection.

This diversity is evident, first of all,

from its literary characteristics.

Although all the sayings are at

tributed to Jesus, they range in probable authenticity from

those

whose genuineness is confirmed by the canonical Gospels to those
which have been obviou sly placed on Jesus' lips by some redactor.
There is also a lack of discernible order or literary plan in Thomas.
It is obviou sly different from the canonical Gospels, since the mate
rial it has in coITlI!On with them i s completely rearranged.

Many

scholars note the catchword arrangement of the sayings, but even this
arrangement cannot be traced throug hout the collection.

Moreover,

sorre catchwords occur onl y on the Coptic level, again pointing to the
fact that Thomas was at least thoroughly re-edited once and was prob
ably a growing tradition.

Also, there are the doublets which again

may be evidence of the hands of m:>re than one redactor.
A second area which lends credence to the theory that Thomas
was a gro wing collection is the relationship of the Coptic Gospel of
Thanas to POxy 1, 654, and 655.

In all likelihood, they represent

the same work, but with significant differences due to the work of
one or rrore translators/redactors.
Third, the origin of Thomas is inexplicable from one view
point.

As far as original language is concerned, there are those

who argue that the collection was originally written in Aramaic;
others argue for Syriac; others for Greek--all with some cogency.
315
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As to place, there is further disagreement.

There is evidence for

a Syrian orig in, but others say it is insufficient and opt for an
Egyptian origin.

F urther, some see a rural backdrop behind some say

ing s, while different scholars point to the urban flavour of other
logia.

This once rore suggests a diversity of origin for Thomas.
Fourth, the original purpose and Tendenz of Thomas are un

clear.

Many stuients have suggested that it was originally Gnostic.

But not all of its sayings can be adequately explained from a Gnos
tic viewpoint, and yet other logia may have an alternat ive explanation
as well.

Consequently, a Jewish-Christian or Encratite origin has

been postulated.

It may well be that this disagreement is due to

the fact that the collection was used by various group s for different
theological purposes and thus edited continuall y during the course of
i ts transmission.
Finally, there is the enigma of the source or sources used
by the redactor(s) of T homas.

Some writers adamantly believe the

canonical Gospels were used; others deny this.

The Gospel of the

Hebrews has been postulated as the primary source, but there is in
sufficient evidence to prove this.

Suggestions have been made for

sources which circulated anywhere from Eg ypt to COrinth, and pos
sibly in Rome, but the question has yet to be answered satisfactorily.
From these observations, then, it was proposed that the G ospel
of Thomas as we know it is not of one specifi c origin, but of various
origins.

Thus not only is the Gospel of Thanas canposed of various

types of material, but various sayings in it may also have originally
been written in different languages, in different places, and at dif
ferent times fur different purposes.

This scenario would be consis

tent with the idea that Thomas was a living, growing collection of
sayings.

While not by any means original with this thesis, this
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theory has never been mifo rmly applied to the totality of the say
ings collection.
Even in this stu:iy, the theory has been applied only to the
sayings with rather close parallels to the Synoptic gospels, since
the latter provide the best control group for determining the origin
of at least some of the logia in Thomas.

Having selected this type

of saying s, they were then compared to their Synoptic parallels as
they occur in the numerous early versions and patristic citations.
Special attention was given to the peculiarities of the latter sources
which were shared with the Gospel of Thomas.

In this way, it was

hoped that the various affinities which a given logion mig ht have
with the peculiarities of a specific version or text mig ht reveal
something of its origin.

For example, if a certain saying has a

reading found only in the Old Syriac ver sion, one mig ht seriously
consider a Syrian origin for that saying.

O n the other hand, if a

logion has an affinity with the Cbptic version and no other text, a
Syrian origin for that particular saying ma y be questionable.
Throug hout the stu:iy, the question of whether Thomas is de
pendent on or independent of the Q:>spels has not been emphasized,
for the que stion is surprisingl y not integral to the conc lusions
reached.

Because this stu:iy focuses primarily on the peculiarities

or variants which a particul ar canonical text shares with Thomas,
this does not necessarily mean that the variant itself i s canonical;
it could have been inspired by an independent oral tradition.

Thus,

any variant (or the entire Synoptic parallel) in Thomas could be
based on an independent tradition which also influenced the canonical
tex t .

Nevertheless, the fact that the canonical text, or ver sion,

contains this particular variant would suggest that the parallel say
ing in Thomas circulated in approximately the same time and place as
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the canonical text or ver sion, since both have apparently had contact
with the same source or with each other.
A rule of thumb stressed throughout is that each saying must

be studied individually and as objectively as possible.

After all,

if T homas was a living, growing sayings collection, who knows when
and where a particular saying may have been added?

In essence, then,

what this stu:ly seeks to do is to cut the noorings with which some of
Thomas' sayings have been too hastily tied, and to cast each saying
adrif t upon the sea of uncertainty, and then to wait and see upon
which shore each saying washes.

All the evidence needs to be stulied

carefull y, but the chances are good that this shore (if one can be
specifically identified) represents the probable place of origin for
each saying.
Faced with such a mass of in formation--some of it conflicting, some of it meagre, much of it insuf ficient--we can only hope for
general directions or indefinite indications.

The conclusions for

this stu:ly, as the Appendix demonstrates, can be expressed only in
varying degrees of probability.

But these general directions are not

unimportant if they can bring us a step closer to understanding the
origins of the Gospel of Thomas.
In Chapter II , therefore, several logia were compared with
the Coptic ver sions of our Gospels.

The Coptic ver sions were selected

for stu:ly fir st primarily because of the extensive work which Schrage
has done in this area.

This investigation revealed some evidence

that log. 4b, 5b/6c, 14b, 14c, 20, 31, 34, 36, 41, 61a, 65, 73, 76a,
89, 9 1b, 94, and 107 may have been influenced by the Coptic ver sions.
The influence is only indirect, however.

The inconsistency of this

influence may be explained by one or more independent sayings, al
ready influenced by the Coptic versions, being added to the collection
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at a relatively late time in its history, or, I'OClre probably, by a
Coptic-speaking scribe presumably well versed in the Coptic gospels
who was subconsciously and sporadically influenced by their wording
as he translated fro m Greek (or copied) this new gospel which contains somewhat similar wording.

The latter suggestion would also

help to explain why Thomas, which is in these places primarily closest to the Sahidic ver sion, is at times closer to the Ibhairic or
Fayyumic ver sions; a Coptic translator/copyist may conceivably have
been familiar with the Gospels in rrore than one dialect.
But there are other possible signifi cant connections to be
considered.

There are m any who say that the Thomas collection origi

nated in Syria.

If so, one would not be surprised--one would perhaps

even expect--to find some connection between it and the earliest
Syriac ver sions of the Gospels: the Diatessaron and the Old Syriac
ver sion.
According to the results of Chapter III, there is a possible
connection between Tatian's work and log. 16, 32, 33b, 39a, 44, 45b,
47b, 57, 79b, 86, and 94.

This connection is best explained by the

cannon dependence upon a ver y early tradition.

The identification

of this comrron tradition is alno st impossible.

It could have been

oral tradition dependent upon or independent of the Q:>spels, an apocryphal go spel (not necessarily the Gospel of the Hebrews!), a wild
Greek text, an early Gospel harnony, a lost canonical Syriac Gospel
1
translation, or the Old Syriac ver sion itself.

The unportant thing

to note is that for part of Thomas at least, a Syrian origin is text
ually possible.
This is further substantiated by the results of Chapter IV
\or additional infor mation regarding these sug gestions, see
pp. 208f f. above.
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where possible connections between the Old Syriac version and log. 9,
25, 32, 33b, 39a, 45b, 61a, 68, 76a, 79a, 79b, 86, and 91b were dis
covered.

This would indicate that Thomas is even closer textually

to the Vetus Syra than to the Diatessaron.

Nevertheless, there are

cases (see p . 257) where Thomas is closer to Tatian's work. All in
all, the evidence would suggest that a comrron solll'."ce infl uenced all
three works: Thanas, the Diatessaron, and the Old Syriac go spels.
This confir m s the conclusions of Quispel, but only in part.

Quispel

would identify this source as "the Gospel of the Hebrews,"

but there

is scarcely enough evidence to substantiate this claim.

1

Pelser sug 

ge sts a Jewish-Christian go spel tradition which he does not specif
ically identify,

2

but the "Jewish-Christian" characteristics of this

source are not altogether apparent.

Actually, this comrron source

could be a number of t hings either oral or written, as mentioned in
the preceding paragr aph, but at the noment the suggestion of a pre
Tatianic Syriac tetraevangelium, or perhaps a pre-Tatianic, canonical
Syriac Gospel, is nost inviting.

3

The results of Chapter s III and IV a lso precipitated another
interesting o bservation: in the majority of cases where Copticver sional influence upon Thomas is possibly discernible, the influence of a Go spel text which circulated in Syria (i.e., the Diatessaran, Old Syriac, or the comnon source behind thorn) is unlikely or
1
cf. VigChP 11 (1957):189-207; VigChr 1 3 (1959):87-117; and
NTS 12 (1966) :371 -82. The "Gospel of the Hebrews" is discussed on
pp. 153ff. and 217 -18 above.
2
11syriac NT Texts," pp. 159-62.

3
on the possibility of a pre-Tatianic tetraevangelium, see
the suggestion of Gressmann, discussed on pp. 139- 40 above. Simi
larly, Haase and Strobel speak of a pre-Tatianic Syriac Gospel {see
p. 14 0 n. 2 above). We should also not overlook the evidence which
points to a possible pre-Tatianic harnnny of the Gospels (see the
discussion on pp. 208ff. above).

no t demonstrable.

This is so for log. 4b, 5b/6c, 14b, 14c, 20, 31,

34, 36, 41, 65, 73, and 107.

This may indicate that these saying s

originated outwith Syrian influence.

This is not the only possi

bility, however, since these logia could have originated in Syria
and then been subjected to extreme revi sion in Eg ypt.

This may be

especially true for the few logia which show sign s of both Syriac
and Coptic influence: 61a, 76a, 89, 91b, and 94 (but see below).
Nonetheless, the textual evidence for the fi rst group favours an
Egyptian provenance or sphere of influence and those who would prove
otherwise for these sayings must shoulder the burden of proof.
Chapter Vis basically a catch-all section.

Here, Thomas

was compared with other early Cbspel texts as found in various early
ver sions and Christian writers, but only where both shared a rather
unique reading (i.e., a variant not readily found elsewhere).

Con

sequently, several logia, whose possible provenance was previously
unknown due to the insuf ficient evidence provided by the comparison
with the Coptic and Syriac versions, now can be tentativel y located.
Thus, log. 8, because of i ts Alexandrian connections, may be placed
in that area; log. 47a, 47c ,d, and 48 probably originated in Syria,
largely because of their similarities with Marcion's text and the
Didascalia.

Some of the evidence in this chapter was merely confir m

atory: log. 16 and 32 (similar to the Psetrlo-Clernentines) and log.
86 (similar to Psetrlo-Macarius) probably originated in Syria.

Fi

nally, some evidence helped to sway the balance in the direction of
either Syria or Egypt when the results of previous chapters had been
ambiguou s: log. 76a, having affinites with the Pseudo-Clementine

Homilies, log. 89, with parallels in Pseu:io-Macarius, and log. 91b,
with Marcionite parallels, may well have originated in Syria.

On the

other hand, since log. 94 has a strong textual af finity with Pistis
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Sophia, there is rrore evidence for an Eg yptian provenance than a
Syrian one.
According to the textual evidence considered in this sttrly,
then, the following logia of the Gospel of Thomas are rrore likely to
have originated in Syria than anywhere else: 9, 16, 25, 32, 33b, 39a,
4 4, 45b, 47a, 47b, 47c,d, 48/106, 57, 6 8, 7 6a, 79a, 79b, 8 6, 89, and
91b.

Those logia which have closer affinities to Egyptian texts in

cltrle log. 4b, 5b/6c, B, 14b, 14c, 20, 31, 34, 36, 41, 6 5, 73, 94,
and 107.

This means that these sayings may have been added to the

sayings collection only after it came to Eg ypt.

Yet, if o ther in

formation points to another provenance (cf. log. 9 4), this evidence
would indicate sane rather extensive revi sion by an Egyptian redactor.
For log. 61a there is about equal evidence for either a Syrian or
Egyptian provenance.

This could also indicate a Syrian origin with

later Cbptic redaction.
It is regrettable that these conclusions are not nore clear
and definitive, but the scarcity and ambiguity of the evidence pro
hibits rrore concrete conclusions.

It should be apparent, however,

that this sttrly again illustrates the diver se nature of this sayings
collection and confirms the thesis that the G:>spel of Thomas was a
gro wing collection of saying s which was continually undergoing re
vision as it passed from hand to hand.

This means that though we

can stmy the present Cbptic document as a whole, when we begin
talking about its predecessors, we rrust speak not of an origin, but
of origins.

It may be, for instance, impossible to speak of a Jewish

Christian origin or a Gnostic origin.
stage , if any, was it Jewish-Christian?
tic?

Perhaps we should ask: at which
At which stage was it Gnos

Then, what was the collection's form when it was Jewish

Christian?

When it was Gnostic?

Concerning original language, the
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que stion should be:
written?

In which langu age was a particular logion first

The same mu st be asked regarding the date of origin.

Such

a perspective also makes it possible that one redactor was familiar
with the canonical Gospels while another was influenced by one or
rrore apocryphal gospels.
If these questions are diffi cult to ask, they may be imposBut in order to understand properl y

sible to answer satisfactorily.

the background of the Gospel of Thomas, the attempt must be made.
This is why it is imperative that scholars from o ther disciplines
or with other interests begin to ask their questions with the idea
of Thomas' diversity in mind.

Perhaps the conclusions concerning

the origin of a particular logion discussed in this stu:iy will be
confirmed; they may be refuted.

The latter would not be terribly

alarming , since the conclusions reached are only tentative; they m u st
be since only one viewpoint--the textual--has been considered.
then, the textual evidence is hardly conclusive.

Even

The point is that

this stu:ly represents only a small part of the work that lies ahead.
Only by bringing several disciplines to bear upon each indiv-idual,
logion can we ever hope to understand the Gospel of Thomas properly.

Notice should also be given here to the possible value of the
Gospel of Thomas for the textual criticism o f o ur Gospels.
been said before,

1

As has

the relationship of Thomas to the canonical Gos-

pels is integral to the problem.
According to this investigation, there seems to be no sub
stantial reason for doubting the possible dependence of at least
parts of T homas upon the Gospels.

The similarities in some logia

are far greater than the differ ences.

It may be that the diff erences

have been over-emphasized, for we need to keep in mind the period in
1
Cf. Wilson, in StEv, p. 456; and pp. 34-35 above.
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which Thanas originated--the second century.

1

As we have seen, in

m any cases the Synoptic-type sayings in Thanas are not unlike some
of the qwtations from the second-century fathers.

If the fathers

deserve to be incltrled in our textual footnotes, then perhaps consideration should also be giv en to Thomas as a textual witness.
It must be admitted, however, that Thomas contains some Gos
pel variants which are mo st perplexin g, even haunting.

We find

unique words and phrases, unusual harnonizations, and inexplicable
inver sions in order.

Many of these are shared by a few other textual

witnesses, and it could well be that we are seeing the influence of
an unknown conuron third source here.

Yet even if this is true, it

does not necessarily precltrle the partial dependence of Thomas upon
the Synoptics.
But if i t is concltrled that Thomas is independent of our
Gospels, then it is obviously not a text-critical source.

Rather,

it is nore a form-critical source, a valuable witness to how the
traditions concernirY:J Jesus evolved to meet the different environ
ments and needs of those who claimed to follo w his teachings.

2

It

would thus be useful for explaining why textual variants arose, and
as an example of how extra-canonical forces worked upon some of the
traditions contained in the Gospels.

In other words, we may be see-

ing in Thomas the results of influences which worked upon gospel
traditions in a free and uncontrolled atm::>sphere--influences which
at times infiltrated the relativel y controlled and standardized environment of the canonical Gospels.

So even if T homas is independent

¾>ages 27ff. above.
2

Along these lines, see especially the stu:lies of Koester:
"<NOMAI DIAPHOIDI," and "One Jesus and Four Primit ive Gospels," in
Trajectories, pp. 114-57, and 158-204; and "Gnostic Writings as Wit
nesses fur the Developnent of the Sayings Tradition," in Rcdlacovcr•y
of Gnosticism, 1:238-61.
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of the Gospels, it is not totally without text-critical value,
though its potential usefulness in this area is greatly reduced.
Unfortunately, the relationship of Thomas to the Gospels
cannot conclusivel y be proven one way or the other.

But then,

even after decades of discussion, one cannot be sure that the early
fathers are entirely dependent upon the Gospels!

1

It appears that,

though they are probably dependent in the main, their relatively
loose method of quo tation from memor y has multiplied textual vari
ants, and same of these are nost likely due to the influence of noncanonical sources.
The practical question regarding all of this again arises:
Should Thomas be inclu::led in our textual apparatus?
perhaps it should.

In some cases,

For instance, in Lk. 12: 56 we read the order

"the earth and the heaven" in ll'O st printed Greek texts, but several
witnesses have the order "the heaven and the earth": p
L

n

28 33 157 124 1 pm it v g sy

dition to log. 91b of Thomas.

SC

sa bo a.nn eth Ta

a

45175

Mcion,

,.i,( o K
in ad-

The source of this variant is unknown,

though scribal error, the influence of oral tradition, or the influ
ence of a written non-canonical gospel may be s�gested.

It is un

likely that the variant originated with Tatian, since only the
Arabic Diatessaron has it (not to mention the fact that it is found
in the papyri), but his witness is incluied nonetheless.

Yet, if

the Diatessaron, and even Marcion, are placed in the apparatus, why
not also the Gospel of Thomas?

2

Some may say that we have no guaran-

tee that Thomas is dependent upon the Gospels here and in other
places, but this is also said of Justin, the Didache, the Gospel of
the Nazarenes, the Gospel of the Ebionites, the Diatessaron, the Acts
1

cf. the discussion on pp. 27ff . above, and the rrodern works
noted therein.
2

one may note the exception of K. Aland, Synopsis Quattuor Evan
geZiorum (Stuttgart, 1973), who does cite Thomas' parallel logia in an
apparatus.
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of Thomas, the Didascalia, the Pseuio -Clementines, etc.
less, these are frequently placed in the apparatus.

Neverthe

At the ver y

least, then, Thanas might be fuotnoted in parentheses or brackets
here and in other places where it parallels the canonical text
rather closely.
Even so, the information given by Thomas in the apparatus
would not be as usef ul as that of a church father.

The great advan

tage of firrling a v ariant in a church father's text is that the variant can be dated and located with convincing accuracy.

1

As we have

seen in this thesis, a canonical variant found in Thanas can neither
be dated nor located accurately.

In fact, instead of using a wit-

ness to date and locate a variant as with the fathers, what this
stu:ly has attempted is the converse--to use a textual v ariant in an
effor t to determine the provenance of a particular logion.

If this

can be accomplished with any success at all, a general date of origin
for that logion mig ht be postulated.

If we then turn around and seek

to use Thomas as a witness to date and locate a textual variant, we
appear to be precariously close to circular reasoning.

If, on the

other hand, the finding s of this thesis regarding a particular logion
can be substantiated through the sttrly of Thomas in other fields,
then the usefulness of Thanas as a textual witness will be established
and enhanced.
Once rrore, we are forced to admit that our present information is scarce and we can g::, only so far.

Thus, we sorely need

f urther inve stigation and, hopefull y, additional information.
knows?

Who

Maybe one day another copy of this sayings collection will be

¾,or discu ssions concerzung patristic evidence and New Testa
ment textual criticism, see Sug g s, NTS 4 (1958):139-47; and Metzger ,
NTS 1B (1972):379-400.
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di scovered to help us on our way.

But if such should ever happen,

one would be s urprised if it completely agreed with the copies we
currently possess.

APPENDIX
The relative probability of a textual connection with the
following Gospel texts is indicated by these signs (patterned after
the apparatus of the UBS Greek New Testament):
A--a textual connection with Thomas is alm:>st certain
B--a textual connection with Thanas is probable
(rrore certain than C)
c--a textual connection with Thomas is possible
D--a textual connection with Thomas is unlikely; insuffi cient evidence
These signs are placed only mder those chapters in which the particu
lar logion has been discu ssed.

The absence of a sign indicates that

a connection with the text above is improbable.
II

III

IV

II III
IV
Logion Copt Diat osyr Other

V

Logion Copt Diat OSyr Other
4b

B

31

5b/6c

B

32

C

B

33b

C

B

8

D

D

D

C

C ClAlex

34

C

D

35

D

14b

C

36

C

14c

C

9

D

10

16
20

C

30

D

c Rea.

C

25
26

39a

D

D

39b

D

41

C

D
D
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D

C

C

45a

D

45b

D

c Hom.

D

C

44

C

D

C

C

B

D PsClem
D Eth
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V
IV
II III
Logion Copt Diat OSyr Other

46
47a

D

C Mcion

D

47b

C

47c,d

D

C Mcion
D Shenoute

55/101

D

57
61a

B

76a

C

76b

D

79a

D

D

C

D

79b

D

C

B

D

D

86

D

C

C

C

D

89

C

C

C

90
C

62b

93

D

94
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